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All members of IJCIC

From: Jean Halperin

Please find attached the minutes of the last wCC/IJCIC Liaison
and Planning Committ ee which took place in Geneva on 16 January 1984.
Any comments which you would care to make vill be received with

much interest.

,,;

Minutes of the WCC/IJCIC Liaison a.nd Planning Committee
held in Geneva, at the WCC headquarters, on 16 January 1984

Present:
World Council of Churches

K. Stendahl
A. Brouwer

G.M. Riegner
J. Halperin
M. Tanenbaum ·
G. Wigoder
W. Wurzburger

w.

Ariarajah
A. Brockway
H.G. Link
G.M. Rubeiz
Ans van der Bent (p.m.)

Prevented and excused:

International Jewish Committee
on Interreligious Consultations

P. Potter

N. Koshy

E.L. Ehrlich
J. Licht en

Morning meeting
A. Brockway in the chair.
K. St endahl read Psalm 121 .
1. Distribution of "The Other Side"
A. Brockway said that he had received a verbal message from N. Koshy
stating that there had been no new developments with respect to the CCIA
pamphlet entitled "Human Rights Violations in the West Bank" since the
written note from Weingartner dated 1 November 1983, which had been transmitted to IJCIC at the time. The authors of the pamphlet were still studying
the information supplied in the response entitled "The Other Side".
G. Wigoder stressed that the matter had already been discussed at the
preceding LPC meeting on 15 June 1983 and expressed surprise at the long
delay in taking the correcting steps reqiested. To the extent that IJCIC
had strongly objected to the one-sidedness of the report, particularly in
the introduction, and had handed their reply to Dr. Raiser through Prof.
Werblo-wsky at Vancouver, they had clearly expected tiha.t all those who had
received the original pamphlet would be .a .praised of IJCIC's response.
K. Stendahl ·h ad been given to understand that CCIA do not usually
circulate replies to their publications. Since they were in the process
of preparing a response to the response, there was little choice but awaiting
their reaction.
G. Wigoder inquired as to the mailing list of the original pamphlet.
A. Brockway thought that publications of that kind were usually sent
to 2000-3000 addresses including individuals and organizations.
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G.M . Riegner wondered whether the list of wee member churches was
a secret or whether it could be given to IJCIC.
A. Brouwer felt that there was not enough communication between the
various specialized departments in the wee. In his opinion, rather than
circulating separately IJCIC's response, it would be preferable to await
the CCIA response which should resumably be completed fairly soon, so that
the possibility of both responses being issued jointly could be considered.
G.M. Riegner and G. Wigoder requested that the CCIA response be shown
to IJCie before any final decision would be taken.
It was so agreed.
2. Ways and means of following up on the Mauritius meeting
J. Halperin recall.ed that all those who participated in the Mauritius
multi-faith consultation a year ago had been greatly impressed by the high
quality of that meeting in terms of sincerity, openness and ability to listen
to each other. While the main and immediate target of the Mauritius meeting
had been the Vancouver Assembly, it would appear that the report and Message
which emerged from Mauritius would warrant a special effort to make them
better known at large and to keep that spirit alive as a lasting source of
inspiration from the point of view of both education and strategy.
K. Stendahl felt that it might be a good idea to invite the guests who
participated in the Vancouver Assembly to furnish an evaluation in depth of
their ovn experience at Mauritius and Vancouver so as to build up a relationship. By the same token they could be asked to supply suggestions for
a continuation of that effort.
One was never quite sure as to the actual distribution and impact of
any given document. The Dialogue Sub-Unit might consider picking up "the best"
of what bas been produced in recent years and make it a publication that
would not be lost. The Mauritius report and Message clearly belong into
the category of material that should be allowed to survive and to find its
way into textbooks so as to become .ail.. input for theologic·a l education. It
would be a positive achievement if the Mauritius Message could be given
lasting visibility.
Referring to reading lists and bibl iographies, he took exception to the
very · biased list recently published in an ADL publication Up Front. Such
methods were clearly not conducive t o enhancing the dialogue.

w. Wurzburger felt that the Mauri tius Message should be reproduced
major Je.,ish and Christian journals.
M. Tanenbaum agreed that the Message could be the source o~ useful
and positive strategy and should therefore be made widely known so as to
stimulate further reflection.

in
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A. Brockway agreed that ways should be found in which the spirit of
the Mauritius meeting could be maintained . That a meeting of that kind
co~d.ha~e been as successful showed that such events were indeed possible .
This in itself was an encouraging fact .
G.M . Riegner felt that there was no organizational traditio to indicate
how to perpetuate a particularly successful group dynamics . The main issue
arises out of t?e. fact ~hat the whole interfaith dialogue was still moving
within a very limited circle of specialists. What could be done to enlarge
this circle?
3. Implications of the Vancouver Assembly
M. Tanenbaum emphasized the value of the Assembly as a human exper ience .
He had been much impressed by the Biblical power of Dr . Potter ' s address
delivered vith prophetic strenth. He also noted the radical social justice
st~ce. On the other hand~ the political resolutions had been extremely
pain:ful and had given rise to anguish . For instance the lack of any
balance between resolutions aiming at American policy or the Middle East
on the one band and those dealing with Afghanistan and Poland on the other
made one wonder whether, as had been said a year ago bY,...R-...J{ading American
journalist , the W?e ha~ not b~come "th~ eccle~iastical ~of the UN" .
Many could only view with anxiety the impression that Wee was aligning with
the radical/marxist world. Even for those who would wish to trust , pronouncements of that kind could only jeopardize the credibility of the wee.
K. Stendahl felt that the political aspect had to be viewed in relation
to the whole structure of the wee which was bound to lead t o "politicization" .
G.~~-B~er stressed that we were not sitting in judgment on each other.
Our task was to cooperate and to interpret each dh::r to EBil otl'a:• . Froio, the reports
he has received from Va~couver, he had been impressed by the strong religious
fervour and by the part of prayer and liturgy in the proceedings . For instance, the Lima statement had been taken seriously. Moreover, the dialogue
dimension bad been given a large place in the various events which had taken
place in and around the Assembly, maybe under the influence of the local
Canadian environment. On the other hand, there had obviously been a lack
of balance in the political statements which made one question the objectivity of the wee. He noted in that respect with r egret the ongoing onesidedness of the resolution on the Mi ddle East, a fact which bad been drawn
to the attention of Dr. Potter in the letter which had been sent to him on behalf
of IJCIC.

W. Wurzburger thought that much was a matter of perception.
understanding was required in order to do away with suspicion.

Greater

G. Wigoder agreed that the dialogue dimension had been impressive at
Vancouver. However, t he paragraph referring to the Holocaust in the Middle
East resolution was boardering on obscenity. It ran counter t he acknowledgment
of self- identificat ion advocated by Brockway. He regretted the lack of
coordination between the various departments of wee and thought that a more
balanced point of view was required .

w. Ariarajah was grateful for the comments and criticisms voiced .

It
should be made clear that wee was not to be equated with the UN. However ,
as a federation of churches , it could only do and say what the member
churches wanted it to do and t o say. Balance and advocacy implied difficult
constraints.

-.
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K. Stendahl thought that one should distinguish between Assembly state-

ments and what emerges from the house.
G.M. Riegner thought that we could lear n from each other. His own
experience had taught him that statements from the !~sembly had to be prepared more carefully in advance.
Referring to the recent meeting at Montreu.x, K. Stendahl s.tressed that
the structure ~pecifical.ly established
the purposes of the dialogue
between the wee and IJeic had to be considered a.nd was indeed considered as
a prototype.

for

Afternoon meeting
G.M. Riegner in the chair .
4. Report by G.M. Rubeiz on his recent mission to .tbe Middle East
G.M. Bubeiz said that he had spent 20 days in the region . He was most
grateful to J . Halperin for having made it possible for him to meet with
very stimulating interlocutors. He had been most impressed by Alouph
Hareven and had found the discussions with him very enlightening and 'informative. He had been interested in his assessment that the Palestinians were
weak and had no leadership. He had also found very useful his encounters
with Prof. Segre, Dr . Wigoder and Ambassador Yaish. On the other hand, he
had been under the impression that Dr. Rossing did not really understand
the Arab mentality.
In more general terms, he spotted a rise 1n fundamentalism and in the
propensity for terror on both s i des.(*)
G. Wigoder expressed appreciation for G.M . Rub·e iz 's report and conclusions with which he could almost completely identify. He would! be. interested
to hear Rubeiz 's react ion to a remark recently made by T. Kbllek, according to
which Christian churches were working against reconciJiation and coexistence,
particularly in East Jerusalem.

(*)

The "conclusive observations" of G"M. Rubeiz 's written report are
appended as an annex to these minutes .

•' ·
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W. Wurzburger felt that the report given by G. M. Rupeiz was a major
step forward and pointed to the importance of makins evecy effort to
understand each other's position. Proper perception was too o~en marred
by unwarranted value judgments .
K. Stendahl sensed a great need for meaningful contacts with Israeli
personalities and Palestinians. He wondered what were the practical
possibilities.
M. Tanenbaum said that the report showed increasing fanaticism in all
communities as well as reserves of goodwill available in those communities.
What can we do to contain the former and to find support for the latter?
G. M. Riegner was particularly happy to hear that G.M. Rubeiz had had
extensive discussions with Alouph Hareven. He himself had 8.lso been impressed by the systematic efforts ma.de by the latter to launch educational
progre.ms aiming at improving the image of the other in all communities.
His scheme for a regular TV educational series in that direction sounded
particularly innovative and promising and deserved active support from all
sides. The WCC could play a most positive role in helping the Jewish side
to establish ongoing relations with the other side .
In reply to the question raised by G. Wigoder, G.M. Rubeiz explained
that the Christians were a minority, and hence felt' rather insecure both
demographically and psychologically. The Orthodox Arab 9hristians which
made up the Christian majority were distant from church l eadership who were
not too popular. The eclunenical family had a role to play. In his opinion,
Anglicans were willing to conciliate. Within the secular community ,
Ghri sti ans were generally more moderate . Being eloquent and educated, they
could be used as a bridge and he himself felt more at home with a Palestinan
Christian then with a Lebanese Christian.

5. Preparation for a review of Jewish- Christian relations in various parts
of the world
A. Brockvay stated that a dialogue vas particularly required in regions
vbere Christians and Jews did not normally come across each other. The
question was whether such a dialogue would be feasible and useful, and which
areas might be selected.
G.M. Riegner noted that apart from North America, Western Germany,
Holland and a little bit in France and Great Britain, no real structures
for a dialogue existed elsewhere. One should either embark on a systematic
study aiming at assessing the situation and the possibilities countcy by
countcy, o~ consider arranging a regional meeting covering 4 to 5 co1llitries.
In his opinion greater efforts must be made on both sides to involve more
people in the churches and in the communities to participate in the dialogue.
M. Tanenbaum recalled that a survey had been conducted by 1:-he American
Jewish Committee ten years ago. It would provide a useful frame for
further explorations. The survey should put an emphasis on issues of
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religious education end ICCJ should therefore be actively involved.
A well conducted study could have a stimulating effect. ·
K. Stenda.hl indicated that the matter should be viewed as a common
concern for WCC churches, the Vatican and ICCJ. Care should be taken to
avoid duplicating the existing setup and to try and obtain a global picture.
G. M. Riegner agreed that it would be
cooperation of the wee, IJCIC and ICCJ .

advisable to enlist the active

M. Tanenbaum was ready to participate in a sub-committee that would
be asked to pull together existing information.
W. Wurzburger thought that the scope of the study should be limited
to our respective const i tuencies.
A. Brock\Jay proposed to establish a team of fouc:-with two froo each side
to consult and come with specific proposals by 1 June 1984. They could
start with what had already been collected and make suggestions for further
action.
It was decided to set up a team with Brockway, Schoneveld, Riegner
and Tanenbaum with tenns of reference as indicated above .

6. Jewish-Christian dialogue in Africa
G.M . Riegner emphasized the enormous role of the Third World in WCC
activities and thinking. It so happened that the Jewish community was now
almost absent from Africa, with the exception of South Africa with its
specific problems, and a few remnants of dwindling communities in North
Africa . Yet, there was a need for the Jewish world community to present
itself and the values it stands for to the African countries and pa..rticularly to their Christian communities . The Jews strongly believed in the
unity and equality of the human family and they felt a responsibility to
help the Africans who were facing so many acute problems. The WCC should
help organizing a really representative meeting in Africa of Christian
~fricans and Jews from ~he world, so that both sides could genuizely get
together, better understand each other and find out what they could do for
each other. Moreover, he was worried by Moslem propaganda against Jews .
,,The Christian churches vho had big constituencies in Africa could play a
, very useful role by sponsoring such a meeting and by actively participating
in it. In his opinion, this was one of the top priorities and he hoped
that an approval of princi ple could be forthcoming ~itbout delay .
M. Tanenbaum stressed the incredible economic upheaval in Africa.
The bug·e problems of refugees, hunger , economic and social crisis were
bound to accentuate in the next years, so that every effort should be made
to counter with vision and s~ill these major threats where the whole fabric
of the African society vas at stake.

..
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S. Brown ment ioned the influence of miss:iolllries, Sunday school teachers
and also the solidarity with the Palestinians. It would, therefore, be
most important to dispel misconceptions and prejudices. In the light of
his own experi ence, he would have thought that there were three places in
Africa which could be used as "points d' appui", viz. Nairobi where there
is a small Jewish community and a synagogue, Sierra Leone, with a solid
tradition of the Old Testament in African terms and an active Council of
Churches, and South Africa, where some African Christian church leaders
could become useful partners. Christian groups in Senegal would also be
interested in hearing more about Judaism.
G.M. Rubeiz agreed that Africa was an important area for an endeavour
of that kind but warned of possible negative side effects. He referred
particularly to widespread stereotypes in some countrie_s which might make
certain communities fear a kind of Christian~Jewish plot against Moslems.
In order to forestall wrong perceptions, it would be advisable to undertake
careful soundings with the Middle Eastern Council of Churches and some
groups concerned in countries like Egypt or Sudan. One might also consider
including Moslems into the dialogue which would thus be enlarged to an
interfaith activity based on the moral contribution of all religions against
deprivation.
W. Wurzburger felt that it would be very difficult to bring in Moslems
int o the proposed encounter and that the latter would then lose much of its
significance.
K. St endabl mentioned a conference which was being prepared by Dr . Taylor
and the World Conference on Religion and Peace to take place in Nairobi in
1985. Maybe some link could be sought in t hat direction. He recalled a
meeting organized by the WCC with African Christian theologians in Jerusalem
in 1977, which had not been too successful. The Dialogue Unit should be
requested to offer proposals leading to the choice of the right Christian
participation. Bishop Anasta.sios Yanoulatos, himself a great expert in
African religions, was at present stat ioned in Kenya and his cooperation
could be very useful.
S. Brown added that preparatory discussions should be conducted between
IJCIC and the All African Council of Churches in Nairobi, whose leader was
Marc Ratafrancois from Madagascar.
K. Stendahl felt that one should caref'ully look into the matter and
see what could be suggested as possible scenarios, af'ter having avaluated
all the pros and cons. In his opinion, that was an enormously important
aspect of dialogue, the more so that it would be the first time in history
where we would face this type of dialogue between representatives of faiths
who had had no live contacts. That was an added reason to make every effort
to achieve success.
A. Brouwer agreed about ·the importance of the matter but also thought
that one had to beware of the pitfalls to be avoided.

-8-
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A. Brockway asked what would be the subject of the encounter and
which would be the people to be invited.
G.M. Riegner replied that the subject would have to be suggested by
the Africans, it being understood that the main concern would be to arrange
for the human encounter as such. He was viewing this enterprise not only
in terms of self-interest but rather as a way to respond to great challenges.
J. Halperin felt that the warnin~ voiced in terms of caution should
not be overlooked. It was precisely because of the importance and bf the
difficulty of the whole operation that IJCIC was anxious to operate jointly
with the wee. It might heve sounded presun{t:uous if the Jewish side had
wanted to go directly and alone to meet with the African Christians. If,
however, there was a feer of giving the . impression of a dubious Chris.tianJewish link, IJCIC might have to reconsider its position and to envisage a
direct approach towards those African Christians who would be interested to
cooperate.

7. Date and subject of next formal IJCIC/WCC consultation
A. Brockway remind.ed the meeting that no such formal consultation had
taken place since Toronto, in September 1980. He had been given to understand that money might be available for a meeting of that kind if it were
held in l ate November 19B4 or in January 1985. He wondered whether an
eppropriate topic could be selected.
In the course of a general discussion a number of tentative suggestions
were made: particular and universal; individualism and community; integrity
and caring communit y; having faith in the context of other faiths; man's
relation to nature; re l igious pluralism a..~d commitment to truth; integrism
and integrity; unit y of humankind; religion, politics and society.
It was felt that something like 2 0-25 people from each side should be
invited to participate. It was hoped that the consultation could take place
at the Harvard Divinity School.
It was a.greed that the Ge.neva .secretari at; yould . elaborate withip the
next fev weeks a concrete proposal on the subject and venue of the consultation and that this proposal would then be circulated to all members for
approval or improvement.
The meeting was adjourned at 5:35 p.m.

..,
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ANNEX
CONCLUSIVl; OBSERVATIONS

by Dr. G.M. Rubeiz ·

.

·l.

The MECC service with the Palestinians is concrete Christian
witness expressed in humanitarian acts in areas of neglect.
The authorities should further support MECC and extend better
facilities for the continuation and developing of the work of .
this ecumenical body.
2.

The Arab community in Israel-Palestine are determined to
stay regardless of the pressures of the environment.

Current trends are pessimistic. Arab and Jewish terror will be
on the increase. There is not much time to waste to try .to
reverse forces of death.
3.

4.

The forces of life (peace) in the area should not be
underestimated. For every Jew and every Palestinian who
has given up on peace, there is a counterpart who yea.rns for
brotherhood.
Today the Palestinian voice inside .Israel and the West
Bank and Gaza deserves more attention than the voice of
Palestinians abroad. There is relative realism in the politics
of the non diaspora Palestinians. The Palestinian in Israel
proper deserves the most careful hearing. The moderation of
Arafat is appreciated inside the 0 Territoriesw but his
inconsistency is not.
S.

Religious fundamentalism is r .ising, particularly among the
Jewish and Moslem communities. Palestinian Christians are
the least sectarianized; with a wbloody nose" they carry on
with dignity. Their instincts tell them that fanatism is
suicidal.
6.

7.

The Orthodox Arab Christians (the Christian majority) in the
area are distant from church leadership. The ecumenical
family has a role to play. This problem has for too long been
shelved.
Western Christian hyper-activity in the area is a mixed
bag of genuine spirituality and potential dynamite for ArabJewish relations. Ecumenical "mine detectors" are needed to
sift clerical peace lovers from trouble-makers, innocent misplaced
rnissiona·ries from political agents.
·
8.

9. · The Jewish s_ociety is in agony to prevent the erosion of its

democracy in face of a threat of a double standard-equity
for Jews and deprivation for Arabs. The Jewish Conscience is ·
strong and cannot be subdued for long.
10.

wee · should

reflect on the feasibility of deepening and
enriching further its contacts with Israeli personalities
and the Jewish society at large to open new avenues of peace
with justice.
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TELEP~ONE:
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WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
PROGRAMME UNIT ON FAITH AND WITNESS

Olalogue with People of Living Faiths and ldeologiea

February 6th, 1984

SWA/lw
TO THE. GUESTS OF .OTHER FAJTHS TO .THE SIXTH ASSEMBLY. AT VANCOUVER

Dear Friends,
.Greetings and good wishes from the staff persons at the Dialogue subunit of the World Council of Churches!

Dr. John Taylor has written to you earlier to thank you for .your
valuable participation in and contribution to the 6th Assembly at Vancou. ver. As you are aware, Dr. Taylor has since become the General Secretary
to the 4th World Conference on Religion and Peace. He has b.een · in touch
with you in .that capacity. We are glad that his office is in Geneva, and
that we can continue to be in · contact with him.
While I had taken over as the Director of the sub~unit as of October
1st, 1983~ we have a new colleague for the Muslim-Christian .relations,
Dr. Stuart Brown, whom some of you may have met in Vancouver.
There ·have been some. enquiries as to whether the .guests of other faiths
have ·given an evaluation of the Assembly. If you wish to write an evaluation,
not oniy of the inter-fatih aspects, but · of. the Assembly as a whole, we would
b~ quite happy fo .,. receiv.e them and if possible. to publish them.
In fact I
-·:would ,;ui;ge .on you to do this i f time .permits you. This .will give some new .in- .
sig~ts and will also help in the planning of the next assembly._
.

.

I am sending you the December, 1983 issue of the 'One World', popular
magazine of the World Council of Churches, which carries an evaluation by
myself of the Issue I debate related .to other faiths. I thought this might
be of interest to .you.

Please ke~p . in touch. with ·us; we hop~ ·that your experience at Vancouver
would provide the impetus for you to· initiate the· concern for dialogue in
your own .situation.
With

e~ery

greeting,

._...

'(o~s

sincerely,

w-~
- - .. ...
.
~·

'

Rev. s~ Wesley Ariarajah
.: oirect'or
· · Encl~
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Geneva, February 9, 1984

To :

Dr. E.L. Ehrlich
Rabbi Jordan Pearlson / .
Rabbi Marc A. Tanenbaum
Prof. Z~i Werblovsky
Rabbi Walter S. Wurzburger

From: Jean Halperin

Please find attached the reply just received from N. Koshy in
response to

11

The other Side".

We should decide without too much delay how to react to his
suggestion as contained in the third paragraph of his covering letter.

D
n-____.
0.

~a1

--=-

0

~
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Centrer Office
P.O. Bo• No. 66
150, route de Fern~
121 1 Geneva 20- Switzerland
Tel. 1022) 98 94 00
Tele• : 23 4 23 OIK CH
Cable: OIKOUMENE GENEVA

Ch COMMISSION OF THE CHURCHES ON INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
of The World Counci I of Churches
~
Mod1,.ator : Olle Oohl6n

Director : Nlr\an Koshy

February 7, 1984

Dr. Gerhart Riegner
World Jewi s h Congress
1 , r ue de varemb~
Case postale 191
1211 Gen~ve

Dear Dr . Riegner,
You will find enclosed our response to the IJCIC's comments
(entitled "The Other Side") on our publication "In Their own Words"
(CCIA Background Information 1983/1)
We regret that this response could not be given earlier. In
view of the detailed comments by IJCIC on several specific parts
of the publication and. the Cf\lestions raised, we had to consult
in addition to Law in the Service of Man other competent bodies.
We shall be happy to send to those who receive our Background
Information regularly , "The Other Side" along with our response to it.
With all good wishes.

Yours sincerely ,

l~ostf/

Enclosure

Director

cc. Allan Brockway

New York Office · 777 Uni ted Na11on• Plaza. N - York. N.Y. 10017

. Tel. 12121 867 5890

CCIA DIRECTOR'S RESPONSE TO "THE OTHER SIDE"
A PAPER SUBMITTED BY THE
INTERNATIONAL JEWISH COMMITTEE ON INTERRELIGIOUS CONSULTATIONS

1. The purpose of the CCIA series of Background Information is to
offer to a constituency within the wee member churches already
reasonably informed about and interested in international affairs,
facts, analyses and opinions on political and geopolitical trends,
crisis situations, human rights problems, militarism, peace and
disarmament and other current issues. These Background Informations
are meant to inform and to stimulate debate and action among churches.
They do not necessarily represent wee positions. They have numerous
times challenged prevailing popular wisdom.
2. When portraying any national or regional situation, care has been
taken to use material emanating from the areas in question, i.e.
collected, collated and often authored by those most irmnediately
affected. Preference has been given, for instance, to allowing victims
of hwnan rights violations to speak for themselves, rather than to
speak from outside on their behalf. As a rule, governments responsible
for such violations have a far greater access to international media
for the purpose of self-justification than have the victims for the
simple purpose of telling their stories in their own words. The eCIA
Background Informations seek to give such victims a voice.
3. The "Director's Introduction" in each Background Information is a
reflective paper dated and signed by tpe CCIA Director, representing
the analyses and opinions of the Director of CCIA. It stands by itself,
and is not dependent solely on the information contained in each
respective issue. Often it acts as an "editorial" or "leading article",
intended to advance arguments and debates, in this way stimulating the
reader with points of view which may not be popular, but which never~
theless are useful a ids to the resolution of the problems dealt with.
4. ceIA Background Information 1983/l, '.'In their Own Words: Human Rights
Violations in the West Bank" is a collection of primary source
documents, affidavits duly testified to under penalty of perjury.
It has been compiled by the reputable West Bank lawyers' qroup
"Law in the Service ot Man" (LSM), an affiliate of the International
Conunission of Jurists, in order to show the human aspects of the
violations of the rights of the people in the West Bank. The brief
introductions to each section were written by LSM simply in order to ·
place the framework within which these individual instances must be seen.5. A 10-page reply to the above Background Information has been made by I
the International Jewish Committee on Interreliqious Consultations (IJCIC )
entitled 0 The Other Side". The reply begins by claiming that "Jewish
public opinion" has been "shocked and dismayed" by the "overt bias" of
recent ecIA publications . IJCIC believes that "many within the wee family
do not subscribe to the contents of these pamphlets - or at least are
open to learning that · events in the Middle East have other explanations ".

2.

6.

In order to deal seriously with the stlbject,the CCIA has consulted
a number of persons competent in the matters dealt with, including
the original editors of nin Their Own Words·. We are particularly
indebted to the comments made by Jonathan Kuttab, Director of LSM.

The first pages of nThe Other Side" deal with the CCIA Director's
Introduction, rather than the content of "In Their own ·wordsn. In
particular, i t disputes the assessment in the Introduction that Israel
intends to stay in Lebanon and that Israel is not interested in any
peace plan. Under a section entitled nLebanon" (pp.l ff) IJCIC claims
"the primary purpose of the entry of the Israel Defense Force into
Lebanon was to remove the menacing PLO presence and its military
infrastructure from southern Lebanon". The fact that this task was
accomplished, not only in southern Lebanon but in Beirut as well,
is now history. And yet, Israeli forces are still in Lebanon. IJCIC
states, correctly, that Israel agreed to withdraw its forces within
8 to 12 weeks from May 17, 1983. Yet by that date, it had made its
withdrawal conditional on the withdrawal of Syrian and PLO forces,
even though the presence of Syria was not the reason for the original
invasion. Tb.rough another development, PLO chairman Arafat's forces
have meanwhile withdrawn definitively _from Lebanon. ,The Director's
Introduction stated in March 1983, "The crisis continues amid growing
indications that Israel intends to stay there." That statement
continues to be justified.
7.

\

8. The IJCIC section on Lebanon reflects a somewhat simplistic
understanding of the tragedies of this country. For a brief but
competent and comprehensive treatment of the same conflict, we
suggest "Lebanon: A conflict of minorities" by David McDowall,
recently published by the Minority Rights Group, London.

The IJCIC statement (p.3} that Israel has pursued peace for thirtyfive years is difficult to. respond to in light of Israel's repeated .
rejection of every comprehensive peace plan proposed, even by its
staunchest supporter, the USA. Peace in the Middle East cannot be
achieved without recognition of the Pal~stinians' right to selfdetermination, . in addition to Israel's right to exist. The Camp David
Agree.ments, which concluded a separate, not comprehensive peace, have
been violated, for instance by Israel's settlements polic~es in the
West Bank.
9.

10. It serves little useful purpose to conjecture about the West Bank
in the abstract. Historical argwt\ents about possession of the land
(whether by Jordan or by Israel) ·bypass the ·need to look at the facts
as they present themselves today. Arqwnents for the annexation of the.
West Bank, be they historical, juridical or de facto with the creation
of faits accomplis through Israeli settlements policies, fly in the
face of the rights of the Palestinians living there, let alone of those
who have been forced to leave. Isarel's security concerns are well
known and appreciated. The primary question should be w~ether Israel's
policies have indeed served its security .

3.

11. But how do the residents of the West Bank themselves see their
problems? To show this was the purpose of "In Their . Own Words". IJCIC's
section on "Human Rights" (pp.4 ff) begins by saying that LSM fails to
mention "Israel's determination that its military and civil organs
abide by the provisions of international law (notably the Hague
Regulations and the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949)".In fact, however,
Israel has never made any claims or admitted that _it is bound,
particularly by the Geneva Conventions. Israel has merely stated
that it is voluntarily willing to abide by the "humanitarian" provisions
of the Geneva Conventions. Israel retains for itself the right to
determine which provisions are "humanitarian" and which are "political".
· IJCIC goes on to state that "immediately after the 1967 war, the
Israeli Attorney-General announced that all the norms and principles
of natural justice, observed as a matter of course in Israel, would
also be implemented in the territories administered by Israel, even
where these had not found expression in international law.". In fact,
Israel has failed to live according to the standards of international
law, which are specific, direct and relevant. Empty general expressions
such as the one mentioned here are of little use to Palestinians.

12. The IJCIC reply states that the Israeli High Court of Justice
has assumed jurisdiction over the military commanders in the
administered territories and that thereby "whenever the rights of an
individual are infringed, effective redress by the court will be
available". (p.5) The paper goes on to say that international law
permits preventive action to stop sabotage, sedition and terrorism,
and that "the types of action attacked in the (CCIA) booklet are all
endorsed by international law, in such circumstances". In fact, many
of the actions attacked have been sanctioned by the Israeli High Court
under its own interpretation of applicable law. Other actions have not
been so sanctioned, but there has been no recourse to the Court in
those cases. To the extent they were sanctioned by the Israeli High
court , this reflects on that court itself, not on the propriety of
the actions.
13. The reply furthermore states that rather than a lack of confidence
in the Israel judiciary, the population does not refer cases to the
High Court "because of the terror employed by certain Palestinian groups
against those daring to have recourse to the Israeli courts". In fa9t,
however, there have been no threats and no terror directed against any
Palestinian who took recourse to the Israeli court. On the contrary,
._some of the most nationalist figures have themselves appealed to the
High Court. The mayors of ·Hebron and Halhul who were deported attempted
to go to the.High Court, as well as Mayor Bassam Shakah of Nablus . It
is often claimed by the Israeli authorities that the PLO itself finances
appeals to the High Court. There is no evidence of anyone being
threatened or subjected to reprisal for appealing to the High Court.
This contention is totally unfounded.

in

14. The IJCIC reply,
order to prove that recourse to the High Court
can have positive results for the claimants, refers to the Elon More
case, but the conclusions drawn are open to debate. It states that
since that judgement, the Israeli authorities have refrained from

4.

private land for the establishment of settlements.
It is difficult in a short response to explain the intricacies of
land law in the Wes't Bank, as the authors will be well aware. However,
we must underline strongly that the CCIA Background Information did
not address the land issue at all. Neither did it address the issue
·o f the legality of the settlements. It merely spoke about the
activities and behaviour of the settlers themselves.
req~isitioning

15. We must object strenuously to the innuendo implied on page 6
of the IJCIC reply when it states "many of the alleged violations
have never been reported to the authorities and have therefore not
been investigated. They are now utilized as political propaganda
without the possibility of determining their accuracyn. This seems
to ilnply that the anonymity given to certain of the affidavits is
because their stories are not reliable. In fact, most of tl)e affidavits
are properly signed, their stories have appeared in the local papers,
and complaints have been filed with their regard. To qivea few
examples, the cases reported in the affidavit of Sa'deah Al Bakri and
Isam Mohammad ("In Their Own Words", pp. 16 and 17) have been covered
in The Jerusalem Post, 14/3/82. The affidavit of Mohammad Abdallah
Yousef Sahweel (p. 18) was reported in The Jerusalem Post, 22 & 24/3/82,
and was extensively reported in the Hebrew press. Also the affidavit
of Sa'id Aid Zaytun (p. 18) was reported in The Jerusalm Post on
29/10/82. The affidavit of Haytham Mohammad Muhaisen (p. 19) in
addition to be·ing reported was the subject of a complaint.
It may be worth mentioning that information leaked from the l<arp
report in The Jerusalem Post 12/5/83, concerned a list of incidents
in which nobody has been arrested or charged, involving identified
Jewish settlers acting against West Bank Arabs. Also, The Jerusalem Post
of 23/5/83 reported that the Karp report lists some 75 incidents in
which there was evidence of settler vigilantism in 1981-82 . The claim
that any case reported to the police gets properly investigated, and
that settlers are charged and tried for their crimes in the West Bank
is si.!lply not true. This is borne out by the attacks on the mayors,
the attacks on the Hebron Muslim University, in which 30 students were
injured and 3 killed, and the almost daily incidents involving settler
violence against Palestinians. The CCIA Background Information
presented just such evidence, according to signed affidavits. If
there is any untruth there, the authorities are free to bring criminal
actions of perjury against any of the individuals who signed the
affidavits. Only thus can they prove them to be lying.
16. The IJCI~ reply repeatedly misinterprets the Hague Regulations
with regard to the right of occupying powers to take possession of
public land (p. 5 & 6f). Under Article 55 of the Hague Regulations,
the occupying power must act as usufruct, as a kind of trustee to
· safe~uard the public and state land, not however to change its corpus.
The Hague Regulations permit the occupying authority to safeguard
public land, but not ·to build on it permanent Jewish settlement.

. "'

s.
The ·reference to Sabri Gharib is correct to a point. ~here are, in fact,
several cases still pending. Their final outcome is not clear;
hoWever, the affidavit clearly refers to specific activities of the
settlers during this period when the cases were still pending.
Specific complaints have been made to the authorities in all these
cases. Sabri Gharib still stands by every word of his affidavit and
is willing to face criminal penalties, if it were shown that he is
lying or exaggerating in that .affidavit.
17. Clarification is necessary concerning the Village -Leagues (p.7).
The LSM introduction does give the Israeli view point concerning the
.Village Leagues, and does detail the laws according to which they were
set up. The booklet does not brand them as quislings. It states,
"The majority of Palestinians see· the Leagues as collaboratorsn.
The point of the section is that although the Village Leagues claim
to be seeking to improve conditions, according to their public statements,
which are quoted, they go about it in rather unconventiona·1 ways, to
say the least.
It is important to note that in this section all af f iants have requested
to remain anonymous. LSM continues to hold the original signed
affidavits , but will not divulge the names for the protection of the
affiants from retaliation by the Village Leagues.
The statement in the reply that the attack on the Orthodox Club,
described in the booklet, was carr ied out by local Arabs does not
exonerate the Village League from the responsibility, since they are
the only Arabs on the West Bank who are allowed to carry weapons.
Since the Village Leagues h ave no registered membership, it is easy
(Jeru salem Post 8/ 3/82) to dismiss any of their act i vities as "actions
by local Arabs" .
18. The claims made in the IJCIC reply on house demolit i ons (p.8 )
need some comment. It is correct to say that international law permits
the destruction of houses "when imperative military requirements so
demand". However, the statement is incorrect when it adds that there
are two kinds of military requirement : "(l) to destroy the physical base
for military act'ion; and (2 } to serve as a deterrent against terrorist
activity', which is of special importance in a country where capital
punishment is not used against terrorists" .
This interpretation is clearly rejected by international law, where
the Fourth Geneva Convention specifically prohibits the destruction of
·property. Article 33 states "No protected person may be punished for
an offence he or she has not personally committed. Collective penalties,
and likewise all measures of intimidation or terrorism are prohibited".
Article 53 further goes on to state "The destruction by the occupying
·power of real or personal property belonging individually or collectively
to private persons, or to the state, or to other public authorities,
or social or cooperative organizations, is prohibited, except where
such destruction is rendered absolutely necessary by military
operations".

.

.

... ,,
6.

There is obviously a question here of proportion. The occupying power
in the West Bank has evidently used a very wide interpretation of
"military requirement". The Geneva Conventions, however, are meant ·
to be applied in a reasonable fashion, as evidenced by a November 25,198:
interpretation by the ICRC of Article 53: "In the opinion of the ICRC,
the expression 'military operations' must be construed to mean the
movements, maneuvers and other action taken by the armed forces with
a view to fighting. Destruction of property as mentioned in Article 53
cannot be justified under the terms of that article, unless such
destruction is absolutely necessary - i.e., materially indipensable for the armed forces to engage in action, such as making way for them".
This exception to the prohibition cannot justify destruction as a
punishment or deterrent, since to preclude this type of destruction
is an essential aim of the article.
The discrepancy in the number of houses destroyed is due to the fact
that the article in The London Sunday Times, 19/6/77, quoted in the
Director's Introduction, refers to demolitions in both West Bank and
Gaza, whereas the figure quoted by LSM refers to the West Bank only,
as stated by the Prime Minister's Office and reported in
The Jerusalem Post, 23/11/81.
19. The section of IJCIC's reply dealing with universities (p.9) is
particularly misleading. It must be stated clearly that Israel did not
establish universities in the West Bank, All four universities already
existed as colleges. They were simply upgraded, their recognition
granted by the Arab Higher Education Council. The reason was the
need locally for universities, since the population did not have
easy access to travel to Arab universities.
We are at a loss to understand what is meant by the statement that
"a great number of students from other Arab countries pursue their
studies in the region". There is no appreciable number of students
from other Arab countries studying in the West Bank.
Referring to the closings of Bir Zeit University, the reply states (p.10)
"when a closing order was challenged in the Supreme Court, it was
upheld". This statement is accurate. But does this decision indicate
the propriety or legality of the closure, or is it a reflection on
the Israeli High Court?
20. With regard to town arrests (p.10), the LSM introduction does i'n
fact mention that "assigned residence" is allowed by international law,
but questions whether the right of appeal is recognized by the Israeli
authorities and questions whether in all cases such restrictions are
necessary for "imperative reasons of security". The fact that the
person affected has the right to bring his case before an appeals
committee is not determinative, since these committees only have
advisory power, and the High court itself cannot discuss the motives
of the Military Go'v ernor when he states that the reasons for the town
arrest are "questions of security".

-

... .....
7.

21. The CCIA appreciates the effort to continue a. dialogue about the
issues dealt with here . We regret, however, that the reply has not ·
touched on the substance .o f most of the statements made in the
affidavits or addressed the vast majority of the incidents related.
The essence of the CCIA Background . Information "In Their Own Words"
is the concern for the individuals caught in a web which is not of
their own making. The CCIA is no less concerned for peace in the
Middle East than IJCIC, and this common concern should pave the
way to fruitful dialo<JUe. But as the wee General Assembly stated
in Vancouver in August 1983, "Peace cannot be built on foundations
of injustice". In this spirit the CCIA addresses the needs of
those who suffer injustice.
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Geneva, February 1O, 1984
To:

All members of IJCIC

From: Jean Halperin
IJCIC/Vatican Liaison Committee
This is to confirm that the next meeting of the IJCIC/Vatican Liaison
Committee will take place in Amsterdam from 27 to 29 March 1984.

A preliminary meeting of all Jewish participants will be held on 26
March in the evening at the Garden Hotel.
The meeting of the Liaison Committee will take place at the Jewish
Community Center:
Nederlands-Israelietisch Kerkgenootschap
van der Boechorststr~at 26
. 1081 BT Amsterdam
Telephone: (020) 44 99 68
Hotel reservations have been made for all Jewish participants at:
Garden Hotel Dikker en Thijs
Dijsselhofplantsoen 7
1077 BJ Amsterdam
Telephone: 64 21 21

Telex: Agaho nl 15453

for four nights (26 to 30 March) at the rate off. 130.- (approximately $42).
The provisional agenda, as agreed at an earlier IJCIC meeting; is
attached.
The Jewish speakers on the main subject will be:
Rabbi Prof. Gordon Tucker (USA)
Avraham Burg (Israel}
.Prof . David Kessler (France).
Representatives from the Dutch, Belgian and Luxembourg Jevish communities have
been invited to participate in the discussion of Catholic-Jewish relations in
the Benelux countries.
It will be much appreciated if you could confirm your participation
vithout delay.

IJCIC/VATICAN LIAISON COMMITTEE
Amsterdam, 27-29 March 1984

DRAFT AGENDA

1.

Opening statements

2.

Youth and faith, and the reaction of youth to the social
problems of our time (major subject of discussion)

3.

The present status of Cathclic-Je•ish
Benelux countries

4.

Exchange of infonnation:

rela~ions

in the

a) Follow-up of the oi" the · meeting at the Vatican (March 1982}
of representatives of the various Bishops ' Conferences deaJing
vith Cr.ristian-Jevish relations, particularly progress on the
problem of Catholic education and teaching
b) Follow-up of the circular letter from the Secretariat of State
on ant is emit isrn
c) Follow-up of the circular letter from the Commission to the
Bishops' Conferences on Christian-Jewish relations on the local
level
d) Review of recent statements by the Pope having a bearing on the
Je-wish people
e) The statement by Mgr. Silvestrini et the close of the Madrid
Conference about the Jews in the USSR
f) The statement by Mgr. Etcbegaray on 4 October 1983 at the Synod
of Bishops
g) Recent reactions of the Polish Church, including the speech made
in We.rsa'I..' by Eis he; Me.idansky, as ·.1ell a.s the r-:::c;;;nt special
issue of Znak and Wiez devoted to Jews and Judaism
Other items could be added and would be agreed upon on the eve
of the meeting .
5.

Any other questions
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AMERICAN SECRETARIAT:
Synagogue Council of America
327 Lexington Avenue
New York. N.Y. 10016
Tel.: (212) 686-8670

EUROPEAN SECRETARIAT:
Wortd Jewish CongreH
1 Rue de Varembe
1211 Geneve 20. Switzerland
Tel.: (022) 34 13 25

CONSTITUTENT AGENCIES:
American Jewish Committee
165 East 56th Street
New York. N.Y. 10022
Anti- Defamation LeegueB'nal B'rith
823 United Nations Plaza
New York. N.Y. 10017
Israel Jewish Council tor
lnlerreligious Consultations
t2A Koresh Street. P.O.B. 2028
Jerusalem. Israel 91020
Synagogue Council of America
327 Lexington Avenue
New York. N.Y. 10016
Wortd Jewish Congre11
1 Par". Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10016

TO:
FROM:

Members of IJCIC
Henry 0. Michel man

RE : The two enclosures require your immediate response
and reaction.
1.
Proposed IJCIC/l'ICC consultation Harvard Divinity
School , November 1984 .

2. Balfour Brickner draft of IJCIC re sponse to the
Vatican.

...
DRAFT #1 (2/13/84)

Prepared by Rabbi Balfour Brickner
for LJCIC and SCA

To the proper Vatican office
Dear
Representatives of the organizations comprising the International Jewish Committee for lnterreligious Consultations (IJCIC) met together on January 24,
1984 to discuss the implications of the recent conference in Lucerne.

Switzerland, initiated by the American Jewish Congress and the Theological .
Faculty of Lucerne.

As the current chairman of IJCIC, I have been authorized by its constituents to
share with you the results of that discussion.

We have long cherished the special and unique relationship that
Jewish community, through IJCIC,

to

~

~s

the

the Vatican, through your office.

That

bond, forged carefully. over the years, has remained strong and effective,
especially through some'highly critical moments 9 thus proving both its necessity
and its great value.

We do not forget the many mutually productive consultations.
\j~~

We do not forget the fact that the Guidelines on Catholic-Jewish Relations was
given by Pope
IJCIC.

1()~~

to the Jewishf-. community and, indeed, to the world through

We do not forget that the first official meeting Pope John

Pau~ad

with representatives of the international Jewish community was with representatives of IJCIC.

Ours is a long and, we trust, lasting relationship.

One

of the principles upon which our relationship was founded and, in fact, operates.
is that in the arena of international Catholic-Jewish relations the Vatican and
~A1:iJ',.L

the Jewish community relate to one another exclusively through this c1'J')Sa=tbd
mechanism.

A-Ad, tnd'eed

we ha'l&r-
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You can imagine, then, the depth of disappointment we now feel as we view:
a) official participation in the Lucerne conference of a representative of the

Vatican's office on Catholic-Jewish Relations and b) the fact that the conference was, indeed, arranged "in consultation

a~d

collaboration (italics mine)

with the Vatican Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews and the American

1

Jewish Congress.' {

While

~e

~ ~ /<!~ ~ ~.)

recognize the right of the Vatican to deal with any and all of the

Jewish community and while we understand the need individual Jewish organizations
might feel to maintain their contacts with the Vatican,

we·

believe that the most

productive results for strong international re lat ionships between the Jewish cOJJmunity and the official Catholic community can best be achieved through the
collective representation which is IJCIC.

Co~ferences

arranged by individual

organizations bring together discussants who speak only for themselves but who
do not, and cannot, represent the authorized Jewish community.

do that.

Only IJCIC can

IJCIC is authoritat ive and authorized by virtue of the fact that the

organized international Jewish community knOIJS of 'its existence and grants it
sp::>kesmanship.

IJCIC represents organizations and agencies,

including a delegation from the
of over

~~~~~

million.

Je~ish

· religio~s

ar:c lay,

community of Israel, with a constituency

It reports to that vast constituency its activities

and the results of its deliberations with the official instrumentalities of
Roman Catholicism.

No other body can do that.

It is indeed unfortunate that the Vatican chose to be officially represented at
Lucerne.

By so doing, it has weakened the image of IJCIC in the international

Jewish community, it has chilled those internatio!lSl Catholic-Jewish relationships

.
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created by the IJCIC/Vatican Catholic-Jewish office connection and it has given
the impression to those in the larger Jewish community that the Vatican seeks
to divide the Jewish community, setting group against group and, thus, destroying
the reality of unity that has existed until now.

It must also know that by so

doing, it will immeasurably complicate its own relationships with the Jewish
community.

An argument has been put forward justifying participation in the meeting,cited
above, on the grounds that the conference discussed theological matters -- something not possible within the IJCIC-Vatican relationship.

While we recognize the

Vatican's desire to discuss theological matters, we do not believe that this
desire ought to be so -,verriding as to jeopardize the far larger goal of preserving a unique relationship with the unified Jewish community, a relationship
available only through IJCIC.

Moreover, we believe that, within the context of

that relationship, we have always found ways to discuss all matters of significance the better to understand the nature of our two communities.

Certainly,

the "theologica 1 argument" does not justify the damage done to our relationship.
Additionally, the official participation of the secretary of the Vatican's
Commission in a mee ting broadly advertised as a conference on theological matters,
intensifies the concern regarding the propriety and purpose of catholic-Jewish
contact which I know you know is already extant within some sections of the
Jewish ccnrnunity .

As you can ascertain from this letter, we are deeply dismayed, we are deeply
troubled.

We seek ways to .redress the harm done.

"

•

..

" · /· .... "T' ..,

..,.,,..,._...----:
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-
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an isolated -incident, one which will not again be repeated and that, in the
. future~ · we

will continue to dea 1 with one another as we have in the p.ast.

I look forward to your response.
respo~se

Indeed, the Jewish community awaits your

so it might better know ha# to plan for the future .

With every good wish, I remain,
Fraternally and cordially,

.. -...

- -··.

.•.

TELEX FROM REIGNER/HALPERIN FOR SINGER/STEINBERG
DATE: February 7, 1984
Following meeting with wee of 16 of January on which you will
get minutes shortly, we discussed the Brockway next offical
consultation WCC/IJelC. Proposal is to hove three days meeting
at Harvard Divinity School on November 26-28, 1984 on the
following subjects:
"RELIGIOUS PLURALISM AND COMMITMENT
TO TRUTH". It is intended to invite 20-25 participants from
each side (as lastttime in Toronto in 1980). Please con~lt ell
IJCle orgO'"lizations and get their consent. wee executive
committee meeting last week of February in Geneva will be asked
to endorse proposal but they would like our prior agreemento

[start]
Original docamerr1ts
faded and/or illegible

'·.,,for

, ~1nQE'r"

1P1tn...1tes of r.rer aratory/e•r>lorat.ory "'eE"t1n9 on ret101ous d1ato9:;e
held it lateran university on 1b february 19~4. from Q:30 to~ ;~
with lunch offeren ~ Y cethol1c side.
meeting cha1ren hy mgr. rossano, rector of the l8teran university.
ttie highest !luttaor1t1es have now given a written off1c1aL
for a rel1g1ous d1al~u~ hetweP.n the v~t1can c~1&s1on
and 1~c1c unoer the ratronage of Lateran university. the purpoge
.. of. this meet1"9 "'as to cietenn1ne What •e wanted to do end the
;· ... ~ .-tt'lod to ~ 8;'1r:'IL1~dc · we should eLso :&f>Lect a · gutta~!.~ tnr ic en~
~:. ···:' c1e'ctc1~ 1 .\\'.hether •e shc:ut.c1 !.1m ,;;.-; tac~i.ing i t 1n one encount~r or
in ti . $t'!rie$ O'f IUCCesa1ve ~ncountera. ttle fllteet1n gS Sh(')Uld be et
a strictly . sc1ent1f1c and scholarly level. we should define where
wp no:: stPtnc1 end how we could movf'! to•ards hetter mutual understanr.1ng ~1thout any rolem1cs.
me~1a:

mancate

1

hatrerln: at the p~l1~1nary ~eeting held 1n rome on t8 octoher
83 1t had :1een ~~en that this current meeting wou\.d be devoted
to the Si:'t"C1 fie r ,.e;1arat1on of· the "reli~ 1ous d1a Logue H,.
ho.-.ever, in vie"' of "'hat has happenect ln tucerne on 16-18 ~anuary
ana ~f t~P. circumstances 1urround1ng that event we ~ust car-efuLLY
analyse the changed s1tuat1on and he aware of the steps to he
taken to re;:·a1r the ~reat damage done by Lucerne. read out the
sea statement 1n full. &tressed that a religious d1al09:.ie without
19ct1vP. rart1c1rat1on of religious constituencies of 1 ~c1c had
Utt le or no lfteanlng. the other aide kne..,.. that some of O lH" r:artners
h·ad strong re~ervat1ons and gl"eat efforts had been Made on oiir side
to enlist the1r su~port at the highest Level.
leaving aside
~e,.s~nal1t1es we felt ttiat a1co"<)ress d1<1 not·-have the pt'o;::er
crej~nt1als for such reL1g1ous n1alogue.
•e strongly resen t ed
thP vat1can c~~~1ss1on's acting ~eh1nd c:rur . beck 1n s~1te ·~f s pec1f1c ·~t1rn1ngs maile to "'el1R on several occasions 1ncl:Jd1n9 stf""ering
coruri1ttPe 1n gent>va last ~une 1 and also their otf1c1al 1nv0 t v ei"lent
in l~cern~. s :.H'ely he l<ne"' that ttie careful. fnmula evolvec1 in
m1lano an~ worken out hy 1'c1c had been stolen away ~Y another
gr~u ~ .
~e s1~~ly cennot cisrP.gar~ · th~ recent rast rartiruL~rty as
nP1tt-.er side can aff ord a fa1l u r-e 1n this 11'1;:ortant and d1ff1c,lt
enneav0u r, n~r ev~n an averagP. outcome. it was not a ~attPr of
:irE'st1gc or self~r111e.•
1t

ross~no:

as~um~t 1ons

that we now have to rethink the h~s1c
of the dlaLOCJu~. ~ere the d1ff1cuL•
at Lucerne due to thP. topic or to the c1rcuMstance

a~~ears

ano

~N>con~1t1ons

t1~s ex ~ er1~nceo
~eet1no?

of thet

d1ff1cultleg a~ose not ~ecause of the to~1c but
~hole set of circumstances befo~. dur1n~ and after
tucerne, 1ncturt1n~ the way 1n which that event was pu~L1c1zed.

hl~er1n:
~caus~

te
an~

the

of the

~eaut:

~e ~ust

the chn1ce of

~iscuss

ln derth the ob,ectlves, the

authority

~artictrants.

~11a:
would have ~11~ec to bP. informed beforehand that th~ lucerne
uitPr -... 1u he raised, f\art1cularly since most of the other r.arti•
c1~ants ~ere not at all awar-e of what •as now being d1scusged.
he "'·as taken com;:LeteLy by aurpr1sP. and regl"'etted thAt the agenda

for thf! cur~nt rneet1ng had been unexpf!ctedlY tu·rned u~s1de down .
the N>lease lssuen by ajcongress •as erroneous. he h1~self had
:;art1c1~ate~ ln Lucerne 1n a f\r1vate ca~ac1ty and .not a& aec~tary
of the corirn1as1on. he dee;i ty regretted what happened 1n Lucer-ne,

har. sa1d so Alre~4Y inctua1no tn wr1t1ng. felt that it was
e,cess1ve tn say that the catholic aide had act~d behind our ~ack.
mucn o i the trouhle or1~1nated in thP freP.ze ~f c0t!lm~n1cat1ons
~.et ·... een vattcan anc 1~c1c after ttie visit of ·arafat to the ;-ior.e.

.

... / ,.t··:1 -......;..

.

---··- -- · - · -- - - -

' '/ '1~Hr-er1n: · ~1.1otert the official 1nv1ti\t1on 1~sued by tr•(")r-:a nnd tt·.e
'/:· .$iff~c1a.l _list. of ;iar-t1c1riants wti _1~~.h included mP.~1a as secretary
-..:' ./ ..of the cnmm1s·s1on anr. -c1uruy as mef'lhP.r of the commission. su,.ely
.. !· /.: me.~_1a ha~ ~)l:.~ectE>d that the tucerne C\ffair -~outd tie ·raised at
· .{:'.. th1s ,.,,f'et1ng· ~ . t'led U not heen ttie case. he l'light hav.e right LY ·
· }'
sus~ected th·e other .s1c1e to he h):'riOcr'lt1cal • . far f rOtfl d1S,.l1pt1ng
th~ agenna 1t . squarely helontied to it.
if we are to decide · ..-·hat
· ,l"oe ·o.· ant to · do, we._ Must:·. a tso be c tear. as to what we do not want to
. ha~~en if· the ·dialogue ls indeed to be successful and meaningful.

r-ossano: does the 1ew1'sh · sicle still cons1der the reL1ti1ous d1alOQve
~~cessary and · ro~s1~le?
in the op1n1on of many_ of us it certainty 1s necessary;
se~n and mt•st t>e dlscusse-d
. ~1nce · the recent ~ast , has a~aln shown how d1ff1cult it was.
an
adcec reason tb face those difficulties squarely. we m~st in any
case avo1c un••arranted· rubllclty.

·halrer1n:

...vhet'h er 1t 1s pos!lbl•? rer.'1c!ns tc ne

Le.ceaut: we must ·..dr-a._.. the Lessnns of mistakes done
even 1f they
.
are ;:ia1nfut.
rossano: r-ecallerl 6 meeting between ·raut" v•1 and a fl'losleri delegation
1ran to ,... ti01n he said: if you don't .speak out c~early, we stlall
not he ahle - to un~erstand you.
· ··
fl"'0"1

ha~per.1n:

y~s,

provided one

spP.aks

~ruthfully.

le~ deaut: . r:iroj:'oseo the following ob~ectives: institute ·a dialogue
fo·r. a tiet ter kno1v ledge and deepening of each of our relig 1 ous
tra.C:it.ions ln itself and in the Ught of historical . ctevetorments,
at -a high Level of scholarly research, under the authority of the
catholic church and of 1~c1c, wit~ an official mandate. the phrase
••ret1g1ous trad1t1on•• to cover all r-elevant subjects. so that
such a d1aL09ue could Lead to an improvement 1.e. c~teches1s,
er.ucat1on anc. relations w1 th 1udaisM at Laroe.
~

'

r-ossan.o : w-oul c the 1e?t' 1 sh
••reconc1L1at1on•• end ·
''reunion'' even ln ~u~LY

~ ide

-

resent rnent ion he1no made of

esc~atological ter~s7

hat~erin:

· the !e~1s~ side would probably not o~ject to
••reconcit1at1on'' in view of the r.ast record of history. we had
dnJt~t s ar)out "reunion even 1n 'scnatolog teal terms" un t ess 1t was
taken 1n the meaning used by zachar1a. 1.e. unity for alt ~ank1nd.
le cea·ut: . agreed that unity was not l11"11ted to cathol1c/~e.-11sh
future and could not teav~ the rest of the world out.

penna:

stressed 'u~a1sm as being at the ~oot of chr1st1an1ty.

hal~er1n:
had no troubL~ wlth the root provided it was not
.. construe~ 1~ the direction of su~st1tution and ''verus !~r~et••.

that the purpos~ of the d1a\.ogue would not he to
the unity lost.
he not'er. that it -a~pearec prematu~ to choose· hP.re and n(")•; the
topic of th~ rel1Qious encounter. we could at hest dr~w u~ a
tentative list ~f possible themes. the ~ain n1M heing to hel~
dls~eLLing un ~ arranted pre1ud1ces on hoth sides~

me~1a.:

aQrPed

rec~nstruct

ct1alogue should be to aLLo~ ench side
to deflnt- t'ts~Lf° as it rP.ally sf'r.s itself rather than heing
et>scr1!:ec1 ?'ly th~ other as the other thought lt should be defined.
heLrer1n:

the

pur~ose

of

t~e

•# • •

---·~···

;··:-

.

/

.. ..

'
~een dPLayed by aL1tal1a str11(e 1
tt-.e mt"et1ng. he elCrila1ned that he had coriie as a scholar
anc nC1t as a re;- rt> sent at 1ve of 1 Jc1c even though he had heen c &.osf y
connected ~ 1th tt for many years. l f either side o~ens ur other
ch<1nnt>ls "'"e wHL have d11'f1cult1es 1n the future. we ther-efC1r.e
nE>t-r. a cLe?.r &t!ltP~en~.. cr. be h a ~ f- of the church to enat>Le l1clc ·to
continue t ·he 1111::ortant · anc1 ct1ff1cul.t tasl( started t"'o decades ago .
tel.man rro:iost-11 as a &u1tahle topic 1s~1Je!\ 1n ct\non La·"' and ~e--... 1sh
La.-, wti1ch could helr discover 1nterest1no parallels.
among the issues .U> be acdressed: •bAt 4"e t.he source.s .of la'N 1n
1e ..·1sh and ch,.1st1an t,.ac1ltlon?
t\ature of authority. r'eLatlve
f.r,1.e ~layed hy natural La~ and roaltlve divine la#. famiLY la~.
~c11cal ethics. f"tc.

8t that stage. talMon, who had
~o1nec
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE

date

March 7, 1984

to

Marc H. Tanenbaum

fre>rn

Zachariah Shuster

subiect

IJCIC Meeting of March .7

The ma in topic at the. IJCIC meeting .on March 7 was the manner of presenting at
the forthcoming consul.t ation with the Vatican Cominission which is·. to take place
in Ho] larid, the posi:ti.on of IJCIC toward the recent actions of the American
Jewish Congress. Copies of the letter already sent by IJCiC to the Vatican
were distributed among. those present and is enclosed h_erewith .
After a lengthy..di~cussiorr in whi~h stron~ indignation was expressed against
the separatist step taken _by the Congress, it was agreed that the mat.ter be
raised at the meeting in Holland both with Cardinal Willebrands and Father
Dupre, the Vice.:..President of the Vatican Commission, J.at a worki.ng meeting
but ·not at a plenary session. It was agreed that 't he presentati.on at the
meeting in Holland be made by Rabbis .Wurzburger and Waxman.
It was also ~greed that IJCIC's ·demarche with the Vatican be publicized
wi'th emphasis on the request that in ·the future such consultations should
be arranged in cooperation with 'IJCIC.
·
Israel Singer of the WJC ·reported that .he had conversation with you on this
s.l!t:Jjei;t _a·nd .your views are identical with the views expressed by ~- ~
.
. .: .'-. .-- . , ~- '- members of IJCIC. Theodore Freedman attended the ..meetTng out
-was ·rather ambiguous as to his position, although he gave his signature
under the letter to the Vat i c·an.
Cqpies were distributed of the letter by Geoffrey Wigoder, of the Israel
Interfaith Association, to Henry Siegman of the American· Jewish Congress
in which he expresses· his negative attitude toward the initiative of the
Congress. Copy of Wigoder's letter is attached herewith.
Isra~l Singer reported tha~ADL has arranged for an audi~nce with Pope on
March 22. ~he delegation includes thepresident of B'nai B!rith . No action
was taken with regard to this matter.

Because of the-:T.a te..hour no discussion was held on the proposed title for
the next consultation with WJC: "Religious Pluralism and the Truth. 11
The following were present: Rabbi Waxman., Ted Freedman, Rabbi Brickner,
Marc Friedman, Israel Singer, Rabbi Michelman, William· Korey and Zach ·
·Shuster.
·
ZS: RPR .
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Eminence,
On behalf of the International Jewish Committee for Interreligious Consultations (IJCIC) we must express our concern at
the implications of the recent conference in Lucerne, Switzerland,
arranged "in consultation and collaboration with the Vatican
Commission for Religious Relations with the Jews and the American
Jewish Congress" and which involved the official participation
of a representative of the Commission.

We believe that

:J f t;,-)lfF1CNI ' I

more..eim~li3tie

advantages will be achieved

in the international relationship between the Jewish community
and the Catholic community through the mechanism developed
through the IJCIC.

I n the best interest

of our shared

objecti~~f

we would respect-

fully urge that the "special relationship" that has grown between
the Vatican Commission for

Religio~s

Relations

lt~the

Jews and

IJCIC should be more fully utilized in the future to the mutual
•
'~
•

benefit of both parties.

!
Gerhart M. Riegner
Chairman, World Jewish Congress
Mordechai Waxman
President, Synagogue Council
of America
Ted Freedman
Anti-Defamation League
B'nai B'rith

Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum
· American Jewish Com.mi ttee
Geoffrey Wigodor
Israel Committee on Interfaith
Relations
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/HterHntioHal fewislt Co111111ittee
OH

Jnterreligio11s Consultations
AM£RJCAN SECRETARIAT.

SyN&ogue Council of A1Mrica
432 Park Avenue South - Suite 1000
New York. N .Y. 10016
Tel. : (212) 686-8670

Geneve, March

16~

1984

.EUROPEAN SECRETARIAT:

World Jewish Conpess
l Rue de Varembe
1211 Genevl' 20. Switzerland
Tel. : (022) 3-4 13 25

(

CONSTITUt!'lfT AGENCIES:

Mr. Ninen Koshy
Director
Commiss ion of the Churches
on International Affairs
World Council of Churches

4..iMrlca.n Jewis.h C ouunlttft

P.O.Box 66

· N~~~J~tt~0022

1211 Geneva 20

Allti·Dcfamation LupeB'nai B'rith
823 Unittd Nations Plau
New York. N .Y 10017

!snarl Je....ish CoW'lcil for
lnterniligious Conswtations

12A Korrsh Strttt. P 0 .8 2028
)eru~lem.

brul 91020

Synagogut Council of Amaia
432 Park Avenue South
New York. N .Y. 10016

World Je,.ish Congrns
l Park Avenue
~ew Yori... N .Y. lOOlb

Dea:- Mr. Koshy ,
This is to
of

Fetr~ary

7;

ackr.o~ledge

19e~

the receipt of your delayed response

to the IJCIC's comnents over

~he

CCJA

Background Infor.uation 1?e3/1 .
For reasons
vith the IJCJC

(

~hich

mernbe~s

you will

u.~derstand ,

we are

no~

consulting

about the suggestion contained in the

penultimate paragraph of your letter.

We shall

info~~

decision within the next fortnight or so .
Yours sincerely ,

Gerhe..rt M.

~iegner

Chairman, IJCIC

you of our

Central Office ·
P.O. Box No. 66
150, <O\Jte de Femey
1211 Geneva 20 ·Switzerland

Tel. 102'219894 00
Telo : 23 42301K CH
Cable: OIKOUMENE GENEVA

COMMISSION OF THE CHURCHES ON INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
of The World Council of Churches
Modera.1 or : Olle Oelll6n

Dir-ec.tor : Ninan Koshy

February 7, 1984
Dr. Gerhart Riegner
World Jewish Congress
1, rue de Varernbe
Case postale 191
1211 Geneve

(

Dear Dr. Riegner,
You will find enclosed our response to the IJCIC's comments
(entitled "The Other Side") on our publication "In Their own Words"
(CCIA Background Information 1983/1)
We regret that this response could not be given earlier. In
view of the detailed comments by IJCIC on several specific parts
of the publication and the questions raised, we had to consult
in addition to Law in the Service of Man other ·c ompetent bodies.
We shall be happy to send to those who receive our Background
Information regularly, "The Other Side" along with our response to it.
With all good wishes.

Yours sincerely,

~~ostf/

Enclosure

Director

cc. Allan Brockway

New Yorlc Otfi «

: 7771.JnoteCI Na.ion• Piela, New Yorlr., N.Y . 10017

·

Tel. ( 212) 867 5890

CCIA DIRECTOR'S RESPONSE TO "THE OTHER SIDE"
A PAPER SUBMITTED BY THE
INTERNATIONAL JEliISH COMMITTEE ON INTE~LIGIOUS CONSULTATIONS

1 . The purpose of the CCIA series of Background Information is to
offer to a constituency within the wee member churches already
reasonably informed about and interested in international affairs,
facts, analyses and opinions on political and geopolitical trends,
crisis situations, human rights problems, militarism, peace and
disarmament and other current issues. These Background Informations
are meant to inform and to stimulate debate and action among churches.
They do not necessarily represent wee positions. They have numerous
times challenged prevailing popular wisdom.
2. When portraying any national or regional situation, care has been
taken to use material emanating from the areas in question, i.e.
collected, collated and often authored by those most immediately
affected. Preference has been given, for instance, to allowing victims
of human rights violations to speak for themselves, rather than to
speak from outside on their behalf. As a rule, governments responsible
for such violations have a far greater access to international media
for the purpose of self-justification than have the victims for the
simple purpose of telling their stories in their own words. The CCIA
Background Informations seek to give such victims a voice.
3. The "Director's Introduction" in each Background Information is a
reflective paper dated and signed by the CCIA Director, representing
the analyses and opinions of the Director of CCIA. It stands by itself,
and is not dependent solely on the information contained in each
respective issue. Often it acts as an '"editorial" or "leading article",
intended to advance arguments and debates, in this way stimulating the
reader with points of view which may not be popular, but which nevertheless are useful aids to the resolution of the problems dealt with.
(

4. CC:rA Background Information 1983/1, '.'In their OWn Words: Human Rights
Violations in the West Bank" is a collection of primary source
documents, affidavits duly testified to under penalty of perjury.
It has been compiled by the reputable West Bank lawyers' group
"Law in the Service o:t Man" (LSM) , an affiliate of the International
Commission of Jurists, in order to show the human aspects of the
violations of t he rights of the people in the West Bank. The brief
introductions to each section were written by LSM simply in order to ·
place the f ra.m.ework within which ·t hese individual instances must be seen ..
5. A 10-page reply to the above Background Information has been made by
the International Jewish Committee on Interreligious Consultations (IJCIC )
entitled "The Other Side". The reply begins by claiming that "Jewish
public opinion" has been "shocked and dismayed" by the "overt bias" of
recent CCIA publications. IJCIC believes that "many within the WCC family
do not subscribe to the contents of these pamphlets - or at least are
open to learning that events in the Middle East have other explanations" .

fr

I
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2.

6. In order to deal seriously with the subject,the CCIA has consulted
a number of persons competent in ·the matters dealt with, including
the oriqinal editors of "In Their Own Words". We are particularly
indebted to the comments made by Jonathan Kuttab, Director of LSM.
The first pages of "The Other Side" deal with the CCIA Director's
Introduction, rather than the content of "In Their Own Words". In
particular, it disputes the assessment in the Introduction that Israel
intends to stay in Lebanon and that Israel is not interested in any
peace plan. Under a section entitled "Lebanon" (pp.l ff) IJCIC claims
"the primary purpose of the entry of the Israel Defense Force into
Lebanon was to remove the menacing PLO presence and its military
infrastructure from southern Lebanon". The fact that this task was
accomplished, not only in southern Lebanon but in Beirut as well,
is now history. And yet, Israeli forces are still in Lebanon. IJCIC
states, correctly, that Israel agreed to withdraw its forces within
8 to 12 weeks from May 17, 1983. Yet by that . date, it had made its
withdrawal conditional on the withdrawal of Syrian and PLO forces,
even though the presence of Syria was not the reason for the original
invasion. Throuqh another development, PLO chairman Arafat's forces
have meanwhile withdrawn definitively from Lebanon. The Director's
Introduction stated in March 1983, "The · crisis continues amid growing
indications that Israel intends to stay there." That statement
continues to be justified.

7.

The IJCIC section on Lebanon .reflects a somewhat simplistic
understanding of the tragedies of this country. For a brief but:cornpetent a nd comprehensive treatment of the · same conflict, we:· ..
suggest "Lebanon: A conflict of minorities" by David McDowall,
recently published by the Minority Rights Group, London.
8.

The IJCIC statement (p.3) that Israel has pursued peace for thirtyfive years is difficult to respond to in light of Israel's repeated .
rejection of every comprehensive peace plan proposed, even by its
staunchest supporter, the USA. Peace in the Middle East cannot be
achieved without recognition of the Pal~stinians' right to selfdetermination, in addition to Israel's right to exist. The Camp David
Agreements, which concluded a separate, not comprehensive peace, have
been violated, for instance by Israel's settlements policies in the
West Bank.
9.

(
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10. It ·serves little useful purpose to conjecture about the West Bank
in the abstract. Historical argwrients about possession of the land
(whether by Jordan or by Israel) ·bypass the rieed to look at the facts
as they present themselves today. Arguments for .the annexation of the
West Bank, be they historical, juridical or de facto with the creation
of faits accomplis through Israeli settlements policies, fly in the
face of the rights of the Palestinians living there, let alone of those
who have been forced to leave. Isarel 1 s security concerns .are well
known and appreciated. The primary question should be whether Israel's
policies have i ndeed served its security .

l'(
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(

ll. But how do the residents of the West Bank thern~elves see their
problems? To show this was the purpose of "In Their own Words". IJCIC's
section on "Human Rights" (pp.4 ff) begins by saying that LSM fails to
mention "Israel's determination that its military and civil organs
abide by the provisions of international law (notably the Hague
Regulations and the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949)".In fact, however,
Israel has never made any claims or admitted that it is bound,
particularly by the Geneva Conventions. Israel has merely stated
that it is voluntarily willing to abide by the "humanitarian" provisions
of the Geneva Conventions. Israel retains for itself the right to
determine which provisions are "humanitarian" and which are "political".
IJCIC goes on to state that "immediately after the 1967 war, the
Israeli Attorney-General announced that all the norms and principles
of natural justice, observed as a matter of course in Israel, would
also be implemented in the territories administered by Israel, even
where these had not found expression in international law.". In fact,
Israel has failed to live according to the standards of international
law, which are specific, direct and relevant. Empty general expressions
such as the one mentioned here are of little use to Palestinians.
12. The IJCIC reply states that the Israeli High Court of Justice
has asswned jurisdiction over the military commanders in the
administered territories and that thereby "whenever the rights of an
individual are infringed, effective redress by the court will be
available". (p.5) The paper goes on to say that international law
permits preventive action to stop sabotage, sedition and terrorism,
and that "the types of action attacked in the (CCIA) booklet are all
endorsed by international law, in such circumstances". In fact, many
of the actions attacked have been sanctioned by the Israeli High Court
under its own interpretation of applicable law. Other actions have not
been so sanctioned, but there has been no recourse to the Court in
those cases. To the extent they were sanctioned by the Israeli High
Court, this reflects on that court itself, not on the propriety of
the actions.
13. The reply furthermore states that rather than a lack of confidence
in the Israel judiciary, the population does not refer cases to t he
High Court "because of the terror employed by certain Palestinian groups
against t hose daring to have recourse to the Israeli courts". In fact,
however, there have been no threats and no terror directed against any
Palestinian who took recourse to the Israeli court. On the contrary,
..some of the most nationalist figures have themselves appealed to the
High Court. ~he mayors of Hebron and Halhul who were deported attempted
to go to the High Court, as well as Mayor Bassam Shakah of Nablus. It
is often claimed by the Israeli authorities that the PLO itself finances
appeals to the High Court. There is no evidence of anyone being
threatened or subjected to reprisal for appealing to the High Court.
This contention is totally unfounded.
14. The IJCIC reply, in order to prove that recourse to the High Court
can have positive results for the claimants, refers to the Elon More
case, but the conclusions drawn are open to debate. It states that
since that judgement, the Israeli authorities have refrained from

r1

4.

private land for the establishment of settlements.
It is difficult in a short response to explain the intricacies of
land law in the West Bank, as the authors will be well aware. However,
we must underline strongly that the CCIA Background Information did
not address the land issue at all. Neither did it address the issue
of the legality of the settlements. It merely spoke about the
activities and behaviour of ·the settlers themselves.
req~isitioning

15.

We must object strenuously to the innuendo implied on page 6
the IJCIC reply when it states nmany of the alleged violations
have never been reported to the authorities and have therefore not
been investigated. They are now utilized as political propaganda
without the possibility of determining their accuracy". This seems
to imply that the anonymity given to certain of the affidavits is
because their stories are not reliable. In fact, most of the affidavits
are properly signed, their stories have appeared in the local papers,
and complaints have been filed with their regard. To give · a few
examples, the cases reported in the affidavit of Sa'deah Al Bakri and
Isam Mohammad ("In Their Own Words", pp. 16 and 17) have been covered
in The Jerusalem Post, 14/3/82. The affidavit of Mohammad Abdallah
Yousef Sahweel (p. 18) was reported in The Jerusalem Post, 22 & 24/3/82,
and was extensively reported in the Hebrew press. Also the affidavit
of Sa'id Aid Zaytun (p. 18) was reported in The Jerusalm Post on
29/10/82. The affidavit of Haytham Mohammad Muhaisen (p. 19) in
addition to being reported was the subject of a complaint.
o~

(

(

It may be worth mentioning that information leaked from the Kar:-p
report in The Jerusalem Post 12/5/83, concerned a list of inci~ents
in which nobody has been q.rrested or charged, involving identified
Jewish settlers acting against West -Bank Arabs. Also, The Jerusalem Post
of 23/5/83 reported that the Karp report lists some 75 incidents in
which there was evidence of settler vigilantism in 1981-82. The claim
that cny case reported to ~he police gets properly investigated, and
that settlers are charged and tried for their crimes in the West Bank
is sinply not true. This is borne out by the attacks on the mayors,
the attacks on the Hebron Muslim Universi~y, in which 30 students were
injured and 3 killed, and the almost daily incidents involving settler
violence against Palestinians. The CCIA Background Information
presented just such evidence, according to signed affidavits. If
there is any untruth there, the authorities are free to bring criminal
actions of perjury against any of the individuals who signed the
affidavits. Only thus can they prove them to be lying.
16. The IJCIC reply repeatedly misinterprets the Hague Regulations
with regard to the right. of occupying powers to take possession of
public land (p. 5 & 6f). Under Article SS of the Hague Regulations,
the occupying power must act as usufruct, as a kind of trustee to
· safeguard the public and state land, not however to change its corpus.
The Hague Regulations permit the occupying authority to safeguard
public land, but not to build on it oermanent Jewish settlement.

. r_

s.
The ·reference. to Sabri Gharib is correct to a point. There are, in fact,
several cases still pending. Their final outcome is ·not clear;
however, the affidavit clearly refers to specific activities of the
settlers during this period when the cases were still pending.
Specific complaints have been made to. the authorities in all these
cases. Sabri Gharib still stands by every word of his affidavit and
is willing to face criminal penalties, if it were shown that he is
lying or exaggerating in that.affidavit.

(

17. Clarification is . necessary concerning the Village Leagues (p.7).
The LSM introduction does give the Israeli view point concerning the
Village Leagues, and does detail the laws according to which they were
set up. The booklet does not brand them as quislings. It states,
"The majority of Palestinians see the Leagues as collaborators".
The point of the section is that although the Village Leagues claim
to be seeking to improve conditions, according to their public statements,
which are quoted, they go about it in rather unconventiona·1 ways, to
say the least.

It is important to note that in this section all affiants have requested
to remain anonymous. LSM continues to hold the . original signed
affidavits, but will not divulge the names for the protection of the
affiants from retaliation by the Village Leagues.
The statement in the reply that the attack on the Orthodox Club,
described in the booklet, was carried out by local Arabs does not
exonerate the Village League from the responsibility, since they are
the only Arabs on the West Bank who are allowed to carry weapons.
Since the Village Leagues have no registered membership, it is easy
{Jerusalem Post 8/3/82) to dismiss any of their activities as "actions
by local Arabs".

(

18. The claims made in the IJCIC reply on house demolitions (p . 8)
need some corranent. It is cor.rect to say that international law permits
the destruction of houses "when imperative military requirements so
demand". However, the statement is incorrect when it adds that there
are two kinds of military requirement:"(!) to destroy the physical base
for military action; and (2) to serve as a deterrent against terrorist
activity·, which is of special importance in a country where capital
punishment is not used against terrorists"~

This interpretation is clearly rejected by international law, where
the Fourth Geneva Convention specifically prohibits the destruction of
property. Article 33 states "No protected person may be punished for
an offence he or she has not personally committed. Collective penalties,
and likewise all measures of intimidation or terrorism are prohibited".
Article 53 further goes on to state "The destruction by the occupying
·power of real or personal property belonging individually or collectively
to private persons, or to the state, or to other public authorities,
or social or cooperative organizations, is prohibited, except where
such destruction is rendered absolutely necessary by military
operations".

6.

There is obviously a question here of proportion. The occupying power
in the West Bank has evidently used a very wide int~rpretation of
"military requirement". The Geneva Conventions, however, are meant ·
to be applied in a reasonable fashion, as evidenced by a November 25,198)
interpretation by the ICRC of Article 53: "In the opinion .of the ICRC,
the expression 'military operations' must be construed to mean the
movements, maneuvers and other action ta.ken by the armed forces with
a view to fighting. Destruction of property as mentioned in Article 53
cannot be justified under the terms of that a.+ticle, unless such
destruction is absolutely necessary - i.e., materially indipensable for the arm~d forces to engage in action, such· as making way for them".
This exception to the prohibition cannot justify destruction as a
punishment or deterrent, since to preclude this type of destruction
is an essential aim of the article.
(

The discrepancy in the number of houses destroyed is due to the fact
that the article in The London Sunday Times, 19/6/77, quoted in the
Director's Introduction, refers to demolitions in both West Bank and
Gaza, whereas the figure quoted by LSM refers to the West Bank only,
as stated by the Prime Minister's Office and reported in
The Jerusalem Post, 23/11/81.
19. The section of IJCIC's reply deal i ng with universities (p.9) is
particularly misleading. It must be stated clearly that Israel did not
establish universities in the West Bank, All four universitie~ . already
existed as colleges. They were simply upgraded, their recognit,~on
granted by the Arab Higher Education Council. The reason was t :he
need locally for universities, since the population did not have
easy access to travel to Arab universities.

(

We are at a loss to understand what is meant by the statement that
"a great number of students from other Arab countries pursue their
studies in the region". There is no appreciable number of students
from other Arab countries studying in the West Bank.
Referring to the closings of Bir Zeit University, the reply states {p.10 )
"when a closing order was challenged in the Supreme Court, it was
upheld". This statement · is accurate. But does this decision indicate
the propriety or legality of the closure, or is it a reflection on
the Israeli High Court?
20. With regard to town arrests (p.10), the LSM introduction does i 'n
fact mention -that "assigned residence" is allowed by international law,
but questions whether the right of appeal is recognized by the Israeli
authorities and questions whether in all cases such restrictions are
necessary for "imperative reasons of security". The fact that the
person affected has the right to bring his case before an appeals
committee is not determinative, since these committees only have
advisory power, and the High Court itself cannot discuss the motives
of the Military Governor when he states that the reasons for the town
arrest are "questions of security".

·'

7.

21. The CCIA appreciates the effort to continue a dialogue about the
is:s ues dealt with here. We regret, however, that the reply has not touched on the substance of most of the statements made in the
affidavits or addressed the vast majority of the incidents related.
The essence of the CCIA Background Information "In Their Own Words"
is the concern for the individuals caught in a web which is not of
their own making. The CCIA is no less concerned for peace in the
Middle East than IJCIC, and this common concern should pave the
wa·y to fruitful dialogue. But as the wee General Assembly stated
in Vancouver in August 1983, "Peace cannot be built on foundations
of injustice". In this spirit the CCIA addresses the needs of
those who suffer injustice.

(
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JH/ra
Geneva, April 30, 1984

To :

All members of IJCIC

From: Jean

H~perin

IJCIC/WCC Consultation, November 1984
1.
Following the preliminary steps vhich had been agreed upon at our
meeting in Amsterdam , f"urther consultations took place, in particular with
Prof. Krister Stendahl and A. Brockway .

2.

As a result, I can now inform you that the next IJCIC / WCC Consultation
will take place at tbe Harvard University, from 26 to 28 November 1984.

3.
The Consultation will be followed by a meeting of the IJCIC/ WCC
Liaison and Planning Committee whi ch will take place on November 28 afternoon and November 29 morning. Topical issues will be tackled within the
frame of the IJCIC/WCC Liaison and Planning Committee and will thus not be
included in the Consultation proper.

4.
The topic of the Consultation will be: "Religious pluralism: its
me.aning and its limits in the world to""-day" . As agreed in .Amsterdam , tbe
Jewish paper is being requested from Prof. David Hartman.

5.

The tentative agenda would be along the following lines:

Monday
9.00 Greetings and

Introduct ~on

10.30 Paper One: "Is religious plural ism necessary?
(David Hartman)

If ·s o, is it possible?"

Ques.tions and discus sion
12.30 Lunch
15,30 Paper t"Wo: "Are there limits to religious pluralism? If so, "'by?"
(John Cpbb ? )
Questions and discussion
17 . 30 Break

18. 30 Dinner
20 .30 Panel of reactors and general discussion

3
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Tuesday
9.00 "How does pluralism work?"
The discussion will focus on papers prepared by a Jew and a Chri stian
from each of Great Britain , United States, and Israel. These papers
will have been mailed to participants prior to the Consultation and
will only be briefly summarized verbally .
10.30 General discussion
11.30 Questions to the papers' authors
The intent of this session is to determine the main issues raised by
the papers and thus lead to a general discussion focusing on what
should and could be done separately or jointly.
12 . 30 Lunch
15 . 30 General discussion
18.30 Dinner
20.30 Religious pluralism : political science perspectives
(Roger Fisher and Stanley Hoffman)
The purpose of that particular session would be to show bow the concepts
of pluralism can be perceived in the secular society. What should be
done to make those ideas reach political decision-making?
Wednesday
9. 00 Presentation of joint statement

(d.ra~)

and discussion

10. 30 Discussion (continued)
11 . 30 Break
12.30 Lunch. (distribution of revised joint statement)
It is planned to invited Chief Rabbi Rosen {Dublin) to act as the Jewish
panelist on the situation in Great Britain and to ask Prof. Uriel Si mon to do
the same for Israel. Suggestions from our American colleagues regarding the
Jewish panelist for the USA would be most welcome.

6.
It is anticipated that, f or the Consultation, some 20 members frolil each
side will be invited to participate.
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OBSERVATIONS
Since the publication of Cur~ent Dialogue S last summer, life in the World
Councii of Churches has been devoted to the 6th Assembly and its aftermath which accounts, in part for the more than usual interval between no. 5 and th~s
present number 6. In addition, the advent of the c9mputer age in the Council
has resulted in the time-consuming process of tra~sferring the growing Current
Dialogue list from the tried and true, though antiquated, stencils to new magnetic tapes .. Now that this transfer has been completed, we have eve~y expectation of becoming more regular.
Changes in the staff of the Dialogue sub-unit have also taken place. Dr John
B. Taylor, who became responsible for Christian-Muslim relations in 1973 and then
added the responsibility of sub~unit director aft~r the retirement of Dr Stanley
samartha, has taken up the position of secretary·G€neral of the World Conference
on Religion and Peace/International • . . John did no~ move very far away - his office
is just across the street from the Ec~menical Centre - and he is de~ply engrossed
in preparation for the 4th assembly of the WCRP that will be held .in Nairobi
during ~ugust.
At its fi~al meeting before the A~sembly, the Dialogue Working Group expressed
its affection and appreciation f~r John in the following words:

Dr Taylor joined DFI in 1973 as staff member with the special
assignment of building up relations with Muslims. In spite
of many, and in the course of time, not decreasing difficult~es,
Dr John B. Taylor was successful in establishing those relations,
first with Muslim individual persons and at a later stage with
Islamic organisations. In that way he laid . foundations on which
future developments can be built. Dr Taylor was also instrumental
in developing the programme of DFI with people of so-called
traditional religion and culture. He was also a deeply commi~ted
member ot DFI staff and showed his abilities in organising many
meetings, making contacts with local churches and people of other
faiths in many parts of the world, bringing out series of publications and strengthening the financial position of the sub-unit.
All these abilities helped him to succeed Dr Samartha as director
of DFI in October 1980 and to ensure the continuity of the work.
The Working Group is deeply grateful to Dr Taylor for his splendid contribution and would also thank him and his lovely family
for the many times they were host to the moderator of the Working
Group and its members.
The Rev. s. Wesley Ariarajah continues to be .responsible for Hindu-BuddhistChristian relations along with his additional responsibility as director. As
these words are written he is in the final preparations for an extended trip
through Asia that will lead to a .major meeting between Buddhists and Christ~ans
later this year.
Dr Stuart E . Brown, who introduces himself in his role as programme secretary
for Muslim-Christian relations, beginning on p. 22 , is a Canadian who has spent
most of his adult life in various African countries, the past six of them with the
International Research Centre in Dakar, Senegal. He comes to the staff with
extensive experience with Muslims, as well as the Ph.D in Islamics from McGill
University. We welcome him aboard.
A.R.B.
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VANCOUVER AND FUTURE OF INTERFAITH DIALOGUE
IN THE PROGRAMME OF THE
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
ALLAN R, BROCKWAY

"The World Council of Churches not only has created a forum for Christians
to meet, share and act", wrote Rabbi Jordan Pearlson duri·ng the wce•s Sixth
Assembly, "bu.t the wee deserves full marks for the years invested in creating
dialogues with Jews·, Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists and others."
Pearlson, rabbi of Temple Sinai in To.ronto, was one of ·the fifteen
"interfaith" guests from six d _ifferent religious traditions ·invited by the
World Council to observe and participate in the Assembly at Vancouver, 24th
July - 10th August, 1983. His presenc~, and that of the others, was visible
evidence that those invested years had paid off.
In 1975, when the wee convened its Fifth Assembly at Nairobi, five guests
from five faiths were officially present. Prior to that time none other than
Christians had been admitted to Assembly deliberations and even as recently as
the Third Assembly in New Del})i (1961) not even "non-Christian" press pe9ple
were accredited·. From zero to five t~ ·fifteen. The numbers were small, b~t
the symbolism was big. In the· paragraphs that follow an attempt will be made
to examine the significance of that symbol~sm for the life and thought of the
churches, but first a · further look at the concreteness of the symbol at Vancouver.
Not only were fifteen persons of "other faiths" invited as guests, but five
of them . - Hindu, Buddhist, Muslim, Jew, Sikh - addressed plenary sessions and
each was an act"ive participant in small groups and clusters. In other words,
tihey _were much more . than observers, they · were participants in the life of the
Assembly.
·
The life of the Assembly was, of course, not limited to plenary sessions or
even to the small groups, c _lusters, committees, and. worship services. In addition to the fifteen invited gilests several times ~hat number of Hindus, Muslims,
Jews, Sikhs, Buddhists and traditional.peoples participated in panel discussions
Conducted in the Visitors and public programmes I ·at Which Standing rOOffi Only
attendance was the norm . Almost daily- the Assembly newspaper highlighted
t!heir remarks and the d·i.scussions that · fol lowed. People of living faiths
were present and visible at the _Assembly. It is ·difficult to over-emphasize
tihe uniqueness and importance of that fact.
There remains; however, the necessity to ask after the meaning of the .living
faith presence . at Vancouver for "the ch~.irches and the Christian faith itself. An
obvious mean.ing was pointed out by Rabbi Pearlson when he credited the wee with
spending the past years in "creating dialogues" with people of the living faiths.
Certainly the guests and others would not have been present at Vancouver had
that effort not been made. But ·why was it made?
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A major section of the 1975 Nairobi Assembly was devoted to "Seeking
Community: The_ Common Search of People of Various Faiths , Cultures and ' ;;.,..
Ideologies".

For the ·first· :time dialogue between Christians and people

_. ....

of the world's living faiths was On the agenda of the ecumenical movemerit'$:
most important body and the result was perhaps the most explosive and divfl·,:·
sive debate of the Assembly. Central to the objections rai~ed . in the debate
were the concerns, · first, · that dialogue might be "spiritual compromise" or
lead to syncretism and, second, that it could be in "opposition to the mission of the church".

Drafters of the report that was finally accepted were careful to deny
those . allegations, but the Assembly ended with something of a sour taste in
the. mouths of those on each side of the controversy. It_ appeared that the
lines had been drawn in the World Council of Churches. On the one side were
those .who maintained that the "spirit of dialogue" was central to th.e Christian
calling in the world. On the other side were those who remained convinced that
dialogµe meant watering down of the Christian message so that it could scarcely
by called Christian. For each, the integrity of the Christian faith was at
stake.
Less than two years after the concluding service of worship at Nairobi a
theological consultation was held at Chiang Mai, Thailand (1977) in .which many
~f those who had engaged in the Fifth Assembly debate participated.
The result
was a report that formed the basis for "Guidelines on Dialogue" that was ultim~tely adopted .officially by the Central Committee of the World Council of
•." . :Cl . . . . !.:::._ .. '
. . .. .
. . .. .
.
Cnurches at Kl.ngston, Jamai.ca, 1n 1979 .
At Chiang Mai, as in Nairobi , the focus was on "dialogue in community"
and within that theme the emphasis was as much on community as it was on
dialogue. Dialogue was seen as a means towards community. It is important
to note that dialogue was not considered as a means towards Christian mtssion.
Indeeq, the Nairobi report had stressed that dialogue "should not be seen as
an alternative for mission and it should not compromise our faith". The
"Guidelines on Dialogue" therefore insisted that "dialogue in community is
not a secret weapon in the armoury of an aggressive Christian militancy.
Rather, it is a rr.eans of living our faith in Christ in service of community
with one ' s neighbours". Dialogue is conceived as a service. It is a fascinating notion, one that is perfectly understandable in light of the »airobi
debate.
It is effective. Through dialogue Christians and people of other living
faiths have come to understand one another better, misconceptions about the
intentions of one group towards another have been clarified, and common ventures leading to the alleviation of human suffering have been undertaken.
The enthusiastic response to the interfaith presentations at Vancouver bears·
witness to the fact that there is growing support for dialogue within the ~·-.
membership of the churches.
Nevertheless; concern for the possible consequences of dialogue, ~nd
especially about its theological assumptions, remained. There were those
among the Assembly delegates, for instance, who suspected that the influence
of dialogue may have l ed to what they perceived as a lack of sufficent attention to the work of missionaries in the report on "Witnessing in a Divided
World", while others bemoaned a drift towards "universalism" ("syncretism"
was rather studiously avoided).
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The report acknowledged the "need to distinguish. between witness and
dialogue, whilst at the same time affirming their interrelatedness." Th~s,
"Witness may be described as those acts and words by which a Christian or
community gives testimony to Christ and invites others to make their response to him." On the other hand, "Dialogue .may be described as that
encounter where people holding d~fferent claims about ultimate reality
can meet and explore these claims in a context of mutual respect ••
Dialogue is not a device for nor a denial of Christian witness. It is
rather a mutual venture to bear witness to each other and the world in
relation to different perceptions of ultimate reality."
Those words are reminiscent of some contained in "Guidelines on Dialogue":
"We do not see dialogue _a nd the giving of witness as standing in any contradiction to one another. Indeed, as Christians enter dialogue with their
commitment to Jesus Christ, time and again the relationship of dialogue
gives opportunity for authentic witness. "

l

r

At the Nairobi Assembly the debate over dialogue centred on its theological validity and its potential threat to mission and Christian faith. At
Vancouver , the affirmations made at Chiang Mai and approved as "Guidelines
on Dialogue" by the central Committee were affirmed. Now, in the postVancouver period, fresh initiatives are required that build on the thinking
about and practice of dialogue that has proceeded through these past years.
Though it might seem that the tension between "miss ion" and "dialogue"
ha.s been. resolved, the real tension. ·-remains. At Vancouver; one of ·the 'gue's"ts
with long experience of interfaith dialogue observed to the Christians present
that "I can love you exactly where you are, but you can love me only as a
potential Christian". To the extent to which that observation is true, what
the "Guidelines on Dialogue" call the "spirit of dialogue" has yet to permeate
even the dialogue itself. For the spirit of dialogue involves allowing "participants to describe and witness to their faith in their own terms" (Guidelines)
and, moreover, acknowledgment of the validity of that witness.
The difference between mission and dialogue lies in their different
expectations, their hopes, their goals. In mission the expectation is that
the hearers of the witness will find it so attractive that they opt to make
it their own. But in dialogue the presumption is that the others will remain
what they are, whether it be Hindu, Buddhist, Jew, Muslim, or whatever. It
happens, occasionally, that some are so convinced by the witness of dialogue
partners that they adopt the other's religion, that is a "risk" both sides
must be willing to face. · Christians do not enter into dialogue with Hindus
expecting thereby to become Hindus themse lves. And few would engage in dialogue
if they thought the hidden agenda of Hindus was to convert them.
Perhaps the Christian critics of dialogue see more clearly than do its
advocates where the dangers lie. Dialogue does indeed call into question the
missionary enterprise and, even more significantly, calls into question a
basic assumption about the church. To what extent has the church failed in
its mis.s ion when the testimony it gives is rejected by those who hear it7
How integral to the self-understanding of the church is the necessity for
ever-increasing numbers of Christians? Is the whole truth the sole possession
of the church? If the answers to these and related questions are problematic,
as the spirit of dialogue at the very least implies, then dialogue may be seen
as striking at the foundations of long-cherished Christia n beliefs. Careful
and systematic thought is required within the churches about these matters.

..

- 7 We are beginning to recognize that dialogue has more far-reaching
implications for the church than simply a means towards world community,
as necessary and important as that is. It raises, for instance, questio~s
about Christology, about mission, about soterioiogy, · exegesis, doctrines
of God, and all the rest.. The next stage in the church's discussion about
dialogue, clearly, is the development of coherent Christian theologies that:
take fully .into account the legitimate questions raised from the practice
of dialogue.
Theologians ·h ave long wrestled with the sigTtificance of o1:her world
religions for Christi~n thought. In one of the last things he wrote
before his death in 1923, Ernst T~oelt~ch observed that "in relation to
the great world religions w~ need to recognize that they are expressions
of the religious consciousness corresponding to certain definite types of
cµlture, and that it is their duty to increase in depth and pur~ty py m~~ns
of their own. interior impluses, a task in which the contact with Ch~istianity
may prove helpful, to them as to us • . • " (Hick and Hebblethwai·te, eds.
Christianity and other Religions, Glasgow: William Coll~ps & ?9ns, 1980,
:i;i.n).
In the yea'r s since, other Christians have noted the existence of
religious pluralism and have asked whether o~ not it is possible for
~hristia~ity to affirm it (Ra!lner), have believed it is not necessary to
assume that God is not truly · worshipped by Hindus, Jew~ and J"1Uslims just
because God is truly worshipped by Christians (Hick), and so on. But· the
ecumenical movement as su~h has yet to work through to a responsible understanding of the significance of the living faiths of the world for its owp
Christian life and thought.
One of the results of the Vancouver A5seml51y will be an intensive theo-

:·!~9ic.al ;st~dy ..,of ~he;.. ~mpa.~t; ·~ti~ ~:i...V.~J'lg,.{.a~f~.~~~e o~ Chri~tianity ..and ·the ...

. church. It will build , of course, on tho~~iY.~~~s~ of dialogue th?t have gone
before, during which it has become abundan~ly: .cl~!°ar that Christian theology
can only be done today in the physical pres.en~e~~£f those of other religion5.
In. other w~rds, the study will be done ~n close . c6op~~ation with Jews, Musl ims ,
. . Buddhists, etc.
The projected study is, of necessity, ambitious. The church ' s rel~tion to
and understanding of world religions is at different stages, depend~ng on the
~eligion, and the significance of Hinduism, for example, is quite different
from the significance of Judaism , which is different from that of I~lam. It
is no longer adequate t o develop theologies about other religions in general.
Dialogical principles have impl~cations, also, for the churche~ as organizations and for organizations .of churches, such as the World Council of Churches,
that require new and creative thinking. The living faiths of the world do not
extst in .social and political vacuums. They do not norm.ally make the distinction
between religion and other spheres of existence that most Christians take for ·
granted . It is seldom possible to have an "interfaith" d:i,.alogue today without
entering into s~-called political .realms .
~
In sum , the experience of the ecumenical movement with interfaith qial~~e
over some years has brought it to the point where it can begin wholehearted~y
to explore and practise the lessons dialogue has taught. Among these· are,
first, the certainty that dialogue, far from being a threat to Christian
faith, offers rich opportunities to explore its farther dimensions, raising
in concrete fashion theological questions that may heretofore have been the
sole province of· professional theologians. And, second, the ecumenical move. ment is beginning to appreciate the diversity of the ' world in its religious,
social and political complexity through open, trusting and expectant encounter
with those who understand · their world and ours in different and often strange
ways .

*

* *

*
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IS~AM

ST. POLTEN,

IN EUROPE: EUROPEAN CHURCH REPRESENTATIVES CONFER
AUSTRiA, IOTH MARCH I.984 CCECEN)

Christians and Muslims live .side by side in almost all the countries of Europe
today. While in the industrialized societies of Western Europe, the Muslim population
is recent and composed largely of migrant workers, south- eastern and .e astern Europe have
large and long-established ~uslim communit~es. The Conference of European Churches (CEC)
has just held a second ·consul tation on this subject to examine the challenges and tasks
facing the churches in the situation in Europe today.

J

"Witness to God in a Secular Europe" was the main theme of the conference, held
at St POlten, Austria, from 5th to 10th March 1984, attended by more than eighty delegates from about . twenty countries in Europe. The Orthodox , Anglican and Protestant
member churches of CEC were joined by a strong delegation representing the Roman
Catholic Church . Mus l im participants from Austria, the Federal Republic of Germany
and the United Kingdom were also invited to represent the Isl amic communities at the
conference and took an active part in the discussions.
-;r.

Row does contact with Islam requir~ the churches in Europe to re-examine their
self-understanding?. : What is their mission in · relation to their.. Muslim neighbours?
What can we say about Islam theologically? Row can we, Christians and Muslims , practise our faith in a secular society and pass it on to the younger generation? What
can Christians and Muslims do to promote co-existence in justice and peace? These
are just some of the questions which were discussed at the conference .
Discussions centred on the fundamental theological questions which have stood
between Christianity and Islam from the beginning: their understanding of God, the
action of the Holy Spirit, the significance of Jesus Christ, t he place of Mohammed,
Participants agreed that Christians in Europe have to be loving, truthful and open
in their dealings with their Muslim neighbours even if theological controversies
remain unsettled. Christian witness t o God has often been distorted by power- seeking
and prejudice. Today Christians are called to model their lives afresh on Christ's
example of service and devotion and, following him, to serve their Muslim fellow
human beings.
It was repeatedly stressed in the discussions that the theological questions
could ne t be dealt with in isolation from the present .social situation in which
Christians and Muslims live together. They are equally affected by the challenges
of the secular industrialised world whose economic and political structures tend
to exploit weakandminority sections of society and to propagate indifference and
materialistic attitudes. Both Christians and Muslims know they a r e responsible
before· God for the world and its future . Both are challenged t oday to work together
for human values, justice and peace.
Discussions at the conference took place in a spirit of frankness and openmindedness. This atmosphere was greatly helped by the presentations and working
groups, the meditations on texts from the Bible and the Qur ' an and, above all , the
ecumenical services of worship.

.,.,
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VANCOUVER : ABUDDHIST PERSPECTIVE
The wee has a programme intended to promote dialogue and under standing ;·.
between the great religious faiths of manki nd. I t the refore invited represen~
tatives of the world's living religions to attend the Assembly at Vancouver.·
One of the four Buddhist delegates so invited was Acharn Sulak Sivar aksa , of.
the Asian Cultural Forum on Development.
We interviewed Acharn Sulak about his exper ience at the Assembly. He
took part, of course , in all the combined activities, and in particul~r the
sub- section on J ustice , sponsored by the wee Programme Unit on Justice and
Service, which he addressed. On the broad front of interfaith dialogue he
feels that the wee Assembly . is a valuable meeting point , with the opportunity
of encountering new people, which i nevitably widens · interest in the subject.
Quite a few people asked for taped interviews, which, back home , will achieve
the same purpose . The reception of the i nterfaith de legate~ went beyond mere
polite acceptance. The section in the Message on interfaith dialogue was ,
.nevertheless , subject to strong criticism by some at the ~ssembly, and had
to be rewritten in a more conservative way .
· Asked if the theme JESUS CHRIST, THE LIFE OF THE WORLD, had triumphalist
overtones which were embarrassing, Acharh Sul ak said that ·he accepted tha~ a ·
Christian Assembly was just that, and such a theme, while perhaps provocative
to some, was one that he personally could live with, given the limitations that
surround all human language.
~ a:t: •A;s:ra·, ·g uest,'. ~Acharn-· Sulak .·s a.ia-..that t.:i.t (wou1.d be· inappropri·ate~ t"o· be critical°
· of ·the .World Council and its procedural methods. It still retained the Westernoriented structural patterns of its origi ns, a nd some Third. World par~icipants
felt that these were still dominant and dorninat-ing . But then, many other
delegates felt that too much weight was now being given to no·n -Western opinion •

....) Asked about those areas in which he is specially versed, e . g. " justice"
and· "de·velopment", Acharn Sul ak said the Assembly came out on these topics much
better than he had expected, spec·i fy-ing the statements on "food" and "disarmament"
as prime instances of this. Since Vancouver, he had attended an FAO meeting in
Italy, and a sub- committee of which he was cha.irman had endorsed the wtc ' s state·ment relating to food, which madethirteenspecific recommendations to . the
churches, all of a long-term nature. Acharn Sulak said that these went far
beyond the simplistic formulae that often amounted to little more than that
"the poor must work harder." In the broadest sense he felt that there was
no other religious organization in the world that tackles the real issues as
well as the wee. Religion, in his view, means nothing if i t does not do this.
Acharn sulak felt that it was a great honour to be at Vanc.o uver. One i~·~er
faith service of worship - an all-night vigil for prayer and meditation - held.on
Hiroshima night , was tremendously impressive . But so were the ~ai ly Christian.
worship services, which were well thought out, and by no means dominated by
Western concepts. Three weeks of such worship and fellowship had made him, f?,.r
one , deeply aware of human brotherhood in the world.

(The above editorial is reprinted from Echoes,a periodica1 · of The Church of
in· Thailand, October 1983)

Chr~st ·
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VANCOUVER: ATRADITIONAL RELIGION PERSPECTIVE
ART SOLOMON
THE BEST ASPECTS
I had a preconception of the 6t.h Assembly of the. wee as being perhaps a
critical marking ~oint in the present history of the world as we live out our
collective lives in this part of God's creation.
For me the world was getting constantly more negative in its relations to
the planet anq in its human relations, somewhere back in time I saw off in the
distance a set of scales that were totally and solidly unbalanced in favour of
the negative1 but I also saw that the time would come when the positive would
begin to outweigh the negative and the situation would then become the reverse.
F'or a long time I have seen the period 1982-1984 as being. a very critical
period for the human family, but I did not know how; what I see now is that the
positive is building up and will overwhelm the negative. But only we the members
of the family can guarantee that it will happen that way by our faith and our
prayers and our work and our determination to affirm life. Our destiny is not
only in the hands of God but in our own hands also. Life is no longer a game
that we can play at; we have now to get real or get lost. The pious, unreal
Christianity that has come this far with so much make believe is now obsolete.
So the Assembly was for me exciting particularly because wee had sent out
J~
visiting teams around the world to search for the agenda .that transcended.
The question of Church unity. One of the high points for me was the Well.
Even though I only got there once I was thrilled because it existed to do its
own work in its own way and it was soul-satisfying to see the full participation
of women in every phase of the Assembly's work. When the f ,e mininity of every
human being is in full bloom we will· have arrived; then there can be peace
earth.

on

My worst experience wa·s my inability to participate meaningfully in the
small group because it was too bible-oriented.
Likewise I was prevented from effective participation in the issue groups,
partly by time constraints and other factors and partly by the extreme aggressiveness of the woman moderator. It wasn't tragic, but regrettable.
I was very happy with the concept of the small groups, etc. because it gave
opportunity for input from the bottom up type of decision-making, instead of the
old way qf top down.
It is always beautiful, exciting, and invigorating to meet fellow human beings
of other colours and other ways from other parts of the world, and it was especially
pleasant to meet those that we had gotten to know at Mauritius.
I guess by far the highest point for me was the Japanese Drum ceremony and from
there to the all-night vigil. The affirmation of life and the acceptance of each
other's humanity was beautiful to participate in; the acceptance of our shared
humanity must grow.
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VANCOUVER: AJEWISH -PERSPECTIVE
JEAN GERBER

....·.. .

It may be that the preoccupation with the resolutions on the Middle East;·and statements made about the recent events in Alberta, obscured some of the
long-range implications which flow from the recent World Council of Churches
Assembly held in Vancouver this summer.
I believe that in the long run other things than the headlines will be
remembered and valued in retrospect, and it is these l ong-range events that
I would like to highlight.
Certainly the final solutions on Israel and the Middle East were unsatisThey showed, first, that the Middle East Council of Churches and ·its
supporters in the World Council of Churches have not yet been able to come to
terms with reality. They do little to alleviate the very real plight of Christians
in the Middle East , while not changing anything for Israel at all. This is perhaps their greatest tragedy, for they do not allow the believing Christian a way
of helping fellow Middle East Christians , whose greatest dangers are not those
posed by Israel .
facto~.

On the other hand, official representatives of the Jewish people did speak
to the resolutions. Canadians along with other Western delegates voiced their
objections .~o ~~~wording and intent.
Let .us rem~mber that for most of the
delegates Israei "'~as "'not: ·· a. ma)-Or issue . . . The delegates are largely ·1ay, -not
clergy. Third World representatives, in particular, have had small contact
with actual living Jews and the Middle East was not a major focus of Assembly
discussion.
When a Christian asks us from the standpoint of his or her faith what our
relationship to the State of Israel is, we often try to answer in political
terms, neglecting the very real spiritual basis for our relationship to the
Land of Israel.
This was brought home to me at the conference at Mauritius where guests of
other faiths met to plan the interfaith component to the Assembly. When asked
to prepare a section of the worship, I realized again that on each page of our
prayer book we recall the Land of Israel, the City of Jerusalem, the Kingdom of
David, so it is in these terms that we must speak to Christians of Israel, and
if segments within the World Council of Churches cannot accept this , still many
others within it can and do. It is this acceptance that we should remember,
despite our disappointment with the resolutions on the Middle East.
·One of the major opportunities at this Assembly was a chance to talk to ·
believing Christians about Israel as an integral part of Judaism. This was done
often and clearly during the three weeks of the Assembly by the minyan of Jews
who had opportunities to speak during the Assembly programmes.
This leads me to the second event of the Assembly, and one which has vita1
implications for the future of dialogue with the churches. That event was the
very significant ~tep taken by this major organization of Protestant churches:
namely the invitation to Jews, Muslims , Sikhs, Hindus and Buddhists to join them
at every level of their deliberations.
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How great an achievement is this? First, let me say that in the last Assembly
at Nairobi in 1975 there were five non~Christian guests. Because of opposition to
it, the entire programme for dialogue with people of other faiths nearly met an
untimely and early end. Yet~ eight years later, not only were there fifteen guests
with the right to speak and attend every delegates' function, but there were twenty
or thirty more visitors of other faiths, and an active programme of dialogue.
There were chances for conversation with policy makers who represent very
divergent opinions about nearly every f aoet of these religious communities and
there was standing room only at every session •
. Furthermore, the governing body of ~he World council of Churches , the Central
Committee, endorsed the guidelines for dialogue which have been in fact the policy
under which the Mauritius conference was held early this year. Through the commission for dialogue with the Jewish people headed by the world famous Protestant
theologiaa; Krister Stendahl, the World Council of Churches has a continuing
process of consultation with the Jewish people.
Think for a minute of the many . Jewish organizations, both national and international, whose conferences so many of us have attended. Was dialogue on the
agenda? When was there ever more than a _token attendance by a non-Jew of a
formal faith community? Where-are the guidelines for dialogue with Christians
or Muslims?
The sad fact is that we have very few, and the ones we have are so woefully
inadequate that we who engage in it have very opposite counsels to listen to.
We have the reactions of those who say the Holocaust means an end to Jews ever
being able to speak to Christians. On the other hand, we have Irving Greenberg,
who sees dialogue after the Hol ocaust as an imperative for both Christian and
Jew. Yet, is it not true that we have often said , or implied, what have we got
to learn from the Christians, those murderers of our parents and children?
Certainly we must require r~treat from conversionist tactics, from the
theology that says Judaism has been replaced by Christianity, from the idea
that Judaism has failed as the religion of the Jews. We, in turn , must stop
using dialogue as a weapon to accuse the world of persecution, stop using as
weapons of self- defence organizations wh~ch have grown up to bring the religions
of Abraham together.
We must stop clutching our victim status to us whenever challenged . It leads
us to expect the worst, and not hear the best when it happens . The Canadian
churches ' Anglican and United National spokesmen denounced the Alberta incident.
They were not silent!
We were not listening, perhaps because to listen would
mean a further step into a dialogue which would bring us face to face with what
the Holocaust - and the State of Israel - mean to us as Jews. Maybe there is
something we, from our secul ar Western tradition, cannot say just yet about both
these events, but we must not distort what honest Christians were saying to us.
I can tell you that some of the most spiritually evocative things said about
the Holocaust · came to me this year from World Council of Churches people involved
in dialogue. It is they who reach out to us over tne smoke of Auschwitz. If we
don't reach back, we are the poorer, not they .
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Yes, I would hav~ liked saner· voices to prevail over the Middie" East
resolutions, and yes I would have liked the Russian churches to have had
the freedom to speak _their .truths. But there is much pain in the world
besides ours, and there were many honest people talking about it. We have
to hear that pain, and at the same time reflect and share our own hopes.
We are being asked to do this, and asked honestly.
We have to listen.

(Reprinted from Jewish Western Bulletin, 7th September 1983)

*

•

*

*

MUNK AWARD TO DR. KRISTER STENDAHL
Dr Krister Stendahl, moderator of the Consultation on the Church and
the Jewish People (World Council of Churches) and Professor of New Testament
Studies at Harvard university Divinity School, was awarded the Nicholas and
Hedy Munk International Brotherhood Award on Tuesday evening, 29th November,
1983, during the 36th Anniversary and Award Banquet of the Canadian council
of Christians and Jews. The Award is in recognition of Dr Stendahl's achievements in the "promotion of harmonious understanding between Jews and non-Jews
and for his contributions to the world-wide struggle against antisemitism.''
The prestigious $10,000 award is given every second year (since 1973) through
the generosity of the c~nadian industrialist, Nicholas Munk, who set up the
Munk Charitable Trust for this.
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SPECIAL AREAS OF CONCERN:
WITNESSING AMON"G PEOPLE OF LIVING FAITHS
(From the 6th Assembly document "Witnessing in a Divided World")
We live as people and as Christians in a religiously and ideologically
pluralistic world. Christians from all parts of the oikoumene raise questions
about living alongside of, and witnessing to, neighbours of other faiths· and
diverse i _d eological commitments who have their own specific testimonies to
offer. In such situations witness is not a one-way process: "from us to
them". There is also a witness from "them to us ", except in certain cases
of martyrdom, the witness up to death, which could be understood as an
extreme example of one-way testimony. However, in most normal circumstances
we, as human beings, are caught up in a search for reality and fulfilment,
seeing to be understood and to understand and thus discover meaning for
living. Of all the things we do as Christians, witnessing among peoples
of living faiths and ideologies causes the most difficulty and confusion.
In this task we are hesitant learners, and need to acquire sensitivity not
only to the peoples of other faiths and ideologies, but also to Christians
caught up in situations of witness and dialogue in different parts of the
world.
In our discussions and reflections on the question of witnessing to
Christ among people. of other faiths we have heard encouraging _reports of
many examples of dialogue in local situations . But we have also become
aware of some matters which remain to be explored in the years that lie
ahead. We note amongst other things the following:
a)

We wish to place on record our appreciation to our friends from
other faiths who have been present with us in this Sixth Assembly.
We value their contribution, and their presence has raised for us
questions about the special nature of the witness Christians bring
to the world community.

b)

While affirming the uniqueness of the birth, life, death and resurrection of Jesus, to which we bear witness, .we recognize God's
creative work in the seeking for religious truth among people of
.other faiths.

c)

We acknowledge the experience of common action and cooperation
between Christians and persons of other faiths and the urgency
of working together, especially in areas concerning the poor,
basic human dignity,. justice and peace, economic reconstruction,
and the eradication of hunger and disease.

we see, however, the need to distinguish between witness and dialogue, whilst
at the · same time affirming their inter-relatedness.
Witness may be described as those acts and words by which a Christian or
community gives testimony to Christ and invites others to make their response
to him . In witness we expect to share the good news of Jesus and be challenged
in relation to our understanding of, and our obedience to that good news.
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Dialogue may be descr:i,bed a~ th·a~ encounter wi:iere people holding different
claims about ultimate reality can meet and explore these claims in a context of
mutual respect. From dialogue we expect to discern more about.how God is active
in our world, and to appreciate for their own sake the insights and experiences
people of other faiths have of· ultimate ·reality.
Dialogue is not a device for nor a denial of Christian witness. ·It is rather
a mutual venture to bear witness to each other and the world, i n relation to dif· ferent perceptions of ultimate reality.
While distinctions can .be made between dialogue, cooperation and mutual witness in the real, experience of living in a religiously and ideologically pluralistic
situation they in practice intermingle and are closely inter-related.
All these must be seen in the context of shared responsibility for a common
future, based on mutual respect, equal rights, and equal obligations.
There are still many questions remaining for further studies:
a)

When witnessing among people of living faiths, an account must be takeri
of the influence of the dominant ideolgoies on religious beliefs and
practices present and active in the particular cultural context.

bl

An important concern is the degree to which Christians of different
confessions can work towards sharing a common understanding of what
.it means to be human, an understanding of. what it means. to be. the
Church, and how these concerns relate to the witness of the Christian
community and the involvement of Christians in dialogue with people bf
living faiths and ideologies.

cl

Meeting in Vancouver and hearing about the religious life of the Native
peoples has focused attention on the need to give a higher profile to
dialogue with pe.ople from traditional religions.

d)

The question of shared worship or prayer with people from other faiths
needs to be explored.

e)

Another of the religious phenomena of our day is the influence of various
kinds of new religi ous moveme nts. We need to discover more about these.

In all these explorations of faith it is important to involve women and young
people. Their self-understanding of their role in the faith community will deepen
and widen the theological quest.
we are encouraged by the insights and experience which have been gradually
built up through various meetings between Christians and people of other living
faiths. We look forward to the fruits of further encounters. In the next seven
years we anticipate theological .reflect:.ion on t:.i;.:> nature of witness and dialogue
which will encourage the life of the Christian community in many different parts
of the world.

*

*

*

*
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ASSEMBLY STATEMENTS

STATEMENT ON THE MIDDLE EAST
The increasingly dangerous situation in the Middle East threatens the
peace of the whole world and places heavy demands on all those striving for
justice and freedom.
The Middle East is a region of special interest as the birthplace of
three monotheistic religions. The churches in the area have their roots
from apostolic times. Their continued presence and active participation
in the life of the whole area, despite suffering at various periods, is a
remarkable witness to the faith. They are facing new challenges and attempting to respond through new forms of witness. While only the churches of the
Middle East can determine the nature and forms of their witness, it behoves
all churches to strengthen their presence and support their ministry, especially the ministry of reconciliation and witness for peace. Historical
factors and certain theological interpretations have often confused Christians
outside in evaluating the. religious 3.nd political developments in the Middle
East.
Recent developments in the region have further pushed back prospects for
peace. The agony of the Lebanese war is ·not yet over . The integrity and
independence of Lebanon are in greater danger than ever. The Israeli settlement policy on the West Bank has resulted in a de facto annexation, giving
final touches to a discriminatory policy of development of peoples that ··
flagrantly violates the basic rights of the Palestinian people. There are
fears of relocation of the inhabitants of the West Bank and their expuls ion.
A large number of Palestinians are under detention in the prisons on the West
Bank and in camps in Lebanon. There is escalation of tension in the occupied
territories. The consensus among the Arab nations appears to have been lost.
External and internal pressures have caused serious rift within the Palestinian~· .
movement. In many situations there are increasing violations of human rights,
especially of minorities, and religious fanaticism is a bane of many communities.
The Iran-Iraqi war continues to claim an increasing toll of lives ·and complicates
inter-Arab relations. Tension is increasing in relation to cyprus.
THE ISRAELI-PALESTINIAN CONFLICT
we reaffirm the principles previously enunciated by the wee as the· basis
on which a peaceful settlement can be reached. The UN Security Council Resolution 242 and all other relevant UN resolutions need to be revised and implemented, taking into account changes that have occurred since 1967, and such
revisions should express the following principles in a manner that would ensure:
a)

the withdrawal of Israeli troops from all territories occupied in 1967;

b)

the right of all states, including Israel and Arab states, to live in peace
with secure and recognized boundaries;

c)

the implementation of the rights of the Palestinians to self-determination,
including the right of establishing a sovereign Palestinian state.
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We reaffirm that the Middle East conflict cannot be resolved through the
use of force but only through peaceful means. Negotiations for ·a comprehensive
settlement in the Middle East should include all those parties most intimately
involved: the state of Israel, the Palestine Liberation Organization and
neighl;>ouring Arab states. The interests of the world at large are best represented through the United Nations, and the USA· ~nd the USSR have a special
responsibility in this matter.
Churches should undertake the
towards negotiations:

~allowing

with a view to facilitating processes

a)

to build greater· awareness c:µnong the chur~hes about .the urgency and justice
of the Palestinian cause. In this connection active support should be
extended to the UN International Conference .on the Question of Palestine
to be held at the end of August 1983 in Geneva. The churches should bring
to bear their ~nfluence on states to part~cipate · in it;

b)

to encourage the dialogue between Palestinians and Israelis with a view to
furthering mutual understanding and enabling recognition;

cl

to remind Christians in the Western world to. recognize that their guilt
over the fate of J'ews in their countries may have influenced their views
of the conflict in the Middle East and has often led to uncritical support
of the policies of the state of Israel, there~y ignoring the plight of the
Palestinian people ·and their rights. In this context we welcome the more
open and critical stance adopted by Christian churches in the traditional
Jewish_:--.S:.J:iri~!-~.~9 . _9i§i_!ogu~, . bl1~ W!_:! ~lso_ urge the broaden ing of the dialogue
to include larger segments.of both Christian and Jewish communities;-

d)

to support movements within Israel, which are working for peace and reconciliation.

LEBANON
. ..
.)

The .. ecumenical community shares the agony of the peoples in Lebanon who have
been tragically suf fe~ing over the last nine years and who have been carrying too
large a burden of the problems of the region.
We reiterate that the recovery of Lebanese territorial integrity and sovereignty
is a key to peace and justice in the region and that for this to be realized all
foreign forces must be withdrawn from Lebanese territory.
We appeal to the ecumenical community:
a)

to support the efforts of the Lebanese government to reassert the effective
. exercise of its sovereignty over all Lebanese territory and to support full
independence and unity of the Lebanese people;

b)

to assist the churches within Lebanon in their attempts with leaders of the
religious conununities for reconciliation, with a view to achieving harmony
and unity among all communities in the country;
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c)

to continue to support generously the Middl e East Council of Churches and
the churches in Lebanon in their huma~itaria~ and sociai programmes of
r elief for al~ in Lebanon.

d)

to collaborate with the churches in the area in t heir co"ntri)::mt ion t o
the promotion of justice, d~gnity, freedom and hqrnan rights for all in
Lebanon .

JERUSALEM
We reaffirm that "Jerusalem is a Holy City for three n:onotheistic rel igions:
Judaism, Christianity and Islam. The tendency to minimize Jerusalem's importance
for any of these three religions should be avoided" (WCC Fifth Assembl y, Nairobi ,
1975) . The -WCC should implement the proposal of the WCC Central Commi ttee
(August 1980) that dialogue be initiated with -!ews and Muslims so that memper.s
of the three -r e l igi ons can understand each other's deep religious attachment to
Jerusalem and so that together t hey can contribute t owards political processes
that would l ead to a mutual~y acceptable agr eement for sharing the city. The
churches should give priority to this while continuing efforts to secure a
general settlement of the Middle East conflicts. The special legislation
known as the status quo of the Holy Places must be safeguarded and confirmed
in any agreement concerning Jerusalem.
a)

We call the attention of the churches to the need for:
actions which will ensure a continuing indigenous Christian presence
and witness in- Jerusalem;
wider ecumenical awareness of the plight ·of. the indigenous Muslim and . . .
Christian communities suffering from the repressive actions of the
occupying power in East Jerusalem and other occupied territories .

b)

We call upon all churches to express their common concern that alt.hough
Israeli law guarantees free access for members of a l l religious traqitions
r ooted in Jerusalem to their holy places , the state of war between Israel __
and Arab states, the political reality created by the Israeli annex~tio~ ·· ·
of East Jerusalem and continuing occupation of the West Bank me9-ns -·that
Arab Muslims and Christians continue to ex.perience serious difficulties
and are often prevented from visiting the Ho l y City.

We uphold the churches in the Middle East in our ·intercessions as they respond
to the new challenges in the difficul t circumstances through their witness in the
service of Christ. We assure them of the solidarit y of the conununity of faith
around the world as we have gathered together here in the name of Jesus Christ,
the Life of the world. we pray for the healing of the wounds in the nations of
that region.
We stand together with other religious communities in a spirit of servanthood
seeking to be faithful in our common calling to be peace-makers a~d reconcilers
and to bring hope for all.

*

*

*
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MUSLIM-CHRISTIAN DIALOGUE IN 1984: AN OVERVIEW
STUART E, BROWN
I n these opening years of Islam's fifteenth century dial ogue bet ween
Muslims and Chr istians is almost everywhere gaining acceptance among growing
circles within each community. At the same time, interfaith discussions
have in many places passed beyond the essential first steps of polite introductions and respectful exchanges of basic premises to the consideration of
more practical challenges or a common search for a deeper discernment of
shar ed values and concerns . Elsewhere, encounter is at a more preliminary
stage and in some countries Muslim-Christi an relations wallow in polemical
impasse of mutual mistrust and reciprocal fear. There are also, as we· all
know to our sorr ow, places where these contacts fester in a crucible of
hostility . Let us look at a few general situat ions.
The Muslims of Japan , Latin America and Iceland, for example, are so
few that we in Geneva are as yet unaware of any dialogue between them and
their Christian neighbours. Conversely , the virtual absence of Christians
f r om such lands as Arabia , Somal ia and Mauritania precl udes i~terfaith
endeavours .with the local Muslims. China and Sout h Africa both have sizeable
Muslim and Christian populations, but political circumstances have not allowed
us to reach any valid assessment of their interaction. For practical purposes,
then, we can classify areas of these three groups as zones of low activity.
Indiscriminate atheism in Ethiopia and zealous persecut ion in Iran have all
but'"eHct'.:i!ngi:il.shed.-'an·y-·spark ..6.f ·enthusias~' 'in -these states; so .th~y ta"o ~-ffer
scant prospects for constructive dialogue in the immediate future. On the
other hand, we note with hope and joy that Muslim and Christian leaders in
Lebanon are preparing an interfaith summit conference.
Slightly more hopeful is the scene in some countries of Arab Africa or the
where adherents of the majority religion are making serious efforts
to offset . the suffering and alienation of the minority despite the opposition of
the civil authorities, who condone or even encourage harassment and persecution.
Of a somewhat similar nature are the desires expressed by several Pakistani
Muslims for fair treatment of Christian and other religious groups under Islamic
law and the voices raised within the church in Greece on behalf of the ancient
Thracian Muslim society or in Norway in defence of a much newer but equally
vulnerable Islamic c.o ngregation. For all such regions, any intervention from
outside must be especially discreet and take full cognizance of the sensitivities
of all parties involved .
Phf~~ppines,

Where both Christ·ians and ~uslims form minorities they have generally
cooperated on matters of mutual interest. Often, as in India, Sri Lanka or
Singapore, this constructive atmosphere extends t o the members of other faiths
as well. Muslims and Christians in Central Asia and Eastern Europe live together
in the controlled environment of dialectical materi~lism, and this coexistence
has stimulated t hem to work in harness for the preservati on and promotion of
civil liberties, even as they faithfully endorse the peace movements sponsored
by their own governments. Participants in both these types of interminor ity
dialogue benefit greatly from contacts with interfaith agencies abroad , whether
these contacts come through publications , correspondence o r , best of all, visits.
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The most robust instances of Muslim-Christ ian dialogue occur in those
countries where sensitive representatives bf a · confident majority have won
the t rust and collaboration of the leaders of the minority, so that together
they have undertaken the formidable tasks of dissolving prejudice, overcoming
communal anxiety , nurturing understanding and building society anew o~ a
foundation of openness, honesty and respect. Many national and local ~roups
in North America and Western Europe have already developed strong programmes
of dialogue and common action; the British Council of Churches ~nd the Conference ·of European Churches deserve particular recognition for their achievements
in this cause. The Islcµn in Africa Project has contribu~ed much to the _promotion of constructive dialogue in Eng~ish-speaking Africa , through a serie$. of
exce llent seminars and the continuing work of its national agents.
Similar
endeavours by the e.h ristian Conference of Asia and the Regional I slamic Qa 'wah
Council of southeast Asia and the Pacific have greatly furthered interfaith
cooperation in Asia .
Indonesia warrants a special mention , because there
Muslims and Christians have cooperated with spokesmen from other faiths in
advising the government on the scope and application of the official .Pancasila
ideology. It is aP.propriate to note here the superlative efforts of the Vatican
Secretariat for Non-Christians and Roman Catholic organizations in all parts of
the world, as well as the positive interest in dialogue expressed by the World
Muslim Congress and other pan-Islamic groups.
Given our inescapable constraints of time and budget, wee staff cannot be
everywhere at once, so we are most thankful for. ·the goodwill and energy of our --fellow partisans around the globe . We are grateful, too, for stimulating initiatives from the Pacific Ocea~ and French-speaking Africa, for ·Tn- botn-fhese-·- regions local Christian leaders have shown an eagerness to join in dialogue,
seeking our support as they launch their formal activities. During the coming .
months therefore we in'tend to help the Fijian and Pacific Councils of Churches
arrange a special seminar on Islam and dialogue; we also hope to gather representatives from Christian and Muslim congregations in several francophone African
states for a thoughtful discussion of questions concerning intercommunal harl)lony.
In this latter ·exercise we shall be working with the western regional offi.ce of
the All Africa Conference of Churches and the interfaith officers on the wee
Sahel team, as well as prominent Muslims and national church leaders.
This overview of Muslim-Christian dialogue is perhaps shorter than it could
~t may contain an occasional misstatement .
An acknowledgment of these
limitations affords the occasion to urge readers to write to us with their
corrections, amplifications and corranents . One of our most important tasks
is to share information about -dialogue from various sources with friends in
every country, but to do this fully and properly we need your news and observations. We also welcome your questions and any possibility of working more closely
with you in your own local context. Great progress has already been made in
dialogue and understanding in many lands, but everywhere much remains before us.
Let us go forth in peace.

pe , and

*

*

*
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.CALENbAR

INTERNATIONAL COLLOQUIUM , INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHRISTIANS AND . JEWS

Theme:

1984 ·a nd Beyond: Purpose ··and Strategy in Jewish-Chri stian Relations

Venue:

Vallornbrosa (near Florence, Italy)

Dates:

8-12 J uly, 19'84

For information write to: International Council of Christians and Jews
Martin Buber House
Werlestrasse 2
D-6148 Heppenheim
Federal Republic of Germany

*

*

*

STH NATIONAL WORKSHOP ON CHRISTIAN-JEWISH RELATI ONS

Theme:

Gateways to New Understandings

Venue:

St. Louis, Missouri, USA

Dates :

29 October - 1 November, 1984

For information write to: 8th
915
721
St.

National Wo rkshop on Christian-Jewish Relations
Chemical Building
Olive Street
Louis, MO 63101

USA

*

*

*

A CHRISTOLOGY SEMINAR IN JERUSALEM

Venue:

Center for Tb::..:.J.ogy: Shalc:n Hartnan Ins t .:..tute for Judaic
Studies, Jerusalem

Dates:

14 Octo ber - 14 De cer::)er . 19r,,_.

For information write to: Shalom Hartman Institute

(See over for further details)
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The Sh_a lom Hartman Institute , fo;.:nded in 1976 and directed by Rabbi Dr
David Bartman, exists to train young Israeli scholars to meet the challenge
confronting Judaism in the birth and life of t he Jewish state: that of
bringing the riches of the Jewish tradition to bear upon the task of building
a totally Jewish but pluralistic, modern society. Following a month-long
seminar in November, 1982;
conducted by Dr Paul M. van Buren, Professor
a~ Temple University, held at the Institute with the approval of the Board
of the Institute, to head a new Center for Theology within the context of
the Institute. The Center is designed to provide a unique opport~nity for
disciplined , shared study and theological re£lection on the tasks of the
Jewish people and the Christian church in the new circumstances created
by the founding . of the state of Israel and the church's acknowle~gment o~
the continuing validity of the covenant between God and the people of Israel.
The Center herewith announces its opening Seminar, to be held in 1984,
and invites applications for Fel lowships from qualified persons. Several
grants for round-trip air transportation and living expenses are already
available and more are being sought. Participation in the full programme.
will be required of all Fellows. The number of Fellowships may be limited
to fifteen for the first year. Housing arrangements will be made by the
Center.

QUALIFICATIONS FOR FELLOWS
Applicants must be soundly grounded in the Christian tradition, possess
at least a general knowledge of talmudic Judaism, and above all demonstrate
ability in creative theological reflection. An ability to read and understand spoken modern Hebrew (not necessarily to speak it) is desirable.
Preference will be given to applicants who have received or are well
along towards earning a doctorate in theology o r religious studies. Applicants in their late stages of working toward a first degree in theology will
be considered if they can produce evidence of a sound preparation in the
study of the Bible, the Christian theological tradition, and Judaism .
··:·· ,.

APPLICATION PROCEDURE
Applications for Fellowships should be submitted by 15 May, 1984.
Additional i nformation and application forms are available from:
American Friends of the Shalom Hartman Institute
1735 Jefferson Davis Highway
Arlington, VA 22202, USA
or:
Shalom Hartman Institute
Rachel Imenu 28 P.O. Box 8029
Jerusalem, Israel 93228

Churches and organizations t hat have any forthcoming events o r publications
which they would like announced in Current Dialogue are requested to let us
know in good time so that details can be inserted in the next issue
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NOTICE

TO READERS

In order to ensure that our mailing list is accurate we should be grateful
if you would check your name and address carefully and let us know if there
are any mistakes. IF SO, please indicate below:

Name:
Address:

We hope you wish to continue receiving Current Dialogue.
indicate below :

IF NOT, please

-PLEASE REMOVE MY NAME FROM YOUR MAILING LIST
Name:

Production and mailing costs for Current Dialogue continue to escalate.
Contributions towards these annual expenses for three issu·es (SF20.$US 10.- £7 . -l would be very gratefully received.

Please complete as appropriate and return to:
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
Sub-unit on Dialogue
P.O. Box 66
1 50 route de Ferney
1211 ·ceneva 20
Switzerland

I
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Dia,logue ~;_king Group
swanwick, England
11-15 March 1985

world Council of Churches
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Geneva, July 1984
Document no.

6, 7

OUTLINE FOR A STUDY DOCUMENT ON
"CONFLICT BETWEEN RELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES"
·Revised title : ROLE OF RELIGION IN

cx:m-ucrs

1. The Executive ·Committee of the WCC in its February 1984. meeting
adopted the following minute:
"That a pz;eliminary study document be prepared by CCIA in
collaboration with the sub-unit on Dialogue with People of
other Living Faiths,- for consideration by the Executive Committe;;
in July 1984, on the problems posed by the recurrent and often
violent eruption of conflicts between religious conununities
in many parts of the world. Special attention should also be
paid to the implications for people of different religions
where the law of the land is drawn from the tenets of one
particular religion."
2. In view of the complexity and sensitivity of the subject it was
felt that it will be good if an outline of such a study document is
discussed ·by the Executive. A preliminary study document along with
analysis of a few situations will be presented to. the Executive in
February 1985, after discussions within CCIA and DFI. The document
will then be further developed before the next Central Committee.
3. The Executive Committee had in mind a numbe~ of situations of
conflict including violent conflict where apparently religious
factors played a · role. Several conflicts around the world are
described· as religious in popular and media presentation . Among
them are 'clas~ical' situations like Northern Ireland and Lebanon
and new situations like Punjab (India) and Sudan. There are also
situations like Sri Lanka where the religious4component is present
in the conflict. However, it is incorrect to say that all such
conflicts are conflicts between religious communities. All these
situations are complex and the conflicts are the result of a variety
of socio-economic and political factors. Religion adds a volatile
component to many of them.
The topic is of such a broad nature that the scope of the study
document has to be limited and defined carefully. However, a few
general indicat~ons of some of the new political and religious trends
may be necessary t~ provide the context.
4. On the political level as a result of a variety of reasons
there is a whole series of upheavals against established ·state
s truc~u.:e:s, <:°pseci'.ill;l :.i.n the developing re:gions of the world •

.

.

·' .

'

•
2.

In several instances they reflect demands for greater participation
of people and recognition of identity. Such demands have been often
channelled into ethnic, regional or religious opposition and even
revolt. Primordial identities like nation, religion, language, and
ethnicity are being reinforced partly as a result of insecurity,
discriminatory treatment suffered by minorities and often as an
authentic search for identity. The affirmation of subnational,
autonomous or independent identities should not be condemned right
away, though they may appear to have a negative communal image.
But in several cases this has led to violent conflicts.
The challenge to the nation state comes from numerically significant
ethnic groups which have retained or have developed or are in the
process of developing self-awareness and which demand formal
recognition of their distinct identities. Ethno-nationali~m, also
called sub-nationalism has two varietie's , one, the national selfawareness of ethnic groups concentrated in compact geographical
areas and the other, temporarily scattered ethnic minorities
which nevertheless claim to form a national identity. In many
instances religion is a social base of ethno-nationalism and
there is a mixing of religious and political symbols.
5. Thes~ tensions and upheavals are taking place at a time
characterized by violence and militarism. Therefore many conflicts
which could be resolved peacefully have become violent. The arms
race, open and clandestine, accelerating in most parts of the
world also contributes to this.
6. In the CCIA Study Paper on Religious Liberty (Central Committee
it was said "The present era is characterized by what might be callee
' a crisis of the secular'". The predominant trend in Western industr1
culture during the twentieth century has been an ever expanding ·
secularization of society, progressively pushing the religious
dimension from operative participation towards the fringes of
society, into the private realm. Secularization became an integral ·
part of the dominant ideological systems whose developmental models
were exported throughout the world. The last decade has seen an arnaz J
resurgence of religion. It appears we are in an era of religious
revival and return of the sacral. Not everything about the resurgenc~
of religions is a blessing . While there is on one hand the search
for deeper understanding of the liberating, humanitarian aspects of
religion, on the other there is the ugly face of fanaticism and
antagonism involving suppression of minority rights .and large- scale
violation of human rights.
7 . In the Introducti·on to "Nairobi to Vancouver" it is stated
"But what is significa~t about the present religiosity is its ·
politicization. This. is reflected in a ·variety of phenomena around
the world . Religious fundamentalism has asserted itself in politics
either by the transformation of political institutions or by attempt i !
to exert direct influence on political decision-making. This has led
to new tensions within and between nations. In some regions of the wo;
it has added new dimensions to already existing conflicts".
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8, While this religious resurgence has political implications in vari;;.
ways the most significant i ·s what is known as 'political Islam'. The
Islamic world, like the rest of the 'Third World' has been struggling
to free itself from Western political and economic domination, to
redefine its own identity and to formulate its own response to Western
ideas. In the process a great number of new Musli.m states have come
into being, and some have been transformed.
9. The Executive Conunittee minute refers to "the implications for
people of different religions in states where the law of the land is
drawn from the tenets of one particular religion". This also applies
to a number of situations but ·is perhaps more directly related to the
Islamic revival. and the adoption of° Islamic law by some countr.ies • .
"Sharia-Divine Law. An important example of a system of law which is
religious in meaning, and which applies not by virtue of citizenship
or allegiance to a state, but by virtue of religious application and
on condition that there is an Islamic ruler to enforce it. It is
applicable primarily between Muslims · (although it contains provision
for non-Muslims within the jurisdiction) and takes the concept of
obligation, rather than that of right as central. The law originated
j,n the Koran and the traditions attributed to Muhammed and is regarded
as immutable, since it consists in what Muhammed knew, by revelation
of the divine will." (Roger Scruton - A Dictionary of Political Though ·
The implementation of Shar.ia with respect to non-Muslims has to be
analyzed with reference to a few countries.
10. It is proposed to analyze the religious components in a few
selected ~ituations of conflict.
11. In a preiiminary way, several ways in which religion plays a role
in conflicts· can be identified:
- Religion as a component of nationaiism, especially ethnonationalism,
- Religious factors exacerbating tensions or conflicts whose root
causes are socio-political and economic,
Religious factors and sentiments being deliberately used to
heighten te·nsions,
- Religious notions of state transforming political institutions
and leading to conflicts,
- Religious fundamentalism or fanaticism influencing state
policies substantially,
12. Some aspects of the following also have to be dealt with in
developing the study document:
- Religious pluralism (some of the religious traditions do not
· .have a theological or ideological base to deal wit!) ·religious·
pluralis.m) ,
- Religious liberty,
- Church, state; community relations,
- Role of ·religion in ' reconciliation and peace,
- Role of the churches. ·
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- 4 World Council of Churches
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Geneva, Switzerland
4 - 8 February 1985
Document no.E).~
ROLE OF RELIGION IN CONFLICTS

1. The preliminary outline had identified the following ways in
which religion plays a role in conflicts can be identified:
- Religion as a component of na t ionalism, especially ethnonationalism,
- Religious f~actors exacerbating tensions o r conflicts whose
root-causes are socio-political and economic,
- Religious factors and sentiments being deliberately used to
heighten tensions,
- Religious notions of state transforming political institutions
and leading to conflicts,
- Religious fundamentalism or fanaticism influencing state polic j
substantially.
2. The Executive Committee in July 1984 poi nted out that the foll ow
aspects should receive special attention:
- erosion of t he secular and the identification of the secular
with the West,
- use of religion in political processes and in influencing
policies of governments ,
- growing lack of confidence in governments in many parts of t h e
world by minorities leading to opposition and conflict, maki ng
use of religion,
- tensions resulting from new financial power acquired (from
outside) by previously marginalized sections ,
- religious co nfl icts used by outside forces to destabi li ze
countries.
3.
further work has begun in the analysis of the role of religion
in the following s~tuations of conflicts:
- Lebanon
- Sri Lanka
- Northern Ireland
Sudan
- Punjab
A lot of informat ion -is availab le and studies have been made on th e ~
situations. The attempt is to point out some of the ways in which
religion has played a role in the conflicts.
4.
A small group (seven personsl will be convened in May/June to
work on a draft s t ~dy document .
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Geneva., Ju:cy 31 , - 1984

To:

All. members of IJCIC

From: J ee..n Halperin .

IJCIC/WCC Consultation, ·Harvard, 26-28 November 1984
1.
Since my first circular letter -of 30 April 1984 on this subject,
matters have been sh.a ping up and I am anxious to provide you with an updated report on the current stage of the preparatory work done so far.
2.

The revised agenda is attached.

3.
Dr. Solomon and Prof. Marvin Fox bave kindly agreed to prepare papers
on the case studies dealing with Great ·Britain and the USA respectively,
from the Jewish point of view. We should know soon who will be preparing
the Jewish paper on Israel.

4.

Arrangements have been made for blocked booking at the Holiday Inn
for all participants. The p:i:res quoted are l§.l for a double -room and(!iD
for a single room. Could you please kindly indicate -s oonest whether a rqom
should be reserved for you and, if so, in which category.

--

It is suggested that all participants should register at the Harvard~
Divinity Schoo),, 45 Francis A.:.,e., Cambridge, Mass. and then go to the hotel
to obtain their room_.

5.

6.

Provision should_ be made in your .time-table :for a preparatory meeting
of all Jewish participants on Sunday evening, .......,;;,
25 November. Further details
on that specific subject will be communicated at a later stage.

7.

Please let me know soonest who will be representing your organization
at Harvard.

8.
A ~eeting of the IJCIC/WCC Liaison and Planning Committee will be held
on November 28 af'ternoon and November 29 morning as indicated in my preceeding

..,.,ioNI

ia1r
Oi~
BRAHAM 11. FO!tM4N
Ho n<><>"!' Vic...OW..._
lt0N4RO l. 48ESS

IUOY I OSCHWIT?
fDGAI M. H0..,FM4N
M.<\XWUl DANE

lAWRfNC( 4. H411VfY
IRUCE I. HOCHMAN
14C08 K. 1-'VITS
GUI M. IOSEPH
M.<\X M. UMPll.MAN
PHILllP M. KLUTZNl(k

TO:

Jean Halperin

FROM:

Theodore Freedman

DATE:

August 6, 1984

CARt LfVIN
HOW4RO M . MCTZlNB.<\lJM

This will acknowledge your memo of July 31 providing additional
details relative Lo t.he IJ'CIC/WCC Con;;ulta.tion to be held at aarvard
Oniversity, November 26-28, 1984.

~MU!L

H. MILLER
0 . Mlp.ITZ
MILTO" MOLUN
BERN ..RD NATH
ROifiT R. NATHAN
411.
\MA.. llBICOff
wt,_ .M S.<\CHS
M(lVIN H. KHUSl...CER
5.0 . SH"11RO
!E21'A.~0

I want to take this opportunity to remind you that at previous
IJCIC meetings in New York and Amsterdam I took exception to IJCIC's
involvment in joint programming based on the World Council of Churches
continuing activities with the World Muslim Congress.

THfODORl H. SIL9!Rl
SIO'IEY It YATES
Vicf""Cha•rTM"n
GRACE D"Y
N4T KAM!NY

PHILIP kRUPP
I.ARR\' LAVINSk'

04VID 4. ROSE
µ.MUM. WOLf
V1::t~..clu;i""""· N~iorul

l•Kut1'f'f Committeir

DONALD I . MINTZ

On those occasions I shared with IJCIC representatives the fact
that the World Muslim Congress was responsible for the distribution to
members of the United States Senate of unsolicited and unsigned hate
/materials including the book "The Six Million Reconsidered,n a volume
\asserting that the Nazi mur der of Jews never occurred.

H.,_•'l 1"'•u~
CHARU.S GOLDRINC
HNl"Mll-' GRfE'll!RG
lrt~Utt'f

!.AMICI.NE
Assisi.-.1 lrt'l...'Urtr

fLl.U STRUM
Se<retll)

M.<\Rll'°' L.C. FELDMAN
Msis~nt Sf.c!"f't.lry

!.ULVI·"' S4L8EIG

PY{ I, 9·,,.; 8'rilk
Gl\. .• oJ KRAn
h«uti\le Viet.Prt:o'idtftt

B"nli l 'nlh
C>4NIH l HURSZ

P>N-t. l '1Ui B' rili>

w_....
DOROTHY llNS10Ck
C>IVISION OIRfC'TOllS
~JMsu.nt N•tio~I o;rtttor
Community Strvic~

ll08!11 C. KOHLER
4.dminktfation
HAROLD ADLER

o;_.,Qt ol Or~-·
SHELDON FLIECEl.MAN
Civil liahh

IUSTIN f. FINGER
C~un1c.a1iOM

LYNN! IA,,.NIEllO

Further, our investigation disclosed that the books were sent by
the World Muslim Congress whose president i~. Dr . Macuf Dawalibi . He has had
a long and unsavory past having worked closely with his predecessor,_Hajj
Amin Al Husseini who worked for Hitler during World War II. In an interview
given in Paris in Oct2ber of 1983,Dr. Dawalibi traced all forms of Moslem/
Christian tensions to the Jews and I quote:
nlt is an indisputable fact that the Jews have succeeded
in penetrating the highest offices of the church. There
was a Cardinal of Jewish origin who was at the head of the
campaign to initiate a Christian opening to Judaism at
Vatican II in 1962. Jewish penetration of the church has
reached still further, to the point that the Bishop
recently appointed here in Paris is of Jewish origin. "
Given this information which we first shared with the World
Council of Churches leadership in the summer of 1983 and the failure of
the WCC to formally and publicly disassociate itself from the World Muslim
Congress, and given that organization's anti-Semitic activities, it is
highly inappropriate for Jewish organizations to continue the so-called
"dialogue" with the World Council of Churches until such time as there is
a satisfactory resolution of the matter.

4.s"'10ftltolllt~ional~
l~Mlt..i.tp

DAl-l!L S. MAll"5CHIN

,,,,.....,oup

~i.1;o,..

THEODORE FRUOM4N

<Ant••' c...

n;cl

.t.RNOLD FORSTU

823 United Nations Plaza, New York, NY 10017 (212) 490-2525/Cable: ANTIDEFAMErTelex: &49218

- 2 Accordin9ly, as previously stated, the Anti-Defamation League will
not participate in the Harvard program, and at the appropriate time will
make public the reasons for not doing so.
·'

TF/mj

cc:

Rabbi Leon Xlenicki
Rabbi Henry Miehe lman
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Geneva, August 14, 1984

Mr. Theodore Freedman
Anti-Defamation League of B' nai B' rith
823 United Nations ?~aza
New York, N.Y . 10017
U.S . A.

Dear Mr. Freedman ,
I have read with much attention and care your memorandum to me of
You will no doubt understand that
it cal ls f or some reactions on my part .

6 August which reached me yesterday.

We are certainly not less concerned than you are ;1it h respect to
unpleasant, obnoxious and sometimes obscene pronouncements made about Jews ,
Judaism and the Jewish people . I also certainl y agree with you that one
has· to be continuously vigi l ant on that score .

'l

Incidentally, some rather more positive statements can also be found
including among Moslems. A case in point is, for instance , a short brochure
which I have received today and which you may also have seen. It is called
Bridgebuilding between Christiari crnd Mu.slim - A seminar at Warner Pacific
College, containing papers by Jamal Badawi and Harry Almond.
~

--------~~~~~-

You must ba.ve heard from our mutual frie:;d Allan Brockway -.nat nis
collea.gue , Dr . Stuart Brown , has specifically raised quite emphatically
this issue with lnamull ab Khan and with the representative of the World
Muslim Congress here, D~ Abdul fiaain Tabi~whom I had known personally
from the time during which I have been associated with the Uni ted Nations.
He was then a member of the International Law Commission and he had established for himself a very gooa reputation .
Further, as you probably know, the general climate may _well improve
within the WCC as a result of the elections which have recently taken pl ace
there. We have had useful contacts with the new Moder ator of the wee ,
Dr. Held , and from what ·We hear we may find in the forthcoming General

r
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Secretary an interesting partner for dialogue. I have SJX)tted in his
biography that Dr . Castro had been chairman of the Jewish- Christian
Friendship in Uruguay in the sixties , and this cay be a good omen for
the future.
I, therefore, have every reason to think that it would be most
inappropriate and unwise, particularly at this precise juncture, to
adopt an aggressive or offensive attitude towards the . wee, at a time
when we might expect a turn to the better.
Yours sincerely ,

AUG 2 O 1984 WORLD JEWISH CONGRESS
CONGRES. JUIF MONDIAL
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Rabbi Marc A. Tanenbaum
The American Jewish Committee
New York

Dear colleague,
Please find attached copy of a memo which I have just received
from the ADL .

I am also attaching for your infornation a copy of my

reply to T. Freedman.
Wit h best personal - regards,
Yours sincerely,

Encl.

L

.__,'

'

SYNAGOGUE COUNCIL
OF AMERl'CA
327 LEXINGTON AVENUE
NEW YORK. N.Y. 10016 • (212) 686-8670

September 7, 1984
9 Ellul 5744

RABBI WALTERS. WURZBURGER
RABBI Al'HHUl'l J LEL YVE:LC
RABEii MORDECAI WAXMAN
RABol HEABEl:;T 8AUMGARC'
Sec'=>nd V1Cf:·Prr;s,o enr

NORMA U Le -.'ITl
HERSERi BERMAN
y,,· ~ · ~' es 1ot!ni s

Prof. Jean Halperin
World Jewish Congress
Cose Posto le 191
1211 Geneva 20
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Dear 'Professor Halperin:

JOSE•r~

C:otte~oono1:1~ ~ecrPriJt ¥

JEF!'' SHOP
T1easurp1

RABB I !HVING LEHF'MAI"
Cnalfman Nat•o()a! ~oc'"'Y

01

Parron:.

I was honored to receive your kind letter of August 27, I 984
to which I hasten to reply.

PHILIP GREEN::

Aaviso·., Counc.:

Cnairman. Nat1on;.1

STEPHEN .A COHEN
Cna•rmar. £ xecutiv~ Commillee
RABBI HEN RY !J MIC hELMM;
Ac11n9 E. rlJ~ utivt-t V!Ci'· ~res.1n~r::
NORMA t.'.. SCM!...:.GEr:.
1'1091ar.: Coo10 1na1<..

" rl :.:

CO AfM ! TTH CrlA I Rt.Af'ot:

HE'RBF=; ee;:.:.1J-::.
A0.'1l:n1:rr1:10:•
;,~ ~~ i

,.r. ;

I had immediately a prelim1 :nory discussion with Rabbi Wolter Wurzburger and I hope to be able to communicate o workable suggestion
as we shpuld not wc;:ii t mucn lon.SJer.

:St1ao c·

•i-f\'I : . \-.~ ·-•:~!.··

:::..0.-·~::· ~

I am fomi lier with the background of IJCIC end the exploratory
contacts with the Loteron University, inclu.d ing the problems related
to orronging a scholarly meeting in Rome • .

G::d"

My view on the subject is that if the conference is under Lateran Uni-

i~~!:l:0~;11A;.;~"~ :~c,;;.~M..
RABa 1 R o N.:..:..o :; soe::_

versity auspices, i.e., an ocociemic body, in coooeration with IJCIC,
tnen we should participate wifh·a limited numoer of ~uitable soeokers,
T"~.f·orc;) <' ..,,n;r.r nM'""·1' "' 11" ' '
and not to give this meeting to«;> much publicity. Furhtermore, the subject
AAE:![ll M O P DE\ .,:.1 V.AJtMAI .
1nrr.rtenp•ou~ M1a:....
for discussion will nave t:::> be !'roperly packaged; I am- taking guidance
RABBI •ABiAri SC,HONF<.L r ·
from
the lost arogroph of the memorandum ~hi ch you enclosed, o s follows:
tSfd(' I
~AMUE ~ s f!i;nc.H::Te1"'
the purpose of the dialogue here is not to 'be o religious encounter ••• but
Ho:i c,,,,~, 5 , n"00911"·'
o
selection of topics or issues which cou ld help discover interesting parallels
SEYMOUR ~ K•'T::"
1
Tas• ~orce on 5nv ~' .1ew•.
in canon low and Jewish law. Among the issues may be whe t ore the sources
coNsr1rvwroRGANl?ATt0Ns
of Jewish low end in Cabon law (Christian bw; nature oii authority; family
C <>111•d C.onl~• ..nc"' 1.·• ,..,..,..,~a" 1,.,,,., .Jaw, medical ethics etc.)
o.

A./tl)if~

"'ABilt

1-tcR t.~ :.~i

f:'

~CH .A•\Ll.H.r,

fi-tf:s•Oen:
Rat>l)1n 1c~1

Assemt>I'.

AAl:!Bt ARNO LD M GOOr1MAN·
i=lah1>1111ca1 Counc1i of A Me:oc;,
RABBI GILBERT 11.LAPEHMAN .
Pres1aent

Union of American 1-teorew
Congrega11on~

RABB I ALEXANDER M SCHINDLE R
P1es1oen1
Union of Ortr1oao• Jew ish
• Congregai.on~ ot Am~rica
JUllUS BERMAN. Prcsiaenr
Un11ea Svnag opue a t America
MARSl-IALL WOLKE. Pres 1aen1

Hopefully it will be o successful meeting and we could subsequently review
the lessons lea.m ed to guide our future relationships in this area with the
Va ti con.
With all good wishes for the t'-!ew Year and looking forward to meeting you
in person, I am,
Yours very sincerely,
Leon A. Feldmpn
Consultant on lnterreligious Activities
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OBSERVATIONS
LOOKING TO THE FUTURE,,,
In the last issue of current Dialogue we
gave the dialogue news related to the 6th Assembly
at Vancouver. The Assembly, which meets once in
seven years, is primarily a celebration. But it
also deliberates on the future programmes of the
World Council of Churches for the ensuing seven
years. The broad programme outlines drawn by
the Assembly have now been spelt out in more
detail by the Central Committee - the governing
body of the Council - which met in July 1984.
The sub-unit on Dialogue with People of Living
Faiths is now ready to launch its programme for
the period until the next Assembly with the help
and guidance of its new Working Croup.
PROGRAMME EMPHASES
Actual dialogues with people of living
faiths continue to be the major emphasis of
the sub-unit. The concept and the practice of
dialogue as a way of expressing the relationship
between faith cormrunities have now become a
reality in many places, The sub-unit, therefore,
will have to concentrate on specific areas of
the world, both local and regional, where dialogue needs to be initiated or encouraged; it
needs to make the interest in dialogue· at international levels have a local base and reality;
it should select specific areas where dialogue
ls desperately needed, and where the lack of
contact between the corrrnunities of faith has
led them to a state of alienation and conflict.
This will not be an easy task nor a spectacular
one. But this needs to be done urgently. For
dialogue is also a fundamental service that
people do to their communities; community today
cannot be assumed. It needs to be built, sustained and preserved.
SPECIAL STUDY

faith perspectives. This is a theological issue
for Christians and it is now important that the
churches should fac.e this question more directly
and in new ways.
The sub-unit therefore plans to initiate a
five-year prograrmie on the "Theological significance of people of other faiths, and their
convictions". This study will be an inner dialogue among the churches. But it is a study
relevant to all religious communities that seek
to live together in a religiously plural world.
It is our hope that the study, utilizing an
inductive methodology at local and regional
levels, will help the churches to grapple with
the issue and to come up with concerns that
could be shared among all the churches, and
culminating in an international meeting.
PROCRAHMES IN CQLLABORATION WITH OTHER SUB-UNITS
The concern for dialogue spills over into
a number of other programmes of the WCC. How
are theology and religions taught in the seminaries? What is the task of education in
multi-faith and multi-cultural societ~es, and
how is it carried out? What can be the response
of the religious communities together to the
threats some aspects of technology make to life
and survival? How can the religions respond to
issues related to the place and participation
of women in society and in the life of religious
communities? What is the relation between faith
and culture? These are some of the issues in
which the sub-unit will cooperate with other
sub-units of the wee in initial explorations.
It will also have the benefit of giving a broader
base for the concern for dialogue within the work
of the wee.
ISSUES THAT NEED ATTENTION

Those who were at both the Nairobi Assembly
(1975) and Vancouver (1983) would have noticed a
fundamental shift in the dialogue debat~ among
the churches. At Nairobi, the concept and practice of dialogue itself was under attack - will
this not lead to syncretism? What happens to
the mission of the church? What is the witness
we give to Christ?
The Guidelines on Dialogue developed after
the Nairobi Assembly faced some of these questions
and set out the practice of dialogue as a mutual
encounter of faiths.
At Vancouver, the practice of dialogue itself was not under attack. Rather, the issue ran
into problems whenever the report spoke about
Cod's dealing with people of other living faiths.
The debate led to some confusion and considerable
disagreement among Christians on how they understand the relationship of Cod, whom they serve
and worship, and the people who live by other

The growing number of New Religious Movements
has evoked a variety of reponses within religious
communities. Some have seen them as a serlous
challenge to long-established religious traditions;
others have seen them as growing points of a new
spirituality for our time. There are conflicting
views held on how m.ich the major religious traditions should relate to them. The New Religious
Movements themselves vary a great deal from
genuine search for a true spiritual foundation
to sects that manipulate and use the spiritual
sensitivity of persons. The whole issue has
been made complex also by the rise in many places
of extreme and sometimes militant religious expressions. Religions are increasingly used for political ends by those who care little or nothing
about them .
There have been many requests - even pressure - that the sub-unit should take up this
issue for study and dialogue. There is no doubt
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There is also an increasing awareness that
some of the ideologies presenting themselves
today need to be critically analysed and studied
and that this should be done in other sub-units
of the Counci~. where this issue is dealt with~

that the issue is· of prime importance and should
be addressed, The resources within the sub~unit
however are so limited that it is in a continuing
crisis about carrying out. even its normal programme. There is conrnitment, however, to continue
to have a watching brief on these issues and to
bring reconunendations on a future date.

The result of all the dis~ssion has been
that the emphasis on critical and analytical
study on ideologies has been .placed within a .
different sub-unit (CCPD) with the specific
responsibility fOr ideologies. The name of the
dialogue sub-unit has been ·changed to "Sub-unft
Qn Dialogue_with People of Living Faiths". But
the sub'...uni t 'c ontinues to carry. responsibility
for dialogue with persons (like marxists) for
whom the ideology funcUons as a religion.

AND IDEOLOGIES?

. Dialogue with id~lo_gies has continu!llly
presented problems, _mainly l!ecause we di4 not
'have a · full-ti.me staff persoJ'\ to deal with t .he
issue. But the nature of the ~bject ·wa.~ i.tsC!lf
a probl~. The same Christian sometimes clings
to a .soclaJ_ist. or cap_italist ideology, and at the
same time claims that the ideology he'or she
holds is in fact the social' express.ion of the
faith he or she confesses. Some Christians even_
deny _
t hat they have ari ideology even though, for
example, they may be absolutely convinced that
capitalist' or a socialist ide.ology is the ri'g ht
one to order society. Others always treat
marxism as ~he only ld~ology. The whole issue
leads. to the ~roblem of "partners" for dialo·gue.

Unsatisfacto·ry solution?_
Well, there were as m'any~ views as there
were. persons in thiS' debate, and the sub-unit
accepts the final verdict of the Central
Committee!
.All this is to keep you informed of what
happened and where we hope to b·e h_eading
in the future. We are pleased that. you .are
our
. partners
.
. in this-pHgrimage.
ha~

This issue was discussed in much detail
during the consultation on Churches among
ldeolQgies (December 1981) and subsequent meet~
ings of the Dialogue Working Croup and the
Executive Committee.
+

+

+

+

+

+
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Wesley Ariarajah
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COMING EVENTS
OlALOGUE WITH. LIVINC FAITHS (WCC)

ISLAM IN AFRICA PROJECT

Religious Pluralism: Its Meaning
and Limits in the World Today:

Sudan: Third week of October 1984 in Khartoum
Liberia: Consultation on "Islam in West Africa
and the SUdan" (for Christian Council General
Secretaries in West Africa, in Monrovia,
27-30 November 1994.

A consultation jointly planned and sponsored
with the International Jewish Colirnittee for
· interreligi~us Consultations (IJCIC).
Participation limited. to twenty Jews and
twenty Christians, selected by the sponsoring
bodies, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA,
25-28 November, 1984.
Conflict and Reconciliation - Resources
Within OUI' Religious Traditions:
A small Buddhist-Christian consultation on·
inter'...faith relations and dialogue in North
Asia, Hong Kong, .10-15 December, 1984.
(Reports· on these two consultations will appear
in the next current .Dialogue,-)

Zaire (Eastern): At Bunia Theological
10-13 December, 1984.

Institut~,

Hellenic College/Holy Cross Creek Orthodox· School
of Theology
An Orthodox Christian-fot.lslim Dialogue, Brookline,
Hassachuse~ts, USA, 17-1' March, 1'85.
for information contact: Rev. Dr. George Papademetriou,
Hellenic College/Holy Cross Creek Orthodox School
of Theology, 50 Goddard Avenue, Br~okline HA 02146.

H. B.· Readers who ·would iike coming events announced
are invited to send details to the editor 6 months
in advance.
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A pas.tor in a multi-faith community offers his

REFLECTiONS ON THREE-EVENTS
WILLIAM K, HARMAN
Encinitas·, Califor.nia - ·
Shortly after arri val at·· this ·smal~ Lut.heran
parish in the coastal· area of south~rn ~alifornia,
my. ten years of. overseas, ecumenical and inte~
national ministries were gi'ven new relevance by
three events.'· :·
· ·
··
'·
· ·
The first event. was. the transfer of .a
Lutheran man, marri~d. to ~ ~ewish woman, from
the east coast to our area. He immediately
joined our congregation which hitherto had
known 'only th.e anomaly of one of its members
married 'f o an American &:J.d dhist ·woman. .
.·
The second event was the request after a
Sunday morning worship service by a young couple
for a religious marrLige ceremony. 'This would
not' be.:·•m unusual ·~eq!Jest_ for a' pastor, excep_f
that the woman was a committed Lutheran
·
Christian and the man ·was an equally. committed
Jew.
The third event. was the request
cultural and educational arts centre
an open discussion and dialogue with
Tibetan Buddhist. Lama on the subject
tuality.

by a local
to share in
a visiting
of spiri-

These three events, among others, have
increasingly propelled me to view ecumenical
and interfaith dialogue with new relevance for
the local level of chur.ch life. Perhaps my
three years in Africa among a mixture of
Christians, Muslims and African traditional
religionists a~d my . four .Years s~rving an
.
ecµmenical. experiment by Presbyterian, Methodist
and MoravJa.n s among Chri stt'ari, .Hindu . and Muslim
peoples pr:epared 'me uniquely for. th'e e\lents
facing me · i ri southern· California. Per.haps the .
world of diversity and pluralism is increasingly
com~ng t~ affect the average congi:-egatlon in ·the
USA more than we know. In either case, events
such as these show the need for other ttian traditional seminary education offered in most major
:seminaries in' the u·s in order. to deal creatively
with dem~nds that require an ·interfaith .awareness in local pastoral ministry.
To..miriister to a Lutheran · Christi.an man ·
married to ·a J ewi.s h .woman 'wtio was raising her
childre·n in 'the Jewish faith , required of· me an
openness to arid interest in . the Jewish tradition.
which meant .be~ng present . at... various si gnificant
event.s for. the childr.en · su~h .a s the !>oy' s Bar ·
Mitzvah. A month of sess ions iri the Sunday
morning adult forum hour on Luther and 'Jews
during the Luther 500th Anniversary year was
especially well re'celved when our Lutheran/Jewish .
couple stl'ared ·the~r experiences as an interfaith
famliy. 'From· .these di~cussions has-evolved a ·:
plan for Jewisti-Christi'an ·dialogues with the
neighbour ing Temple Solell.

Planning for a ' religious wedding ceremony
for a Lutheran Christian and a Jew was more
problematic~ The first is5ue was' the necessity
to erisui:e that the. service wou.l~' 'be truly interfaith in its witness to the· commitments ·o f both
participants.. It was their· service, but the
.fradi tions of the Ch.r istia.n church and the Jewish
faith should witness ·equally in .the se~vice. Was
it possible to find clerg·y of both .traditions to
_participate i n such . a Ser.v ice? I .expressed my .
openness ilS .a 'Luther.a n. pastor. .who felt COJ.llfOrtable· wi tf'!eSsing b'y my ve·r y presence . and identity
to the Christian .t;radftion.• . Finding a rabbi
willing .to be involVe~ requi~ed some searching~·
Fina~ly, .~t . !>ecame known that there was ·a ~abbi
in San O!Eig() who broadcasts weekly rad_io arid TV
shows on Jewish concerns and 's ees his ministry
as a mission to Jews. no longe_r .related to temples
' .. ·
.
.
and ·s:ynagog~11s.
Inf.ti~~ meetings with the' rabbi' by the
couple revealed that Rabbi Cottesinann· s-aw hls· ·
ministry especially in relation to. Jews who
marry Gentiles. He felt he could witness well to
the Jewish tradition by participating in a JewishChristian wedding in order to affirm the Jewishness of the man entering into the relatiosnhip.
It was agreed by all of us that there could be
no conversions to either side in the process or
our grand experiment would be ruined.

The service itself included elements of both
faiths, with the understanding that traditional
references in standar<!ized language to Jesus
·Christ would be offensive to the Jewish . participants.. I wore my robes and .. stoles and cross, ·
which I felt bore adequate visual witness to the.·
central r~ality ·of Jesu~ Christ in . our. Lutheran
Christian fal th; . : The traditiorial wine .drinking,
Hebrew words of. blessing, and breaking of the
glass at the end of the ceremony were ·P.resent.
The ·vows '\'ere .double~ · _so· that I did .t he traditional
Christian VOWS with the couple and then the traditional Jewish vows were done with the couple.
Readings. from. both the Old and .Ne~ Test aments
were read·. The Lord Is. Prayer was included (at
the insistence of the Christian bride) after an
introduction by myself that this· was a Jewish
prayer addressed to the Goel who is Father of us
all and . stating that .those'who wished to do so
might pray it in unison. (A quick peek from my
lowered head revealed .t hat the rabbi remained
apart from the. praying aloud of the Lord's
Prayer, but the parents .and several relatives of
the Jewish groom were participating with great
gusto.} The final blessing was chanted in Hebrew
by the .rabbi and then in English by myself, line
after line . • ) 1:· . 0

What did it all mean? The couple are committed to further pursuit of understanding each

:-

other's faith more deeply. The Lutheran woman
has attended temple and celebrated Passover; the
Jewish man wanted to participate in Christmas · to
understand it better (h~ had grown up having a
Christmas tree in his house) and attended all
the Holy Week services and Easter in order to
"get the flavour" (his words) of th,l.s central .
season of the Christian faith.. So far they
envision their children being baptised Christian,
but receiving Jewish instruction as well. He i s
.intending to remain Jewish, but .hopes. both of ·
them grow in their understanding of ·faith in
a·Cod. who ls the source of all faiths.

embraced not only our two religious traditions
but also i s the word used to describe a new
interest among the American population in
matters other than material.
·
Operating from a concept of "convinced
openness" as spelled out by Lutheran theologian
Martin Marty and others, I attempted to suggest
that it is possible for.·Christians like myself
to remain personally committed to faith in Jesus
Christ as way, truth, and life and still remain
open to fresh revelations ·Of Cod in other r.elh ·
gious traditions. This stance brought most surprise and delight not only from the Buddhist lama and
his devotees, but from the Christians with
enquiring minds who formed the bulk .of the
audiences in the discussion s~ries.

The request to dialogue with a Tibetan
Buddhist lama came as a bit of a surprise, but
a natural result of exposure as the Lutheran
pastor who participated in the Jewish-Christian
wedding ceremony. It .meant for me ·a fresh
field of study and research. since the fertile
field of American interest in Buddhls~ had
developed during. my.years in overseas ministry.
The presence of a new Buddhist University only
ten miles from my parish opened my eyes to a
new reality for interfaith relation~, at least
in southern California.

I .concluded from this and other i nterfaith
dialogue experiences, that there exists in the
Un.ited States a greatly undernourished congregation of culturally and confessionally committed
Christians with enquiring minds who are search~ng
for a way to be both committed and open in their
faith. Tools that will better define this
stance and discussions along this line.at the ·
grass roots level would increasingly feed peoples
of all faiths.

Making much use of John Cobb's work, Beyond
Dialogue, published by Fortress Press, I attempted
to discover where there might be common ground
for discussion. Spirituality became the code
word for our discu.ssions, since that term.
+

+

+
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+
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William Harman is pastor of Bethlehem Lutheran ..
Church, Encinitas, California, USA.
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PHILIPPINE MUSLIM-CHRISTIAN DIALOGUE
A STATEMENT BY THE (PHILIPPINES) COMMITTEE FOR MUSLIM-CHRISTIAN DIALOGUE (CMCD)
Beginning 1979 a number of Protestant and
Catholic church-related groups have, without much
public. notice, observed OuyoT Ramadhan (duyog in
Cebuano means 'to accompany' • This annual educational campaign, conducted at the time of the
Musllm fast ·month of Ramadhan, initially started
in areas in Mindanao-SUlu populated by Christian
and Muslim communities, and by 1982 has spread
north to Luzon, specifically Metro Manila, and
in central Philippines, specifically in Cebu City.
IOuyog Ramadhan aimed at the building and
deepening of Christians' awareness and understanding of Muslims in the Philippines - their
faith, their history, their concrete life situations and struggles. This was especially so in
view of the virtual war situation i~ the first
half of the 70s in Hindanao-Sulu, particularly
in the Muslim areas. The volatile situation was
exacerbated by the already prevailing Christian. Muslirm tensions that were brought about by the
historical wedges of colonialism and; in its
modern Janus face, imperialism. Continuously to
stress the aims of the campaign, the th~
adopt·ed over the.years was: Pagtoo Naakadaiya
sa Pakigbisog Haghiusa! (Cebuano for "Two
Faiths, One Struggle!''.)
Activities have consisted of holding
symposia/lectures as well as group discussions,
circulation of reading materials on Muslim
Filipinos, promotion of sector~l Muslim-Christian

dialogues and exposure trips to Muslim communities,
encouragement of justice and peace groups to delve
into issues that greatly affect the Moro people, ·
sponsorship of photo exhibits, audio-visual presentations and productions by community theatre groups,
the integration of Muslim concerns in sermons and
orders of worship/liturgy and i:nany other creative
forms.
Huch has transpired since then. Given the
escalating socio-economic crisis, the lot of the
Muslim and Christian Filipino masses has turned .
for the worse. All the more now,. whatever differences there were have been overshadowed as
both communities are suffering under the yoke of
exploitation and political oppression unleashed
by local and foreign corporate interests abetted
by military and para-military groups • .
These conditions have led to further development of the educational campaign's focus.
Whereas before Christian Filipinos were called
to be in solidarity with their Muslim brothers
and sisters, it is significant to note that the
majority Filipino and Moro peoples have now begU'n
to express so.:lidarlty with each other. The
heightening s¢lidarity can also be properly
attributed to the positive response and learning
from the educational experience, enabling people
and communities concerned, involved and comm! tted t<r"grow together in the "dialogue of 11 fe".

..
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I WAS NO STRANGER AT VANCOUVER
TlSSA GNANATILAKE

The sixth Assembly of the World ,Councll of
Churches was held from 26th July to 10th August
1983 at ·the British Columbia University in
Vancouver, Canada, · Representatives from more
than 300 C~ristian churches from over 100 countries participated in tl\is .meeting. Among ·this
assembly of· about 3,SOO ·representatives were
children,- young people and the aged as well as ·
persons from. various stations in life. In addition to the delegates a special: feature of the ·
Assembly was the participation of representatives
from other world religions: Buddhism, Hinduism,
Islam and Judaism . .. Although the number of invited
guests who participated was a small company in
terms. of numbers ·it may be.said .that they enjoyed
an·-1mportant place ·in ·the life of the Assembly.
. · . . Among the represe~tatives of ·Other .religions
who participated · in this Assembly there were
about four of us who were Buddhists• I feel I
snould place on record. my feelings and valuable
experience both as a Sri Lankan Therevada Buddhist
who participated in the Assembly as well as a
stranger who witnessed this event. I believe
that this will be of use both to Sri Lankan
Buddhists as well as Christian friends wtio live
with us.
We must accept the somewhat unpleasant
truth that in Sri Lanka, which has· a multiracial
and multlreligious community, although different
races-and religions generally join together ln ·.
carrying out their day-to-day activities, between
the Buddhist monks and Christian clergy who represent their respective religious -traditions there
is still in fact no close link. We can say,
however, that -this situation is now · gradually ·
changing for the better. , It ·is my ·own ...individual
view that this .should be so; . Therefore I cannot
say that the .experience I -had of mixing with ·,
persons of other faiths was a .completely ·new ' ·
experience for me. The opportunity of Joining
such a huge assembly representing so many nations
and . races was indeed an experience that: engendered
much -joy ·for me. In this great Assembly. I was
the only one representing my own religious tradition: Nevertheless, it ·would be wrong to think
that I was ·a stranger among them. From the very
first. day of the ·Assembly, all .of .us there iriclud~no myself were fortunate enough to consider one
another simply as one human gathering. We had .
assembled from the North, South, East and West;
we were black, white, brown, and yellow. Yet
transcending all these differences· we became
partakers of one ~uman race.
·
In fact this universal• atmosphere which was
cre·ated by religious reasons ·aroused in us a
happy ~ream of what the future of the -world might
be. we· live today in a· world that is divided by
questions of economics;·· politics, society and
religion. If we consider particularly the
question of religious organizations built ·on

religious foundations we ·see how they have__separated
people from -one another in the ·name of religion. For
that very reason we have engaged in-various dreadful deeds to propagate our own religions. It ls
the · r e ligions that can remove the tenden_cy _towards
separatism, which is visible even tod.a y, and· right
the wrongs of the past. We have to retrace our
steps towards the wisdom disclose~ to us in the
religions. At the Vancouver Assembly one. of the
facts that I realized is that it can really .be
done.
I must state -very clearly that by this t ao
not mean that all the religions of· ·t he world
should .be gathered together and made · into ·one
religion, or that one religion which has organizational ability and power should swallow ·up ·all the
other religions.

At these sessions of the .Assembly on various
occasions we had the opportunity to engage in interrellgious dialogue. 'Hany · persons do not c~early
understand the nature and the objectives of interreligious dialogue. It was evident that many who
talk much about this had. not understood what interreligious dialogue is all about, or perhaps it may
be that they were reluctant to speak out their
real thoughts. However, on all these occasions
my stand was that i nter-religious· dialogue should
be aimed at restoring the unity of the human race,
once religions have been responsible for raising
barriers that prevent people f rom joining together
with their fellows.The objective of inter-religious
dialogue should not be the production of a •salad
of religions'. We should refrain from raising
r~ligious disputations and quarrelling with one
another and with the blessing of the -religions we
should accept the var.ious wor Id challenges that ·
are before us, like the food question,··disarmament,
and the pollution of. the environment, which shotild
be solved by the whole human-race. Religions must
bring people together· for the fulfilment of these
great tasks. I said on one occasion that inter~
religious dialogue 'will be meaningful only if it
fulfils this role. At this Assembly on various.
occasions we openly expressed. otir opinions·- to one
another; To put it .in .different words we agreed
to disagree. Not only were they not angry that
this pagan did not accept belief in God, they
were not even so unkind ·as to commit him to everlasting hell!
I had the opportunity at the Vancouv~r
Assembly to meet some distinguished personalities
of the Christian world. Among them was Dr Robert
Runcie, Archbishop of Canterbury, Or Philip Potter,
General· Secretary of the .World Council of Churches;
Dr John Taylo~ and ~ur own Rev. Wesley' Ariarajah
of Sri Lanka. In the C~ristian world the person
who may be regarded as thi(high"est pers.o nality "
next to the Pope is the Archbishop of Canterbury.
No one can forget his simple unassuming ways
after one has met him·, When I saw him queueing
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here and there looking for a place at table where he
could eat it, or when I saw him sitting on a wall
talking to a group of friends, there welled within
me the deep respect that anyone would feel towards
a truly humble person. I could see that he did ·
not expect from others nor did others show him
very much outward deference. · For me who belongs
to a country with an eastern tradition this was
a considerable surprise, Should we respect
another by exalting him to the skies or by bringing him down to earth? Does one win our respect
merely because one is over us or because while
being over us one is willing to .be one with us?
Does one lose the .respect that others have for
one by being. accessible to other~ or does the
fact that one is unapproachable diminish the
respect due to one?
The great tent that had been erected at
Vancouver for daily services and the inspiring
services of worship held there were moving enough
to transport one to another world. I was not so
transported but I must admit that I was a most
interested spec~ator. On the first day at the
end of the service a certain mother offered her
infant child as an offering to Cod. This event
was able to move .me, who am not easily moved by
exter,nal displays of human faith, Fc-om time to
time I went to see novel forms of woc-ship that
were tried out day by day. I found it difficult
to undec-stand the· high regard the d~legates had
for worship. In the context of western civilization I expected to find a group of people who
gave first place to the intellect. I did not
think that ~hey would be attracted much by aesthetics, the sublime and extravagant display. But I
realized that I was wc-ong. I saw how even today,
even in societies considered highly developed,
people are fascinated by externals. I saw how
they are captivated by outward happiness generated by song and music. I found it diffiCl.!lt to
understand how among this number there could be
certain persons whom by then I had co·me to recognize throuoh discussion as intellectuals. Even
now I find-it difficult to understand this
phenomenon, especially because I belong to the
Therevada tradition, which does not regard externals highly. I have no doubt that religion ls
something· connected with the heart . But in the
Therevada tradition religion has come to be
associated very largely with the intellect. In
modern Sri Lanka certain popular sentimental
practices appear to be creeping into religious
life, But it will be a l~l)g time before they
enter the Therevada tradition. I would have been
moc-e appreciative if the effort the Assembly put
into worship services by the introduction of novel
elements day by day had been diverted to bring out
the .significance of certain Biblical insights more
arrestingly. I remember I expc-essed this thought
once in a small discussion group to which I
belonged. It is my impression that while a certain
number of .those who uphold the Christian faith
favour t~e inspirational aspects described above,
many favour an intellectual diet.
With regard tQ the practice of religion in
Sri Lanka many Buddhist policy makers and leaders

hold that it should be devoid of economic, social
and polit~cal considerations. This contradicts the
outlook of the Buddha. The Buddha accepted that
the religious principles of hu~nity a~e undec- the
influence o·f economic, social and poHtical factors. I must say that this faulty undec-standing
which we often come across make_s religious teaching
appear ridiculous.
.
One of the important things that I noted in
the Vancouver Assembly was how the participants
were intensely al ive to the influence of t~e
factors desc~ibed above on religious practice.
Indeed this
p~aisewoc-thy. Ther~ are manY
lessons we can learn. from this. ~efoc-e one speaks
about submission and discipline we must consider
whethec- there exist~ in society an atmosphere
that is conducive to the maintenance of a submissive discipline. Before we praise the practice
of making offerings, we must consider whet~er
people h~ve anything to offer, .at . least we must
consider whether a person has e~ough food to live
on. But in all this there is one_t~ing we must
not foc-get. We rrJJst act in all these ma~ters
remembering that we are people of re~igion an~
observing the appropriate lim~t5. I rem~er
th~t in my small discussion _group, .when someone
spoke about these problems in a state of high
e~citement,I had to expiai~ to ~im that a~ a
Buddhist my attitude was not Qne of intense
agitation.

ls

The attention paid to the natives of Canada
at this assembly cannot easily be forgotten. The
dance tliey perfi::>Mned on the "Canadian native
night" was indeed unforgettable. The speech made
by the elderly native leader to the large crowd
that assembled that night was considered by many
to be needlessly too long. But who i~ to be
blamed for the fact that the "purposeless hurry"
of the developed world was something inco.mprehenslble to thi~ eldec-? Perhaps for him time
like the universe was endless. That day he told
us ho~ the land of his forefathers had been taken
over by the "civiliz·e d" woc-ld. There was no
anger in his words but there was evident in his
speech a warm feeling of closeness to the environment, the trees, the rivec-s, the mountains, the
beasts and the birds. As I listened to his words
I was reminded of the historic letter written by
a Red Indian leader to an American President who
offered to· buy the land on which they lived. I
felt that the shades of those who belonged to the
generation of Hiawatha would be qiscerned among
them.
If one were to ask me what I contributed to
the Vancouver Assembly there is nothing that I
could say by way of reply. But if I were asked
what I received from Vancouver there is very much
that I could say.
++++++

from Sinhala by Rev. Kenneth . t e rnando,
Director of the Ecumenical Institute, Colombo)

( Translated

-Venerabl111 Tissa Gnanatilake is a B.uddhist monk
from Sri tan.lea. He was one of the interfaith
Guests at the 6th (issembllJ.
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YOUNG JEWS AND CHRISTIANS DEAL WITH LIBERATION ISSUES
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF

CHRlSTIA~~

A call to support the d.ignity of women was
one of the results ,.of a conference of you"g Je'ws
and Chrhtlans that dealt with ·the theme "Liberati~n - Impu ~ses 'from J ewish Passover and
Chr istian Easter". ·
·

liberation from fear through reconciliation was
perceived , especia_llY. i('I the i'sraeli-Pales~inian
confl~ct.

Special° attention was paid to the llber~tion
of women and men. Regarding the dignity of w~n,
the confere~ce issued ~his statement of support:

· 'At .the invitation of the Iriternatlonal
Council of Christians. ~nd Jews, fifty-one young
people".from twelv~ (mostly European) count.ries
· (Austria, Belgium; France, the Federa~ R~pu_b~ic
of Germany, Great Britain, Hungar y, Icel and,
Ireland, Israel , Italy, the Nether lands, Sweden,
and Switzerland) - 22 Jews, 29 Christians, 22
women· and' 29 men - had come toget~er from 26th
April to lst t~ay, 1984·, at the ".Evangelisches
Bergheim", Unterjoch/Allgau, Federal Republic of
Germany , near the Austrian border. They deal t
with different aspects of the need' for liberation i~ the world of today and tomorr6w agaln~t
the· backgrourid of the just-concluded feasts of
Passover ·and Easter. This was done in discuss ions, role 'plays; non-verbal COilVllunication, in
the joyou~ 9el~bration of the Jewish Sabbath
and the Christian Sunday, in the observance of
the Holocaust r emembrance day, which f ell in
the time of the conference , and in informal

Our society•s:obsession·w1th sex and 'violence, especially pornography that exploits
women, makes women tearful (even . to walk
outside alone) and pollutes the minds and
hearts of !!l, of us. Our religious communities, believing in the creat·i on of women
and men in God's image, ·must lead the protest
against this spiritual cancer ·t hat threatens
'all human relations .
Just as Je~s and Christians have begun · to
listen to each other's distinct testimonies,
so ~e should encourage
and women to
receive and respect each othet•s witnesses,
so that ·each is enriched by the unique
insights of the other sex. In this regard,
the religious needs of single Jews and
Christians, both women and men; should
be addressed. ·

men

convers~tions.

The biblical story of ~he Exodus from Egpyt
and Pa~l's letter to the Romans, Chapter a, dealing with ·the liberation of Cod's creati on provided
the basis for the discussion of contemporary
liberation issues, such as liberation· i n the
socio- economic situation of ·today, the liberation
of: the 'forei gner among us in modern society. On
the ba·s~s af the study cf th~ fourth chapter of
the Book of Micah that deal s with makilig swords
into p~ough ~ha res and -~pears . into pruning-hooks,
political issues were focused on,and the need for
+

+

+

+

+

+

·+

AND JEWS

+

Jews and Christians must actively work to
overcome discrimination . against women, to
ensur e their full rights and .opportunities,
in their own religious communities and in
.the wider ~ociety. ·
Justice tor women is a necessary requirement
tor the liberation of men, too. Men need the
help ot women in their-;;;;n struggle to liberate themselves from . their own stereotyped
attitudes and social roies.
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

~

~

PEOPLE
Krister Stendahl , moderator of the Consul tation on
the Church and the Jewi.sh People (CCJP) and currently Alidrew W. Mellon Professor of Divinity
at Harvard Divinity School, will be installed as
Bishop of Stockholm (Church of Sweden ) on 7th
October, 1984. After 19th September his address
wiII · be: Artillerigatan 30, S-114 51 Stockholm,
Sweden •.
. .

Wesley Brown, for the past f i ve years at the Ecumenical Institute at Tantur (Jerusalem) and author of
the Jerusalem Post column "0ikoumenlk6s" has transferred to Berkeley, California, USA, where he is
head of the American Baptist Seminary of the Wes't.

Frances B.Manson, CCJP member and pastor of the Sti lwell
United Methodist Churc~, Stilwell, Kansas; USA was
Gerhart M.Riegner, co-chairman of the· World Je~ish
honoured as Outstanding Woman in Religion ~Y the
Congr ess C:Overnlng Board and former General Secretary Kansas City Metropoli tan Commission on the Status
or the WJC, w~s awarded the Roger E.Joseph Prlze at
and R~le of Women, 28th June 1984.
the comme'ncement exercises of the Heb re~ . Union. College
.
Jewi sh Institute· of Religion in °Temple Ema'nuel, New
Prancis Palmer ' has as~umed the ·~post ' ·previously~·
York, on 22nd Hay 1984 "for t_he uncompromising moral
held by the -late ·Peter Schnefder,- of Secretary····
dete~nation he displa_yed_ in pu:sufn~j_ t~~ human rights to the Interfaith Oial9gue_ Trust and editor of •
of Jews when an indifferent or hostile work was bent
ends and Odds. He may be reache~ · at· 14 Corway
on disregarding and abrogating them,"
Gardens, Walsall WSl )BJ, Englanci'. · ·
·
~

... , :

"·' . " • I
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LUTHERANS AND JEWS: AREPORT FROM THE 7TH·LWF ASSEMBLY
ARNE SOVIK
..

For .the first time a person of other than
Christian falth addressed a , Luttieran World .
federation General Assembly when that body met
for the seventh time in Budapest last month.
The speaker was Dr Gerhart H. Riegner, long-time
general secretary and now co-chairman of the
World Jewish Congress and chairman of t~e International Jewish C01T111lttee for Interreligious
Consultations. It was also the first time that
Lutheran-Jewish relations appeared on an Assembly
agenda, although the Federation through one of
its commissions had been workin.g on the subject
for more than two decades.
In his address Dr Riegner expressed his
gratification at the way Lutheran-Jewish conversations had developed ln recent years, noting
that "interreligious dialogue is a very delicate
and complicated ente~prise, particularly ~'hen it
is heavily ·burdened by past history. It can only
succeed if it is based on full trust and confidence, i f the partners are prompted by faith,
sincerity and courage, and if they understand
the sensitivities of the other side".
It was especially the latest Jewish-Lutheran
conversation, a meeting which took place in July
1983 in Stockholm, which drew Dr Riegner's attention and which was the most important element in
the Assembly discussion. The theme of the
Stockholm meeting - the second in wt.at will
undoubtediy be a continuing series of"official
dialogues analogous to those which the IJCIC
conducts with other Christian confessional bodies was "Luther, Lutheranism and the Jews". It was a
theme appropriate to 1983 • the 500th anniversary
of the Reformer's birth - but also difficult
because of the burden of past history, not only,
but of course especially, in the 20th ce~tury.
The Stockholm Consultation had produced a

statement; more accurately, it had produced.
three statements: one Jewish, one Lutheran and
one that expressed the mind of the whole group.
The document has been widely published, but
because the fifteen Lutherans who took part in
the Consultation were not specifically authorized
to speak on behalf or the LWF it could not be
said to be an official statement. It spoke to
rather than for the Federation. It required an
endorsement, which was the inmediate· occasion for
a place on the agenda. At the Assembly an ad hoc
committee was· appointed to bring recommendations
for action on the question of Lutheran-Jewish
relations.
The book of reports on LWF activities since
the last Assembly (in Dar es Salaam in 1977) included several pages on the subject of ChristianJewish relations, for which the Department of
Studies had been responsible. It was a limited
prograimie that was intended to supplement rather
than replace the work of the ~tC and various regional structures; yet it had included an .international Consultation (Bossey 1982), a seminar
on the Jewish roots of Christian worship

(Tantur 1982), an earlier Consultation with
IJCIC (Copenhagen 1981) ·and .two travelling
lectureships.
The C011111itt~ recorranended ·to the Assembly
(after Dr Riegner.'s address, which had been very
well received) that the Stockholm Statements be
"gratefully received" ~nd ref erred to the member
churches to "guide them'! in their relationships
with the Jewish people. But the matter was not
to be approved without discussion • . The Statement
was in general welcomed, but there were some who
felt that there lurked in the common rejection by
tl'le Stockholm group of "organized proselytism" a
subtle rejection of the missiona~y commission;
they voiced this fear from the floor.. Hore to
the point - and reflecting the hlgtily developed
(to say the least) sensitivity of some member
churches to anything that might infringe on their
absolute sovereignty - was a questioning of the
phrase "to guide them". The Assembly amen.ded the
recorwnendation and resolved: That the Assembly
gratefully receive the Statement on "Luther.,
· Lutheranism and the Jews" and comnend it to the
me·mber churches for study and consideration in
their relationships with the Jewish people.
If this phrasing seems weak it must be seen against
the background of general LWF practice. An LWF
vice-president in a note to Dr Rlegner said that
"the assembly mood regarding Lutheran-Jewish relations was altogether positive". That this was a
fair assessment may be judged from the headline
on the Assembly's daJly paper's report, which
read, "Stockholm Statement Gets Approval". It
does not seem unreasonable today to believe that
the Stockholm Consultation and the action of the
Assembly constitute, in Dr Reigner's words,
"a real turning point in our relationship".
In a second ~esolut.1on the Assembly recorm1ended
continuation of the work the L~f is doing on
Christian-Jewish relations.
What will be next on the agenda? No formal
decisions have been made. But the Stockholm Consultation proposed, and informal discussion in
Budapest encouraged the proposal, ·t hat a thorough
discussion between Lutherans and Jews on the
question of mission and witness be given a high
prlority.
+

+

+

+

An 80-page record of the Stockholm Consultation,
edited by Jean Halperin and Arne Sovik . was published by the LWF Department of studies in July 1984
and is available on request without charge for
single copies . Reports of the 4th (Oslo 1975) and
s th (Bossey 1982 J In ternat1ona~ consultations on
the Church and the Jewish People, in English or
German, are also available. Orders should be sent
to Dr Eugene Brand, Dept. of Studies LWF, Geneva.

( Arne Sovik, consultant to the LWF Studies Dept.,
for many years served on the staff of the LWF
in various capacities.)
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MIDDLE EAST DIALOGUE:
A WAY TO EXPLORE THE PATHS TOWARD PEACE
This statement describes a continuing dialogue undertaken in SyraciJse, during the past
two ahd a half y~ars i'~ the effort to contribute
to mutual ·understanding and· peace ·between Israel
and its Arab neighbours. All of the :participants
in the di.ilqgue are resicjent:; of cen~r9.l New York,
centring around . Syracuse. Though dista.nt in 19cation from the eastern Mediterranean, we are all
deeply conc.erried over the v1oience and · tiioods.hed
tha.t have tro4bled ttiat i!re9· for thirty-five years
and more . We are hopeful that t hrough goodwill,
res·t raint, ·and mutual understanding, it might i!t
last be possible to find the way towards a work•
able peace. ·
·
·
- To further this cause, the Hiddie East
Dialogue Croup will-describe its experience in _
meeting, speaking, learning and acting for peace.
Our purpose · in· doing so is to suggest to others
that they consider undertaking ~imilar a~tivities .
Although we assume' that others ·will not repeat
the identical pattern .we have followed, we hope
that they will learn from our e~perience and be
encouraged to undertake comparable activities.
If dialogue for peace -were to occur· in 100 cities
instead of only-one, its. effects would 4ndoubtedly
be more than 100 times greater than the ~ffect we
have had so far. We therefore invite those who
are interested in searching for peace in the
Middle E~st to join us in a conunon effort.
DISTINCTIVE

CHARACT~RISTICS

We have assumed that dialogue ~equlres face
to face, continuing mee~~ngs between partisans of
the opposing factions. for this reason, we sought
to form a group that included Jews who w~re committed to the Israeli cause and Palestinians who
were committed to the Palestinian cause.
order to arrange such a dia1ogue, we .
needed some way of making · contact oetween the two
groups. For this purp9se, ·peoP.le who were not .
clearly identified with either side pr~vided a
valuable link. In the Syracuse area there were
some Christians who, thou'gh n~t Palestinian, had
good contacts w_ith Palestiriians and with Jews.
They helped to arrange mee~i.ng~ between :tews and
Palestinians interested in dialogue· and they
joined as a third group.
I~

From the beginning, it was agreed that the
numbers from each of the three groups ought to be
roughly equal. A small planning committee , with
members from each of the three groups, located
and invited five Jews, five Palestinians, and
five "others" to participate in the first dialogue. The cond~tions of participation were
extremely important in shaping the Dialogue Group.
Those invited were asked to join only if
they agreed on a basic appiciach:- Ttiis was
'stated as follows:

The basic assumption of the conversation is
that all ·particpants accept the legitimacy of both
t he State of Israel and self,-determination for
Palestin_ians, including the optio'~ of a sovereign
West Bank-Gaia Strip s.tate.
·
The fornrulation of that initial assumption
meant that many supporters of Israel and many
supporters of the, Palestinian C<Juse could not'
conscientiously join the Dialogue. As a result,
the group did not represen.t the "main stream" of
thi~king in e~ther camp. Rather it . selected
those who were inclined, distinctively and
unusually, towards the .path of reconc_iliation.
This type of selection seemed to be necessary,
if the group were to achieve lts basic purpose:
To provide a forum for Syracuse-area
residents from Arab, J~wish and other communities
to ~iscuss ~ va~iety of United St~tes initiatives
fur~hering a peaceful accommodation between
Israelis and Palestinians.
One other point should be adde·d about the
composition of· the group. While' all of 1ts
members were oriented toward accommodation, each
of the Jews and Palestinians was strongly committed to the interests of their people. Thus
none of the Palestinians considered the activities
of the PLO as "terrorist" and non·e of the Jews
accepted the accusations· of Zlonist-rac~sm or
genocide leveiled against Israel. All of the
participants bel ieved that the basic interest of
the nation with which they identified could best
_be serv~d by accommodation with the interests of
the other side.
ORCANIZA TION
The Dialogue Croup has met regularly since
its start i n September, 1981. Some of its initial
members have resigned - for personal reasons, or
out of a belief that the Croup had _embarked on a
mistaken or useless course. But each time one
has dropped, another has been found to join the
Croup. Recently, the numbers have been increased
from .five of each group- to seven. While the new
number, twenty-one, gives greater. strength, it
preserves the important feature of face-to-face
knowledge which we have found to be important, if
not essentia~ for mutual trust.
The Group originally met on the av·erage of
once every six weeks, until recently when it has
met once a month. Its meetlngs are planned by
a tripartite Steering Committee, which meets in
advance and circula tes an agenda with appropriate
materials. The meetings have generally been
c_h aired by a member of the "other" group, al though
this _choi_c e no't!. seems less necessa:['y - because of
increased .mutua:l tri.tst - ,Jt _han ,1 t -once did.
,

-~
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facilitate free discussion, while protecting the
individual from external embarrassment. It is ·
understood th.at no !flelllber will be personally
quoted outside for any statement made or position
taken within the Croup. If the Dialogue Group
ls to issue .any statement in the name -Of · the
Croup, the· statement would have to be agreed to ·
by at. least four out of five (or .five of ·seven)
of each of the three groups. · This rule proved
important in allayil"\,g fears.. As lt turned out,
no statement has· been issued · except where there
was complete unanimity • .
ACTIVITIES
In the first eiqht months, prime attention
was given to the drafting of a statement of position. The statement that was eventually ·
issued sounded very much like the initial condition for membership • . It was agreed to in July,
1962, shortly after the Israeli invasion of
Lebanon. It read as follows:

a

"We are group of fifteen United States citizens
of Jewish, Christian and Palestinian (Muslim and
Christian) backgrounds. We have gathered in dialogue for eight .months to . try to bring action to
our serious concerns about the tragic situation
in the Middle East.
We believe that the current Lebanese crisis ls
derived· from the continuing .Israeli-Palestinian
conflict. We call for the inwnediate ces~tion
of shooting-and killing by all sides in Lebanon.
An adequate resolution of the crisis, however,
must look toward a solution of that underlying
conflict • .
In the interest of peace and human rights, we
urge the United States government and United
States citizens to help create th~ condit~ons
.t hat· would enable the Palestinians, the Israelis
and .th~ neighbouring Arab countries. mutually to
accept the legitimacy of the_state of Israel;
and, in the West .Bank and caza, of an independent
Pafestinian state or other structure as determined by Palestinians.
The primary goal of ilny Middle East settlement
must. be peace, justice .and security for all the
people of the area.
After months of dialogue we affirmed these principles before the current crisis. We reaffirm
them today."
The significance of our statement was found
more' in its effects _on the Croup than on those ·
who received .it. While it was acknowledged
politely in Washington, we had no reason to suppose it was even considered in policy form.ltion.
The only possible· effect might have been to add
to the increasing number of voices raised in
favour of America assuming a vigorous stance in
favour of mutual accommodation fo~. peace.
It· proved important for the Oi~logue Group
to have reached an agreed upon, public position.
That achievement, which took many months, signalled basic agreement and trust. It was achieved
even though we did not, and do not, agree on

everything. We have not, for example, reached
.a -common position concerning the PLO, or concerning the eventual boundaries, or on the status of
Jerusalem. Even so, we have found ourselves able
to co11111Unicate and to act - by accentuating the
positions on which we· ~gr~. ·
When the Reagan plan was enun'ciated; for
example, we were quickly able to agree to its
support. it seemed to us to provide a basi~ . :
that could lead to · a negotiated sett.Iement close
to, if not identical' with, .. _our inlt~al pos~tion;
\Ve have now begun to speak in synagogues,
churches, mosques - as .. well as other forums, such
as UNA/USA -· on this subject.- Sometimes we send
a team representing the three groups. Sometimes
we go alone. Increasingly, we are asked to give
our views. The Syracuse newspapers have interviewed us, reported on our activities, and commented favourably. · We believe that we are respected
as sincere, ·realistic people seeking a lasting
peace that will be to the advant~~e of all,'
We would like to see similar activity ·undertaken by others.- We continue to explore ways by.
.
which we can encourage like~minded peop~e to
undertake comparable dialogue efforts. We are
currently developing plans for contacting _and
bringing together· people in other cities ·who
might join in a tripartite dialogue in ·ea_ch ·of
those cities.
If this pattern could occur elsew.h ere, we
believe that our efforts would Be far more eff ective. ·This statement has .been prepared to convey
that idea·. -I~ anyone seeks our ad'(ice, we are
ilvail~ble.
We are prepared to respond by_·Ph.one
or-letter, to attend an organizational meeting,
or to help in any other way pos~lble. To contact us, please write oi: telephone any _of the
following:
;. .

T. William H.all

Oepartnient of Religion
.Syracuse University
Syracuse
New York 13210
Tel: (315) 423-3661
Ahmad El-Hindi
filter Tech
fairgrounds Road
Manlius New York 13104
Tel: (315) 6Si-aa1s
. Alexander Holstein
314 Kimber Road
Syracuse, New .York 13210
Tel: (315) 446-2482
We hope to hear from you soon. Whether
you want our advice or not, plea·se let us
know of your own activities. All of us, concerned w~th the pursuit of peace, should encourage each other until at last we succeed!'

+

+

+

+
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CHRISTIAN MINORITIES IN THE MIDDLE EAST
AREND BOERSMA

·

One of the permane~t . questlons facing the
Jewish State· is how to find the way in the continuing Arab-Jewish conflict. The sltuat.lon is a
very complicated one, There are hostile Muslim
Arab countries, and there are· Lebanese Christians
~ho nope for good .relations with Israel •. There.
are · hundreds of. thousands of Palestinians
living in the West Bank (Judea and Samaria) and
the Caza strip - the vast majority of which maintain Jordianian citizenship, and there are .
hundreds of thousands of Palestinians living .
throughout .the coun~ry as citizens of the State
of Israel. ·

the Maronites and Melkites, ·all trace their origins
to the early centuries of our era, ., 'The Armenians
were a ··nation ·even before Constantine the ·Great
declared Christianity the official religion of
the Roman Empire. Today they ·are a people without
a homeland, a people who, like the Jews, have
lived through a 1-iolocaust of their own in which,·
at the beginning of this century, hundreds of
their villages were destroyed and one .and a half
million Armenians were murdered. Host Eastern
Christian groups in Syria, Lebanon and ·Iraq
experienced a fate similar to ·that ·of the Jews,.
both b"efore ·and after the turn of the century •

. In the north .of the country, in Calilee,
there are approximately equal ~umbers of both
Arabs and Jews. Nes Ammim is surrounded by ~oth
Arab and Jewish villages and towns. A question
sometimes raised by our Jewish neighbours, but
most often raised by our Christian friends in
Europe is: C-00ld Nes Ammim form a bridge between
Jews and ·Arabs by; for example, drawing the .Arab
Christian~ into .the dialogue with Israel? We
have a_lways maintained' and cont~nue to .maintain,
friends.h ips with several Ar~~ n~ighbou~s.
Should Nes Ammin _take on the role of bridgebuilder?
·
·

· Rossing· drew further ·parallels between the
historical ·situation of the Christians in the
Middle East a.nd that of the Jews during the
Diaspora in Europe. As Jews have been continually
faced with the struggle of preserving their
existence in the liiidst of Christian 'triumphalism'
so have Christians in the Middle East been forced
to fi9ht . for their survival in the midst· of a
Huslim triumphalism.

This is a questio.n which we re~en~l:y discussed with·. Dr Dani.el Rossing, .head 9f the
d.lvision in the ,Israel:! Ministry.for Religious
Affa_irs, which is responsible for..prese~vi(lg the·
interests of the Christian minorities in the
country. In that context, he is also, on -behalf
of the Government of Israel, an important adviser
and contac~ for Nes Amrftim. Durfng th~ week of
the Working Committee sessions, held in ~ovember
1983, he spent two days· in the village in order
to be present for some of the meetings. One
evening he gave a lecture for the ~mtire village
conmunity, about how he, as .a Jew, sees the
situation of the Christian communities in .the
Middle East.
· ·
His work consists of making. contacts with
the most varying Christian gr~~p~, about which
many European Christians have lit~le, if any,
knowledge or understanding. Although one can
speak of different "churches" in the Middle
East, the concept of "church" is just one
aspect in the life of a group of Christians in
the region. Cultural, ethnic an.d linguistic
differences also play ·a dominant role.
In many ways, the history- of. the Christian
co111111Jnities in the Middle East is analogous with
the history of the Jews in Europe. These mlnori ties~ today are the remnants of groups possessing long, rich traditions , which have been
preserved throughout centuries of persecution.
The Syrian and Greek Orthodox, the Armenians
and E~hiopians, the Copts and Chaldeans, ~J

The various ways in which Christian minorities
in. the. Islamic world have attempted to deal with
their situation especially in the last century
and a half, are parallel to many incidents in
modern Jewish history in Europe, espec1ally since
the Enlightenment:
·
a) Assimilation: Conversion of Jews to ·Christianity, and Christians to Islam, in order to
save their l ives and to be considered full citizens. The phenomenon of assimilation can also
be noted in the tendency among some European. Jews,
as well as Middle Eastern Christians, to abandon
typical Jewish, or Christian, names in the .hope
that one's particularity will thus become less
conspicuous in the ·dominant society.
b) Attempts to change society, to detach it
from its Christian or Islamic underpinnings, and
to create .a new secular society in which Jews,
or Christians, could be accepted as equal citizens.
Jews have been prominent in various cultural,
socialist and 'revolutionary' movements throughout modern European history; so have Arab Christians played a central role in manifesting the
'Arab Awakening' and the rise of nationalist
movements in the Middle ~ast. In Europe and the
Middle East, Jews ~nd Christians respectively
have very often been rejected by thei~ erstwhile
Christian and Muslim partners in the very movements to which they gave birth.
c) ·striving for autonomy or national independence; which for Jews was expressed in Zionism.
Among Christians in the Middle East; .the Maronltes
have been foremost in following this :path, although earlier. in this century othec;lndigenous
Christian groups .in ~the regl'on .a_lso:.sought I See p.161

~
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NOTES ON INTER-RELIGIOUS DIALOGUE
ALLAN R, BROCKWAY
When it met in July 1984 the central Committee

of the World Cpuncil of Churches authorized a
iong-term study ot the theological significance
ot t.he world's religions. The following reflections ate 'ottered as· an initial contribution to
that study .

The comments that follow are divided into
two parts, the first of whlch is a brief
examination of inter•religious dialogue as it
has been worked out in the programmes of the
World Council of Churches. The second part
calls for the development of a Christian
theology that takes seriously the lessons
learned through inter-religious dialogue.
Those who are familiar with the work of
John B. Cobb, Jr., especially his Beyond
Dialogue (Philadelphia, l98Z), will recognize
the debt I owe to his perceptive arialysis _o f
the current state of inter-religious dialogue
and suggestions for next steps. Otherwise
unidentified parenthetical numbers indicate
pages in Cobb's volume.

!~~-!~~~~~-~!.~!!!~2~;
Since 1971, when the sub-unit on Oi~logue
with People of Living Faiths was formally ·
established within the World Council of
Churches, inter-religious dialogue has been
recognized as a necessary and integral part of
the ecumenical task. In 1971 inter-religious
dialogue was a new idea for the Christian
institutional agenda, though what came to be
called dialogue had been practised for many
years.
There had been, of course, inter-religious
relations from the very beginning of the

Christian movem.e nt, fiut with .Juda! S!ll . and then
with the various religions and philosophies of
the Roman Empire. But until the nineteenth
century of the common era those relations had
largely been characterized by hostility or
uneasy tolerance . With the missionary movement, however, a greater knowledge of the
world's religions -began to produce some appreciation of the values inherent in other traditions for the cultures of which they are a part.
Missionaries frequently found themselves more
in dialogue than they were in overt efforts at
conversion to Christianity, though their formal
reports to sponsoring mission boards did not
always r~flect that fact,
The seed for dialogue had been sown, though
it did not sprout until only a relatively few
years ago and has yet to come anywhere near to
full flower. "Despit~ the acceptance of dialogue
as a major programne emphasis of the World Council
of Churches, the theological grounds for dialogue

are still undeveloped. This .is · because of a.
tension between two basic Christian positions.
One group, and this includes many of those who
particlpate ·most actively in' dialogue with persons of other faiths, takes the religious convictions of these persons with great ser~ousness and
wants to understand them better. For these
Christians, dialogue is a profound .spiritual
sharing on the basis of full mutuality between
religious movements" (18).
But there is another group for whom there
"cannot be full mutuality between, for example,
Christians as Christians and Muslims as Muslims.
That ·is, t he Christian cannot view what the
Muslim has to say about Muslim beliefs as on a
par with the Christian witness to the act of .Cod
in Christ, and Christians cannot be interested '
in religious sharlng as such, Hence-the mutuality
essential for dialogue must be hliman mutuality.
Although much, probably most, of the actual dialogue is carried out by persons in the first
group, the official justification can only be
expressed in a way that c'ommands tDe assent of
the second" (18f).
·
With these words John Cobb identifies the
present state of the Protestant and .Orthodox
ecumenicai movement's dilemma with inter~religious
dialogue. It is a state that may accurately b~ ·
called an impas_s e.
·
'

.

The operating theory has been enshrined in
the WCC's Guidelines on Dlalogue, which was
adopted by the Ceritral Conmittee in 1979, where
dialogue is defined as "a fundamental part of
Christian service within Cormunity ••• It is
a Joyful affirmat~on of life against chaos, and
a participation with all who are allies of life
· in seeking the provisional goals of a better
human community. Thus 'dialogue in con'd11unity'
is not a secret weapon in the arinoury of an
aggressive Christian militancy." Rather it is a
means of living our faith i n Christ in service
of community with one's neighbours" (Part 11,§18).
The emphasis in those sentences clearly i~
upon community and service and, as such, represents
what was at the time a necessary accommodation, a
ground acceptable to both groups within the wee
constltuen~y, for it avoided almost entirely the
question of inter-religious encounter. The very
name of the sub-unit on dialogue embodies this
accommodation: Dialogue with Peopl e of Living
Faiths. The Guidelines say it. explicitly: "So
dialogue should proceed in terms of people of
other faiths and ideologies rather than in terms
of theoretical, impersonal systems. This is not
to deny the importance of religious traditions
and their inter-relationships but it is vital to
examine how faiths and ideologies have given
direction to the dai'ly living of individuals

- 14: and groups and actually affect dialogue on both
sides" (Part II, §20).
There are times in history w~en events move
more rapidly than institutions are capable of
adjusting. These recent years are one of those
times. Tensions and actual physical combat .have
broken out between and among religious groups.
Sikhs fight Hindus in India; Muslims battle
Christians in Lebanon; Jews and Muslims fight in
Israel; Muslims, Christians and Hindus combat
one another in Indonesia ~ In Europe, Muslims and
Christians try to come · to terms with a new social
situation; It 'g oes on and on. These are not
situations that are 'amenable to solution solely
by dialogue between and among individuals who
happen to be adherents of different religions;
they are conflicts that derive, at least in part,
from the religions themselves.
Inter-religious dialogue is now being asked
to do more than help "neighbours of different
faiths" learn to accept each other as part of
the human eorrrnunity~ It is asked t.o. be a vehicle
for the resolution of cerituries-oi'd conflicts
that have assumed terrible lethal forms in a
world that has grown ciose together as a result
of technological innovation at the same time it
has rigidified in historic religious identifications. Whether we like it or not, inter~
religious dialogue must increasingly become interreligious as well as inter-personal.
Those "theoretical., impersonal systems" have
turned out to be not so theoretical and impersonal
after all. Their conflict makes wars in which
real people die and families are decimated and
communltes are torn apart, "Dialogue in community"
assumes that there i~ a community to b~gin with.
We now know that that community, when it exists,
ls extremely fragile and depends, not so much on
the good will and desire of individual persons as
on the dynamics 'of the ·rellgious faiths themselves. We should have known it all along, but
now we know for sure: when Christians dialogue
with Muslims·,· they dialogue with Islam, just as
Muslims• when they dialogue with Chris ti ans, .
dialogue with Christianity. Certainly, there are
a host of different versions of both Islam and
Christianity and no single individual adhe.rent of
either religion is fully representative of the
entire spectrum. There is all the more reason,
therefore• for inter-religious dialogue on the
international level to be conducted between and
among rep,resentative b.odies of the religions
concerned.
The theory of inter-religious dialogue that
ls emerging does not deny the validity of dialogue
among peop~e of living faiths, but it puts a new
emphasis on the religions of those wno, as individuals, live by them. So-called fundamentalism,
particula'tly in Islam, ·Judaism, and Christianity,
has raised religious belief and practice to the
critical level for dialogue, but actually it was
there ·all along. What is at stake :fs the purpose
of inter-religious dialogue itse1f. Why do it?
Specifically, what ·is its value ·for Christians?
(Muslims, Hindus, Jews, etc. ask the same question.)

!~~~~!~~~~~!~~-~!~~~~!~~!~~-!~:~!~9~
From a Christian perspective there are two
reasons for inter-religous dialogue. One ls
the stated purpose of the Cuidelines on Dialogue:
to cement human community. Without· identity
with the human community everyone ls lost in
the one-world of today·. All contact between
individuals of different religons that facilitates such identity :is to be encouraged. · But
proponents ~f inter-religious dialogue can
hardly be satisfied •with that, satisfying as i t
may be, as the sole goal of dialogue.
The Christian purpose in inter-religious
dialogue is to change Christ~anity. Interreliglous dialogue is a theological enterprise
and, like other theological enterprises, is an
endeavour to comprehend Christian faith more
completely in the context of the age in which
we live. All constr.uctive theological forrraJlations are attempts t ·o change Christianity, to
make it something it was not, in favour of what
it might be.
· ·
Much has been said and written about the
dialogue of Christians with those ~f other
religions and even about the relation of Christianity to other religous traditions.· Efforts
need to continue toward understanding the relation Christianity has with the other religious
traditions of the world, but the time has come
to affirm that gener.a l conceptions about
Christianity and other religions are not sufficient for the needs of today's church and world.
We desperately require specific theologies for
each religion, which is to say we need to understand each of the world's religions as a valuable _discrete reality. The changes in Christian
theology resulting from dialogue with Judaism
are not the same as those resulting from dialogue with Hinduism or wl th Islam or with
Buddhism. Each confrontation requires a separate re-evaluation o·f Christian faith. For
instance, in the dialogue with Jews and Judaism
Christians have learned that their understanding
of Judafsm has been wrorig ·from the very beginning. In regard to any other world religion
that might not make much difference; but t~e
incorporation into Christian faith of the fact
that the churcti's understanding of Judaism has
been wrong has theological consequences that
are genuinely revolutionary,
It ls important to remember a section of the
Dialo~ue that is often·cited as
the foundation of interfaith dialogue, the sine
qua non of responsib.le inter-religious encounter:
"One of the functions of dialogue is to allow
participants to describe and witness to their
faith in their own terms. This ls of primary
importance since self-serving descriptions of
other peoples' faith are one of the roots of pre·Judice, stereotyping and condescension (Part III,§~).
Guidelines on

A ·result of .dialogue in 'the days~ months, and
- years since t~ose two sentences were joined
is the knowledge that the second sentence
does .not do Justice 'to the first. Of course,
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it is true that self-serving descriptions of
other peoples' faiths do indeed lead to prejudice
and all the rest, and that s.uch descriptions
should, on that basis if .no other, be eschewed.
But, more importantly, Vt'e have learned through
dialogue that participants in di~logue have the
right to define themselves in their own terms~
It is a right that does not depend for its validation on any adverse consequences that may
result from its denial, but is a right in and of
itself, Actually, the church has learned this
lesson in other ways as well. What it comes to
is the fundamental Gospel affirmation that each
human being and each cormunity of human beings
is valuable as a ·consequence of COd's good
creation - · and· that, therefore, they are to be
held valuable by the church and all Christians.

bring them into the church. Historically, the ·
corollary of mission has been contempt for the
religious understanding and comrnitment of those
to whom the mission has been addressed. Dialogue;
or the theory of dialogue, calls that endeavour
and coro.lla~y. lnto question, because it asserts
the right of every people to sustain the· validity
and integrity of their own religious identity.
The dialogical principle wants a Hindu to be a
better Hindu, a Buddhist . to be a better Buddhist,
a Jew to be a better Jew, a Muslim to be a better
Muslim, a Chri~tian to be a better Christian.
. At the same time, it. asks the. Hindu, Buddhist,
1-\Jslim..to listen carefully to the testimony
of the Christian, just as the Christian is required to ·! is.ten carefully to their testimony.
In the dialo,g ue, each partner runs the "risk" of
being "converted" to the .o ther religion. But
there is the possibility short of that radical
break, which is that insights. from another religious tradition may be incorporated to the
enhancement of one's own belief structure. In
other words, we Christians may actually have
SOl'.!lething t~ learn frOlll other faiths that will
change our Christianity. What do we have to learn?
We don't ·know until we engage Jn serious dialogue.
Je~,

The next sentence in the same paragraph of
the Guidelines reads: "Listening carefully· to
the neighbours' self-understanding ·enables ·
Christians better to obey the commandment not to
bear false witness against their neighbours,
whether those neighbours be of long established
religious, cultural, or ideological traditions
or members of new religious groups". It is good
not to bear false witness agaJnst one's neighbour and it is true that freely allowing the
neighbours to define themselves mitigates against
such false testimony. But that observation adds
nothing essential to the original statement
except a reference to the Commandments. People
of other faiths have the right to define themselves and have that •self-definition accepted.
It is·an intrinsic .right. It is an · incontrovertible right.

John Cobb believes that "The difference
between dialogue and more ·conventional forms of
witness ••• is that dialogue is associated w~th
ma.king a contribution to religious corrmuni ties
as comn.inities rather than with the conversion of
individual members of the community to Christianity" (50). That is a promising idea, ·one that
could conceivably cut through the controversy
between "mission" and "dialogue". When other religious comRiunities meet for dialogue with the
Christian collll'M.lnity there is no possibility of
the "conversion" of any of thetn. But learning?
and correction? Yes, indeed. In the process each
conrnu~ity could be changed. And who is to say
that that wo4ld .not be beneficial to each of them?

Some Conclusions
Whether or not contemporary missiologists
will agree, the co1m1on conception of Christian
mission is the endeavour to be an agent for the
change of peoples ' faith commibnent from whatever
it may currently be to Christianity, and. thus to
+
CCOnu! f<Ocl p.13)
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albeit unsuccessfully - some form of political autonomy or independence.
. Within the various Christian communities,
including those in Israel, there .still exists a
. certain ambiguity of identity. Ina~much as one
emphasiies his identity within his own. particular
Christian community and his ooncom.itant ties
with the Western Christian world, he ~emains
highly suspect in the eyes of his Muslim Arab
neighbours, The Maronites, for example, ·have
maintained close links with European Christians
in France and Italy since the time of the
Crusaders. On the other hand, the ever-present
need to justify one 's existence in the dominantly
Muslim Arab world demands that one's Arab identity be emphasized and ties with the Christian
West dismissed. At the same time, one is constantly under heavy pressure to assume an antiIsrael stance to prove lo.yalty to the Arab cause.
These Christian communities have often
fallen prey to such pressures, perhaps because
their own theological traditions, like the
Western heritage, are far from being free of
strong anti-Jewish elements. Nonetheless,
Daniel Rossing spoke to us about their history
and their present with a feeling of affinity,

+

+

+

+

+

+

exp9sin9 us to the similarities in the respective
threats and challenges ppsed to both these
Christian communities and the Jewish people by the
triumphalistio world view of. the surrounding culture. "I do find possibilities to enter into
dialogue with them", he said, "but most often
this takes place behind closed doors". As
minorities who have suffered so greatly, they
.still find it threatening publicly to participate
in a dialogue which they understandably fear will
elicit accusations of unfaithfulness to the Arab
cause. Rossing stressed that a minority group
that has so often been wounded in the course of
history, is often suspicious and even bitter. At
the same time, clinging. to and upholding its own
faith, despite persecution, calls for an infinite
source of dignity. This also is certainly valid
for the Christian communities with which Rossing
works and about which he spoke to us.
+

+

+

+

+

Since September 1980 Arend Boersma has been responsible for pastoral work at Nes Ammim, the
Christian moshav in Israel. His article appeared
in the Summer 1984 edition of Nes Ammim News,

- 16 The following document, prepared by the Vatic an Secretariat for Non-Chri stians, was approved by
Pope John Paul II and published on the occasion of Pentecost, -1984.

THE .ATTITUDE OF THE CHURCH TOWARDS THE FOLLOWERS OF OTHER RELIGIONS
(REFLECTIONS AND ORIENTATIONS ON DIALOGUE AND MISSION)

. .. INTRODUCTION
A new landmark
1. The Second Vatican Council ha~ marked. a
new landmark in the relations of the church
· with . the followers of other rel.igions. Many
Conciliar · documents made explicit .~eference
to them·, and one in particular, the decl:oJration Nost'ra Aetate, ls entirely dedicated to
"the relations between the· Catholic church
·
and non-Chrfatian religions"'.
in a world of change

z. 'The rapid changes in the world and the
deeper consideration of th.e mystery· of the
church as "the universal sacrament of salvation" (LC 48) have fostered this attitude
towards non-Christian religions. "Thanks
to the opening made .by the CouncJl, the.
chur.ch and all Christians have -been able
to come to more complete awareness of .the
'mys:tery of Ch.rist " (RH 11) • .
.
.
is the ideal of dialogue • .

a

3. This new attitude has taken the name of
dialogue. This ter_m, which is both the norm
and ideal, was·made known to the. church by
Paul.VI in the encyc~ical "Ecclesiam Suarn"
(6 August 1964). ~ince that time, it has
been .freqµently used by the Counci.l as well
as in other cl1urch teachings. It inean·s not
only discussio'n, · but also included ail positive and constructive inteirelig'ious relations with individuals and convnunities of
other faiths which are 'dire·cte-d at mutual
understanding and enrichment .

Tile Vatican Secretariat ·
-- 4. As an · instltu~ional sign of this desire
to meet and relate to the followers of
other religious· traditions· of the World,
the same Pope Paul VI instituted, on Pentecost, 1964, in the climate of the Second
Vatican Council, the Secretariat for NonChr.istians as an organism distinct from the
Sacred Congregation for the Evangelization
of Peoples. Its compe,tence was defined ·in
the constitution Regimini Ecclesiae: ·
To search for the method and the ways
of opening a su.itable dialogue with
non4:hristians. It should strive,
therefore; in -order· th~t non'-Ctir~:stians
come"'to be known honestly and esteemed

. justly by Christians, .and that 'in
·their turn non-Christians can adequately
know and esteem Christian doctrine and
life" .(AAS 59, i967, ·p. 919-920). after 20 years of experience
. .-5.• Todi!Y• 20 .ye~rs. after the publication of
Ecclesiam Suam, and_its own foundation, the
Secretar-iat, _gathered in plenary assembly, .
has evaluated the experiences of dialogue
which are occurring .everywhere .in the church.
It has ·reflected on the church's attitudes
towards other .believers, and especially on
the relationship which exists between
dialogue_ and 'llission.
offers a document
6. The theologkai vision of this document
is inspired .by the Second Vatican Council
and the ~bseq4·~nt magis~erium. A further
study i.n depth by theologians remains,
however, both desirable and necessary.
Drawn from .and ·enriched by experience, this
reflection is mainly pastor~l . in character.
It intends to encourage behaviour formed by
the Cospel in its encounters with believers
of other faiths with whom Christians live
ici the city,, ·at work, and in th~ ·family.
for Christian communities
7, This document, therefore, is proposed in
order to help Christian convnunities· and
espcially their ·leaders to live according
to the directives of the ~ouncil. It offers
elements of a solution to the ditficulties
which .can arise from the duties of ev.angelization and dialogue which are found together
in the mission of the.church. Through this
document, the members ' of other religions
might also ·come to understand better how the
church views them and how .it intends to
behave towards them.
in an ecumenical spirit.
8. Hany Christian churches have had simil<ir
experiences in their encounters.-.w ith other
believers. Within the ambit of its Unit I
on "Faith and Witness" the World Council of
Churches has a sub-unit for "Dialogue with
..People of Living Faith_!! and Ideo~ogles".
With this latter body, the Secretariat for
n~n-Ch.ristians has stable !Ind fraternal
r.. .. -
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contacts of consultation and collaboration.
1.

often reiterated,
12. The different aspects and manners of
·mission have been broadly delineated by the
Second Vatican Council. The acts and documents of subsequent ecclesiastical teaching,
such as the Bishops' Synod on Social Justice
(1971) and tho~e dedicated to evangelization
(1974) and catachetlcs (1977), numerous
addresses of Pope Paul VI and John Paul II,
and statements of the episcopal conferences
of Asia, Africa, and Latin America· have
developed various aspects of conciliar
teaching, adding, for ~xample, . "as ~n essential element of the mission of the church and
indissolubly connected to it" (RH 15) the
· commitment to· manklnd, to social justice,
to liberty and the rights of man, and the
reform of .unjust social structur~s.

HIS~ION

The love of God
9, God is love (I John 4:8,16). This
saving love of 'cpd has beer revealed and
conununicated to mankind in Christ and is
present and acti~e throughout the world
by means of the Holy Spir~t. The church
is the living sign of that love in such a
·way-as ·to render i t the nonn of life for
all. This mission, Christ's own, ls one
of love because in him it finds its source,
goal and way of proceeding (cf. AG 2,5,12;
EN 26). Each aspect and activity of the
church's mission· must therefore. be imbued
with the spirit of love i f it is to be
faithful to Christ who commanded the mission and continues to 111ake it possible
throughout history.
qives the church
10. The church; as the Council has stressed,
is a messianic people, a visible assembly
and spiritu~l ~omnunity, and a pilgrim
people who go forward together wl th all of
mankind with whom they share the human
experience. ~hey ought to be the leaven
and a "soul" for· society as it· is to be
renewed in Christ and transformed into the
family of God.· (Cf; LG 9;.. GS. 9,40). This
messianic people has as its law "th~ new
commandment to love as Christ has loved us
and aS: its goal the kingdom of God which
was already begun by Hili" (LG 9). T.he
pilgri111 church is therefore "missionary by
its ·very nature" (AC 2 1 cf. a.lso 6,-35,36).
for ~very Christian, th~ missionary duty
is the n9rmal expression of his lived faith.

a mission,
11. "The mission of the church is carried
out by means o·f ~hat activity through which,
in oliedience to Christ· ·s conmand and moved
by .the grace and love of the Holy Spirit,
the church makes itself fully present to
all persons and people:s. ·.. " (AC S) • · The
task is one but come:s to be exercised in
different ways according ·tO the c~nditions
in which mission unfolds. "These circumstances depend sometimes on the church itself, sometimes on the peoples or groups
or individuals to whom the mission is
.dire~ted ••• The· appropriate actio'!s or tools
must be brought to bear on any given circumstances. or situations ••• The special end of
this missionary activity is the evangelization and the foundation of the church among
peoples or groups in which it has not yet
taken· root" (AC 6) • Other passages· of the
: same Council have stressed that the mission
"of 'the church is ·also to work ·for the
extension of the Kingdom and its values
among all men and women (Cf. LC 51 9 1 35;
GS 39 1 40-45, 91,92; UR 2; DH 14; AA 5).

and

expr~ssing

itself in many ways.

Mission is thus prese.nted in the consciousness of the church as a single but
complex and articulated reality. - Its principal elements can be mentioned. Mission
i_s already constttuted by. the siniple presence
and living witness of the Christian life
(Cf. EN 21), al though i t must _be recognized
that "we bear this treasure in earthen
vessels" (II Cor. 4.: 7), Thus the difference
between the way the Christian existentially
appears and that which he declares himself
to be is never fully overcome. There .ls
also the concrete cornmitinent to the service
of mankind and all forms of acti~ity for
·so~iai de~elopment and for the struggle
against poverty and the structures which
produce it. Also, th~r~ is lit~rgical life
· and that of prayer and contemplation, eloquent testimonies to a living and liberating
relatio.n ship with th~ acti"e and true Cod
who calls us to His kingdom and to His glory
(cf. Acts 2:42). · There is as well the dialogue in ·which Christi!ln-s. meet · the followers
of other reU:giou;; tradit.ion~ in order to
walk together towards truth and to work
together in p,rojeci:s of coCT1119n concern.
Finally, there is announcement and catechesis
in which the good news of the Cospei ls proclaimed and its consequences for life and ·
culture are analysed. The totality of
Christian mission em!>races all these elements.
13.

It is the duty of all,
14. ~very local church is responsible for the
the totality of mission. ~1or~over, every
Christian, by virtue of his faith and baptism,
is called to carry out to some degree the
whole mlssion of the church. The needs of
the situation, the particular position of
the people of Cod, and an individual's personal charism dispose the Christian to
. dif~ct. h.l s .efforts principally to •one or
· another aspect of that mission.
according to the example of Jesus,
. 15.

The life of Jesus contains all the
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is shown ln silence, in action,. ln prayer,
in dialogue, anq in te.achlng. His message
is insepar~ble from his deeds; he announces ·
Cod arid His reign ~ot only by word · b~t by
his .deeds and worKs ....tlich complete his
preaching. Acceptlng contradiction, failure
and death, his victory passes through' the
gift of . life. Everything in hlm is the
means and way of revelation and salvation
(Cf. EN 6.-lZ); everything h the expression
of his love (Cf~ John 3:16; 13:1; I John 4:
17-19). · Chr!~tians ough~ t.o· act !~ the
same way: "By t_his will 'they know that you
are my disciples, if you have love for one
another".
. .
as expressed in the early church,
16. Moreover, the New Testament gives a
composite yet differentiated p~~ture of
mission. There is a plurality of services
and functions which arise froa1 a variety of
charisms (Cf . I Cor.12:28-30; Eph.4:11-12;
Rom. 12:6-8). St. Paul himself noted the
particular character of his missionary
· vocation ....tlen he declared that tie was not
sent by Christ to baptize but to announce
the Gospel (I Cor. 1:17). For this reason,
alongside the "apostles", the "prophets",
and the "evangelists", we find· .those who
are called to deeds for the community and
the assistance of' those who suffer. There
are the duties of masters and servants.
Each person has ·a task of particular. wit· ness in society. The First Letter of Peter,
sent to Christians · living in situations of
diaspora, gives indications which never
cease to surprise by t~e~r relevance today.
A p_a ssage of this lett.er was cite!! by Pope
John Paul II in 1979 to the Catholic comnuni ty of Ankara as "the golden rule of con- ,
tacts between · Christians and their fellow
citizens of other faiths: 'Reverence the
Lord Christ in your hearts, arid always have
your answer ready for people. who ·ask you
the reason for the hope which is in ,you.
But 9ive it with courtesy and respect and
with a clear conscience"'. (I Pet. 3:15-16).
and in the lives of saints
17. Among the many examples which could be
drawn· from the history of Christian mission
the norms given by St Francis of Assisi, in
the "Regola non bollata" of lZZl, are significant. The friars who "through divine
inspiration would desire to go among ~he
Muslims.;.can establish spirit!Jal contact
with them (Muslims) in two ways: a way which
does not raise argumen~s and disputes, but
rather they: shoul~ be subject to every human
creature for the love of Cod and confess
themselves to be Christians. The other way
is that when they see that it. would be
pleasing to the Lord, t hey should announce
the word of Cod".

Our own century has seen the rise and aff irmation~ especially in the Islamic world, of
the experience of Charles de Foucauld, who
carried out mission ,in a humble and siient
attitude of union with Cod, in c01111Union
with the poor, and in univers~l broth~rh9od.
in respect for the freedom of conscience
18. Mi.ssion must always revolve ab9ut man
in full respect for his freedom. ·ror this
reason, the Second Vatican Council, while
. having affirmed for the whole church the
necessity and urgen~y of announcing Christ,
. . "the light of 11fe" , with all apostolic
.faithfulness and fortitude, even, when necessary, to the shedding of one's own blood
(DH 14), co~firms the' need to prompte and
respect the' tru~ freedom ~f other person~,
reject~ng any form of coe~cion whatsoever,
most especially in the ~e~igous sphere.
"Truth, however, is to. be sought in a manner
proper to the dignity of the ·human person
and his social nature. The inquiry ls to be
free, carried on with the aid of teaching or
instruction, communication, and dialogue.
In the course of these, men explain to one
another the truth they have discovered or
claim to have discovered in order to help
one another in their search for the truth.
Moreover , as. truth is discovered, it is by
i>ersonal assent that men are to adhere to
it"(DH 3)'.
"In spreading relig1ous faith and introducing
religious practices, everyone ought at all
times to refrain from a,ny manner of action
which could seem to ca~ry a hint of coercion
o~ of a kind of persuasion that wouJq be
dishonourable or· unworthy , especially. when
dealing with poor or uneducated people. Such
· a manner of action would have to be considered an abuse of one's right and a violation of the right of others" (DH 4),
of the human person.
l~.
This respect for every person ought to
characterize the missionary activltiy of
the church today (Cf. ES 77; AAS 1964,
pp. 642-643; EN 79:.50; RH lZ). "Man is the
first path whlch the church ought to traverse
iri carrying out its mission" (RH 14). These
values, which the church continues to learn
from Christ lts teacher, should lead the
Christian .to love !'l.nd respect all that is
good in the culture and the religious com- .
mitment of the other. "It concerns respect
for everything wh~ch the Spirit, who blows
where he wills, has produced in man"
(RH lZ; cf. EN 79). The fact that Christian
mission can never be separated from love and
r espect for others is proof for Christians
of the place of dial.ogue within that mission.
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II. DIALOQJE
A) Foundat'ions
20.· · Dialogue· does not ·grow ·o ut of the oppor-

tunism of the tactics of the moment, but
arises from reasons which experience and
reflection, and even the difficulties
· themselves, have deepened.
Based on personal and social needs
21. Th~ church opens itself.to dialogue
through fidelity to _man. In every person
and in every .human group there is the .aspiration and the need to be considered responsible subjects a11d to be able .to . act as
such. This is the case whether one regards
the need to receive or, even more, when one
ls co~sclous of possess~ng something which
is to' be communicated.
·
As the human sciences have emphasized, in
interpersonal dialogue one exper~ences one's
own limitations as well as the possibility
of "overcoming them. A person discovers that
he· does not ·possess the truth in a perfect
and total way but can walk together with ·
others to~ards that goal. Mutual affirmation, reciprocal correction, and fraternal
exchange !ead the partners in dialogue to
an ever greater maturity which in turn
generates interpersonal communion. Religous
experiences and outlooks can themselves be
pur1fied and enr~ch~d · in this process of
encounter.
·
·
··
The dynamic of human encounter should lead
us Christians to listen· to and strive to
understand that which'other believers communicate to us in order to profit from the
gifts which Cod bestows so generously. ·
Socio-cultural changes in the world, with
their inherent tensions and difficulties,
as well as the growing interdependence in
_all sectors of 509iety necessary for_ living
together, for human promotion, and, above
all, for pursuing th~ - demands of peace all
render a dialogical style of human relationships today ever more urgent.
and rooted in the ·faith in God, the Father,
22. The church, however, -feels itself
called to dialogue principaliy because of
its faith. In the Trinitarian myste~y,
Christian revelation. allows us to glimpse
in God a life.of communion and interchange.
In God, the father, we contemplate a pervasive love _unlimit~d by space and time. The
.universe .. and history are filled with His
gifts. Every reality ~nd _ev~ry _event are
surrounded by His love. In spite of the
sometimes violent manifestation of -eyil, in
the vicissitudes in the ' life of each individual a_nd,o e.very people there is present the

power ·of grace· whicn elevates and re.deems.
The church has the duty of discovering · and
bringing to light and fullness ~11 the richness which the Father has .hidden in creation
and histor"y' not only to celebrate the' glory
of God in its·liturgy but also to promote
among ail mankind the movem·e nt of the gifts
of the Father.
·
in the ·son who is united to every person, ·
23. In God the Son we are given the Word and
Wisdom in whom everything was already con~
taln'ed a.nd subsisting even from the beginning of time. Christ is the Word whO enlightens
every person because in Him is manifested
_a t- the same time the mystery of God and the
mystery_of mankind (Cf. RH 8. 10, 11, 13).
He is the redeem~r present ·with_grace in
every human encounter to liberate us from
our selfishness and to make us love one
another as he has loved us. As Pope John
Paul II has said; ·
"Every person, w"ithout exception~ has
been redeemed by Christ, and with each
person; without any exception, Christ
is in some way united, even when that
person is not . aware of that . · Christ,
died and resurrected for all, always
gives to mankind - to every individual
as well as to the whole of mankind guidance and strength to respond to his
highest _c alling" (RH 14).
and in the Spirit who is at work
24. In God, the Holy Spirit, our faith
allows us to pe~ceive the force of life
and movement and continu9us regeneration
(Cf, LG 4) who acts in the depth of people's
consciences an.d accompanies ·them on the
secret path of hearts towards the truth
(Cf. GS 22). The ·spirit a1·s o works "outside
the visible confines of the Mystical Body"
(RH 6; cf, LG 16; CS 22; AC 15). The Spirit
both anticipate~ ·a~d accompanies the path
of the church which, nevertheless, feels
itself impelled to discern the signs of Her
presence, to fo~low Her wherever She leads
and to serve Her as a humble and discreet
coilaborator •.
for bringing about the Kingdom,
25. The reign of God 'is the final end of
all persons . ·The church, which is to be
"its- seed and .~eginning" {LC 5, 9), is called
from the first to start out on this path
towards the kingdom and, along with the rest
of human! ty t to. advance
towards that goal.
.
This duty includes the struggle against and
· · the victory over evil and sin,·beginning

always with oneself and embracing the
myst.ery of -the c1:oss. · The church· is thus
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oriented towards God's reign until its fulfilmen·t in the perfect ·communion of ai l
mankind as brothers in Cod •.
Christ is t~e guarantee fo~ the church and
the world tha~ the "la~t days.~· have already
begun, that the final age of history is
already fixed (LC 49), and ~h~t , therefore,
th~ church is equipped and coninissioned to
work so that there come about the progressive fulfilment. of all things
in Christ.
'::,
the seeds are sown
Z6. This vision i nduced the Fathers of
the Se.cond Vatican Council .to affirm .that
in the religious .traditions of non-Christians
there exist "elements which are true and
goocii• (OT 16), "precious things, bott:i religious and human" (GS 9Z), "seeds of contemplation" (AG 18), "elements of truth and
grace" (Ac· 9), "seeds of the Word"(~C 11,15),
and "rays of the truth which illumines all
mankind" (NA 2). According to exi>U.c i t
conciliar indications, these values are
found preserved in the great rel.ig_lous
traditions of humanity. Therefore, they
merit the attention and the esteem .o f
. Christians, and their spiritual .patrimony
ls a genuine invitation to dialogue (Cf.
~A 2,3; AG 11), not only in those things
which unite us, b~t also in our differences.
of a sincere dialogue
27. The Second Vatican Council has thus been
able to draw from this consequences of a
concrete obligation, which it expresses in
the . fo.llowing terms:
"That they may be able to give this
witness to Christ fruitfully, (Christians) ought to be join.e d to the people
. (if their time by esteem and love, and
·acknowledge themselves to be members
of the group of people among whom
they live, Let them share in cultural
and social life by the various .excha.nges and enterprises of human
·living. Thus, they ought to know
well the religious and cultural tra.dl tions of otliers , happy to discover
and ready to respect the seeds of
the Word which are hidden in them •••
As Christ himself, ••• so also His
disciples should know the ·people
among whom they live and should establish. contact with them, to learn by
since.r e and patient dialogue what
treasures a bountiful Cod has distributed among the ·nations of the earth.
At the same time, let them try to
illuminate these treasures with the
light of the gospel, to set them free,
and to . bring them under the dominion
of God _their Saviour" (AC ·u; cf .AC 41;
AA 14, 29).

B) Forms of dialogue
The experience of recent years 9lven evidence
of the many ways in which dialogue ls expressed. The most important. and typical forms
which are listed below are ' seen as distinct
from one another yet at the s.ame time connected.
..
The dialogue of life
29. Before all else, dialogue rs ·a· criaMer
of acting, an attitude and a spirit which
guides cine's conduc t. It implies conc·ern,
r~spect, _
and hos.pi tali ty towards the other.
It leaves room for the other person's identity, h_is modes of exp.resslon, and his
values. Di.alogue is t.hus the norm and necessa.ry manner of every f9_r_m of Christian mission, as well a~ of every aspect of it,
whether one speaks of simple presence and
witness, service, or direct proclamation
(CJC 787 no. 1). Any sense of mission not
permeated by such a dialoglcal spirit would
go against th~ demands of true humanity and
again~t the ~eachlngs of the Cospel.
for all,
30. Every follower of Christ, by reason of
his human and Christian vocation, is called
to live dialogue in his daily life, whether
he finds himself in a majority situation or
·in that of a minority. He ought to bring
the spirit of the Cospel into any . environment in which he lives and works, that of
family, social, educational, artistic, economic, or political life. O~alogue thus
finds its' place in the great dynamiSll) of
the church ' s mission.
the dialogue of deeds .
31. · A further level of dialogue 1s· that of
deeds and collaboration with others for
goals of a humanitarian, social, economic
or political nature which are directed
towards the libe rati on and advancement of
mankind. This kind of dialogue often occurs
today in the context of international organizations, where Christ ians and followers
of other rellg~ons confront together the
problems of the world.
for working together;
32. The field of collaboration can be
extremely wide. Referring in particular to
Muslims, the Second Vatican Council exhorts
t:>oth parties to "forget the. past" and to
"<!efend and promote together social justice,
moral V!llues, peace and liberty". (NA );
cf. AC 11, 12, 15, 21). In the same sense
there are the statements of Pope Paul VI,
especially in Eccles iam suam (AAS 56, 1964,
p. 655), and of John Paul II in numerous
meetings with the heads and representatives
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--,
of various reliqions. The oreat problems
wlth which humanity is struggling call on
Christians to work together. with other
believers by virtue -of their respective
faiths.

A) Mission and Conversion
The . call to .conversion
.
According to. the, SecO:nd .Vatican Council,
missionary prqclamation has conversion :as._ its
gC1al :.·"that non-Christians be freelY. c9nver.ted to the lor.d under ttie ~ction of the Holy
Spirit who opens t)1eir hearts . so _that tney
may adhere. to Him". (AG 13; CJC .787. _no. 2).
In the context. of dialogue·between believers
of various faiths, one cannot.avoid reflecting on .the spiritual process of. conversion •
37.

the dialogue of specialists
)). Of particular interest is dialogue at
the level of specialists, whether it be to
confront, deepen-, and enrich their respective religious heritages or to apply something of their ·expertise to the problems
. which must be_ faced by mankind in t~e course
of.its• history •.
.
Such a dialogue normally occurs where one's
·partner. already has his own vision of. the
world and adheres to a religion which
inspires ~im to action. This is more _easily
accomplished in pluralistic societies where
-diverse traditions and ideologies coexist
and sometimes come into contact.

In Biblical language and that of the Christian tradition, conversion is the humble and
pen! tent return of the heart to God i[l :the
desire to submit one's life more generously
to. Him. 'All persons ~re constantly .called
to this· conversion. In the- course -of this
: pr:ocess, the decision may .~e made- to.leave
one's . previous . spir~ t.ual or -reHgious _si ~u
ation in order _to d.i_rect oneself· to.wards ·. :
.another;. . Thus,. for. example, from .a particu~
la_r love the .hea.rt can. open itself t~ one _
that is more universal.

'

for understanding,
34. In this type of encounter, the partners
come to ~utual understanding and appreciation of each other's spiritual values and
cultural categories and promote communion
and fellowship among people (Cf. NA 1).
The Christian in this manner can also work
together for the evangelical transformation
of cultures (Cf. EN 18-20; 63).

and the dialogue of religious experience.

EverY. .authentic call from God alw~ys carries
with i t an .overcoming of o.neself • .Th_e re ·is
.no new life..without death, .as :the dynan:ii~, ..
.of. the Paschal ..mystery shows (Cf • .GS. 22.) •.
Moreover, every convers~on.is-the work of
grace, in which a . person ought fully . to find
himself again" (RH. 12).

in respect for people's conscience
0

At a ·deeper level, persons rooted iil
their own religious traditions can share
their expe~iences of prayer, contemplation,
faith and duty, as well as their -expressions and ·ways of searc~~ng . for the
. Absolute. This type of dialogue can be a
.mutual enrichment and fruitful .cooperation
for promoting and preserv~ng the highest .
values and spiritual ideals of man. It
leads naturally to each partner communicating to the other the reasons for his own
faith. The sometimes profound differences
between the faiths do not prevent this
dialogue. Those ·differences, rather, mus~
be referred back in -humility ~nd confidence
to- God-who · "is greater than our heart"
(I John 3:20). In this way also the
Christian has the opportunity of offering
to the other the possibility of experimenting in an existential way with the values
of the Gospel.

In .th!~ p roc.e~s of conyersi_o n, the '.l.aw
of conscience 1~ sovereigl! 1 ~eieause "no qne
mu~t be.constrained to. act ag~inst hi~ ~on
science, nor Ol.!9':lt . t:ie to _be impede<! in ·a cting
ac~ording tq his c;on~ci~nce, esP,ecially -in
religious ·matters'-' (~H 3) •.

3S.

.
.
III. DIALOGUE AND MISSION
36 • . The relationship between dialogue and
··-missio.n is multiple.
We dwell here on
several. aspects · which at th.e. present time·c..·
h~ve greate~ relevance .because of -the challenges.and .problems· they pose'-and· the.attitudes which they demand.

38.

and in..the Ufe-.9.:i.vinQ sp.i.r.it ·

39. In the Christian view~ the principal
~gent .of conyersion is not; .ma.n, _b1,1t _the Holy
Spirit • . "It. is He - w~o drive~ .one to. ann.ounce
the Gospel an~ .in the depths of one's conscience makes .one welcome and understand
the word of salvation'' (EN 75) •· It is He
who determines the movement of hearts and
gives rise tt:ie ac_t of· faitti · in Jesu.s the
Lord (Cf. I Cor. 2:4). The Christian is but
a ~imple instrument a~d co-worker of Cod
(Cf. I Car. 3:9).

to

-.

'

.

comes from the mutual-desire for growth,
40. In dialogue also, the Christian·· normally nourishes in· his heart the desire of
.sharing his experience of Christ with his
. brother of another religion (Cf •. Acts 26_:29;
E;S 46). 9n .the. other .hand, it is naturah
that .another believer would similarly -desire
to share h-i.s faith. :. :·
(See

p.251
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CHRISTIANS AND MUSLIMS TOGETHER IN EUROPE
The dorument that tollows·co!J!eS ~r~m -~~ ~q~sµl
tation on "Witness to God in Secular Europe" of
the Conference· of Eu.ro;;ieari Churches, which took
· place ·in St. Pol ten,- Austria, from 5th to 10th
March 1984'. · The paper was ·received by the ~oint
Meeting of P.residiuin and Advisory Committee on
5th May, 1984, and recommended ·to the "CEC member
churches · for appropriate actiQn • . Th·e Joint
Meeting underlines· the necessity,in any meeting
with Mus"l"ims, of introducing the full truth of
Christian belief." Questions that create
tensions and conflicts require special attention. ·

Preamble
. . Invited· by the Conference of Eur·opean
Churches (CEC) we met, eighty-four Christians
and four Muslims, at St. Polten in-Austria from
5th to 10th March, 1984. Before us was the
topic "Witness to God in a-Secular Europe".
We were together in a spirit of frankness and
openmiridedness, of lm!tual res'pect and common
concern.
We represented churches from about twenty
different European countries reaching from
Portugal to Romania and from Finland to Greece.
Some feel themselves to be a minority church in
a once Muslim .environment, whilst other churches
ln West Europe respond in different ways to the
recent presence of Muslims who are a minority in
their midst.
·
·
This second consultation of the CEC on
Islam and Christian-Muslim relations .had set
itself the task of continuing the work on the
theological agenda of .a first conference held
in February 1~78 in Salzburg. In the meantime
both practical activi~ies and theological reflections have been carried on in many ways and on
many levels. On the CEC Consultat~ve Conwnittee
on Islam in Europe,which prepared our consulta~
tion,churches from all over Europe are represented.
At noon every day we gathered in ecumenical
services of worship reflecting the riches of our
different Christian traditions. In the morning
we were led into meditation by a Muslim contem·
plating on Bibiical and a Christian on Qur'anic
texts. These studies took the theme of God's
being light and guide of all humankind. Such
was 'the feeling of community that on the second
day it was suggested .that we should worship
together. This, however, did not prove to be
possible. Nevertheless, Christians and Muslims
were willing to· stand together in the· ·presence
of God.
We want to share the issues we discussed
duririg our consultation with our neighbours,i. be
they Christians or Muslims, and in particular
with the member-churches of the Conference of
European Churches. We hope that the churches

will put ·the concerns -of this ·consultation on their
agenda for reflection· and action.
Absen·ce of God
We live at a ·time when "common sense" is the
criterion by which modern men and.women, form their
views of life. "Common sense" tells us that the
existence of God cannot be ·proved.
God plays no part in the consciousness of
most people for whom the meaning and-purpose of
life is expressed in enjoyment, in possessions
and in social, political and economic power structures. These power structures are often manipulated at the cost· of the weak in society, young
people, the poor, handicapped, ethnic .minorities etc.
for many life has ·no spiritual dimension.
Others, in·particular young people, are sensitive
to the lack of spirituality and seek ultimate
meaning for their lives.
· How do we ' spea~ of our faith in a seemingly
God-less world?
Affirming COd
There comes ·another challenge to the churches
in Europe, that of the presence of Islam in our
midst. The challenge is not that of the faith
alone but the manner in which we respond to · ·
Muslims, their beliefs, their ways of life and
their participation in our society.
·
Christians will need to reaffirm -their faith
in God who revealed himself in the crucified and
risen Jesus -Christ, not in a triumphalist way, but
in being vulnerable and ·open.to risk. Just as we
perceive Christ on the cross totally stripped of
all human resources, so· we too must be prepared
to follow that example;
We would humbly .call upon churches and
Christians in Europe to allow Jesus Christ to
permeate all of their attitude and life-style.
In this way. we will m0re truly demonstrate the
Gospel to our Muslim neighbours by being Good
Friday people,as one of the Muslim participants
put it.
There are Muslims who may ·find that they
share our insights because the experience of pain
is common to every human being whatever his or
her religion. Yet the frequent affirmations by
the ~uslims of God's presence in all of life
challenge our materialism and forgetfulness of
Cod. So we will be glad for the witness to the
Transcendent Cod given by Muslims in our midst,
It may help us to examine whether our faith is
really centred upon the-one and only Cod.
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Being true to oneself
The Christian needs to express his or her
deepest feeling with conviction and mustcexpect
that the Muslim will do the same. · Therefore
there can be no "watering down" of either message.
This means that no one need fear the consequences
of sharing his or her faith, nor the search for
it, nor its expression.
In the past there has been a tendency to
·emphasize the differences between Christian and
Muslim traditions. On closer ·scrutiny, however,
·· these differences seem to have been intensified
more by economic and political compe·tition than
by theological concerns. Today Chris.Hans <1nd
Muslims· without denying their own distinctiveness are discovering a greater unity of concern
in the context of. an increasingly secular world.
Central questions
This situation demands deep, careful and
patient theological reflection and discernment
in which participants remain loyal to their own
tradition, ye~ show respect for the tradition of
the other.
For Christians a nunber of questions must
arise. Is the Holy Spirit at work in Islam? Can
a Muslim be saved as a Muslin? Is it Cod's will
that every Muslim become a Christian? Is the God
of the Muslim the same as the God of the Christian?
Oo Christians and Muslims form a community of
faith under ·the sovereignty of the will of Cod?
We were not able to find clear-cut answers
to all these questions. They ne_ed further study
in our theological faculties and seminaries. Yet
some of the results of our discussions may be
noted:
Some Christians, for instance; have come to
recognize that it is Cod, the Holy Spirit; who beyond the boundaries of the visible· church - is
at work amongst Muslims to b~ing forth the fruits
of the Spirit: love, joy, peace, long-suffering,
gentleness, goodness • .• • (Calatlan~ 5:22-23).
Yet others stressed that glorifying Jesus Christ
is one of the most important functlons of the
Holy Spirit. .

As Christians we believe that although all
humankind has sinned and fallen short of the
glory of Cod, he offers salvat~on to .all who
accept it on the basis of Christ's .redemptive
work. At the same time no Christ~an dares usurp
God's ·prerogat ive to decide the ultimate destiny
of any of his creatures.
"Allah" has always been the term used for
"Cod" , th~ Father of Jesus Christ, by most Arabicspeaking Christians. To assert that Christians
and Muslims worship ditferent gods is ·to suggest
either polyt helsm or idolatr-y. There can oe· only
one Cod although people may have different concepts of him ; It is the Christian's responsibility

to share with Muslims his or her belief about God,
.Father, Son and Holy Spirit. At the same time it
is his or her responsibility to seek to understand
the Muslim's belief about Cod •.
Christians respect the prophetic tradition
of the Old Testament. It c~lls people to repentance i n the .service of the one Cod.• It ·is unju·st
to dismiss Huhammad out of hand as a false prophet.
Christians may recognize Muhammad as part of the
same prophetic tradition and in the· past some have
done so. We must nevertheless ensure: that our
Muslim friends understand the subtle differences
between the two perspectives, for Christians confess that the Word ·became flesh and dwelled among
us (John 1:14).
Questions of peace and social justice
Confronted by the depersonalisation of
society the alienation caused by an inc.r easing
mobility of people and a fast-expanding technology, believers of both faiths have to find a
means of expression relevant to today.
There
are many, especially among the young generation,
who»are searching for guidance and meaning 1h
life. We are aware that there is criticism of
the institutions of Church and State and · a search
for new forms of community.
Crucial questions are put to society such
as: How can we preserve our environment .for future
generations? How can we work for peace in a
Europe full of weapons of destruction? . How·can
we avoid t hat those being in political, cultural
and economic power discriminate and exploit the
weak in society?
Muslims, where they live as· recently arrived
minorities, encounter many problems common to all
migrants; but as Muslims they also envisage specific ones. We can only hope to help solving ·some·
of these problems by cooperating with persons and
groups outside the churches, primarily, of course,
with our Muslim neighbours themselves. Wherever
we feel that decision and policy makers fail in
respect and justice to Muslims, we have an obvious
task to make use of all available resources in
order to rectify what ive perceive as injustices.
In particular such problems relate· to young Muslims of the second and third generation who often
suffer from a basic lack of identity and do not
have adequate chances of education and social
partlci pa ti on.
The Bible and the Our'an emphasize the rights
of human beings to live in peace and to experience justice. The life and preaching of Jesus
Christ proclaims the intervention of God on
behalf of the needy and the oppressed. In questions such as those raised we see ·the main challenge of our times to all people including botn
Christians and Muslims.
Partners in stewardship

·:·..:: .?:

The call to peace and · justice is for human
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beings t~ enter into .a right ,relationship with
God whic~ enables us to stand in a right relation"ship with one another. The cross of Christ has
freed us to be open to ·all fellow human beings.
In our lives we should make apparent our belief
that life is. God's gift to us. Thus no one has
the right to take another's life, injure or be
disrespectful to another person, nor to sustain
· injustice~ in the societies where we live.

"Lord, as divided Christians we confess to. you
you that we cannot yet give witness to you
in unity. W
.e ..are deeply aware and are concerned that .divisions still persist between
us and our .Muslim neighbours. All our human
efforts to overcome these divisions, . to
create understanding and to build bridges
are of no avail if your Holy Spirit is not
at work.
·

As believers Christians. and .Muslims stand
together, partners in stewardship of God's creation. To us that means the physical and human
environm~nt of Europe where we.intend to live
together in peace. We welcome the presence of •
Muslim believers in our midst which ·may lead us
to common action so that - by his grace - we may
be good stewards of all that has been entrusted
to us.

You are the Lord Cod Almighty who leads us
through our days of. work, disappointment~,
sufferings and. joys., yet providing us with
the promise of the everlasting hope to be
in your company. Let us therefore walk
through the days of the week and the days ·
of rest with. your Holy Spirit, so tha.t the
end of the road .for us will not be darkness,
but light, justice, love and ·peace in your
communion."

Proposal for a prayer

+

During our meeting we have been deeply aware
of the theological and political tensions amongst
Christians as well as between Christians and
Muslims in Europe. But we have also realized
sources of unity·. Some of the participa·nts summing
up our experiences proposed the following prayer:
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Copies of this statement are available upon
request trom the conterence ot European Churches
General Secretariat, 150 route de Ferney,
CH-1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland.
+

+

+

+

+

+

·~

+

(C:Ont.4 froa p.22)

be brothers and sisters. Therefore, if we
have been summoned to the same destiny,
which is both human and divine, we can and
should work together w.i thout violence and
deceit, in order to build up in the world
in g~nu'ine pea~e" (cs n; cf. al so, the
messages o~ Popes Paul VI and John Paul II
for the World D~y of Peace) • .

B) Oialogue ·for the building of God's reign
~ersons ·

in dialogue collaborate in Cod's· plan .

4-l. God never ceases to reconcHe persons
to Himself by the work of His Spirit. The
church relies on the promise made by Christ
that the Spirit will guide it in history
towards the fullness of truth (John 16:13).
For this ~eason it goes out to meet i~divl
duals, peoples, and their cultures, aware
that 1n ever.y human community are. found the
seeds of goodness and truth, an~ conscious
that God has a loving plan fo~ every nation
(Acts 17:26-27). The church therefore
wants to work toge~her with all in-order to
fulfil this plan and by doing so recognize.s
the value of the infinite and varied wisdom
of Cod and contributes to the evangelization
of cultures (er. ES 18-20).

in hope
4-3. Dialogue thus becomes a source o.f hope
and a factor of communion iri mutual transformation. ' it is the Holy Spirit who
directs the carrying ~ut of Cod's design
in the history of individuals and all humanity until the time when God's children
who are dispersed by sin will be reunited
as one (Cf. John 11:52).
in conformity with the patience of Cod.

for the· promotion of universal peace
4-2. "We also turn our thoughts to all who ·
acknowledge God and who preserve in their
traditions precious elements of religion
and humanity. We want open dialogue to
compel us all to .receive the inspirations
of ' the Spirit faithfully and to measure up
to' them energetically. The desire for such
dialogue,· conducted with appropriate discretion and leading to truth by way of love
alone, excludes nobody. We include in this
those who respect high-minded human values .
without recognizing ~ho the author of those
values is, as well as those who oppose the
Church and persecute it in various ways.
Since God the Father is the origin and purpose of all mankind, we are all called to

44.

God alone knows those ·days, He to whom
nothing is impossible, he whose mysterious
and silent Spirit opens the paths of dialogue to individuals and peoples in order
to overcome racial, social and -religious
differences and to bring about mutual
enrichment. We live therefore in the age
of the patience of God for the church and
every Chri~tian community, for no one can
oblige God to act more quickly than He h.as
chosen to do.
r

However, before the new humanity of the
21st century, the church should radiate a
Christianity open to awaiting in patience
the maturation of the seeds sown in tears
and in trust (Cf. James 5:7-8; Mark 4:26-30).
+

+

+

+

+
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MUSLIMS AND-CHRISTIANS ON THE ROAD TOGETHER
A group of Christians from Jerrisalem and the West Bank, meeting in the framework of the #Justice and Peace#
Cof!l!Tlission of the Roman · Catholic Church, has been reflecting for s'ome· till)& on .the meaning and the implications of their. presence iz:i this part. ~f the world, in the light of. ·flistorg and j.n µie .face of the presen'!;
situation. They would now wish to share their vision and their hopes with those feel themselves addressed
by the same questions. In a first stage, these reflections are mainly c:onc~ntrated
th~ relations between
Muslims and Christians. This is of course only one aspect of the whole situation. But it is impossible to
say everything at the same t.um;, If ihese pages are concerned directly wi.th the co-eicisten~e and collaboration between Christit1ns and Husfi.ms, th~y do not e;cclude anyone; a true .dialogu~ ,i s never against any.b ody.
The cdll to brotherhood !n pluralism is open to all,

on

HUSLIHS AND CHRISTIANS ON THE ROAD TOGETHER
In the Arab world Christians and Musiims
have shared a long history ~ogether: the same
language, ~ul~ure, national feeling, have
united them at a level that transcends the
differences of forms and beiiefs by which they .
devote .themselves to the service of one.God, for
the.good of their brothers and sisters. A single
cultural entity has been produced by this common march ·through history, and it h~s contributed
to an interaction between both sides in their
formation over the passage of centuries.
This is the fact which constitutes the
starting point of our march; this ls the common
entity which calls us continually, as Muslims
and Christians, to ask one another whether we
cannot exchange ideas in view of a more concerted action.

l

I.

do we ~ot have a common and ·lrr.epla.c eab)e message
to deliver to the whol~ region in which . we live,
and to the entire world?
A group of Christians in Jerusalem has
picked up this challenge, has become attent-ive
to the appeal, and .wishes to propose its reflections. For several years this group, which . is
part of the Justice and Peace Commission, has
been debating these questions, ·and it would now
wish to share its vision with ail · those who also
feel themselves troubied by these .questions, and
who are disposed to work together towards fuller
answers and more solid realizations.
A COMMON HISTORY FOR A FUTURE OF GREATER SOLIDARITY

In i~s recent history the Paiestinian
people has become more conscious of its identity
and has forged its unity by passing through many
trials. All the Palestinians, both Muslims and
Christians, have suffered together and are still
suffering together; they have fought together,
and they are still fighting tog~ther_. Together
they look toward the future with confidence and
hope. How do we .envision the construction of a
common future? Palestine has always been a
crucible of cultures, the site of coexistence
among the monotheistic religions. Above all
else, Palestine has been a land of welcome.
However, the hospitable Palestinian p~ple have
been evicted into the roads, have lost their
homes, their lands, which were once open to
every passing guest. This is ~hy Palestine
truly constitutes such a challenge and an appeal
to us. A challenge, for how is it possible to
live together in harmony, despite the differences?
An appeal: for are we really capable of living a
religious pluralism and preserving the human
values proper to each COfM!Unity in their universal richness, in order. to integrate .that pluralism an·d those values into the construction of a
new society?
·

The long centuries in which Christians and
Muslims have lived together in the Arab ..Middle
East, and in particular. in Palestine,· are part
of their history, their cultural heritage, and
their national consciousness. This co111110n history, one .must admit, has had its ups and downs.
It is instructive to note that the epochs of the
highe~t cultural flowering, of the greatest
creativity and v~tality, were equally marked by
a high quality of coexistence and coop~ration
among the diverse communities and religions. The
most famous example is the intense and fecond
cooperation between Christia·n and Muslim scholars
in the times of the Ummayad and Abbassid caliphs,
The same was true in the 19th century, at the time
of the Arab Renaissance, when Christians and
Muslims workad together for the renewal of literature and for the development of the national movement in the Arab world. On the contrary, the
least glorious moments in this common history those characterized by cultural decline and isolation - were generally accompanied by the breakdown of the social equilibrium and harmony that
existed in. relations between the two corrmunities.
As a result, the consequences could only be distrust 1 reciprocal hostility, and the will to
dominate. It should also be recalled that outside interferences sometimes poisoned the situation even more.

'
eerhaps this challenge and appeal find in
Jerusalem their clearest and most vital representation, for it is there that the Dome of the
Rock and the Church of the Resurrection constitute
two poles of attraction which· continually remind
us of the transcendent value of the human person
and the human co~nity as a whole. · As Christian
and Muslim Palestinians, r~oted ·in this reality 1

This ~ommon history has greatly contributed
to modelling the personality that is proper to
the Arabs of the Middle East, both Christians as
well as .1-\Jslims. On the one . han~, it has be~n
by daily contact wit~ believing Muslims that -the
Arab Christians have acquired those .characteristics and their specific. way of living . and
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expressing their faith. These characteristics
distinguish them from other Christians, who live
out their evangelical convnitment within other
civilizations and cultural contexts throughout
the world. Thus they have better grasped their
identity as Arab Christians, and they have also
become more conscious of their vocation and
mission. On the 'other hand, there can be no
doubt that these centuries of co111110n history
have given to Islam in the Middle East a special
expression unique among the different expressions
of Islam around the world.
. It ls in light of this centuries-long
experience that we, as Palestinian Christians
and Muslims, are called upon better to discern
factors of our present situation so that we can
more confidently face our future. We are convinced that the vital forces which unite us are
capable of helping us to overcome ~he obstacles;
we are strengthened by taking courage from our
faith, so that we can make a coherent development of our future that ls really worthy of the
Arab personal~ ty and corm..mi tr..
A NEW PERCEPT.ION OF THINGS, FOR A MORE
DECISIVE COMMITMENT
History is not nCYtral; its psychological
and social factors, its political and economic
aspects, its religous presuppositions, do not
leave us indifferent. History continues to
condition our. judgments ·and our behaviour. In
the course of ages; a complex package of unreflected spontaneous attitudes, of fixed ideas,
of tenacious prejudices,has taken root in our
most intimate selves, as Christians and 1-\islims.
Neither of us should think that he is above
reproach, neither of us should believe he ls
better than the other, for we both repeat all
too easily the stereotyped slogans that we have
received about one another, the "sides taken"
in all kinds of ways. Of.ten they are vague,
simplistic no·tions, generally negative, either
in the social and cultural sphere, or in the
areas of religion and morality, It is clear
that this set of attitudes inevitably nourishes
in both of us the blind f anat!clsm which is
really a f alslf led image of true religious
faith.
Such reciprocal and negative reactions
are transmitted from generation to generation,
without our taking the trouble to analyse them
nor to verify them. They influence our attitudes and the perception that we have of one
another, without our being conscious of the
secret and blind mechanisms which guide them.
These mechanisms often aim at tranquillizing
our consciences, at peace in our own isolation
and self-satisfied in our reflection of the
other. That ls why they lead us to distrust
one another, to avoid looking squarely at one
another, and to consider one another as a
threat. Thus we are brought to interpret
words and gestures in a negative way, and to
remember only those historical events which
burden and shame the others: dlscrlm1natlons,
crusades, persecutions, etc.

No one is about to ignore the difficulties .
of the past. · To try to pretend they are not there
would be to play the ostrich, hiding one's head in
the sand; this Wol!ld only lead to per.petuat.ing
the old situation of hypocrisy and lies. But
these difficulties should not set themselves up
as insurmountable barriers, to obstruct every
meeting and agreement. In order to eliminate
them progressively, we need a new perception of
things, a perception freed of traditional preju·dices; but we also need a courageous willingness
to be more decisive. This attitu6e can take us
very far, even to the very origins ~f our personal and communal existence, It ls good to 'become
conscious of the different mechanisms which regulate our reactions and relations, for ~e rrust
carefully bring them to the light and recognize
them honestly and squarely. These mechanisms
arise from social classes, political parties,
generation gaps, denominatlonalism, clericalism,
or secularism. By patient consclentlzation it
will be possible to heal our wounded memories,
to surrrount these obstacles so that we can
develop beyond our inherited and instinctive
reactions.
As Palestinian Muslims and Christians, we
are called to be courageous and sincere enough
to respond to the demands of the present, and
especially to the imperatives of the future. It
takes courage to be sincere, but this courage
is liberating. The painful experiences of these
last years have already united us in a community
of suffering and resistance, It ls the effective
commitment of today which will fashion the coexistence and cooperation of tomorrow. As Palestinians
we have suffered cruelly from expulsion, and we
have known the humiliation of being rejected,
because we were demanding ou~ right to be different and our right to be ourselves. This is why
we have such a concrete knowledge of the evil of
discrimination and excluslvism, which in their
turn lead us to put such a high value on the
richness of living together pluralistically, in
so far as this is an essential contribution to
building a modern world that ls more just and
more fraternal. Together we wa~t to commit ourselves to the service of those who are the least
protected, to those who are without rights and
without a voice; we want to found our future
socJety on ·the recognition of all and in the
service of all.

The future belongs to those who have the
courage to break out of the unreflected mechanism
which regulates our attitudes and rea~tlons - to
those who have the courage to grow out of their
small mindedness, an~ to accept others ~s different from themselves. It ls at this level that
w·e discover that men are enemies only of those
Whom they do not really understand, that the
others - in their very differences - complete us
and enrich us.
FAITH LIBERATES AND STRENGTHENS
As Christian and Muslim Palestinians we are
a single people. But at the same time we are also
believers. Our faith is never absent from our

I
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conunitment. Certainly, the origin of our differences and oppositions is also found in a certain
conception of religion, or, to put it more exactly,
in a mistaken idea of religion. More than once
in history, it is religion that has been invoked
abusively to justify. harrassments, -persecutions,
-and wars of -all kinds. In·the name of religion
we sometimes· scorn others, we judge them as our
inferiors, we refuse · them their basic ·rights,
But we are convinced that that is certainly not
the true religion which God has willed and planned f.or _us • .
On the contrary, . we know that a .true and
living faith is liberating; it 'gives us a .more
open perception or persons and realities, as
well -as a new· confidence in the future. This .is
why faith makes -us capable of ·opening the question· of our relations with..one another as
Christians and Muslims, without complexes - for
t_he truth liberates• .
·
Faith .makes us. capable of ·realism,. without
overlooking the difficulties;. faitn gives us
hope, for ·coedstence ·and cooperation ..are possible, s i nce they are a response to ·the pliln of
Cod .and to.the ·expectations of men and women.
][.t is clear .that .such a positive and confident .approach requires of all bel'ievers a ·veri. table conversion, an inner purlfication, · a
patient · education, and ·a conscious effort ·to
know the other and his faith .better, in order
to recognize him and to love him. We believe
that both Islam and Christianity possess the
-resources required ·to inspire their believers
to discover new attitudes .and to open new ways
-of advancing, remaining at the -same tlme faithful to one's .own .faith. ·
. :·
For Islam as weLl as for ·Christi anity, the
human 'person has a unique ·and irrepJlaceable
value, having his origin in God and his existence
guaranteed by Cod , .Mankind has been created and
delegated by God to work and to develop the earth;
it has been called to open its heart .to the word
of God and to believe in his all-powerful mercy
towards all peoples and persons. Mankind is
destined to _a life with~ut en~, which physical
death can never destroy. Are not such principles
capabl e of Inspiring believing Christians and
Muslims to defend the freedom, the dignity, and
the rights of the human person, who f irids him.,.
self i n the heart of all the conflicts? He is
also the criterion allowing us to judge of t he
justice of the events and their causes.

For thirteen centuries, it is history that
has united us as Christian and Muslim Arabs in the
same language, the same culture, and the same
·destiny. This is not without significance.
-Since for us, as believers, Cod is the Lord of
history, we also believe that this commUnity in
which we live together ls part of God's will for
us. ~s .Ar.ab .Christi~ns, ~o consider ourselves
both Arabs and Christians, it is by no mere
·historical ~ . accident!... .that
we.,_are
such, but it is
, ••'
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•
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by God' s grace and will - the will of his love,
accepted with ·joy. It is precisely here that ·
God has placed us~ Our Arabism · and our·relat!ons
with Islam are an integral part of our Christian
personality, of our vocation and our mission ,
which we are called upon to live out per.S:Onally,
as weil as·within the community of the Church.· ·
Our 'church·es are called to commit themselves·
effectively, by W<>rd and deed, by prayer ·and ·
sacrifice, to the eorning "of the l<lngdoni of Cod.
This new creation ·is elivis1oned iri Scripture ·as
a co11111unity fo whiCh each people will' have its..
place, bringing its· own honour •and glory to ·the
joyous ·Convnunicin ·of alL
.·
· · : .·
Thus our faith gives us a firmer foundati'on
from which all of. ·us can find· ,a deeper meaning
to our coexistence and cooperation. ·In a 'world"
which ·suffers from discrimination, racism,
·
injustic·e, violence, war and oppression, people
are searching for any ray of 'hope. · Together, . ·
as Christi'ans and ~slims, we ai:e called· 'to
offer them the possibHity of a true· hope. ~n the past, religfons ·were too often a factor of
division and confrontation. Today they are
called upon to work together to construct peaceand ·unity. And tt1ey are capable 'of th-is; ·1n so
far as they are faithful to themselv:es ahd to God,
EVERYTHING BECOMES POSSIBLE
These few reflections cannot be said and
do not intend to be complete. Yfe s'hould l_ike
them to be an invitation to others to search
with us for new ways -of advancing together; to
adopt a new perception of t:hings,· to create a
new mentality.· · °Then _everything .becomes possi ble.
This -invftatlon is addressed to an,-· in :t he hope
that it will solic1t reflectfons and exchanges
w1 th -others.·
;.

In effect : these· reflections. are inspired by
a · spirit of dl-alogue. And a :true dialogue· is
never. against -anybody, nor does it exclude anyone . If these pages ·a re concerned directly with
the dialogue between Palestinian Muslims and ·
Christians , we want to stress that"this dialogue
is open to all, no matter what their religion
or .conviction may be. We are think~ng especially
of those. among ~s who are using all their.intelligence ~nd thei~ energies to"transform society
on the . basis of purely secularist and materialist
criticisms and ·v1e11points. We also have need of
·t heir presence and their coopera ti on. ·rogeth_e_r
we find ourselves face to face with the Jews, ·
both believers and . ~on-believers, whose most
authentic ti'adition 'calls for '. the respect of
persons and the acceptance of .those who are
different.
·
We .have had a unlquely' Pa~estinlan experience of suffering through injustice, expulsion,
the loss of identity, the 'temptation to vlolen'ce.
But this has taught us, in a painful way, the
inestimable value of brotherhood in pluralis~,
as it has taught' us the cruelty of livi ng ' in .the
absence of such ~lot~_~fhoo?.~ A~ ..a re·s.~_l t, . is .
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RELATIONS WITH ISRAEL AND WITH PEOPLE OF OTHER FAITHS
The following 'statement is an excerpt from . a 'longer
the 1984 General Assembly of the Church of Scotland.

' ~Ince October, 1982, . ~epresentat!ves of .the
Church of Scotland and t~e of the ~ewish Community
in ~otland have been engaged in Consultations
initiated by ·a Deliveral)ce of the Ceneral Assembly
whic.h evoked a positive : response from th~ Chief
Rabb.I. Conducted f-rom the beginning in an atmosphere of cordiality, the series of meetings has
contributed significantly to a d~epenlng of .
understanding and a growth of mutual respect. ·
The participants have discussed a wide range of
issues affecting the -relationships between Jews
and Christians today. While differences have
been frankly acknowledged, there has been an
increasing awareness of co11111on values derived .
from a shared reverence for the One God _who has
revealed Himself in the Hebrew Scriptures.
Accordingly, those who have _.t aken part in the
Consultations wish to address this COHHON
STATE~T to their respective coll'lll.lnities:
1)

2)

3)

4)

(Ccntd

Believing in Cod - t~e Creator of· all things,
we rejoJce together in all ~is gifts and
His continuing covenant of love and mercy
with His world.
Acknowledging that Cod has ·made aH people
in His own image, we affirm our concern for
human rights .and our opposition to all forms
•of racism.
A,s a group ·Of Chrlsti!lns ·and Jews, we have
paid pa~ticular a~tent~o~ to -the evil of
antisemitism which in its extreme form
resulted in the Holocaust in which six
-million Jews died in Europe . We a_re. agreed
th!lt antisemitism must be combated in all
its manifestations. Those of us who are
Christians recognise our need to acknowledge
-the Church's gu)lt through many centuries
· of fostering anti-Jewish attl~des and to
see~ the forgiveness of Cod and of our
Jewish brothers and sisters.
Our studies have made us more aware of
-situations throughout the world in which

f~ pmto... paq•)

+

+

+

+

report by the Board or World Mission and Unity to

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

+

religious liberty is denied. We call on
our two cominunities to join in· common action
in support of .those who are . deprived of the
-right to worship and to practise their
·
religion in freedom.
· We have also become aware of the enduring ·
centrality of Zion in Jewl~h liturgy and
theology throughout the ages and of how
Zion is seen as ·an expression of the\ fulfilment of Biblical prophecy, a home for the
dispersed, and a spiritual centre.
· ,We remind both comnunlties of the emphasis
laid by .the Pr.ophets on Cod's call for
righteousness and justice, mercy and peace
among all peoples. In our present society
the need for oompasslon towards the disadvantaged and the stranger within the gates
is imperative. We would encourage our
conimunities to seek further opportunities
of cooperating ·in .efforts to promote the
welfare of all.
Living as we do by hope in the promises of
Cod, we look to the day when His peace will
be manifested among the nations. Meanwhile
we urge our communities to re-commit themselves to the advancement of world peace
and the promotion of · reconciliation and
understanding.
In face of the prevailing materialism of our
age, we join in re-asserting the importance
of spiritual values. In particular, we call
on our collWTIUni~ies to explore together the
social implications. of our conunon reverence
for human life as the creation of Cod.
Our consultations have shown us the value
of regular contact between representatives
of our two communities. We therefore propose
that a continuing framework of liaison should
be established to maintain relationships and
to facilitate cooperation in matters of
mutual concern .•
+

+

+

+

+

+

it not _precisely our vocation to be more open to
the needs of the '\¥()rld today;· and to be ready to
bring our own irreplaceable contribution to the
constr~tion of a human society that is more just
and more fraternal?
At this point our reflect.ion joins that of
the unique and universal vocation of Jerusalem,
a city of mutual presence to one another, a city
or dialogue between man and God, and between man
and man. Jerusalem has too often been the object
of confrontations, of violence and fanaticism.
Nevertheless,_ it remains a place where all men
come to search for some ray of hope, because of
the profound significance it embodies. Fraternal
harmony lived out in plurality is . the' special
witness that our beloved Holy City ls called upon
to . propose to the world. Our· :ability to advance
together here in Jerusalem and in the Holy Land
might well be the starting point of a conmon
progress that will bring about a stirring of
all mankind.
+

+

+

+

+

In Memory of
PROFESSOR URIEL TAL
23 December 11Z~ ~ 6 June 1584
Good friend and faithful colleague

.J
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THE NAIROBI DECLARATION OF WCRP IV
· The World COn'ference on Rel1g1on ~:nd Peace (WCRP) held ·its Fourth' ASsembl~: in Nairobi, 'Kenya, in· .
August/September this gear. The earlier assemblies were held ·1n K9otc· (1970), L.Ocivain ( l'J74 J, and'·
Princeton ( 1979). The· six hundred persons fro111 over s1xt9 -countries, who·gathered around the theme
" Religions for Buman Dignity and World Peace•, came from all 'the· majo~· religious traditions of .the
world and from all cultures and represent an i .m portant voice · for hi.zman· dignity and peace. · The
declaration of this multi-fa1th· meeting 'is. given below and six;.,s ~ome of 'the challenges that the
religious communities have to' face together today.
.
.
.

Iii Nairobi in· 1984, we of· the World Con'f er ence on Religion and Peace have 'met in our Fourth
World Assembly. We have come, nearly six· hundred
of us, from sixty countries and froni most of the
world's· religious traditions · ~ Buddhist, Christian,
Confucian, .Hfndu, Jalil," Jewlsh, · Muslim··, Shinto·;
. Sikh', Zoroastrian; the tradi t,ional cu1tures of Afr lea
North Ametlca; and others. · From our diversity
of cultures and traditions; we have come to ·
address a th~me Qf urg~nt comnion concern:
Religions for Human Dignity and Wor]d Peace.
We ·address these goals of human dignity and'
world peace tooether, ·for · they are inextricab-ly
iinked ·and must be· pursu'ed ·together; ·
·· "

Our previous Assemblies in Kyoto in· 1970, ·
Louvain in 1974 and Princeton in 1979 have been
milestones in the growth and work of WGRP as we
strive for peace, united by a spirit of cooperation. In Nairobl· 'in· .1984, 'we ffnd ourselves at
a cnaJ~.r tu.rnln"g· pofnt ·..

·=

1
•

•

•

·: In the · f~ve ·ye.a rs ·since ·we last met~ the· ·
world has seen little progress in either the
cherishing of huma·n dignity or· the' movement ·
toward wor fd pe'ace'• \¥Kile the nucle.ar ·arms
race has continued to escal~te "iri .its staggeri~g
expenditures, in its rhetoric,' and in its incalculable danger, the massive human needs of·
.
po~erty, hunger, unemployment, and lack of education have ·beeh grossly neglected'. :· Hlli tarlzation of societi.es, trade in arms, ·recourse to·
violence, religfous and. 1.d eological int'olera11ce,
and a~saults on hum~~ rights continu_e.
The structures of 'econoinlc and political oppression which perpetuate 'the privilege of a few at
th~ expense of t;!le 'masses are still firmly in· ·
place.
..
We are encouraged, however, by the widening
awareness and public cons·c1ousness of ·the dangers arid costs of our preseiit world · situation,
and by ·the world-wide growth of grassroots movements expressing the determination of people
everywhere for change. It is time for. new
strategies and priorities for peace-making, and
for renewed .commitm~nt to our work.- ·
·'
We have met in Nairobi as men and women
·rooted ·in ·our _own "religious' "traditions;· and
linked to 'one''another ·in vision· and action.
We acknowled.ge the painful' fact that religion·
too .often has been misused· in areas of strife
and ·conflict to ·intensify · division 'and· polarf..>
zation. Religious people have •too · often failed

The Mairob.i Ass~b~.Y has c;f'!anq~d Us·. r he new
participation of over 100 youth. delegates has
given us the vita~ity and, v~~i~n . df a new_generation, eager to join hands in ·c oncrete' inter·- ·
religious pr~Jects . f or"pe<ice'; ·•. The · strong ·and
energetic contribution of ov·e r ·a hundred"and .. ·
fifty woinen has ma~e . clea! the necessity of · · .
women's equal partnership, not only ~n family
lif'e; but"in the leadership of religious corrimuni ti.e s "and social -11nd political in·s u tutions: .· · ·
Over half of · .:is here · are participants ·fron\ Asia,
Africa, and Latin America, Who ~ave called ·the·
WCRP to a deeper un~erstanding of 9ur gl9~al
interrelatedness· In w~rldng for peac~.·
·
Through· our 's truggle/we ha~e beerf ·able to
buUd tr1,1st. We have sl'!ared· in worship .and riledi ~a
tion •. We have d~scove~ed Ol)Ce again th~t our ·differences of culture and religion, far from being a
threat to one anot~er, are a treasure. Our 'multipUcity is a source of strength. We ~ear the testimony of experleryce.: that worJd ~omm•.mlty is possible.
From our di versity of traditions, we· are united' in
r'a!"th and hope, and in our c6mmon .pursuit of tiuinan
dignity' and
peaee·.
. world
.
.
.'
THE CONTEXT· or· AFRICA
. Africa' has' not only been the place 'of ' this ·
Assembly; Africa and t he concerns of its peoples
have shaped the very context and perspective· of
our discussions. The African traditional cultures have a strong spirit of community and
family, and a vibrant sense of the wholeness of
life. Many ·religious traditions now live together
in the continent of Africa - the traditional
re~igions, alol)g with Christi'anity, Islam~. Hinduism., Jairiism, Sik!li~m and ·Judaism. . The ~any religious communities of Nairobi have welcomed us and
given .us ·a sense of the riches and challenges of
living
of .Kenya.
. together -in the . pluralistlc · society
'
.
~

The peopl~s of Africa have al~o· ·e.)!per'lenc.e d·
sharply the very issues we .,~ave .addressed in ·our·
Assembly and have helped us all .to see these
isst.ies ~r'.e .c:~:ea~ly •.. . fiie ~~~ro11t ~ ~Un!a:r.- dign~ ty
of ttie apartfieid regime in South .Africa calls us

~

to repudiate separation and division and to 'seek
the convnunity of all races, The cry of human
needs in drought and famine, 'the growing militarism of African governments, the. increasing
arms trade in Africa, the instances of poll tical
intolerance, the penetr~tion of' East-West rh:alry
into African political affairs - all. call us to
a wide understanding of the dynamics.of 'global
insecurity an.d the effect of global political
and economic structures on the emerging African
states.
·
The new WCRP/Africa. is beginning to articulate the cilmmon values religious people bring to
the creation of a just soCiety. It str~sses the
n.eed for active engag('llent in struggles for
·change and ls committti'd to the realization of a
new Africa.
..
RECONCILIATIQN. IN RECIONAL CONFLICT
. We are convince.Cl. that a major new priority
of WCRP must ·be to address ourselves to areas of
chronic regional tension and· conflict - in ·
Southern Africa, ,the Middle East, South and
South-east A~ia; :.'tentr'a l America, and Et,1rope.
Since World War II, over.one hundred and fifty
wars., most of them' in the Thi~d World, have
claimed at least ten' millio~ lives. Regional
conflicts become swiftly· polarized by East and
West, and raise the level. of instability and
insecurity in the en.tire· world.'
. The roots of these C!Qnflicts vary and are
complex. Bl.it wherever such conflict takes .on
the language ' and symbolism of our religious
traditions, pitting one against the other, it
must be the business of WcRP to be involved,
both regionallY. and with WCRP/International
support.
· · ; ·
We commit ourselves, as religious men and
won,en, t~- underta.k ing the work of reconciliation
and peace-maldng. .we must deal with the issues
of religi.o us discord where they arise. We must
deal with the economic and political struggles
which take .on religious rhetoric . for narrow or
chauvinistic purp~ses. We 1TRJSt take action as
a multi-religious body colllllitted to pe4ce, in
the very areas where religion and peace seem to
be in opposition,
DISARMAMENT
Disarniament has long bee~ a priority for
the work of WCRP,, and the urgent necessity of
working for disarmament ·today ls und~minished •.
· With one voice, from our various traditions of
faith, we insist that nuclear weapons, and all
weapons of mass and indiscriminate destruction,
are i111110ral and criminal, and that the stockpiling of such weap0ns with intent or threat to
use them, erodes the very foundation of moral
civilization.
We join with scientists, physicians, educators, and. stateSinen ·'who have taken 'an actife\.!role
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1~ opposing the arms race. We pledge our
determined commitment to disarmament as we continue our work as a Non-governmental Organization . at the United Nations, and as we work tq
. Jnfluence .our religious communities and o~r nations.
~pecificaily, we ci}ll for an immediate freeze
on all further nuclear weapons research, produc-~ion .and d~ployment; t~e strengthening of ~he
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty; a Comprehensive
Test-ban Treaty; and a No First Use commitment
on the part of nuclear nations as essential
,initial steps . to~ards the. dismantling.of all
nuclear ·arsenals.

Conventional weapons are also instruments
of death and oppression. Halting the sprea~ of
militarization and the co.nwn~rci~l exploitation
of developing ' countries by trad~ in arms, leading
to military and political dependency, is a crucial
part ·of our co11111itment to disarmament.
lt is a sign of our hope for the future that
the y0uth of this Assembly have called for ~he
establishment of minist~ies and departnients of
peace to work for the global security that ministries and departments of defence have been unable
to rea.lize.

DEVELOPMENT
Delegates from Asia, Africa and Latin
America have given us all a new perspective on
the arms race, as· seen through the eyes of the
poor. For the poor, survival is not primarily
a question of the future in a nuclear world, but
an urgent question of the pres~t in a world
beset with hunger, drought, and disease. Our
common commitment to peace b based upon the
clear interrelationship, between disarmament and
development.
·
Disarmament means liberation, not only from
arsenals of weapons ready for use, b~t from the
perpetual fear and ins~curity which have accom-.
panied our obsession with the instruments of
death. Development means liberation from hunger
and poverty; it means a Just sharing of the
natural and economic resources of the world, and
the investment of our energies in iife, and in
the future.
As men and women of rel~gion, we cannot
tolerate the priorities of a world in which
there are at least three tons of explosives,
but not enough food, for every man, woman, and
child on earth. We p~edge our~elves, through
our re~i.gious conmuniti.e~ and o~r governments,
and through continued WCRP cooperation .with the
U.N., radically to reverse these priorities.

'\•

We have a vision of a world in which the economic an~ political structures which perpetuat~ injustice and poverty are completely changed, <and in
which the armaments necessary to maintain these
. structures· of injustice and oppression may be
"' turned to· plo'ughshares for the ,work··ot peace •.
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HUMAN RIGHTS
Along with Disarmament and Development, Human
Rights are an essential part of the total and holistic peace we seek. We mean not only civil and political rights, but the right to live with all the
basic economic, social and cultural rights of a
life of fullness and freedom, including religious
freedom. We reaffirm our commitment to the U.N.
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and we insist
that these rights are the very basis and foundation of
a just and humane society and can never be postponed or
suspended in the name of national security.

We support with conviction and hope the 1981
U.N. Declaration on the Elimination of All forms of
Intolerance and of Discrimination Based on Religion
or Belief , and we pledge to support its implementation.

PEACE EDUCATION
Education for peace is more urgent than
ever before. As religious men and women, we
pledge ourselves to stressing and raising to
public consciousness the foundations of peacemaking within our own religious traditions,
through education in temples, churches, mosques,
synagogues, and homes. This will require our
commitment to planning, training, and funding
for peace education programmes. As religious
people of action, we must deliberately link
our personal lives and daily choices to our
wider work as peacemakers.

Our support for human rights must be consistent. Wherever human rights are trampled upon,
we must speak out and act. We must resist and
unmask the selective and tactical use of human
rights issues by nations, especially the United
States and the USSR, which raise their voice in
one instance and ignore violations in another,
as suits their political ends.

In our religious institutions, and in schools,
colleges and universities, we will encourage new
initiatives for peace education. Our public and
conrnunity life must include knowledge and discussion of the r e alities of the arms race, the
conflicts that lead to war, the means and strategies for non-violent resolution of conflict, and
the work of the United Nations and UNESCO.
Essential to peace education is learning
about and coming to understand those of different religions, ideologies, and cultures with
whom we share our communities, our nations .and
our world. In many cases, the opposite of
conflict and violence is koowledge. Efforts must
be made so that fear may begin to give way to
trust. We must strengthen. and deepen mutual
understanding by sustained dialogue, and by
undertaking common work together. We need
to understand one another. We need one
another in order to see and understand ourselves more clearly. And we need one another
in order to undertake together work that will
require the resources and energies of peoples
throughout the world.

Our South African delegates - Hindu, Muslim
and Christian - have all made us sharply aware
· of the suffering and incalculable violence done
to individuals, families, and whole peoples by '
the racist ideology and theology of apartheid.
We commit ourselves to work toward changing the
international political and economic structures
which support the South African regime.
In our 'concern for human rights, we must also
work regionally and internationally on many other
affronts to human dignity. Despite efforts being
made by political leaders and religious people, there
is deep-seated prejudice resulting in many forms of
discrimination against scheduled castes and economically oppressed and socially stigmatized classes in
South Asia, against the Burakumin of Japan and against
the indigenous peoples of the Americas, Australia, the
Philipp.ines and elsewhere. The world has many millions
of refugees, with no right to the roots of home, four
million. of them in Africa alone. And there are countless human beings stripped of their human rights
behind closed doors. They have disappeared; they have
been imprisoned without trial; they have been victims
of torture. Wherever, and in whatever way, human rights
violations occur, it is our concern, internationally
and interreligiously.
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

The spiritual resources of our religious
traditions give us strength to dedicate ourselves to the task ahead. We are compelled
to turn the faith and hope that sustains us
into dynamic action for human dignity and
world peace.
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
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if you would. check your name and address and let us know if there are any errors
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A CHRISTIAN VIEWPOINT OF RELIGIOUSLY PLURALIST SOCIETY IN BRITAIN
E. S. Allen

To the average churchgoer brought up on parochial and very much Britishcentred Christianity the past 40 years have brought rapid and traumatic changes.
First there has been the unprecedented fall in church attendance and commitment less than 10• in this very secularized society now attend the mainstream churches,
even though,for example,in England the "Church of England" is by law established
and many non-attenders would claim some nominal link and expect a religious burial
service. Secondly, there now exists a new situation in ·society - not just the
religious pluralism between the Christian denominations but,through immigration,
the creation of a multi-racial, multi-cultural and multi-faith society. In the
British Council of Churches bOoklet prepared by the "Committee for Relations with
other Faiths" to implement the wee Guidelines on Dialogue, the new situation is
dramatically introduced by typical headlines and then followed with some vital
statistics and background information which I quote below:
The British situation
..More Muslims than Methodists in Britain now ••• Leicester the largest
Hindu city outside India •••more Jews to the square mile in Redbridge than
in Israel ••• southall the new capital city of the Sikhs ••• Buddhist monks
in Sussex ••• redundant churches being turned into mosques and temples."
These are some of the things that are said: What are the facts?
l . There are no accurate statistics for membership ~f religious groups;
so far it has proved impossible to ask a question concerning religious
adherence in the National Census.
2 . There are, however, community figures but these need to be read discriminatingly. The Union of Muslim Organizations claims that there are now
l,500,000 Muslims in Britain. The Jewish Board of Deputies gives a known
Jewish community of 412,000. Hindu and Sikh sources sugges t that there are
approximately 400,000 Hindus and 200,000 Sikhs.
There are no reliable
figures for Buddhists, but one well-informed source suggests the figure
here may be as high as 100,000,for the second largest ethnic community
in Britain is the Chinese, and many of the Vietnamese Boat People are
Buddhist. There are smaller. communities of Zoroastrians and Jains, say
s,ooo each. There is a Baha'i community with 167 local assemblies totalling
some thousands of members.
3. The degree of reliqious observance within these communities is hard to
assess. Some evidence suggests that among ethnic minority qroups attendance
at mosque, temple or gurdwara is much greater than would bP the case in the
original country, and many adherents of other faiths have become much more
committed to their beliefs through experiences· in this country. There is
among them deep concern for the transmission of belief and practice to the
rising qeneration. But other evidence shows that none of these communities
_is exempt from the ~acids of modernity" and the prevalent secularist tone
of our culture. There are many nominal adherents of other religious systems
who have neither personal faith nor serious ethical ,o r ritual commitment.
4. Adherents of other faiths are also from white,Protestant and catholic,
backgrounds, who have made a conscious decision to live by a faith other
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than Christian. A large number are followers of forins of Hinduism, either
deliberately having chosen to embrace the teachings of one or other of the
swamis or gurus who offer various forms of nee-Hinduism, or, as is the case
with much larger numbers, having unconsciously absorbed Hindu teachings
through the practice of Yoga and Transcendental Meditation. Buddhism i n one
of its several forms claims the allegiance of many, while others are Muslims .
It is also possible to meet, though rarely, people of. both catholic and Protestant origin, who are now Jews, Sikhs, or Jains. People with this background also appear to make up the British Baha' i community.
(From "Relations with people of other faiths : Guidelines
on dialoque in Britain" 1981 BCC, 2 Eaton Gate, London SWlW
9BL, 60p)
What have the churches done to adjust to reliqious pluralism?
It is the usual sad story of "too little and too late"! e.q. it has taken
over 30 years - since the first arrivals of Christians from the Caribbean in
1948 - for the white churches in Britain to acknowledge their presence, and
accord respect and equal partnership to the Black~led churches. These holiness
and pentecostal congregations have drawn large followings from those who were
Anglicans, Methodist or Congregational in the Caribbean but have felt rejected
by their equivalent brand~name churches .iln the ux. They experienced either the
aloofness of middle-class members who still commuted back to their city-centre
churches from the white suburbs, or the depressing weakness of inner-city congregations with inadequate and unimaginative leadership to cope with the pastoral
care of the immigrants . So the indigenous churches lost out on an opportunity
which could possibly have revitalised their conqreqations in working class areas
and built bridges of understanding between black and white Christians. There
have been notable exceptions and a white Methodist minister, Tony Holden, set
up the Zebra Project to try and bring the two communities toqether, face to face,
in partnership and dialogue. A woman minister from the German Protestant Church
(Roswith Gerloff and Walter Bollenweoer) set up the "Project in Partnership between
Black and White" - a centre for traininq black Christian leaders and pastors
leading to a certificate in Theology in Birmingham University. The Rev . Wilfred
Woods came from Ba rbados to serve his curacy at St Paul's cathedral and fight
racism - he was for a ·time Moderator of the wee Programme to C.Ombat Racism. Be
is now my local Archdeacon of southwark and is still convinced that racism in
society and in the churches is the most destructive of evils.
I have begun with that piece of history to illustrate the difficulties the
British churches have with religious plural~sm amongst themselves - even when
their ecumenism is restricted to their o11m' white culture. It was William Temple·
who hailed the formation of the ecumenical movement as the great new fact of our
era. In 1942 he was a founder of the British Council of Churches and when we
celebrated its 4oth anniversary with a service in St Paul's cathedral an anthem
was sung, not by the white boy sopranos of that famous church choir but by the
black Shiloh choir. That different sound of harmony was the result of years of
patient, persistent dialogue by BCC staff member Martin COnway,and the regard
given by the black community to the BCC Community and Race Relations Unit since
it was set up in 1971. So ecumenism (i. e. religious pluralism within the churches)
moves at a slow pace in the UK. I haven't the space or expertise to point out the
regional differences , the quite different ecumenical mix in Wales, or Scotland, or
Northern Ireland. The latter is a testimony to how deep the wounds of history can
go, and how myths and exaggerated fears can divide society and breed sectarian
violence of a most persistent and depressing kind. In Ulster, terms like 'ecumenism'
and •reliqious pluralism' mean little in practice to the majority of churchgoers who
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are still obsessed with tribal rel~qion, patriotism and "them against us" attitudes.
I honour those in the Irish council of Churches who try to build bridges between
north and south, protestant and catholic, and centres of reconciliation like the
Corrymeela Community. It is these same people who respond to what we call nowadays
'the wider ecumenism' of dialogue between Christians and Jews and other faiths. It
is significant that the delegation from the Birmingham Multi-Faith Resource Unit,
consisting of a Si.kb, a Hindu, a Muslim, a Christian and.a Jew, which visited a
large gathering of religious superiors in Dublin ~o share their lively experience
of grass-roots dialogue were invited later to Belfast ••• for the MUFRU team had
challenged in a unique way a country where dialogue between Christians themselves
has a long way to go! Perhaps this is an answer to the old joke about conflict
in the Middle East "I wish these Jews and Arabs would settle their differences in
a Christian way"!
Further factors which mitigate aqainst an acceptance of religious pluralism
in present-day British society
l.

Secularism

----------

Most of the immigrants coming to England had some experience of church presence
and missionary work which originated in the UK. Therefore, it was a shock to peoples
of all faiths to discover how irrreligious and unbelieving the British have become.
It is not just the impact of materialism and permissiveness that makes Muslims, Sikhs
and Hindus fearful that their own young people will be corroded by the "acids of
modernity". It is the lack of any feeling of transcendence, a.ny reverence and
respect for religious values and holy people and holy places. It is a religious
trauma, not just a racial one, to have mosques and temples daubed, and sacrilegious
acts perpetrated after the manner still accorded by National Front type of people
to Jewish synagogues and cemeteries. Now that the communities of other faiths: ·have
become established they increasingly see they have a mission to the ungodly British,
as well as lapsed members of their own communities. They are also concerned to set
up their own "denominational schools", single sex, to propagate their religion and
to have teaching of Arabic for QUr'anic learning etc. Meanw~ile, they usually withdraw their children from the day school Assembly and Religious Education lessons, as
is the right of any parent. Fortunately, those who receive R.E. from progressive
teachers working to the new Agreed Syllabi of authorities like Birmingham, can make
their own contribution to, and learn a great deal from, th~ teaching of world religions. Most teachers would testify to the new importance and interest in Christianity
when it is taught as a world religion with its universal rather than a British
parochial dimension. The other factor is that Marxism and other philosophies are
treated seriously. for the new challenges facing all living faiths include secularist
interpretations of life on planet earth, a deep sense of hopelessness and meaninglessness facing young people under. the shadow of a nuclear holocaust, issues of law and
order, oppressive structures and democratic freedom. The secular,closed,materialistic
system of thought seems as impervious to religion as once Islam seemed to theadvarices
of Christianity.
Here religious pluralism finds common qround in witnessinq to the
long history of human civilisations, rich in music, art and architecture, as well as
the saintly living of qenerations of holy men and women, because their societies were
rooted and qrounded in experiences of the Livinq God. The qreat divide in British
society is between the sacred and the .s ecular interpretations of life.

To the outsider Britain may have once looked like a homoqenous society with its
towns and villages centred on the parish church. As we have seen, that myth has been
shattered. Likewise all this talk about British values of fair play, tolerance and
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good neighbourliness have been shown to be lacking in today's multi-racial tensions.
Every wave of immigration to this country has met with a cool, if not a hostile,
welcome, and over the centuries the Jews suffered most from "immigration laws",
sometimes experiencing wholesale deportation, as in 1920 (was it called repatriation?>.
However, because of our common European cultures, Suquenots, Jews, Irish, Poles,
Greek Cypriots, have been integrated into British society as were the Angles,
Saxons, Danes, Norsemen and Normans of earlier centuries •. The advent of coloured
immigrants exposed irrational fears and institutional racism, quickly exploited by
politicians like Enoch Pqwell, whose constituency was Wolverhampton, where in decaying
housing of the inner city Asian immigrants were trying to salvage some quality of
life for themselves and eventually - if immigration laws allowed - for their dependants.
So we were threatened with "rivers of blood" unless immigration was halted
and repatriation encouraged - all because of this "alien wedge" that darkened our
cities. Even Margaret Thatcher was reported as saying on TV on 31st January 1978:
"The British character has done so much for democracy, for law, and done ·so much
throuqhout the world, that if there is any fear that it might be swamped, then
people are going to be ra.t her hostile to those coming in~" Faced with people who
spoke different languages, worshipped different deities, but above a11· whose skin
colour made them stand out, then one million black or coloured in a total population
of fifty-five million was a divisive threat to the fabric of society: As Elliott
Kendall has pointed out, the Asian immigrants, like the Caribbeans before them,
provided Britain with a visibly pluralist society - but they did not create the
problems of British society, its class divisions, its unequal opportunities, poor
housing, bad schools and the other deprivations of working class neighbourhoods.
By their presence in these situations they made them more visible. Moreover, they
did not initiate racism, they merely revealed its latent presence! Religious
pluralism has a tough time in such a divided society, for religious differences
.themselves are often regarded as divisive. So. the silent majority does not get
involved in encounters with other faiths; they have seen what has happened in
Paisley's Ulster, in Khomeini's Iran, in Kahane's Israel. The fear of fanaticism
suppresses inter-faith dialogue. The latest appeals by the Archbishop of Canterbury and doubtless leaders of other faith communities could give voice in similar vein to bring reconciliation to bear upon the divisions within British society, to stop
pursuing policies of confrontation and to try andgov~rnthrouqh consensus, to
ameliorate the injustices and inequalities, and especially to redress the plight of
the l ,a rge numbers of long-term unemployed; should be acted upon.
B,ow fares religions pluralism in a polarised society? Two illustrations come
to mind. First, how Queen Elizabeth II was criticized by press and politicians for
the style of her Christmas broadcast 1983. Ber theme was the multi-cultural, multiracial values of the Commonwealth, and she illustrated this from films of visits to
India and other countries. She was taken to task for not giving a "traditional
Christmas Day broadcast", that she had become the tool of the "race relations industry",
that she had omitted to emphasize the unique Christian message at Christmas.and diluted
our heritage with sights and sounds of other cultures and other faiths. This is an
all-too familiar ploy of right wing "one nation under God" patriots, but for the
first time they took issue in public to tell the monarch how she ouqht to speak to
her nation!
Secondly, a few weeks back in September, a member of the Iranian Embassy hit the
headlines in all the media by slaughtering a sheep in view of his suburban, respectable and animal-loving neighbours. This event gave Members of Parliament a chance
to appear on television and questions were asked of the Some Secretary in the Bouse
of Commons, which resulted in obtaining a full public apology from the Iranian Embassy.
During all this instant furore no voice was heard explaining that it could be a
thanksgiving offering by one who had completed the pilgrimage to Mecca. Clearly the
press, yes, even the Guardian, saw this "bizarre and gruesome" incident the last
straw in race relations, and went on to offer their support to the campaign of the
RSPCA to change the laws to enforce the stunning of animals prior to Islamic or
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Jewish slaughter. In secular society the religious scruples expr~ssed in Shechita
are treated with ridicule and contemp~. This. is a dangerous omen. As someone so
wisely remarked at the first gathering of inter-faith organizations in England in
November 1979 1 ..one of the prime causes of raciali81D is the despising of other
peoples• religion."

One could add many other factors to those listed above, especially the fear
and basic insecurity that cause members of the faith communities to prefer a
ghetto situation to a wider ecumenism - for oikoumene means "all under one roof"
and perhaps no reli9ion is yet "spacious enough to be the home for the human
race" (Lesslie Newbigin). Most churchgoers, for example, are not confident
enouqh about their own faith either to share it with those who have none, or
to dialogue with those who have a different faith. Those Christians who are
over-confident end up proselytising other faiths without any attempt to understand or appreciate the other religion. This sets up a backlash of recrimination
much of which is quite justified, e.g. Jews who react aqainst the infiltration of
missionaries, for to lose members of their community to another faith is viewed
after the Holocaust as a form of spiritual genocide. ·proselytism is the most
sensitive issue relating to religious pluralism.
Signs of hope and aqents of peaceful ehanqe in religiously plural Britain
After the lengthy recital of the problems of a multi-faith, multi~cultural
society - a useful antidote to wishful thinking! - I must now list some of the
positive, encouraging and enriching experiences.
1. The moderation and good sense of most people, who try to be good neighbours
to those they work with and live amongst. When the United Reformed Church
published its own contributions to the wee Guidelines on Dialogue with people
of other faiths it included a section of personal experiences. These simple
testimonies to everyday encounters encourage the ordinary reader to take similar
steps to understand and appreciate his new neighbours. I quote from Peter Loveitt's
script:
"Dialogue should proceed in terms of people of other faiths, rarely
than of theoretical impersonal systems" (Wee Guidelines, para 20)
It beg&J) the day we moved in. AS the removal van drew up, children and
adults appea·r ed as if from nowhere and ·helped to carry furniture and
fittings into our new home. And we had met none of them previously.
Afterwards we went round to express our thanks. Their welcome was
overwhelminq, and soon we were talking like old friends; even our lack
of Urdu and their limited English only added to the fun. Since then
we have sampled one another's traditional foods, exchanged gifts, shared
in parties and discussed the similarities and differences we'd noticed
about our separate faiths.
(With People of Other Faiths in Britain
published by URC, 86 Tavistock Place London
2. The patience, good humour and hospitality of the immigrant comm.u nities.
Despite all the harrassment and discrimination they have suffered from certain
sections of society, the faith communities have been so welcoming to groups of

wel 95p)
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women's organizations and men's clubs and especially Christian congregations in
hosting visits to synagogues, Sikh temples, mosques and Hindu temples. They are
over-generous in thanking individuals and qroups who sympathise with their needs
for, for example, more space on radio for infonnation br·o adcasts in their own
languages, for the women from churches who visit their homes to teach the womenfolk some English, for the use or sale of redundant churches or halls for their
own worship or community centres. Likewise among the Jewish community a Gentile
who supports the campaign for soviet Jewry, or shows friendship and support for
the State of Israel, is welcomed as a true friend of their community and often
this is the first necessary step towards inter-faith dialogue.
3. The existence of inter-faith organizations: like the London Society of Christians
and Jew5;-founded-I~-i92o;-the-COuncii-of-Christians and Jews founded _by Chief Rabbi
Hertz and William Temple in 1942, the World Congress of Faiths and the Inter-Faith
Project and local branches of CCJ and a rapid and recent growth of inter-faith
councils like Redbridge or Leeds Concord, or MUFRO in Birmingham. This year Brian
Pearce, secretary of south London Inter-Faith Group, is taking a sabbatical to visit
and coordinate these scattered groups hoping thereby to strengthen them in resources
of material and imagination.
4. !b!-!!~!~!~-!~~!~!!~-~~-~~!-~~~=~~!!• Through the formation of the BCC Committee
for Relations with Other Faiths in 1978 with David Brown, Islamic scholar and
Anglican Bishop as its Chairman and Kenneth as its much-travelled, always-dialoquing
Secretary, the mainstream churches have been challenqed to respond through their
official structures and not leave inter-faith work to a few enthusiasts who support
CCJ etc. The United Reformed Church was the first denomination to form a Committee
for "Mission and Other Faiths" whose chairman wa6 David Kerr, the Director of the
Centre for the Study of Islam and Muslim-Christian Relations at Selly Oak, Birmingham.
Reference has already been made to the first booklet this committee published, which
led to annual consultations between a qroup of 24 participants, Jewish and Christian,
who wrestled with key concepts like Covenant, Torah, Messiah, Eretz Israel, as well
as sharing prayer and bible studies and personal experiences of dialoque. Three
smaller writing groups were formed a,nd resulted in the publicaiton of "With Jews
and Christians in Britain" in May 1983 when Rabbi Normon Solomon and Dr Edie Friedman,
two of the Jewish participants, addressed the Church's General Assembly. In the meantime, the sending down of the wee Guidelines to churches was given impetus by the
BCC publications Why Dialogue? by Kenneth Cracknell, 1980; Relations with People of
other Faiths, 1981 and Can We Pray Together? - Guidelines on worship in a multi-faith
society, 1983. The precursor to all these was David Brown's 1976 BCC ·booklet: A New
Threshold: Guidelines for the churches in their relations with Muslim communities.
It was a great loss to the inter-faith work when Bishop Brown died in 1982, and as a
tangible memorial to his life and scholarship the Church of England in June this year
had before their Synod a report which has been sent to all dioceses for study entitled
· Towards a Theoloqy for Inter-Faith Dialogue". This is a deep and challenging piece
of writing, introducing British chLrc:hes to a Copernician revolution in the theology
of their religion and in their relationshipg t~ ott.er faiths. Obviously this report
will prove threatening to the theologically insecure, but it represents the most
thorou gh attempt by any of the British mainstream churches to take religious pluralism
seriously.
1

S. !'!:!~-2~~Y!!!~~-~!-~!E~£!!_~~~-!E~!~:!!!~~-!~~g~: Professor Ninian Smart pioneered
the teaching of world religions as a full academic discipline in Lancaster University,
giving a lead to the many colleges of education, devising similar courses for what
was once called "Comparative Religion Studies". These colleqes, like Westhill,
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Birmingham, or St John's Ripon and York, soon created religious resource centres
that could loan out the many artefacts and excellent books, maps, posters, slides
and video programmes that abound today for religious education teaching. Other
centres like Trinity Salford Manchester, provided space for lectures and seminars
and the MUFRU centre at Selly Oak has a whole multi-faith way of life focused on
its premises in Selly Oak Road. Similar projects like these are in hand in Leeds
by concord, and we are glad that they cater for grass-roots encounters of the less
intellectual kind, places where multi-faith, multi-racial and multi-cultural
dialogue can be celebrated.
Last but not least, we rejoice that alongside the well-established Centre for
the Study 6£ Islam and Muslim-Christian Relations at Selly Oak, Birmingham, there
has now been established the European Centre for the Study of Judaism and JewishChristian Relations under its Director, an Orthodox Rabbi, Dr Norman Solomon, one
of our participants.
Eric S. Allen

November, 1984
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All participants will be accommodated at the Quality Inn , 1651
1Massachuset.ts A°venue 1 Camhtidge, Mase. 0213E';;::A:i'el. : [617] 491 - 10 . 60).
Rooms have been booked for all those who have indicated their parti?ipation.
Those vho have not yet done so are requested to contact immediately Mark
Friedman, WJC,-One Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016 (Te1. : 1 212) 679-0600)
so that the necessary arrangements could be made.
1.

It would seem advisable for each of you to go directly to the hotel
and to check in there , before registrating at the Harvard Divinity School
(less than 5 minutes' valking distance from the hot'e l) vbere the meetings
will be held.

2.

3.
The programme of the consultati on is attached. While the consultation
proper is sc~e~uled to. start ·on Monday 26 .Novem~;:
(' .m. '· a r:ception
for all participants will take place on Sunday a: ____ .ip. to meet v1th the
Boston area Jewish/Christian community. It would be much appreciated if you
could attend.

;o

4.
A closed preparat ory meeting for all Jewish participants will be held
on Sunday evening, 8:30 p. m. , at the Quality Inn •
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It is planned to wind up the consultation by ¥ednesday 28 November
~·
For those of you who are members of the IJCIC/WCC Liaison and
Plann_ing Commit!_ee , please note that the Liaison and Planning Committee will
meet on
sday af'ternoon and evening. Non-members will thus be able to
leave Cambridge on Wednes ay afternoon.

6.

Please find attached a preliminary list of Christian participants as
well as the paper prepared by Rabbi Dr. Norman Solomon on Great Britain,
together with an additional paper by Chief Ra~bi Rosen on Ireland. It is
hoped that other pa~rs
be forwarded to you prior ,~o the consultation •

·can
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I am looking forward to seeing you soon at· Harvard.
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RELIGIOUS PLURALISM: ITS ME:ANING AND LIMITS IN ,THE WORLD TODAY

SUNDAY 25 NOVEMBER
·"I: .

;:.. .

le.oo

Reception with Boston area Jewish/Christian community
Pre-consultation separate meetings of participants

Eveninq
.MONDAY 26 NOVEMBER

Openinq of Consultation
Paper l: "Is religious pluralism necessary?
If so, is' it possible?"
.Questions and discussion

9 . 30
•. \ .

;;.> ·.
12.30

Lunch

lS . 30

Paper 2: "Are there limits to religious
pluralism? If so, why?"
.Questions and discussion

18.30
20.30

- Michael Rosenack

- George Lindbeck

Dinner
General discussion

TUESDAY 27 NOVEMBER

9.00

- David Sidorsky

"Religious pluralism: Political
science perspectives"
QUestions and discussion

Roger Fisher

10.00
11. 00

Coffee
"Bow does religious pluralism work?" .
Brief summaries of papers prepared by a ~ew and a Christian
from each of three countries: Great Britain (David Rosen/Norman
Solomon, Eric Allen), USA C¥an• 1 n Fm, Mary Edwardsen), and
Israel (Ruth Lapidot , Ibrahim Sim' an)"

12.30

Lunch

15.30

General discussion

18 . 30 (d!,

Dinner

20.30

General discussion

~

· :'

WEDNESDAY 28 NOVEMBER
9.00

Presentation of draft joint statement and discussion

10.00

Coffee

10. 30

Discussion continued

U.30

Break

12.30

Ltinch (Distribution of revised joint statement)
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I.

II.

III.

IJCIC MEETING

RE-EXAMINATION OF STRUCTURE AND PROCEDURES OF IJCIC.

PREPARATION FOR IJCIC/WCC CONSULTATION
HARVARD DIVINITY SCHOOL, NOVEMBER 26-28, 1984
POST-HARVARD PREPARA'q0N- FOR MEETING WITH DR. RIEGNER.
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ARE THERE LIMITS TO mtGIOUS PLURALISM? IF SO, WHY?
IJCIC-WCC Consultation. Harvard. Nov. 25-28, 1984

~e Lindbec~

Judging by the assigned titles of our papers, Prof.
Rosenack and I have been asked to cover much the same
ground, but -~~ . r~~~se _d~rect~ons.
His title moves fr~
non-pluralism to pluralism, and mine, fr.om unlimited to lim- .
ited pluralism. Further, both of us are supposed to speak
from a point of view other than that of the social sciences:
otherwise there would be no reason for devoting a later session specifically to political science perspectives.
In my
case, needless to say, the approach is that of a Christian
theologian.

The order of presentation is that suggested by the
title.
I shall first characterize what might be meant by
"unlimited religious plurali•," next mention some problems
in legitimating it, and third, make a proposal. Then I shall
deal briefly with practical limits,
and finally with the
theological limitations of t .h e proposal.
I

Totally unlimited pluralism is presumably impossible, but let us try to describe the closest imaginable and
approvable approximat~on.
First, it would embrace mutually
exclusive claims to absolute truth. '-Host traditional relig~at leasrappear to make such claims, and an unlimited
plurali81D would have to accomodate them. Otherwise most adherents of the three Western monotheisms would be excluded
as well as proponents of quasi-religions ·such as Marxism,
and the same applies, it seens safe to say, to many adherents of Eastern religions.
Second, if pluralism is looked at in global terms ,
there would have to be room for religions which restrict
pluralism in the societies in which they are dominant. There
- l -

·.··
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Would have to be a place for those for whom it is a matter
of faith -that the full" and free practice of their religion
--->is possible only in a Hindu, Islamic , Jewish, or Christian
(for ·example, Amish) social environment. Such arrangements,
I take it, need not be incompatible with freedom of practise
for religious minorities, but restrictions on winning con.__ verts from the majority, .aaeh as exist ia Malaysi~re l1k-!y to be present. Anomalies like these are no doubt untidy,
but they seem unavoidable if one thinks of unlimited pluralism on a world-wide scale.
Third, .and even more difficult,

there must be room

~for the~·:~~:' the go~. Tbis could ·be discussed in

·" iniettiahonai~ 9ut I aha
simplify by mentioning only
what this means internally for those societies which seek to
be as. open as possible . They must, no doubt, forbid certain
kinds of actions, but they will put as few limits aa
feasible on the advocacy of these actions. They will have a
place for cults which eztoll human sacrifice, for the Ku
_Klux Klan'";" and for Nana, Dot" to mention Khomeini-type ta" Iami.c fundamentalists, Moral Majoritarians._o..r~JDt ana
the IRA. Unli.miited pluralism, in short, allows fcs· own
,..Jm.r&t-enemies-to- f lourish as much as they can manage provid. ing they do not actually engage in widow-burning, pogroms,
or other forms of physical violence.
II

The next item on the agenda is the theological legitimation of unlimited pluralism,
but before discussing a
particular instance, it will be useful to make some preliminary observations.
First, many of the theological justifications for
religious· pluralism do not cover the unlimited case. This
se~~ ·_t<:> _b~ . true of pro-pluralistic positions ~sed, for example,- on the hellenized logos Cbristologies or Che -ear>ly
_church. or on tbi""idealistic view (e.g., in its Troeltschian
form) that ·all -re"ligions ·-are- aiveiSe--and poss1Dty eqcal ob]ecrtfi.c at:i_ons of e eriences of the Absolute, or on the
conviction
at all rel1g1ons are different
ths to the
same goal. Such outlooks are useful in arguing for the
peaceful and cooperative co-existence or the mutually enriching dialogue of religious groups which are prepared to
respect or appreciate each other, but they provide lit~le or
,-:---- no help in dealing with problems of mutually exclusive absolute claims or of irreconcilable opposition and open hostility.
In brief, theologies which only legitimate what I
shall call dialogical pluralism are irrelevant to unlimited
pluralism: A quite different set of ideas is need@a-:~~---

-

---
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Second,
this
different set of ideas
may be
compatible or incompatible with those used to provide backing for interreligious dialogue. If .c ompatible, there is no
problem t!JCCept that of systematic neatness and economy. It
would obviously be desirable to deal with the two types of
pluralism in a Wlified way, but if independent considerations must be invoked, so be it. The real difficulty arises
if the warrants for the two types of pluralism are incompatible as, indeed, they easily could be.
One may, for ezample. justify that respect for exclusive and competing truth
claims which seems necessary for unlimited pluralism on the
grounds that one of the claimants may be right, but this admis.sion would then make it impossible to accept a theology
of interreligious dialogue which denies the legitimacy .of
claims to absolute truth. · Those confronted with such a dilemma may find they have to choose between what they consider two goods ~ either dialogical or unlimited pluralism.
In the third place, however, it may .be possible to
find · a way of legitimating unlimited pluralism which also
supports intetreligious dialogue. If so, it could be expected to replace the usual theologies of dialogue just as (if I
may be allowed the comparison) Einstein's theories replaced
Newton's, and for a similar reason: we naturally prefer outlooks which cover new ranges of data. while continuing to account for the old .
My own proposal is not presented as a
candidate for this Einsteinian role (I say too little about
its potential usefulness as backing for interreligioua dialogue), but in my more optimistic moods I think it could
serve.

III

The candidate I have in mi~d is in one sense primitively Christian, but it has not been much considered, especially not in the present context .
I am not· aware that the
ideas I shall discuss have before been used in support of
pluralism, and one reason for this may be that they seem at
first glance antithetical to dialogue -- at least to dialogue in the technical sense this term has now acquired.
Whether the antithesis is real will be briefly considered in
this and the last section of this paper, but for the most
part the focus will be on unlimited pluralism.
The proposal is that a specifically Christian commitment to unlimited pluralism can be most effectively
grounded by construing the Christian situation as closely
analogous to that of Israel.
When this is done, texts such
a~s
9:7 become the hermeneutical key to interpreting
what the bible has to say about pluralism. God's question as
reported by the p~opbet, "Did I not bring ·up Israel from the
- 3 -
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land of Egypt, and the Philistines from Caphtor and the
Syrians from KiT?" challenges the easy assumption of Israel
and the church that they alone have been guided and chosen
by God to fulfill his purposes in the world.
They ma.y believe that they are the only peoples elected to testify to
the proper identity of the one true God, the God of Abraham,
Isaac, and .Jacob, and, for Christians, supremely of Jesus
Christ, but this does not exclude the possibility that other
nations, other religions, have also been appointed to their
particular though quite different God-given missions.
These missions may ·a t times intersect with those of
Israel and the church, but they may also . be independent .
Sometimes the others may be sent to cbastize the elect . peoples, but they may also prepare the way,
or teach new
truths, or in other ways support the missions of the Jews
and Christians. Bo universally valid generalizations can be
made in this biblical outlook regarding the nature and role
of other religions and quasi-religions except that God in
his ruling and overTUling providence uses them for his own
purposes. ( ~ ~ . ~)
When looked at in eschatological perspective, one
may summarize this first point by saying that God is now
preparing the cosmos in all its innumerable aspects for the
final coming of the Kingdom. The role of the peoples of God
in that preparatory work may be essential without being in
most respects central . These peoples, · to be sure, understandably see themselves as the axis of history, but from
God's perspective their contribution to the shaping of humanity for the consummation may at times be marginal. They
are the only ones to whom the proper identity of the Lord of
all bas been revealed, but that is no cause for boasting .

·

~

A corallary of this first point, applicable specifically to Christians, is that they have a commission to wit"'-- ness to all, but not to convert all.
It is for God to
choose whom he will add to the company of witnesses, and
clearly not all are elected for that purpose. He has other
purposes and other missions for the vast majority which they
(like Christians) fulfill with varying degrees of faithfulness and unfaithfulness. Faithfulness for some may hinge on
not becoming a part of the church -- though it seems clear
that from most New Testament perspectives,
salvation for
those in the community of faith depends somehow on remaining
within it. (This is a point to which we shall briefly r,eturn
in the last section.)

~ ~~

The need for modesty on the part of God's ·peoples is
reinforced when one considers the gap between their calling
and their response, their election and their fait.bfulness .
Egyptians, Philistines,· and Syrians, not to mention Muslims;=- .·. · · - - · -:::_- •
Marxists, and Buddhists, may often do better than Jews and
- 4 -
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Christians in performing what God asks of them. More than
that, when the elect peoples fail, they become worse than
other nations . That is what Ezechial says regarding Israel,
and we can see the beginnings of the same judgment on the
church in Paul's excoriations of the Corinthians, or in his
warnings to the Gentile Christians that they also can be ~evered from the · olive tree, or in the letters to the seven
churches in the Apocalypse. Nothing in the N.T., to be sure,
matches the harshness of Ezechial, but that, we may surmise,
was because the church was in its infancy and Christians had
not yet begun to compile their grisly record of crimes
against fellow Christians, Jews, and heathen.
To be elect _...
is to stand in special measure under God's judgment, and
when the elect peoples fall, it is not infrequently to unheard of depths. The corruption of the best is the worst, as,.
even classical wisdom testifies.

....

I
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A third restraint against the triumphali8111 which
threatens those vho claim to be God's special people can be
derived from the scriptural emphasis on the servant role. A
specifically Christian way of developing this point is to
argue that the witness of the church must take the form of
self less and sacrificial concern for the needs of all human
beings whether they are outside or inside the communitr of
faith .
Only thus can authentic testimony be given to the
one who died that others might · live. The primary motive of
mission on this view cannot be to win converts (with all the
communal self-interest and self-assertion which that inevitably involves). If conversions t .a ke place, this must be a
by-product of efforts to help human beings be better human----beings, Buddhists better . Buddhists, Jews better Jews, Marxists better Marxists.
It is legitimate to hope that other
religions will be able to find their own reasons for also
defining their mi ssions in .terms of service, and that thus
competition between them might take the form of attempts to
outdo each other in mutual helpfulness . Each religion will,
of course,
have its own way of understanding what is involved in helping others to become "better," but these different understandings need not always be incompatible. In
any case, it is not unbiblical to argue, first, that the
function of being a "light to the Gentiles" does not always
involve conversions, second, that it is compatible with a
willingness , not only to enlighten but be enlightened by the -Gentiles (as the Wisdom literature illustrates), and lastly,
that it is independent of whether the Gentiles wish to enlighten or be enlightened. This, in brief, is the rationale
for interreligious dialoge in the view we are considering.
A fourth consideration bas to do with the diaspora
character of of Christianity. There is nothing · in the New
Testament to suggest that Christians will anywhere become a
majority before the end of history, much less convert the
world. From this point of view, the 1500 years of Constanti- 5 -

,,--- nian Christendom were an an~lous interlude which, while
not excluded by the logic or-fait'b;- ts also not integral to
it.
Unlike Jews, furthermore, Christians have no promised
land within history, and are thus authorized by their scriptures to think of themselves even more than do Jews as pil~ grims and wanderers who have here no abiding city. In Constantinian situations this emphasis
has normally been
interpreted in individualistic and therefore otber-woTldly
terms, but once freed of the incubus of social, cultural, or
political establishment, an essentially diaspora understanding of Christianity seems bound to re-assert itself.
The moral of the story is clear: strangers in ·foreign lands are naturally inclined to favor unlimited pluralism. When, in addition, the strangers see themselves elected
to the special task of witnessing to the one true God, not
necessarily through converting others, but by service, when
they think that God bas other and perhaps crucial missions
for other religions, and when they look at themselves as
deeply prone to unfaithfulness, the premises are present for
uniquely strong support of unlimited pluralism.
This strength is evident, not only in comparison to
what is necessary for dialogical pluralism (for this need
not extend to the enemies of dialogue), but also in reference to the unlimited pluralism favored by Enlightenment
liberalism. One need not be a Marxist to agree tbat liberal
-roleT~as a repressive aspect.
It bas no alternative
but to treat the religious and irreligious unenlightened as
~ victims of outworn superstitions.
It may vigorously defend
7
their rights to exist and to proselytize,
but it bas no
grounds for a evaluating them positively. It lacks anything
r comparable to the biblical conviction that God uses even the
~ enemies of the chosen people to advance his purposes.
1

Furthermore, the grounds for liberal tolerance are
vulnerable to empirical falsification. These grounds include
the counter-factual axiom that the universal truths of reason will in the lo~g run triumph over all competitors io the
free market place of ideas. When this does not happen, liberalism can easily succumb, as Marxism has generally done,
to totalitarian impulses. In contrast to this, a biblically
based commitment to pluralism is immune to disproof; or, to
put the same point more diffusely, it is possible to find \Christian reasons for favoring maximum openness to diversity
which are unaffected when diversity works to the church's
disadvantage.
A cautionary word is needed in con!=luding this section. The biblical themes of election, witness, service. un- 1
faithfulness, and pilgrimage can be used to justify unres- \
tricted pluralism., but they do not by themselves require it.
The relation between premises and conclusion is not one of
- 6 -
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deductive necessity.
All that can be maintained is that
these themes provide a conceptual vocabulary for constructing, if one so wishes, a powerful legitimation for seeking
as much openness to pluralism as is practically feasible.
Row much is feasible, however, is another question.
IV
The investigation of feasibility,
of the practic.al
limits of pluralism, is primarily the business of social and
political scientists), not of theologians. Yet theologians
do have responsibility for considering what attitudes Chris- \
tians should adopt towards the limits.

l

This problem is not. unlike the one discussed in the
terminology of "thsis" and "hypothesis" by pre-Vaticau II
theologians.
The thesis, it will be recalled, was that Roman Catholicism should have special privileges and all other
religious groups be restricted, while the hypothesis, in
contrast, was that the church can adjust when practically
necessary to the separation of church and state and freedom
of religion. As was said by a Parisian wag during the Second
Empire, the thesis is that the papal legate presides at the
burning of Jews, while the hypothesis is that he dines with
Baron Rothschild.

r

It is easy to see that advocacy of unlimited pluralism in effect changes the hypothesis into the thesis: what
was once regarded as an -unfortunate necessity, dining with
Baron Rothschild, now becomes a desideratum. This, however,
does not settle the question of what happens to the thesis.
If this simply turns into the hypothesis, then the burning
of Jews and heretics (or some milder version thereof) would
be a theologically legitimate hypothetical possibility. It
is not immediately clear what should be said, for example,
about homogeneous and hermetically closed societies such as
primitive tribes in which pluralism produces chaos, the destruction of a humanly livable order. Should the church acquiesce to closure (for example, by refraining from mission- ·
ary work) when the society is non-cbristian, and, if so,
should it also consent to closure when the society is Christian?

In the second case~ to start with that, the answer
is a qualified "no". If the church is seen ~s remaining theologically or "essentially" a diaspora even when it is by
historical accident the dominant religion, then it should
always seek in such situations to promote greater and greater openness to pluralism. This may lead it to side with liberals on some issues and with conservatives on others. On
abortion it might favor a liberal pro-choice position for
- 7 -

society at large (even while rejecting this for its own
membership) on the grounds that anti-abortion legislation
limits pluraliS'lll.
Or, conversely, it might side with "conservative" Moral Majoritarians in favor of a voucher system
of financing education because this is supportive of pluraliS'lll.
Yet the endorsement of pro-pluralistic policies need
not be unqualified. If one believes. for example, that
vouchers would so weaken public schools that they would no
longer be able to play what oue regards as their essential
role in maintaining the civil consensus on which the viability
of this society depends, then one might very vell oppose
their introduction.
Yet this opposition would itself be
qualifed:
the ultimate goal would continue to be a society
capable of sustaining that unlimited pluralism which an educational voucher system favors.
Paradoxically, however, the imperative to struggle
for maximum OpeDDeas does not apply in societies in which
Christians are disadvantaged and have little influence. The
church 1hould 1eek for whatever freedom is necessary in or•
der to carry out its mission of selfless service and suffer'*" ing witness to the God of Jesus Christ, but this does not
require equality of treatment with whatever happens to be
~ the dominant religion or ideology.
It may even be theologically and not simply pragmatically proper on occasion t~
uiesce for the sake of the common good to restrictions on
~~1•
y such as eziat in contemporary Communist couu-;ir· tries,
or even to approve the ezclus~ristians f1om j
~such countries as Nepal .(where, to be sure, missionaries are
admitted, but only if they confine themselves strictly to
me.c jical, educa.ti.Qnal, and _!~ial_xo.r.k).
In abort, if the
chr'istian miHiou is ODe-of service, then the church is not
authorized to promote pluraliS'lll in ways which promote its
own interests to the detriment of the common ·good. Like
everything else in its life,
its commitment to unlimited
pluralism should be abaped by the imagery of the suffering
servant and based on the cross (Nietzsche would use less
flattering language).
Christians, so the argument goes,
~, should grant full freedom to others but not insist on it for
ft themselves.
We. previously noted that a distinctively Christian
commitment to pluralism is stronger than a liberal one because it is leas vulnerable to disproof, but we now see that
the liberal commit1Dent is superior in eztension or universality. The Christian argues in terms of what is appropriate
___ policy for Christians, the libe~al ou the basis of universal
human rights. Thus liberals in comparison to Christians of
the type we are considering are better authorized to apply
ezternal pressure towards greater pluralism on societies in
which they are not an internal culture-forming force; or, to
- 8 -
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put it another way, liberalism can better legitimate a
world-wide struggle for hUma.n rights.
To be· sure, Christians can also be liberals or, more
broadly, they can adopt an ethics of natural law or of inherent human rights. Yet even if such positions are consistent with the biblical case for support of unlimited pluralism which we are examining, they are not implied by it. That
case authorizes a struggle for greater and greater openness
to diversity where Christians have internal and not simply
external influence, but not always elsewhere. As was earlier
noted, their commitment is to unlimited pturaliSlD on· a global scale,_not necessarily within every culture or society.
· ~.....___.. _. Finally, it should be observed that similar limitations on the universality of the struggle for pluralism are
congenial to the particularistic,
communal, "ecological"
outlook promoted by much modern anthropology and sociology.
Unlike universalistic liberaliam, this outlook is respectful
of, for example, primitive societies with their anti-pluralistic values. Yet while C)lristians of the type we are considering may share this respect, they may also be resistant
to some of the applications of communal and particularistic
themes to situations such as that in this country in the
form, for example, in which someone like Robert Nesbit presents them. Sometimes, as was suggested in reference to legislation on abortion,
they may side with the liberal ACLU
rather than vitb neo-conservatives.

. v
After this brief discussion of the practical constraints on pluralism, we shall conclude with a consideration of theological limitations on its legitimation. These
limitations have a practical aspect (Could Christians ever
learn to think in the proposed way?) , but it is conceptual
problems which will chiefly concern us. As I have discussed
chese elsewhere,
most recently in ~ Nature gL Dastrine
(Westminster and SPCK, 1984), I sh~ll confine myself to the
merest sketch.
The first problem concerns the apparent contradiction between maintaining, as Jews in their own way have
done, that not all are called to membership in the elect
people, while yet holding, as Christians traditionally d~,
that salvation is only through Christ. The first of th~se
theses, it will be recalled, is basic to the position ve are
considering, while the second is necessary if this position
is to be available for use by that large majority of Christians who continue to make exclusivist claims.
My own suggestion for . dealing with this difficulty. put succinctly and
- 9 -
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hyperbolically,
is that it
is damnation . rather than
salvation which is possible only within the church. Ultimate
destiny may hinge on whether one rejects the One whom one
has met as Savior, but such an encounter is normally possible in this life only for those within the community of
faith. It may be that all human beings meet the crucified
Kessiah in the escbatological coming of the Kingdom,
in
death, or after death, but in this life it ·is not amiss for
the elect peoples to be as sanguine ·or more sanguine about
the salvation of non-believers than about their own. To be
chosen to keep the Torah or to witness to Christ is an immense and wholly gracious privilege, but also a dangerous
one.
This view, I have elsewhere argued, is more consonant
with the New Testament and with Christian attitudes in
the first centuries than is the later interpretatiou of the
~ ec&lcaimp aJllli ~. but the discrepancy with traditional soteriological triumphalism is so great that one must
here speak of a limitation.
A second limitation is of the opposite kind. From
the perspective of some of the usual justifications of dialogical pluralism, the view are ezploring is too traditional
rather than untraditional. It cannot be harmonized with the
type of interreligious dialogue which is generally supposed
to .be critically important in our shrinking world. The great
religions need to join together in a mutually enriching exploration of their heritages and a common search for the
goodness, truth and beauty which surpasses and relativizes
all partial insights. In some countries, such as Indonesia,
governmental policy is premised on the assumption that the
survival of the polity requires that all religions define
themselves as simply different paths to the same goal, and
what is needed in this one instance may well be crucial for
human.kind as a whole. In the very nature of the case, however, as we noted earlier, unlimited pluralism must encOlllpaas those who are unwilling to accept such premises for
dialogical p~uralism, and its legitimation depends (at least
iu the cases of Enlightenment liberalism and of the biblical
outlook we are examining) on exclusivist claims.
.
The degree to which this limitation is truly a disadvantage is open to debate. Perhaps, as I have argued elsewhere, interreligious dialogue would benefit if it were not
tied to outlooks which require the participants to compromise their traditional exclusivism. It might then no longer
be confined to a small elite, and might gain in realism and
effectiveness. Yet, even if this is true, it must be admitted that the exclusion of the usual legitimations for interreligious dialogue is a ~ faci§ limitation. Some would
regard it as a fatal flaw.
The third difficulty has already been touched upon:
the break with tradition is too sharp. The proposa 1 view I
- 10 -
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have outlined is intended to be consistent with the bible
and with historic Christian claims. and yet the biblical interpretation is idiosyncratic, and the r ,e 'c asting of the tradition radical.
Two points may be made in defense. First, the recasting of the tradition is no more radical than the changes
which have already taken place in all major Christian tradi- _./·
tions in regard, for example, to slavery and freedom of re- ·
ligion. In both these cases, so it can be maintained, the
inner logic of the Christian story .bas from the beginning
favored liberty, but it was inevitably supposed, in the absence of counter-examples, that sin bad so corrupted human
beings that slavery and limitations on religious liberty are
neccessary for social order and welfare. Once, ·however, the
course of history disproves this assumption, once societies
without chattel slavery and with religious liberty develop,
the grammar of the faith forces Christians to recognize that
such social orders are to be preferred, and that there is a
God-given obligation to help create the conditions which
make them possible. These instances are not altogether parallel to that of unlimited plurali81D (for the abolition of
slavery is a universal demand of justice·, and religious liberty refers to groups already existing within a society
rather than to openness to new groups) but the similarities
are sufficient to suggest the plausibility of viewing the
case for unlimited pluralism as continuous rather than discontinuous with the tradition.
A second consideration bas to do with the parallelism between Israel and the church involved in this case for
unlimited pluralism.
Anyone who believes that Gentile
Christianity became in some respects fundamentally untraditional, fundamentally distorted,
by its loss of contact
with its Jewish roots is likely to be sympathetic with tbe
view that this parallelism is implicit in the normative tradition rather than a departure from it.
Yet those who have
a different understanding of the relation of the church to
Israel will be unpersuaded, and this is a limitation.
It is evident that the conceptual and practical difficulties are closely interrelated,
and perhaps only one
point needs to be added on the practical side. I have from
the beginning of this paper assumed that legitimations for a
policy become persuasive only to the degree that the community is open to the correlative p;a!i!• P.;axis, to be sure,
is only a necessary and not a sufficient condition. To think
otherwise is to reduce theological rationales to ideological
rationalizations. Policies often cannot be conceived or seriously entertained unless there are present in the communal
life the beliefs and conceptual and symbolic vocabularies
needed to oonstruct an effective legitimation; but in reference to our question, there is no shortage of these in the
- 11 -

mainstream Christian tradition. What is required as the next
stept, therefore, are practical developments which will in..---duce Christians to abandon their increasingly illusory Constantinian dreaia.s (still paradoxically powerful, perhaps, in
some professedly anti-Constantinian theologies of dialogue
and liberation)
and see their corporate role as that of
s
ss service of human needs.
When and if this happens,
they will want a
- -,-r'Buffering servant, understanding to support their commitment to unlimited pluralism, and
they will find it. The limits of pluralism for Christians
~ exist, but the~e perhaps less ~ban for anyone else •

...__
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A CHRISTIAN VIEWPOINT OF RELIGIOUSLY PLURALIST SOCIETY IN BRITAIN
E.

. .
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s. Allen

To the average churchgoer brought up on parochial and very much Britishcentred Christianity the past 40 years have brought rapid and traumatic changes.
First there has been the unprecedented fall in church attendance and commitment less than 10\ in thi§_very secularized society now attend the mainstream churches,
--~ven though,for example, in England the "Church of England" is by law established
,,,..... and many non-attenders would claim some )nominal link and expect a religious burial
service. Secondly, there now exists a new situation in society - not just the
religious pluralism between the Christian denominations but,through immigration,
the creation of a multi-racial, multi-cultural and multi-faith society. In the
British Council of Churches booklet prepared by the "Committee for Relations with
other Faiths" to implement the wee Guidelines on Dialogue, the new situation is
dramatically introduced by typical headlines and then followed with some vital
statistics and background information which I quote below:
. l· ,("f/(;~ {-tr:;·*· ..,.frf.- :~~
The British situation ·
"More Muslims than Methodists in Britain now ••• Leicester the largest
Bindu c1ty outside In4ia •••more Jews to the square mile in Redbridge than
·in~ ••• Southall the new capital city of the Sikha••• Buddhist monks
in SUssex.:. redundant churches being turned into mosques and temples •·11

-

These are some of the things that are said: What are the facts?
1. There are no accurate statistics for membership of religious groups;
so far it has proved impossible to ask a question concerning religious
adherence in the National Census.

There are, however, community figures but these need to be read discri~~~~~~'.:'::-~~~~~~o~f~M~u~s~l~i~m~O~r~g~a~n~i~2~a~·t~i~ons claims that there are now
Muslims in Britairi. The Jewish Board . of Deputies gives a known
Hindu and Sikh sources suqqest that there are
approximately 00,000 Bind
anctjOo,ooo Sik~
There are no reliable
figures fo Budd at ~well-info~ed source suggests the figure
here may be as high a~for the second largest ethnic community
in Britain is the Chinese, and many of the Vietnamese Boat People_are
~uddhist. There are smal'ler. communities of Zoroastrians and Jains, say
·.~ 5 ,ooo each.
There is a Baha'i community with 167 local assemblies totalling
·some thousands of members.
2.

·~

J. The deqree of religious observance within these communities is hard to
assess. Some evidence suggests that among ethnic minority groups attendance
at mosque, temple 05:_~rdwara is much qreater than would bP the case in the
original country, and many adherents of other faiths have become much more
committed to their beliefs through experiences in this country. There is
among them deep concern for the transmission of belief and practice to the
rising generation. But other evidence shows that none of these communities
is exempt from the "acids of modernity" and the prevalent secularist tone
of our culture. There are many nominal adherents of other reliqious systems
who have neither personal faith nor serious ethical or ritual commitment.

4. Adherents of other faiths are also from white, Protestant and catholic,
backgrounds, who have made a conscious decision to live by a faith other
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than Christian. A large number are followers of forms of Hinduism, either
deliberately having chosen to embrace the teachings of one or other of the
swamis or gurus who offer various forms of neo-Hinduism, or, as is the case
with much larger numbers, having unconsciously absorbed Hindu teachings
through the practice of Yoga and Transcendental Meditation. Buddhism in one
of its several foJ:ms claims the allegiance of many, while others are Muslims.
It is also possible to meet, though rarely, people of. both catholic and Protestant origin, who are now Jews, Si.Jchs, or Jains. People with this backqround also appear to make up the British Baha'i community.
(From "Relatio~s with people of other faiths : Guidelines
on dialogue in Britain" 1981 BCC, 2 Eaton Gate, London SWlW
9BL, 60p)
What have the churches done to adjust to religious pluralism?
It is the usual sad story of "too little and too late"! e.g. it has taken
over 30 years - since the first arrivals of Christians from the Caribbean in
1948 - for the white churches in Britain to acknowledge their presence, and
accord respect and equal partnership to the Black~l~ churches. These holiness
and pentecostal congregations have drawn larqe followings from those who were
Anglic~ns, Methodist or Conqregational in the Caribbean but have felt rejected
by their equivalent br&J1~-name churches J.n the me. They experienced either the
aloofness of middle-class members who. still commuted back to their city-centre
churches from the white suburbs, or the depressing weakness of inner-city congregations with inadequate and unimaginative leadership to cope with the pastoral
care of the immigrants. So the indigenous churches lost out on an opportunity
which could possibly have revitalised their eonqreqat~ons in working class areas
and built bridges of understanding between black and white Christians • . There
have been notable exceptions and a white Methodist minister, Tony Bolden, set
up the Zebra Project to try and bring the two communities together, face to face,
in partnership and dialogue. A woman minister from the German Protestant Church
(Rosw1th Gerloff and Walter Bollenweger) set up the "Project in Partnership between
Black and White" - a centre for training black Christian leaders and pastors
leading to a certificate in Theology in BiJ:mingham University. The Rev. Wilfred
Woods came from Barbados to serve his curacy at St Paul's cathedral and fight
racism - he was for a ·time Moderat9r of the wee Proqramme to ~Combat Racism. Be
is now my local Archdeacon of Southwark and .is still convinced that racism in
society and in the churches is the most destructive of evils.
I have begun with that piece of history to illustrate the difficulties the
British churches have with reliqious plural~sm amongst themselves - even when
their ecumenism is restricted to their olCl white . culture. It was William Temple
who hailed the formation of the ecumenical movement as the great new fact of our
era. In 1942 he was a founder of the British Council of Churches and when we
celebrated its 4oth anniversary with a service in St Paul's Cathedral an anthem
was sung, not by the white boy sopranos of that famous church choir but by the .
black Shiloh choir. That different sound of haJ:mony was the result of years of
patient, persistent dialogue by BCC staff member Martin Conway, and the regard
given by the black community to the Bee Community and Race Relations Unit since
it was set up in 1971. So ecumenism (i.e. religious pluralism within the churches)
moves at a slow pace in the UK. I haven't the space or expertise to point out the
regional differences, the quite different ecumenical mix in Wales, or Scotland, or
Northern Ireland. The latter is a testimony to how deep the wounds of history can
go, and how myths and exaggerated fears can divide society and breed sectarian
violence of a most persistent and depressing kind. In Olster, teJ:ms like 'ecumenism'
and 'religious pluralism' mean little in practice to the majority of churchgoers who

. . ,,
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are still obsessed with tribal religion, patriotism and "them aqainst us" attitudes.
I honour those iii the Irish council of Churches who try to build bridges between
north and south, protestant and catholic, and centres of reconciliation like the
Corrymeela Community. It is these same people who respond to what. we call nowadays
'the wider ecumenism' of dialogue between Christians and Jews and other faiths. It
is significant that the delegation from the Bi!rmingham Multi-Faith Resource Unit,
consisting of a Sikh, a Hindu, a Muslim, a Chr!1 stian and .a Jew, which visited a
large gathering of religious superiors in Dubl!Iin to share their lively experience
of gra~s-roots dialogue were invited later to ~elfast ••• for the MUFRU team had
challenged in a unique way a country where dia:loque between Christians themselves
has a long way to go! Perhaps this is an answer to the · old joke about conflict
in the Middle East "I wish these Jews and Arab~ would settle their differences in
a Christian way"!

I

I

Further factors which mitigate against an acceptance of religious pluralism
in present-day British society
1.

Secularism

Most of the immigrants coming to England h~d some experience of church presence
and missionary work which originated in the UKi Therefore, it was a shock to peoples
of all faiths to discover how irrreligious and lunbelieving the British have become.
It is not just the impact of materialism and permissiveness that makes Muslims, Sikhs
and H~ndus fearful that their own young people :will be corroded by the "acids of
modernity". It is the lack of any feeling of transcendence, any reverence and
respect for religious values and holy people arid holy places. It is a religious
trauma, not just a racial one, to have mosques land temples daubed, and sacrilegious
acts perpetrated after the manner still accorded by National Front type of people
to Jewish synagogiles and cemeteries. Now that !the communities of other faiths:·have
become established they increasingly
see they have
a mission to the ungodly British,
.
I
as well as lapsed members of their own communities. They are also concerned to set
up their own "denominational schools", single ~ex, to propagate their reliqion and
to have teaching of Arabic for Qur'anic learnirlg etc. Meanwhile, they usually withdraw their children from the day school Assembly and Religious Education lessons, as
is the right of any parent. Fortunately, those who receive R. E. from progressive
teachers working to the new Agreed Syllabi of ~uthorities like Birmingham, can make
their own contribution to, and learn a great d~al from, the teaching of world religions. Most teachers would testify to the new limportance and interest in Christianity
when it is taught as a world religion with its 1universal rather than a British
parochial dimension. The o,t her factor is that Marxism and other philosophies are
treated seriously. for the new challenges facirig all living faiths include secularist
interpretations of life on planet earth, a dee~ sense of hopelessness and meaninglessness facing young people under. the shadow of a nuclear holocaust, issues of law and
order, oppressive structures and democratic fre~om. The secular,closed,materialistic
system of thought seems as impervious. to religibn
as once Islam seemed to theadvarices
I
of Christianity.
Here reliqious pluralism finds common ground in witnessing to the
long history of human civilisations, rich in musl c, art and architecture, as well as
I
the saintly living of generations of holy men and women, because their societies were
rooted and grounded in experiences of the Living God. The great divide in British
society is between the sacred and the secular interpretations of life.
I

To .the outsider Britain may have once looked like a homoqenous society with its
towns and v~llages centred on the parish church. As we have seen, that myth has been
shattered. Likewise all this talk -about British values of fair play, tolerance and
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good neighbourliness have J:>een shown to be lacking in today's multi-racial tensions.
Every wave of immigration to this country has met with a cool, if not a hostile,
welcome, and over the centuries the Jews suffered most from "immigration laws",
som~times experiencing wholesale deportation, as in 1920 (was it called repatriation?).
However, because ~f our common European cultures, Buquenots, Jews, rrish, Poles,
Greek Cypriots, have been integrated into British society as were the Angles,
Saxons, Danes, Norsemen and Normans of earlier centuries •. The advent of coloured
immigrants exposed irrational fears and institutional racism, quickly exploited by
politicians like Enoch Pqwell, whose constituency was Wolverhampton, where in decaying
housing of the inner city Asian immigrants were trying to salvage some quality of
life for themselves and eventually - if immigration laws allowed - for their dependants .
so we were threatened with "rivers of blood" unless immigration was halted
and repatriation encouraged - all because of this "alien wedge" that darkened our
cities. Even Marqaret Thatcher was reported as saying on TV on 31st January 1978:
"The British character has done so much for democracy, for law, and done so much
throughout the world, that if there is any fear that it might be swamped, then
people are going to be rather hostile to those coming in.• Faced with people who
spoke different lanquages, worshipped different deities, but above all whose skin
colour made them stand out, then one million black or coloured in a total population
of fifty-five million was a divisive threat to the fa.bric of society: As Elliott
Kendall has pointed out, the Asian immigrants, like the Caribbeans before them,
provided Britain with a visibly pluralist society - but they did not create the
problems of British society, its class divisions, its unequal opportunities, poor
housing, bad schools and the other deprivations of working class neighbourhoods.
By their presence in these situations they made them more visible. Moreover, they
did not initiate racism, they merely revealed its latent presence: Religious
pluralism has a tough time in such a divided society, for religious differences
.themselves are often regarded as divisive. So the silent majority does not get
involved in encounters with other faiths; they have seen what has happened in
Paisley's Ulster, in Khomeini's Iran, in Kahane's Israel. The fear of fanaticism
suppresses inter-faith dialogue. The latest appeals by the Archbishop of Canterbury
and doubtless leaders of other faith communities could give voice in similar vein to bring reconciliation to bear upon the divisions within British society, to stop
pursuing policies of confrontation and to try and govern through consensus, to
ameliorate the injustices and inequalities, and especially to redress the plight of
the large numbers of long-tenn unemployed; should be acted upon. .
Bow fares religious pluralism in a polarised society? Two illustrations come
to mind . First, how Queen Elizabeth II was criticized by press and politicians for
the style of her Christmas broadcast 1983. Ber theme was the multi-cultural, multiracial values of the Commonwealth, and she illustrated this from films of visits to
India and other countries. She was taken to task for not qiving a "traditional
Christmas Day broadc:ast", that she had become the tool of the "race relations industry",
that she had omitted to emphasize the unique Christian message at Christmas .and diluted
our heritage with sights and sounds of other cultures and other faiths. This is an
all-too familiar ploy of right wing "one nation under God" patriots, but for the
first time they took issue in public to tell the monarch how she ouqht to speak to
her nation:
secondly, a few weeks back in September, a member of the Iranian Embassy hit the
headlines in all the media by slaughtering a sheep in view of his suburban, respectable and animal-loving neiqhbours . This ev~nt qave Members of Parliament a chance
to appear on television and questions were asked of the Some Secretary in the Bouse
of Commons, which resulted in obtaining a full public apology from the Iranian Embassy.
During all this instant furore no voice was heard explaininq that it could be a
thanksgiving offering by one who had completed the pilgrimage to Mecca. Clearly the
press, yes, even the Guardian, saw this "bizarre and gruesome" incident the last
straw in race relations, and went on to offer their support to the campaign of the
RSPCA to change the laws to enforce the stunning of animals prior to Islamic or
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Draft
Joint statement of the part1c1pants at the ... Consultation of wee and IJCle,

~~rY~!~-~~l~~r~l!ti-~~~~rl~9~i-~~~~~i-~2~~~~~~-~~=~~i-l~§~------------------we have gathered at Harvard, Jews and _~hristians from 12 different countries,
to reflect on RELIGIOUS PLURALISM - ITS MEANING ANO LIMITS IN THE WORLD TODAY.
We

~ave

gathered in a world at a time that is more endangered and frightening

than ever. For the flrst time in history, man has the power to .destroy all
human life and the earth as such. And in this situation we have to notice a
ri se of fanaticism, intolerance and radical terrorism in both religions and
in political ideologies, that threatens the very survival of all earthly life.
In this dangerous situation we call upon our respective communities of faith;
- let not the values of religious freedom and pluralism be endangered by old
or new Intolerant, fanatic developments in our religious communities;
- stand up for the human right of every individual and/or group to live its
religious convictions, as long as they do not threaten the rights of others;
- be not lured

b~

the seeming strength of those zealots who claim monopolies

on truth. In reality they only project their own inner doubts and fears to
an outside "enemy". Remember what our God has said about the power of the
weak, about t he strength of love and about the trust in Him, who is the on ly
one to give security and peace against all human or demonic forces of evil;
- be firm in your affirmation of faith, but do not forget that an affirmation
of your faith must not, implicitly or expl icltly , include the negat ion or
denigration of the faith of others;
- let us all try to live up to the Commandment we share in our common Bible:
Thou sha lt not give false witness against your neighbour! An actual interpretation of this comma ndment today will help us find the ways
to respect the otherness of the other, to enjoy the diversity of the whole
people of God, to rejoice in the manifold differences of human lives and
·· to resist the evil of intolerance, degradation and discrimination of others.
Let us listen, before we speak; let us pray, before we judge others; and let
us all remember who is the Holy ·One to rule
ponsible

~or

what we

h~ve

th~

world and .to wh2m we are res-

done to the most humble and weak of his creatures!

·~

draft no.2
Joint statement of i:Wcc/Ijcic consultation,
Harvard University, Nov.25/28, 1984

~;as:. _.u: . .i. .1. -t;. 1. 1.1.~s_and

. fanaticism as

~

increasin~

to the wel-

,.'ff,...,.,..,,,....._-=-i;,e have gathered, Jews and Christians from 12
countries, to reflect on RELIGIOUS PLURALISM - ITS= MEANING AND LIMITS IN THE
WORLD TODAY. After our deliberations we affirm with new conviction the

in~

dispensible value of religious pluralism in the societies in which we live.
We view with apprehension the spread of religious and political fanaticism
in many parts of the worl . b~Mitd~ ideologies ar·e a threat to humanity.
· Such

fanaticism~nvariably attribute to themselves all virtue and demonize

others as evil deserving of destruction.

Their~eff.ect

is to undermine mutual

respect between members of different religious groups, thereby eroding the
social solidarity of the human family •
.
~
2\s believers who gi 'd'e ~o God alone our ultimate loyal_ti~s / we reject those
.
"
;u,..,/,-iIJJI,~ !.i>
movements which idolatrously claim total ~n~~ their ideological
systems.
There is a humane alternative to that destructive path. It is the way of
religious pluralism. We affirm

religious pluralism as that tested effort

for providing social compact that respects diversity·,·as a source of enrichment.
We are mindful of the many efforts still required at various levels to
fully implement the UN=Declaration on the elimination of all forms of intolerance and of discrimination based on religion and belief; and we hope
that our encounter can make a contribution to that effect.

WCC-IJCIC CONSULTATION
HARVARQ DIVINITY SCHOOL, 25-28 NOV 1984
GENERAL INFORMATI_ON
Sunday Re~~t~_go:
There is a reception this afternoon
all consultation participants beginning at 4:00 in the
home of the Dean of the Divinity Schaal, 44 Francis Ave.
Dean aMd Mrs. George Rupp have invited several of the Jewish
and Christian leaders and scholars from the Boston area and
Harvard University to ~ttend. .There will probably be a
group going qver together from the Quality Inn around 3:45,
q~· _you can c6nsult the map in .your folder 4or directions.
~or

!'.'.!.~-~!.a_ dur.J ng t :he consul tati Of"1: : Lunch wi 11 . be provided
Mo.n - Wed i!'1" the Braun room of tne Di vin·i ty School.
On
Tuesday evening, we will be having supper at the HarvardRadcliff Hillel, . and then remain there for the 8:30
discussion. Coffee and tea will be provided in the morning
both before the meetings and for the break; breakfast
arrangements should be made individually •
..

•,

.:

. ~.... .:..

•··
.
:.·~; .

On Monday evening, arrangements have been made with the
·Harvard Hillel for ·those who would like tc have a Kosher
dinner.
A · sign-up sheet wi 11 be circulated on Mon.day
morning for those who would like to have dinner there to
sign; <we need to let the cook know how many to expect . >
Also, if you are ~ot planning to attend the dinner. on
Tuesday evening, please notify Mr. Bruce Beck on Monday.
The consultation sessions will take place at Harvard
Divinity School (e>ecept for the Tuesday evening discussion. at
Hillel); the ~pe~i4i~ location of the meetings wil·l be given
later.

. ,.

., r }
'.

-~

.
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fare.? of human kind. Thl•reforc
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c have gathered, Jews and Christians from 12

countries, to reflect on RELIGIOUS PLURALISM - ITS MEANING AND LIMITS IN THE
WORLD TODAY.

our deliberations we affirm with new conviction the in-

Afte~

dispens~le value of reiigious pluralism in the societies in which we live.
We view with apprehensi"on the spread of religious and p~litical fanaticism
:. •
Absnluti-t
,in many parts of the world. Atts111i:11u1 ide<?logies are a threat to humanity.

.,

• Such f anaticismsjinvariably attribute t.o themselves all virtue and demonize
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others as evil deserving of destruction. Their effect
respect

b~tween ~embers

of different religious groups,

social solidarit¥ of the .9uman family.
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is to undermine mutual
t~ere~y
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eroding the
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As beUcve~s who gi'veUo Cod a{~~e, our ultimate loyalties, we reject those

t>vU~~ moje'fuent"~ ~hich 4delatreY&l)'. claim total veneratt:n
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i-&r their ideological.
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fully implement the UN=Declaration on the elimination of all forms of intolerance 30d of discrimination based on religion and belief; and we~ r~sr
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Religious and political fanaticism are increasing threats to human welfare.
They deny freedom and conscien~e, reject the variety and richness of human .
~

'

~

experience, engender hatred and breed violence. (t~)-Jews and Christians from-r
l~couat~ies, therefore have met at Har~atd to reflect ea the .meaning and
14mttsof .religious p!ti'r~±sm-~he wot ld today.,.) Strong in our respective
faiths~ but . ~onyinced that we are enriched by dialogue and .o~enness to one

ano~her, W~·:I re~J.ffirm . the need fc;)r religious pluralism . in the societies in·
which we 1'ive1! We rej ~c t fanatic
and zealotey, both within and b~

ism

1

1

.·::..

I

I

•

'..

'

I

I

' : . ·. · ' . .

.

faith$, as. products of weakness of belief rather than

s~rength

of conviction.
.
.
The human family has paid a .heavy price in ··suffering .to learn the lesson that.
"have we not all one father, has not ·one God created us all'l" must be trans/

1

lated from the book into life. The task of religion today is to recognize
I

the reality of religious variety ,::to emphazise the . things · that! unite us and
~~~th~

~ ···

to ~cr;~pLfw'tthout· 'd"en~g~a:Uonj the t...fti.ftgs :that di~ide us.· In ~ free society
pluralism in ·ideas and behaviour .are both inevitable and desirable. In such
~ocieties people of faith are called upon to ft~ r~~'than'. to enforce
.' \
~

to persuade rather than to

man~ate.

'.::

.

J o~1.-.$ I)

We are mindful of the fact that the task of promoting real dedication. to religious pluralism is a great one. But significant steps have already been taken.

.

ee~~

The UN-declaration on the elimination of all f otiils

.

~

or

~~

intolerance~

based on

.

(\ '

religion or belief, represented a great advance. In the last 30 or 40 years
_...

I

there has been more communication between faiths than there ever was before
in human history. We are committed to the idea that though we may not complete
the entire task, we are obliged to attempt ~t, because the work is urgent,
the rewards ·to the ·human family will be great and the master of the universe
su~ons

us to do it.
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Draft
Joint statement of the participants at the ... Consultation of WCC and IJCIC,

~~rY!!~-~~lY~~~lS~i-£!~~rl99~i-~~~~~i-~2Y~~~r-~2=~~i~!~~~----------------~-We have ~athered at Harvard, Jews and. Ghristians from 12 .different countries,
to reflect on RELIGIOUS PLURALISM - ITS MEANING ANO LIMITS IN THE WORLD TODAY.
We ~ave ga.thered in a world at a time that is more endangered arid fright~riii:-ig
than ever. For the first time in history, .han has the power to . ~estroy a1'. .·
human life and the 'earth as s uch. And in this situation we have to notice a
rise of fanaticism, intolerance and radical terrorism . in both ~eligion~ and
in political ideologies, that threatens the very

survi~~l

of all earthly life.

In this dangerous situation we call upon our respective communities of faith:
- let not the values of religious freedom and pluralism be endangered by old
or new intolerant, fanatic developments in our r eligious communities;
- stand up for the human right of every individua l and/or group to live its
re~igious

convictions, as . long as they do not threaten the rights of others;
,.

- be not
o~

lured ~ b~

the seeming strength_of those zealots who claim monopolies

truth. In reality they only project their own inner doubts and fears to

-.
an outside "enemy". Remember what our God has said about the power of the

weak, about the ·s trength of love and about the trust in Him; who is the only

one to give security and peace against all human or demonic forces of evil;
- be

~lrm

in your affirmation of

faith~

but do not forget that an affirmation

of your- faith: must not , implicitly or explicitly, include the negati on or
·>:
denigration of the faith of others;
- let us all try to live up to the Commandment we share in. our common Bible:
~-

Thou shalt not give false \<1itness against your

neig~bql;Jr-!

"n.,

~ctual

.

inter-

pretation of t~f s commandment today wi 11 help us f lnc! t~~ ~~Y$
·tO respect the otherness of the 9~her, to enjoy ~~~ div~rs!ty of the whole
.
people of God!. to rejoi~e in ~h' ~,nifold diff@ren~~~ of h~man lives and
degrad~tion
and. discriminati6n
of others.
\ - to resist the ' evil of intolera~ce,
.
. . . .
.
.
.
'

'

Le.t us I isten, befor.~ w~ ~pea!<; "Jet us· pray, befor~ we ju4g~ 9!hers; and let
us all remember who
pon~ible ~or

what we

·~s ~he Ho,~y · O~~ : t~
-

h~ve

rule

th.~;.~o:~l~·.:?!1~ ·, ~Q.i--·-,)r!-:
;hpm
' -.. ~·•,.... ->.=.••, .... : · :q :.."'1- · ': • ··~

we are res.
_
.~

done to the most humble and weak of his creatures!
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Mey I O?en

~ith

~om~

words

t~ken

from the

1982 Chrjstmas broad ca st of HM

Queen Elizabeth II~

C.

"Cclour is no longer ~n indication of national origin. It hes often
been claimed that the Commonwealth is multi-racial and multireligious, but until this century most racial and religious groups
remained concentrated in their homelands. Today~ al most e very
country of the Commonwealth has become multi-racial and multirel igious • . This change has not been without its difficulties, but I
believe thot for those with a sense of tolerance the . arrival and
proximity of different races and religions have provided a much
better chance for each to appreciate the value of the others."
Note the positive attit~de Her Majesty evidently wishes to encourage
amonsst the varied c it izens of her kingdom; she stresses ·not the probl e ms
of int~g ration but the en hanced opportunity for mutual underste ndinr·-

( '

To what · extent i s this at ti tu de reflected in the 1 n st it u n:o n s and
society of Brit~in today in particular as they affect Jews and Judaism? In
aski ng this we must be aware that Jews ere no longer the largest nonChrist ian rel igi ous minority in Britain; thete are possibly twice as many
Muslims as Jews, as well as very substantial numbers of Sikhs and Hi.ndus.
Moreover. in ways ~hich are difficult to define, there is s ome am bivale nc e
in t he so-called 'minority' status of Jews; a Sikh fro~ Amritsar, for
insta nc e, insofar a~ he has an y image of Jews, tends to see the m as part
of the white European majority rather than as an ethnic or religjo u s
mi nority with problems similar to his own. Further confusion arise s from
the absurdity of classifying Jews exclusively either es an ethnic o~ es a
religious group - a problem which has had important legal repercuss ion s.
Let us explore some of the areas in ~hich Jews are aff~cted by being part
of the multi-faith society of contemporary Britain •

. • • • Page 1

1.

\

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION

Let us look first at some recent developments in religious education
in Britain, particularly in England and Wales. Our education system is
devised to set standards whilst allo~ing the maximum possible diversity or.
local and individual basis. The 1944 Education Act which is the
8
founda t ion of our post-war educati~n system does not itself lay down
detailed curricula. It states (Section 26) that religious instructior.
shall be given in accordance with an
'agreed syllabus'. This sylJabus
itself is not laid down centrally; each local authority must devise its
own (Section 29). The Act forbids the inclusio n in any such syllabus of
any catechism or f ormulary which is distinctive of any particular
religious denomination. It grants parents the right to withdra~ their
children from Religious Ir.struction in sch ool; this right is the only
~clear expression by
the Act of its recognition that peoples of other
~ faiths attend British schools.
Curricula, then, are set by head teachers in res ponse to . two main
influences; the decentralized public examination system, an~ the 'agrJ""'eC
syllabus', or 'guidelines' as they ere often now known, laid down ~- e
statutory duty by local education authorities in each county or mejor
city. By studying these local guidelines we can gauge ho• religious
education in . the schools has changed in recent years. but we must take
great care not to generalise about what is by its very nature a piecemeal,
pragmatic system.
Let us look at the Guidelines for Religious Education published in
1982 by ~ h e Education Department of the Royal County of Berkshire. Its
title, 'Religious Her·itage and Personal Quest', sets the tone, and this is
further articulated in the opening statement on the importance of
religious education. The statement justifies religious· education on the
grounds that it 'contributes to international understendi.ng in the world
-- as a whole, and to community relations within Britain ••••• It is vital
that citizens should be familiar vith a variety of beliefs and customs,
_..and that they should have insight into the underlying values and concerns
which different cultures and societies have in common.' The short
statement of the Aims of Religious Education defines them as
'to help
pupils understand religious beliefs, practices and insights, in order 1 a:
· ~Y ~. •Y form their ovn beliefs end judgments. and their own alleg i ah~es
~nd
commitments'. Whereas this type of document, until the 60's, was
concerned with ways of presenting Christianity meaningfully to the young,
whilst recognising the right of minorities to absent themselves from such
ltssons, most of the more recent Guidelines share the Berkshire attitude
that the classroom should provide a forum for the understanding of the
~henomenon
of religion
in general. Pupils should be taught about
Christianity, for it remains the dominant religion of the country and
central to our cultural heritage; but it should be taught as one facet, if
an important o~e, of a multi-faceted phenomenon.
The
••• Puge 2

documentary evidence

suggests that

the teaching

of Religious

non-essential though relevant conditions. The first essential condition is
a 'long, shared, history ••• •,and the second 'a cultural tradition of its
own ••••• often but not necessaril' associated with religious observance'.
J find
this a ' more satisfactory solution than an explicit reference to
discrimination on the grounds of religion. So far as Jews (or Sikhs) are
concerned, they ere included irrespective of their personal adherence to
religious traditions; yet at the same time the law does not allow any
crazv or even anti-social (or antisemitic?) group to set itself up as a
'rel.igion' and claim protection."f~~vt-o-~«a~~ ·t-t-<-- ~ ~ ~ .. (Mn~ ~
.

3.

SOCIETY

·

'In a pluralistic society ethnic .m inority groups desire and need to
keep their cultural identity (religious practices, distinguishing patterns
of family life, mother-tongue and other aspects) whi~e adapting to various
modes of the dominant culture such as language, educational system,
employment patterns and civic life. For thera, integration means acceptance
~v the maJ·ority of their separate ethnic and cultural identity.' (Muha~mad
r~.nwar)
r ·
·
'Certainly the 400,000 strong Jewish population today appears a
secure and established element in British society. Few would maintain that
they suffer unduly from discrimination or prejudice in .their everfday
lives. No longer does the appointment of a Jew to the Cabinet, a
judgeship, a c.hair at a university, membership of some distinguished
society, or even a ·national sports team, evoke the interest or fuss it
once did among Jews and in t .he media. On the other hand, their historical
experience in Britain does not lead Jews to regard the preent harmony as
inevitable or necessarily permanent, since th• political balance between
the tolerant liberal, humanitarian 1orces in British society and the
xenophobic, exclusionary and intolerant ones has swung backwards and
forwards over the centuries and so has the condition of the v u lnerable
Je~ish minority.' (Barry Kosmin)
These paragraphs, one by a British Muslim, one by a British Jew, are
taken fro m paper~ delivered at rec~nt Conference of Jews and Muslims on
'The Immigration Experience'. It ~as hard for the Musli~s, to who m British
J e ws see m t 0 b e t h e
e p i t 0 me
0 f
i n t egr a t i 0 n
w i 't ho·u t . t he
10 s s
0 f
f -eligious/cultural identity, to understand the nerv~u~rie~~ · Jews feel about
'-._ontinuaUon of the present public readiness to .....ac,~ept· a. ~.,e,s. .sen_ tially the
same as themselves people who . belong to different cultural gr6ups. It ~as
hard for the Jews to realise what price they had paid - on the ~hole
willingly for the integration they have achieved. Have Jews preserved
their 'cultural identity (religious practices, distingujshing .~atterns of
fa~ily
life, mother-tongue and other aspects)'? Part of Jewish unease
surely arjscs from the very circum~tance of not knowjng how f~r to go in
adaptation of such matters to the prevailing norm.
The Christian culture of Britain inheres in its language and social
habits even more than in speLifically religious belief and practice. T h ere
is nothing odd in England about .nut going to church~
but there is
so~ething
odd ab o ut not celebrating Christmas {what has it to d o with
religion? the cynic might ask), or ubout leaving work early on Frid~y
.Page 5

afternoons for Shabbat, or a bout refusing
'normal' food and drin ~ or
' r·i t un 11 y s la ugh t er i n g ' be a st s
(Mus 1 i ~ s have j us t
been go i n g t h r o ug h a
sticky patch on this one). lf 'integration means acceptance by the
~ajor]ty of their separate ethnic
and cultural identity' then it ~ould be
accurate to say, not that Jews ate unreservedly integrate9 in British
society,
but that those of what the majority considers 'reasona ble'
eccentricity ere integrated. The 'norm' remains that of ,the dominant,
nominally Christian, society.
The village exacts a higher price for integration than the city.
Many Jews ~ive ~ery happjly in c~arming English villages and act th ~
'cciun"try· squire'. _ Bu't the '· twi'n · pillars of English village li fe are the
church and the ub , and ·t.he .·· or-t hodox·J e·w· wo'n't feel ·happy in either. On
! t e othe
han , t he orthodox Jew looks for fairness and equality rather
than social integration; his significant social relationships are those
within his own community.
The media do try to present an image bf
'ethn.ic commun.ities', not
least Jews, within the context of British society. R/;presentatives of
Jews and others are often, though not consistently, invited to serve on
advisory boards, and are sometim~s taken notice of.
I found out the other day that there are still some g olf clubl .~ o
which Jews are not admitted (this is never expressed in the club ru l.es,
on.ly in its practice, so it can be denied). May be thi s troubles somebody.
Right-wing extremists ere said to be an t isemitic - indeed, many of
thera admit it. and to the shame of Britain one of Europe's main fas cis t
printing houses c.hurns out anti-Jevish caricatures and 'revisionis t
history' in rural · Sussex. We "'ere warned thAt when unemployment in Britain
reached a million the National Front vould take over. Unemploymeht is n0~
over 3 million and rising, and the National Front is not po~erful. But it
is plotting very hard, and who knows what happens when things get eve n
•orse. or if the National Front should get itself an effectiv e leader
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Educatibn in British schools has rno~ed from the 19~4 conce~t of broadly
Christian teaching in a broadly Christian society to the concept of
understanding the multiplicity of the faith phenomenon in the multi-faith
society of contemporary Britain. To ~hat e~tent ' does this reflect the
reality of the classroom? The answer to this question depends on an
assessment of the availability of suitable resources for multi-fait h
teaching and on the willingness and capability of teacher& to carry out
such a programme. As to resources, not only has a large amount of
material, much of it of excellent quality, appeared in recent years, but
the government has funded the setting up of Regional Religious Education
Resource Centres to encourage greater professionalism in the teaching of
Religious Education, and these Centres ere now playing a major part in
implementing the · new multi-faith concept of the teaching of religion. At
the Selly Oak Colleges, where I
am based, ~e have on campus the Religious
Education Resource Centre for the Midlands. Araongst the projects in ~hich
I
co-operate with them are in-service training courses for Religious
Education teachers, where we advise o~ the presentation of the different
faiths an d on the availability and use of classroom materials. Courses are
~rranged
for sixth form
studen~s
from all over the country, and
~.articipants take
advantage of the
exceptionally good - opportunity
Birmingha m provides for visits to communities of many faiths. These anc
other ways in which the Centre and others like i t facilitate the new
approach to the teaching of religion ere certainly bearing fruit, and so
far as the Jewish community is concerned are contributing to a better
understanding of Jews and Judaism. One hopes that the enlightened majority
who espouse
this · approach
will not
succumb to the
attacks of
fundamentalist evangelists who see it as undermining what they believe to
be the cettainty and exclusiveness of Christian doctrine.

2.

LA W

The Concordat signed on 18 February 1984 between Italy and the Holy
See explicitly rejects the principle of Catholicism as state religion.
Moves to disestablish the Church of England in Britain have, en the
contrary, not aroused wide enthusiasm or even interest. The Church of
England reDains the established church of the countrv. Of cot.IBe, this no
t~onger . ~arries the implication that non-communicants are subject t o any
"-ivil disabilities. But there are vestiges of the earlier situation. For
instance, a Jew would be guilty of a high misdemeanour were he to advise
the Crown concerning the appointment to o~ disposal of any preferment or
office in the Church of England. This question ~ould arise should a Jew
become Prime Minister or Lord Chancellor - and indeed it is net clear in
l6w whether a confessing Jew might hold either of fices. A similar
constitutional problem would arise should a member of the royal family
wish to marry a Jew or convert to Judaism - or for that matter to any
faith other than that of the Church ~f England. No doubt our pragmatic
British lawyers would find solut.ions should a~y of these cases arise.
fro~ time
to time special law~ have been passed to regularize the
situati0n of Jews and other non-est~blishmcnt groups. By 1858, whe n thl
?sge 3
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bill for Je~ish emancipbtion proposed 27 years earl ie r finally became law,
: Jews could already be frP e men of the City of Londor1 (1829), members of the
bar (1833), knights, bar r. nets, graduates of the Univers ity of London, even
Lord Mayor of London.
Since the middle of the last century Jews have been authorised to
register their own marriages, though not divorces; since about 1969 some
progress has been made in provid~ng for the delivery of a 'get' to be part
of the divorce settlement. The Oaths Act 1978 officially sanctioned a
special form of oath to be taken by those Jews who did not prefer merely
to 'affirm'. There are regulations protecting Jews or affording them
certain rights where this is needed to enable them to comply with their
Sabbath and Festival laws. On the other hand, no-one has yet discovered a
way of registering 'kosher' as a protected description of goods. These
piecemeal rules reflect the pragmatic nature of the development of En~1ish
law. At no stage has there been a dramatic change. disestablishing t he
Church, for instance. Yet as society has broadened in its accepta nc e of .
other churches and now other faiths the law has usually made ap ?ropr iat~
provision.
Undoubtedly one of the most contenti o us areas of leg islation (~
present is that of race relations, covered in English law by the Race
Relations Act 1976. The words and concepts of men and the realities of
society sometimes fail to converge. For some reason or other our language
dis~oses us to categorise groups of people as races or religions. However,
neither of these terms is easy to define, and there ·is no reason to assume
that any particular group of people will fall neatly into one or other
category.
Many countries
(eg Austria,
Denmark,
Finland, France,
Netherlands, Norway,
Sweden) protect
their citizens by
law fro m
discrimination on the grounds of race or religion, but Britain outlaws
only discrimination on the grounds of colour, race, nationality or 'ethnic
origins'. Britain is indeed a party to the European Convention on Human
Rights, •hich in Article 14 clearly covers discrimination on the grounds
of religion; however, it is rarely practicable and always daunting for the
ordinary litigant to have recourse to European or international forums. A
recent 'cause celebre' (Mandla v. Dowell Lee f 1982) 3 WLR 932) concerned a
Sikh who complained of racial discrimination. The Court of Appeal rejected
the plea on the grou nds that the Sikhs constjtuted a religiou s community,
not a race, and the then Master of the Rolls, Lord Denning, in the course
of his remarks, explained at great length that the word 'race' was, ( 1
historica~
grounds, inserted in the Act expres s ly for to cover Jews.
'There is nothing in their culture or language to mark out Jews in England
from others,' he ~rote.
'The Jews in England share all of thes e
chara ct eristics equally with the rest of us. Apart fro m religion, the one
chara c teristic which is different is a racial characteristic.' Though Lor d
Denning ' s rema~ks were highly controversial, it remains that Jews in the
UK are
protected against discrimination not
on account of their
distin c tive religion bu t under the Race Relations Act. This was confirmed
by the House of Lords judgment in the Mandla v. Lee case on 24 March 1983.
In overturning the Court of Appeal's ruling the House qf Lords, whilst
reaffirming that the terra 'ethnic' in the Act was intended t o cover Je-s ,
broad ene d the definition of 'ethnic' to incorporate two essential and five
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non-essential though relevant conditions. The first essential condition is
a 'long, shar~d. history ••• ',and the second 'a cultural tradition 6f its
own ••••• often but not necessarily associated with religious observance'.
I find this a more satisfactory solution than an explicit reference to
discrimination on the grounds . of religion . So far as Jews (or Sikhs) are
concerned, they are included irrespective of their personal adherence to
religious traditions; yet at the same time the law does not allow any
crazv or even anti-social (or antisemitic?) group to set itself up as a
'religion' and claim protection.
3.

SOCIETY

'In a pluralistic society ethnic minority groups desire and need to
keep their cultural identity (religious practices, distinguishing patterns
of family life, mother-tongue and other aspects) while adapting to various
modes of the dominant culture such as language; educational system,
employment patterns and civic life. For them, integration means ~cceptance
~y the majority of their separate •thn.ic and cult.ural identity.' (Muhammad
(.nwar)
·
.
'Certainly the 400,000 strong Jewish population today appears · a
secure and established element in British society. Few would maintain that
they suffer unduly from discrimination or prejudice in their everyday
lives. No longer does the appointment of a Jew to the Cabinet, a
judgeship, a chair at a university, membership of some distinguished
society, or even a ·national sports team, evoke the interest or fuss it
once did among Jews and in the media . On the other hand, their historical
experience in Britain does not lead Jews to regard the preent harmony as
inevitable or necessarily permanent, since the political balance between
the tolerant liberal, humanitarian forces in British society and the
~enophobic,
exclusionary and intolerant ones has swung backwards and
forwards over the centuries and so has the condition of the vulnerable
J~~ish minority.' (Barry Kosm i n)
These paragraphs, one by a British Muslim, one by a British Jew, are
taken fro~ papers delivered at recent Conference of Jews and Muslims on
'The Immigration Experience'. It was hard for the Muslims, to whom British
Jews seem to be the
epitome of integration without the loss o f
/ -eligious/cultural identity, to understand the ner~ousness Jews· feel about
'-ontinuation of ·the present public readiness to accept as essentially the
same as themselves people who belong to different cultural groups. It was
hard for the Je~s to realise what price they had paid - on the whole
willingly for the integration they have achiev~d. Have Jews preserved
their 'cultural identity (religious praciices, distinguishing patterns of
family ljfe, mother-tongue and other aspects)'? Part of Jewis h unease
surely arjs~s from the very circumstance of not knowing how far to go in
adaptation of such matters to the prevailing norm.
The Christian culture of Britain inheres in its language end social
habits even more than in spelificalJy religious belief and practice. There
· is nothing odd in England about .nut going to church~
but there is
sorn~thjng
odd about not celebrating Christmas (what has it to do with;
religion? the cynic might ask), or about leaving work early on Frid~y
.Page 5
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afternoons for Shabbat, or about refus]ng 'normal' food and drink or
'ritually slaughtering' beasts (Muslims have just been going through a
sticky patch on this one). lf 'integration means occeptanGe by the
majority of their separate ethnic and cultural identity' then it ~ould be
accurate to say, not that Jews ere unreservedly integrated in British
society,
but that those of what the majority considers 'reasonable'
eccentricity are integrated. The 'norm' remains that of the dominant,
nominally Christian, society.
The village exacts a higher price for integration than the city.
Many Jews live very happily in charming English villages and act tht
'country squire'. But the twin pillars of English village life are the
church and the pub, and the orthodox Jew won't feel happy in either. On
the other hand, the orthodox Jew looks for fairness and equality rather
than social integration; his significant social relationships are those
within his own community.
The media do try to present an image of
'ethnic communities', not
least Jews, within the context of British society. R/;presentatives of
Jews ·and others ere often, though not corisisten~ly, invited to serve on
advisory boards, and are sometim~s ~aken notice of.
r
I found out the other day th~t there are still some golf club~~o
which Jews are not admitted (this is never expressed in the club rules,
only in its practice, so it can be denied). Maybe this troubles somebody.
Right-wing extremists are said to be antisemitic - indeed, many of
thera admit it, and to the shame of Britain one of Europe's main fascist
printing houses churns out anti-Jevish caricatures end 'revisionis t
history' in rural· Sussex . We were warned that when unemployment in Britain
reached a million the National front Yould take over. Unemployment is n~~
over 3 million and rising, and the Nation~.l Frcint is not pow~rful. But it
is plotting very hard, and who knows what happens when things ge t ev~n
~orse.
or if the National Front should get itself en effective leader
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Religious Pluralism in Israel
by
Prof. Ruth Lapidoth
From various points of view Israel is a p'l uralistic society. The country
is inhabited by people of different religions, belonging to various ethnic
groups, speaking several languages," having different cultural and social
traditions, and with many different political allegiances and ideologies. These
manifold sources of pluralism make it somewhat difficult to single out the
element of religious pluralism, in particular since in Israel religious affiliation is often connected with ethnic origin, language, culture and political
allegiance. However, an attempt will be made to concentrate on the religious
aspects.
In order to understand the status of the various rel;gious groups in
Israel, a few preliminary remarks may be helpful .
1) The country is not only inhabited by adherents of various religion~ it is
•
also holy to four major faith.s : Ju.daism, Christianity,- Islam and Bahai. For
Judaism, the country as such is holy, for Christianity and Islam several places
in the country are holy, and for the Bahais it is not only the site of various
holy places but also of their spiritual and administrative wor ld center.
2) There is a Jewish majority in the country but Judaism has not been proclaimed
...-- the official relt;Jion of the State, although in the Declaration or.. Independence
was proclaimed "the establishment of a Jewish State in the Land of Israel The State of Israel."
3) The tenn "Jewish" has both a religious a.s well as an ethnic connotation, and
the two aspects are interwoven.(l) It is almost impossible to make a clear
distinction between them.
The basic attitude of the State towards religious pluralism has found it ~
expression in the Declaration on Independence of 1948, "It [i .•e. the Stat:] will
guarantee freedom of religion and conscience, of language, education and culture.
It will safeguard the Holy Places of all religions •.• " The Declaration 01'1,
Independence is neither a constitution nor a law, but the Supreme Court has
decided. that it "expresses the nation's vision and its credo". and should be

- 2taken into consideration "when we attempt to interpret or clarify the laws
of the state' {Z) In this context one may also refer to -a legislative text
enacted at the time of the British Mandate, 'in 1922, and which is still in
force in Israel: "All persons in Palestine shall enjoy full liberty of consc ience,
and the free exercise of their fonns of worship subject only to the maintenance
of public order and morals. Each religious corrununity shall enjoy autonomy for
the internal affairs of the conununity subject to the provisions of any
Ordinance or Order issued by the High Contnission".( 3)
Obedience to these principles has been assured by criminal law which has
made it a punishable offence to hurt religious sentiments, to disturb worshipping,
and to desecrate holy places.< 4) These rights and the protection of criminal
law have been granted to "all religions", without distinction.
In order to be able to evaluate religious pluralism, we have to study how
it has been implemented and materialized in various areas: in matters of
worship and protection of holy places; equality of civil and political rights
for members of the various religions; the possibility to change one's :elfgion;
. -~the right to proselytize; matters of ~ducation, and matters of personal status.
~
As mentioned, the right to worship has been granted to members of all
~
religions . It is protected by the Penal Law, 5737-1977, and by the Protection
of Holy Places Law of 5727-1967,( 5) as well as by the Basic Law~ Jerusalem
Capital of Israel of 5740-1980.(S) This legislation has ensured freedom of
access to the Holy Places and freedom of worship. The Ho1y Places are administered by members of the faith for whom they are holy. In practice, Israel has
been very careful to carry out this policy of respect for the Holy Places of
all religions. At the entrance to each holy place the Ministry of Religious
Affairs has posted an announcement in several languages asking visitors not to
desecrate the place, to be properly dressed and to behave becomingly. In the
few cases of violations against the sanctity of holy places, the police has
acted diligently in order to apprehend the offenders and to bring them to justice.
Sometimes it is difficult to strike the right balance between the granting
of autonomy to the administrators of the holy place,on the one hand. and assuring
adequate protection ,on the other hand. Too much protection might be interpreted
as interference. f?A question -resulting from religious pluralism concerning
freedom of worship has been raised in several cases concerning bigamy. In Israel,
1
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bigamy is forbidden by criminal law, but lt is pennitted according to Islamic
law and according to the custom of several Jewish sects. In some cases, people
accused of Qigamy tried to defend themselves by claiming that the law against
bigamy was contrary to the principle of freedom of worship. The Court has
rejected this argument, by making a distinction between what religion allows
on the one hand, and what it commands, on the other hand. Since bigamy is
at the most allowed by religious law and not commanded, hence its outlawing
7
by the secular legislature is not contrary to freedom of worship . ( )
The second aspect under which rel igious pluralism has to be examined is
the qµestion of the civil and political rights of the members of the various
communities. Again, the Declaration on Independence of 1948 has proclaimed
that "It ~; .e. the State of Israel] will maintain complete equality of soci al
and politi cal rights for all its citizens, without distinction of creed, race
or sex .. . An interesting example demonstrating this equality is the provision
in the Basic Law on the President of the State which lays down only two
conditions for a person to qualify as a candidate for this office: he must •
be a citizen and a resident of Israel . ~a) An amendment proposed at the t ime,
which would have reserved this office for Jews, was not adopted by the Knesseth.
A certain de fac.to inequality is sometimes seen in the fact that only
Jewish citizens are subject to compulsory military service. However, this
special treatment given to non-Jews is designed to pre·:ent a conflict of
11

conscience, most of the non-Jews being Arabs (Moslem or Christian ) . Moreover ,
many non-Jewish youths serve in the Israeli anny on a voluntary basis .
Respect for religious pluralism is at the base of various laws which reject
automatic equality in order to preserve the collective rights of a religious
camiunity . Thus, the Law on Adoption of 5741-1981(S) has prescribed that the
adopting person has to be of the same religion as the one to· be adopted, and
in the matter of weekly rest it has been pennitted for non-Jews to rest on
Sunday or Friday instead ~f the .Shabbath.< 9>
It is of course t~ue that equality cannot be measured only by reference
to the legal system, and. some inequality on the social level may exist despite
the law. But it seems that in hardly any heterogeneous society social relations
between members of the various groups are based on complete equality.
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Among the specific provisions of Israel's laws which are intended to
guarantee equality to members of the various religions, ~t us mention the law
on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide~711-1951,(lO) the
Employment Service Law, 5719-1959,(ll) Succession Law, 5725-1965(lZ) the Rules
on recognition of institutions of higher education made in 1964 under the
~~uncil for Higher Education Law, 5718-1958 and the Defamation (Prohibition)
1
Law, 5725-1965 . (l4)
·
Equal i ty among the members of various faiths has to besv.Pplemented by
provisions against intolerance. But a prohibition of intolerance may easily be
interpreted as a violation of the principle of freedom of opinion and of
expression, which is the cornerstone of every democratic society. Hence the
legislature interferes only when the intolerance reaches the level of incitement:
in the Penal law, 5737-1977,(lS) the offense of sedition includes the promoti on
of feelings of ill-will and enmity between different sections of the population.
The Law also prohibits the publication or reproduction of publications of a
seditious nature. Sedition is considered a serious offence, and the perpetrator
is liable to up to 5 years imprisonment.(lG)
Despite these legal provisions, incitement to hatred on religious (or ethnic)
grounds occurs among members of extremist groups, and one may deplore that the
State has not been more diligent in prosecuting the offenders.
It has been alleged that there is discrimination against non-Jews in the
fields of immigration and nationality. The Declaration on Independence has
stated that "The State of Israel will be op~ for Jewish immigration and for the
ingathering of the exiles" . ConsequeritJy,the Law of Return of 5710-1950(l 7)
provided that "every Jew has the right to come to this country as an inunigrant,"
and according to the Nationality Law, 5712-1952( lB) he aut,omatical ly acquires
Israeli nationality unless he does not wish to. However, this privilege does
not involve improper discrimination on religious grounds for several reasons:

.

1) ~analogy it may be deduced from the 1965 International Convention on the
Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination, that in matters of nationality,
citizenship and naturalization, States are free to prefer certain groups, on
condition that there is no discrimination against any particular religion
(Article l);
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2) Moreover, the law does not close the State's doors to anybody, but only
creates a preference in favour of the Jews.(l 9 ) Such preference can be
considered as an affinnative action plan.
3)

It ·shquld be underlined that everybody, including non-Jews, may apply for

pennission to enter Israel, and for naturalization . It is only the automatic
right to enter and the automatic acquisition of nationality that is reserved
for Jews.
4) Moreover, not only the Jew enjoys those automatic rights, but also the
members of his family, whether they are Jewish or not.'( 20)
In this matter of iirmigration and nationality, the dual nature of Judaism
as a religion and as an ethnic origin, is of particular relevance. Despite
the semi-religious defin i tion of a Jew, the relevant laws are basically concerned
with the return of members of the Jewish ~eople to their homeland, in accordance
with the principle of self-detennination.
A third aspect of religious pluralism concerns the possibility to change
one's religion. This right has been the subject of a special enactment - the
Religious Cormnunity (Conversion) Ordinance, of 1927, which is still in force.
Since - as will be seen later - the belonging to a religious co1T1T1unity has
important consequences
in matters of personal status and the jurisdiction of
,..
the courts, it was li~d down tha~ a change in religion has to be registered.
Hence, everyone is free to change his religion, but in order for that conversion
to have legal consequences, he needs the consent of the new community which
he joins. The head of this community will provide him with an appropriate
rtificate, and he has to notify the District Commissioner of the change. The
consent of the community which he leaves is not needed.
The right to proselytize has been the subject of ~ome misunderstanding.
Proselytizing is legal, but since 1977 it is prohi.bited to promise money
o'L
other material advantages in order to induce somebody to change his religion.
Similarly it is prohibited to receive material advantages in exchange for a
promise to change one's religion.( 2l) It should be underlined that proselytizing
is allowed, but the practice of buying souls for money has been prohibited, a
practice which is also condemned by various religions. This law applies equally
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to all religions • . According
to c..n.. in$
~ ~~ c tion of the Attorney General,
.
.
nobody shall be prosecuted under this law without prior authorisation of the
State Attorney. In fact, the law has never been applied.
From time to time tension rises because of overzealous attempts to
proselytize, probably because of the differing attitudes of the various religions
to proselytizing: for instance, the Jewish and the Oruze religion do not
encourage people to join their ranks, while some Christian groups consider
prozetrtizing a holy mission. It can be understood that members of a religion
who do not try to influ~nce others to join it, are irritated if members of
other religions try to proselytize among its own ranks.
The right to a religious education has been guaranteed by law.( 22 ) Thus,
the parents of a child may choose to send it to a secular State school, a
religious State school, or a private religious school .
It is perhaps in matters of personal status that religious pluralism in
Israel is most complicated and controversial. Under the Ottoman rule, the
recognized religious conmun1ties (Millets) were granted autonomy in matters bf
personal status. This system was taken over with some modifications by the
Mandatory government and later by the State of Israel. Today there are 13
recognized religious communities in Israel: the Moslem co1T111unity, the Jewish,
Eastern (Orthodox), Latin (Catholic), Gregorian Annenian, Annenian (Catholic ) .
Syrian (Catholic). Chaldean (Uniate), Greek (Catholic) Melkite, Maronite,
Syrian Orthodox, Cruze (since 1962), Episcopal-Evangelical (since 1970) and
Bahai (since 1971) conmunities. The last two don't have their own religious
tribunals·. Officers of the various cOflltlunities are in charge of the registration of marriages,( 23 ) and their tribunals have jurisdiction in matters of
personal status, sometimes to the exclusion of the civil courts. There are
differences in the scope of jurisdiction of the various communities . .he
Moslem tribunal has the broadest powers: exclusive jurisdiction in~~~t matters
of personal status, i.e. marriage and divorce, alimony, maintenance, guardianship. legitimation of minors, inhibition from dealing with property of persons
who are legally incompetent, and the administration of the property of absent
persons. In addition, they have exclusive jurisdiction in matters concerning
religious endoWinents.( 24 ) The Jewish religious tribunal, like the Druze one,
has exclusive jurisdiction in matters of marriage and divorce of Jews in
Israel who are citizens or residents of the State.( 2S) In other matters of
personal Status, there is concurrent jurisdiction, subject to the consent of
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the ·parties. The tribunal is ·also competent to deal with religious endowments~ 26 )
The Cnristian tribunals have exclusive jurisdiction in matters of marriage,
divorce and alimony, of members of their corrmunities other than forei~ners,
as well as in matters of the administration of a religious endowment. 27 ) In
other matters of personal status, they have concurrent jurisdiction, depending
upon the consent of the parties.
With regard to some of the tribunals, every adherent to the specific
faith is subject to their jurisdiction, while others may exercise jurisdiction
only over members of the community.( 2B) This, again, is a vestige of Ottoman
rule.
Although the jurisdiction of the Rabbinical tribunals is not broader than
that of some of the other co111t1unities, it has given ri 5e to special prob l~ms
and strong opposition from many Jews, while it seems that no such resentment
with regard to tribunals of other religious communities has been recorded.
Probably the opposition to the Jewish religious tribunals stems from two
reasons: Jewish law is very strict on matters of marriage and divorce, and
contains several restrictions in this field which may be considered outdated
and may create hardship. Secondly, while the other religious convnunities in
Israel are rather homogeneous, the Jewish population is very heterogeneous,
but so far the State has in fact given the Orthodox movement a monopoly over
official activities, i.e. the registration of marriages and jurisdiction in
matters of personal status. This has engendered resentment from adherents
of other movements. (29 )
It may thus be concluded that religious pluralism in Israel is recognized
and protected by the law, in matters of freedom of worship and protection of
holy places, civil and political rights of the members of the various fa.iths ,
the right to conversion, to proselytizing and to religious education, as well
as in the sphere of personal $tatus. However, while most of the above rights
are granted to members of all religions, in matters of personal status the
jurisdiction of the religious tribunals applies only to the recognized
conmunities, and the scope of the jurisdiction of the various tribunals is
not the same.

L_
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Religious pluralism creates tensions sometimes, mainly when the intolerance
of extremist religious groups leads them to seditious and aggressive behaviour}
This aggressiveness is sometimes directed against another religion, sometimes
against members of a different movement within the same faith. Religious
tension is often exacerbated by political ideologies and fears.
However, it may be asserted that despite the political tension, religious ·
pluralism is generally respected in Israel . This pluralism has many advantages:
it widens the horizons of people who live in the country and teaches them that
tolerance is not ~nly an important ideological lim, but also a practical need.
I
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5730-1969/70, p.28.

21)

Penal Law, 5737-1977, as amended by L.I., vol. 32,5738-1977/78, p. 62 ,
articles 174A and 1748.

22)

The main laws in this field are: Compulsory Education Law, 5709-1949,
L.I., vol. 3, 5709-1949, p. 125; State Education Law, 5713-1953, L.I.,
vol. 7, 5713-1952/53, p. 113. See also C. Klein, supra note l, at
pp. 133-134.

23)

Marriages and Divorces (Registration) Ordinance, of 1919, Drayton, Laws
of Palestine.

24)

Article 52 of the 1922 Palestine Order in Council, Drayton, Laws of
Palestine.

25.)

Rabbinical Courts Jurisdiction (Marriage and Divorce) Law, 5713-1953,
L.I., vol. 7, 5713-1952/53, p.139; Druze Religious Courts Law, 5723-1962,

l.I., vol. 17, 5723-1962/63, p.27.

Notes - 3 26) .Article 53 of the 1922 Order ih Council (for the ~abbinical cburts); articlE
4 of the Druze Religious Courts Law, 5723-1962, (with regard to the Oruze
courts).
27) Article 54 of the 1922 Order in Couhcil.

28) See B. Bracha, "Personal Status of Persons Belonging to no iecognized
..
~eligious Community in Israel, Israel Yearbook on Human Rights, vol. 5,
1975, pp. 88-119; M. Sh~va, · "Mat te~ s of Persona l Status of Isra el i Ci t izens
Not Beloni;ring_ to Recognized _Religious Community", Israel Yearbook on Huu:an
Rights, Vol. XI, 1981, pages 238-255.

29) S. Z~lman Abramov, Perpetual Dile1Y111a - Jewish Religion in the Jewish
State, As.sociated University Presses, Rutherford, 1976.

ROLE OF RELIGION IN CONFLICTS
,,,.- · . . .....

(Preparation of a Study Document)

1. The Executive Committee of the WCC in its February 1984 meeting adopted
the following minute:
"That a preliminary ·study document be prepared by CCIA in
collaboration with the sub-unit on Dialogue with People
o~ other Living faiths, for consideration by the Executive
Committee in July 1984, on the problems posed by the recurrent and often violent eruption of conflicts between
religious communities in many parts of the world. Special
at tentiori should also be paid to the implications for
people of different religi ons where the law of the land
is drawn from the tenets of one particular religion."
2. The Executive Committee had in mind a number of situations of conflict
including violent conflicts where apparently religious factors played a
role. Several conflicts around the world are described as religious in
popul ar and media presentation. Among them are .'classical' situations
like Northern Ireland and Lebanon and new situations like Punjab ( India ) . ,
There are also situations like Sri Lanka where the religious dimension is
present in the confl i ct. However it is incorrect to say that all such
conflicts are conflicts between religious communities . .All these situati ons are complex and the conflicts are the result of a variety of socioeconomic and political factors. Religion adds a volatile component to
many of them.
3.

In the preliminary outline for the study document given to the Executive
in July 1984 , some of the ways in which religion plays a role in conflict;
were i dentified:
Religion as~ component of nationalism, especially ethnc-nationalism.
Relgious f?ctors exacerbating tensions or .conflicts whose root causes
are sotio-political and economic.
Religious factors and sentiments being deliberately used to heighten
tensi ons .
Religious notions of state transforming political institutions and
leading to conflicts.
Reli"gious fundamentafifmor .fanat.icism influencing state policies substantially .

4. The Executive has proposed that the following aspects also should receive
special attention:
Erosion of the secular and the identification of the secular with the
west.
Use of religion in political processes and in influencing policies of
governments.

•

, -

Growing lack of confidence in governments in many parts of the world
by minorities, leading opposition and conflict making· use of religion.

·• Tensions
. ..
resulting from new financial

power acquired (from outside)

by previously marginalised sections. ·
Religious cqnflicts used by outside forces to destablize ·countries.
5.

Some aspects of the following also have to be dealt with in developing
the study documen·t:
Religious pluralism .
Religious liberty
Church, state, c0mmuni ty relations
Role of religion in . reconciliation and peace
Role of the churches.
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RELIGIOUS PLURALISM IN AMERICA:
DEMOCRACY, DESPOTISM, RELIGIOUS FREEDOM AND MAJORITY RULE
Mary Edwardsen

In this paper I shall address the state of religious pluralism fro~ two
distinct, though related perspectives: first, from a political view that ·
encompasses the constitutional status of religi ous freedom, religious pluralism,
and the principle of the separation of church and state; second, from a religiou~
view that encompasses the nature and position of religion in society and inter_. ·
religious relations. Throughout this paper the reader will find posited a tension - if not a conflict - between 'the public,' or 'public opinion,' · and both
the political and religious realms. Though I am by no means a populist, I do
regret the Whiggish or elitist connotations of this division and ask that the
reader bear with me as I attempt to · clarify the distinction between religious
and political spheres- properly conceived - and the 'public' against which I
oppose these spheres to a certain extent.
My principal thesis is, stated simply, that religious pluralism is threatened
today less by a wilful force that is somehow disrupting our pristine socio-Political°
structure than by a general erosion of the distinctiveness and si~ificance of bOth
the political and religious realms. Moreover, I maintain that this loss of distinc~
tiveness has been a gradual, though persistent, process throughout American history.
THE POLITICAL REALM
The 'American experiment' rega·rded religious pluralism as itself a societal
good. · It was . toward the establishment of this good that the First Amendment was
written. The Constitution stipulates that the interpretation of this amendment
remains the domain of the Supreme Court, or that branch of government Hamilton
describes as the weakest in so far as its powers are limited to the ''authority''
of judgment and it "is possessed of neither Force or Will." . Hannah Arendt
explains the exclusion of interpretation from the functions of the 'political
realm' of representative debate as follows: "The Supreme Court's very authority
made it unfit for power, just as, conversely, the power of the legislature made
the Senate unfit to exact authority" (On Revolution, p,201).
The importance of the content .and authority o~ the Constitution as well as
the system of protections it affords to its. interpretation cannot be underestimated in a discussion of religious pluralism in America. Furthermore, one can
argue that the Constitution has not only framed and regulated the activities of
this nation, it has also led and directed them. One can easily see the application of this point in regards to the First Amendment if we recall with church ·
historian Robert Handy that "it took a few decades before all the states caught
up to what had happened nationally, and it was a century and more before a good
·many Americans saw the full implications of the change that had ta.ken place"
(USQR, p.302). How the authority of such amendment could be maintained - .
despite the American public's knowledge of its implications - can be explained
only .in terins of the nature anf:i authority of the us Constitution itself.
The authority of the Constitution is, quite simply, the authority of foundation:
it is the beginning of the US as a nation-state. Its authority is not sanctioned
by religion: rather, its content is posited as "truthes which we hold to be selfevident." This wording takes the Constitution out of the arena of public debate.
It is no less compelling than despotic power nor less abs~lute than the revealed
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truths of religion or the axiomatic verities of mathematics (Arendt, On Revolution,
p. 193). This authority thus protects the citizen -from the despotism of the one,
i.e. the absolute monarch who · would be placed above the Constitution,.. and the
"despotism of the majority" wherein puplic opinion would . be the nation's highest
authority. In other words, it is the authority of the Constitution that alone
prevents. the technical device of majority decision from degerating into ''majority
rule~ '~
such protection was the basis for the establishment of a republican· foDD
of government. Unlike a simple democracy, a republic is founded upon the principle
of representation, and· posits ·a . distinct' political realm that looks upcm the
·
ex'c hange of ideas as the b,a sis for legislative action. The absence
.this
exchange would be despotism, either in the form of monarchy o~ the mass rule
of pu'blic opinion. Arendt articulates the importance of this distinction as
follows:

of

The so-calle4 will of the multitude (if this is to be more than a legal
fiction) is ever-changing by definition, and •• , . a structure built on
it as a foundation is built on quicksand. • • In America (the Constitution
was) ••• framed with the exp:z::essed purpose and conscious intenti_o n to
prevent as far as hmnanly possible, the procedures of majority decisio~s
from degener_a ting into "elective despotism" of majority rule • • • (There ·
is) a decisive incompatibility between the rule of the unanimously .held
"public opinion" and . fre,edom of opinion, for the truth of the matter is
that no formation of opinion is even possible where·all_opinions ,have
become the same • • • It is not only, and perhaps not even primarily,
because of the ·overwhelming power of the many that the voice of the
few loses all strength and ali plausibility urider such circumstances,
public opinion, by virtue of its unanimity, provokes a unanimous opposition and thus kills true opinions everywhere. This is the reason why
the Founding Fathers tended to equate rule based on public. opinion with
tyranny; democracy in this sense was to them but a new fangled form of
despotisi::n. (On Revolution, pp. 162-164)
'The significance of .Arendt's position for a 'd iscussion of religious pluralism
in the US can . be easi~y grasped by a brief look at the second Great Awakening of
the early 19th century. This, stage of American history marked a radical shift
from the elite 'classical' principles of republicanism held by the Founding
Fathers _to a 'romantic democracy' that understood the best authority to be 't he
au~~ority of 'the people.'
Despite American mythology to the contrary, the pull toward a democracy
frightened the Founding Fathers. Indeed, in 1776, John Adams stated, "'there must
be a Decency, and Respect, and Veneration introduced for persons in Authority of
every Rank or we are_ undone." "Duri_n g the ' Critical Period'," write McLoughlin,
when the masses seemed to .s upport David Shays, paper money, and thriftl_e ss selfindulgence, the wise· and well-born used every ounce of .their prestige and power
to persuade the citizenry to accept a constitution with carefully built in checks
and balances against 'a factious, turbulent democracy'" (USOR, p . 330). From 1789
to 1829, a ·general timidity pre~ailed among the populace. Apparently they d~d
not yet quite trust themselves with the power that lay in their hands. By 1830,
·however, this timidity fell aside, completing the change of. the flow of authority
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from the elite to that which flows from the people. Gordon Wood refers to this
shift as the "real American revolution," · McLoughlin describes this period as
follows: ·
Americans had become like gods. The revolt against a patriarchal,
hierarchical corporate feudal world that began in· 1730 had been
resolved in a new consensus which constituted the true birth of
the nation in 1830. The expansion of power, prosperity and territory in America was "the manifest destiny" of God for his people. · ••
Temporal and spiritual power were fused even while Americans proclaimed to the world that they were the first nation on earth to
truly understand that religious freedom meant the separation of
church and state, Perry Miller concluded that in 1830, "religious
~iberty opened the highway to a greater uniformity than the Church
of Rome ever contemplated." (USQR, p. 33'4)
·
McLouqhli~' s

description, presented in 1918 as part of a symposium, "From Religious
Tolerance to Religious Freedom," leads historian John Wilson to the conclusion
that the democratizing and Americanizing of the culture, which included the for:mal
denominationalizing of religious institutions, can be seen to result in a lessened
commitmeQt .t o religious toleration." Wilson states that "what is denominated as
the second Great Awakening entails less a movement towards greater religious freedom than a substantial diminishing of the effective religious toleration of the
. post-revolutionary era" (US()R, p. 348). Arendt, I believe, would see this relation
between intolerance and "democratizing" of reliqion as simply a classic .illustra....,
tion of the 1'despotism of majority 'public opinion.'"
I have dwelled on the second Great Awakening because it helps to clarify why
the dissolving of the political and religious realms into the 'public' arena
cannot be justifiably cast as merely a contemporary change in public sentiment.
Throughout most of American history, the constitutional establishment of
distinct 'political realm' in which the change of opinion is protected and valued
has been foreign to the prevail~ng ideology of democracy a~ majority rule. What
is more, the separation of church and state ha.s been upheld in the Constitution
despite a tradition of 'religious 'populism' in this country.

a

THE

RELIGIOUS REALM

Religious freedom, the possibility of reliqious pluralism, is protected· by the
Constitution (thus far, at least) from both the 'political realm' and public opinion.
Such a dual protection is c~arified by Wilson who distinguishes our religious free-dom from the notion of toleration, defined as '"essentially a social policy regarding
'externals'" and from liberty of cons'c i ence, which "concerns persons and represents
a respect for individual beliefs and perhaps behavior associate with them'; (USQR,
p. 437). According to Wilson, religious freedom in the US represents a "collective
recognition that there is a species of social activity generally labelled as or
understood as 'reliqious'. Thus it calls for something we might think of as 'zones
of neutrality• within social life broadly construed. In the name of 'religion,.
some behavior might be permitt'e d that otherwise would _not" (USOR , p.437). The
siqnificanc~ of Wilson's distinction lies in its insistence that religious freedom
entails the recognition of religion as positive or substantive and as distinguished
from society as a "neutral zone", or as a "realm of permissible social deviance,"
within society.
Pluralism has been sustained in this context primarily because religious groups
have "understood themselves .to be self-supporting and. re~dy to accept their religious
claims as binding only on their members" (US()R_, p . 438). The significance of this .
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self-containment of religious authority is made clear if we briefly· contemplate
the vulnerability of religious plura~ism to non-to.lerant groups such as those
that constitute the contemporary phenomenon .known as the 'religious right,'
whic}\ defy the restrictive label ~.f a 'religion' and claim a universal truth
that calls into question the whole of our culture. This · vulnerability stems
from the simple fact that religion does not function in
vacuum or in a
purely 'secular' context. Something like a 'civil religion' functions in
America .as the religious aspect of our ·culture. By detinition, a civil religion,
however, requires that ·it not be another 'religion' like the positive religious
traditions, for it is, by definition, the reliqious aspect of culture as a whole,
derived from a general synthesis of the diverse religious influences. To the
extent that we have lost sight of the political nature (i.e. a nature. that is
grounded in debate, synthesis, and compromise) of civil religion, which requires
the maintenance· of religious pluralism, and ~ave interpreted civil religion as
the 'religion of the majority of the populace,' religious pluralism has come to
mean little more than a begrudging. form of religious toleration,

a

I believe ·that the current unsettled state of religious pluralism is the
inevitable result of an erosion pf religious identity and integrity. To clarify
this position, it is only necessary briefly to compare the quality of Catholic- ·
Jewish relations with Protestar:it-Jewish relations. Such a comparison shows us
that the clarity with which Roman Catholicism has understood its religious
identity has enabled the development of an interreligious relationship with
Judaism that Protestants and Jews are together not able to achieve. I suggest
that the lack of a distinct religious .identity or inteqrity (in the form of a
blurring of religious and political realiUs and pub],ic opinion) that has been· a
part of Protestant denominations since their 'democratization' during the Second
Great Awakening threatens the very principle of religious pluralism and complicates and confuses curr ent Christian-Jewish relations. Protestantism equates
itself - to a large extent - .with either 'public morality' (if on the political
right) or a form of American civil religion (if on the political left). What has
been obscured is a sense of 'religion' as a positive, substantive species of
activity that is constitutionally recognized and distinguished from the public
realm and public opinion.
·
This self-dissolving o"f American Protestantism into the American socio-political
culture as a whole is, at present; causing interreiigious relations to be equated
with a pseudo . religio-political advocacy (of the religious right) or interracial
or intercultural relations (of the political left). (See Leo Pfeffer's book,
Creeds in Competition, for discussion.) This tendency to cast Christian-Jewish
relations str~ctly as a socio-political phenomenon is further complicated by the
multi-dimensional nature of Judaism itself. The fact that Judaism encompasses
race, culture, and religion in the notion of a 'people' contributes to restricting
the meaning of Christian-Jewish relations to that of relations between .Jew and
Gentile, in the etymologically accurate sense of the word, By so casting the
protagonists, however, the substantive integrity of Christianity is ignored, and,
it . should be . added, the very reality of Judaism as a religi·on is often forgotten.
By relinquishing the basic premise that Judaism and Christianity are 'real,'
i.e. that they are positive religious traditions, we dismiss not only our shared
biblical tradition - the core that binds Christianity to Judaism - but also the
importance of our role ~ religions within society and wi~hin the world.
The tragic irony of the present situation, in. which Protestants and Jews
ignore the distinctiveness of a religious realm, lies in the fact that it is
only .in this realm that the depth of Judaism's influence upon Christianity can
be seen. It is only here that the nature of religious truths, as o.p posed to
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scientific truths, political truths, and majority opinion, is .preserved ·a nd
protected. Christianity inherited from Judaism a God who could not be
~possessed' or 'grasped' - a God whom humanity could not see and live.
.
This separation of God and humanity is not the .separation ililposed by doubt
or scepticism, , rather, it is the very possibility of human existence.
Philosopher Jacques Derrida, in a discussion of the. contemporary Jewish
novelist ·Edmond Jabes, writes:
God separated himself from himself in order .to let us speak, in order
to astonish and to interrogate us. · .He did so not · by speaking but by
letting silence interrupt his voice and his signs, by letting the
Tables be .br9ken~ In Exodus God repented and said so at least twice
before the first and before the new Tables, between original speech ·
and writing and, within Scripture,, between origin and repetition
(Ex. 32: 14; 33: 17) • Writing is, thu·s , originally hermet.ic and
secondary. our writing, certainly, but e,lready His, w}:lich st~rts
with the stifling of his voice and the dissimulation of his Face.
This difference, this negativity in God is out freedom. the transcendence and verb which cari relo.cate the purity of their negative origin
only in the possibility of the .Question.
(Writing and Difference, p.67)
This 'absence' can only .be preserved given the presence of a distinctly
religious realm. If such a realm does not exist, all our talk of religious
pluralism - as a good that ought to be pursued - is meaningl~ss·. · If there
is no distinctly religious realm, then there are only political .reasons, for
not allowing the fundamentalists their sway, because ·religious tr'1th has
dwindled to something of the order of public opinion, and the kingdoms of
God .and Caesar have merged.
Religious writing is the writing of exile. It is the writing in the sand.
It is the commentary that grows between the cracks of the broken Tables. It is
the speaking of parables - a language that withholds and resists our intellectual
grasp. And it is in this brokeriness and withholding that the possibility of
meaning can be found - a meaning that runs· "between the too warm flesh of the
literal event and the cold skin of the concept." (Writing and Difference, p.75).
· I fear that we have lost sight of the significance of religion and the nature
of religious truths. We -view religious freedom as if it were but a derivative
form of 'freedom of speech' i.e. a freedom that is not substantive and that has
no distinct positive s~gnificance for society and humanity. We may still speak
and pray in terms of a separation of the sacred and the· profane1 but I suggest
that this distinction has becqme little more than a clcµnorous debate over the
ri°ghteousness or profanity of the: 'moral majority.'
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-=-· ~ ·~n.L~ecs, _ho1~ever , Conc~r~ has exte~de<i its conce!"n and :ne::be ::-ship to Sikh~ , ~i:i=uE
_u_c.hists <'!T,a other c.o r.;;nunit1es 1 and , i n effe c t, h as b e coc e th.; inte:--faith r..rr: oi
::.r~ eds Co~Miunity Relations Council, of which it is a mer.iber .
The 'IJresent twenb·- stron·
:::..,ecutive of CONCORD is cocposed of representatives of all the m~ jor iaith ~r~ups in~
: ee as . CONCORD also works locally in cooperation with the Council of Christi:ns and
Je•:s (CCJ), and nationally it is li:iked , throuih t he British Council of C!lurches
:c.:?mittee fer Relations "'ith People of Other Faiths, with more th~n twen7.y othe:- intez
- f=.ith ,;-rottpl9' i?l v a::-ioi..~s parts of Britain.
j;he aims o: CONCO::<D , as sat out i:-. i ts Co~sti tution , are t!i:-eefo lC.:
1.
7o pro~ote inte ::--faith un<ierstandin~ , re concili~tion , :riendship & cooperatior
2 . To further inter-faith ~nderz~~n~ins and concern fo~ a just multiracial socie1
in schools , youth ~roups and s~uden t ~roups .
3. To ~):-o:-::ote the estab lish:J.<:nt o'!: a just ?.nd peaceful ::iult:i..r aciel ~ociety ; ar.d
to coo~~rate wi~h othar orsa~isati c ns which have this cbiect i ve .
s::.nce 1977, in furth~rance of these ::.i:is , CO::COP..D h as or.;anised ;nd par.ticipo:.teci in
~or~ than on.: ~undrec ceetinJs and oc:asions , all brin ~in3 toget~er peo?le of ciffer e:
!ai~hs and cultu:-es .
So~e cf thes~ ~ave b~e :: b i z o ccaei~~s .
Trevor 5u~elez~on sp~ke
::o ~ .:at!'ierinG of seven n und.:re:l :ro::: a l l the Leeds co~.l!!it.:::iti~s o:; ~:ie ::i::-.::;..en:-es i'!!'!~
o:::;"'ortuni::ies o! a ?:";ulti-cultural~· =-.il~i-faith soc iety; five h'!..:.::~.:::- ed Leecs z~th fo;-:..;~
a~t~nded a conference on the same subject; two hundred and fif~~ ca~e t o he~r Sir Jo~:
:a~·l':'e:ice of Kesten College speak on the situation of Je1·:s, Ch:-i.:i:";ir.::s and :-::.is~i~i: i.:;
';~e Soviet UniC\r.. ; o::i. thr ee occasio:ts three hundred and fift:-" f:::-o:! all c o r.~;ur,ities hav;
: il led St . Martin's Church Institute, Chapeltown f or Sprinti~: Celebr ations of tinitY
a."'.d f or a Youth Festival.
Lar£;e gatherin5s of J ews , c:..:ist i a.""!s and ~·l:.:sli.r.~s '.-lave
•
attended a series o f 'trialos u es ' in which oat ters of f a ith a~d p ra c tic e have been
.:x::iounded and discussed - the :pl<!.ce of reli:;ious faith in a secular i s ed society ; pray;
=ission ; atone~er.t ~ for3iveness; the ?roblec of sufferi n; . T he cost r ec ent trialo~ue
::as been extended to discussion of Jewish, Christian 1 Musli::., Hindu , Sikh and Budd.ti;
te ~ching on 'Future Life' •
.Azior.~ t~: most profi tacle
inter-faith meeti~ss have been
=i.xec house g r oups.
Other ev~n ts ~av e been held at the va~io~s p lac es of worship cf
t~e faith co~wunities , inclu tlin~ . sha.?"ing in relisious feativals and ao~e i._~t~:- -fai th
s~:::-vi c es .
For a nl.:.::1ber of years T!-.:..ree Faiths Confere·nces ( JCH) hav1:~ be cl: helC. an:i.i;.a:
...:ith sneakers a nd confe::-ence m:m'bers co!!linp- from other uar ts o!' E:;.;;la..'1.C. .
In 1900 t he
. Confer~nce s ub iect was ' The F.::.:Jil:v in a Ch~n;ri.:la:-4·-ior..:i; ~~ -i.n 19E•'! , ·; Tbe- Dis!li~y o'i H.:.~
in 1 8J "Llnde:-!'i:andinr, of' God ir. . .if_uctai srn ,ChriE- t i a n i t:y & Islam."
in • f!.
. " Praye:i;- and F r aying" • '.l.'nese . _ five
Confe~1cesare held at R. c . .::arm.el:lte
Eazlewood c·astle I Tac!cas'ter .
cor:COP.D has also held a DU:!lOi!:' of joint Deetin;:;s 1.;it{j
oti:,cr orcranisations - the World Development Movement, the Jus~:i..c e anci Peace Coz.issic
the Jewish Social Respor.sibility Council , Soviet Jewry, Leeds Colll!ilunity .rlelations
Council , Amnesty International, the Stand ing C~nference for Int er-Faith Dialocue in
:Edu:-:ation , t he Union of Muslim Or~ani sations, and throu3h i ts rep rese:-.t.atives on the
.hll Leeds Coordinating Committee e ;ainst Racisc 1 CONCORD played ;;:,n i~~ortant part in
organi:;inc ~he peaceful March for Racial U.nity in Leeds in 1978.
COiiCORD is now
involv ed in .a ~roiect to eGtabli~~ ~ Relir.ious Resource Centre in L~eds , ha$ set up
a standing coci:ri.ttee to loo!: i.:ri;o t:il~ education problecs o!' :linority com.:·.iunities,
and has initiated a Concord Youth Col!l!:!littee to plan meetings and occasions to bring
young people of the com:;unities tozether.
In a very real sense Leeds, with its many cultures and f aiths is a Iitlcrocosz::: of
the new British society which is evolving. It is also a 'mode l 1 of the world in which
peoples of diffennt cultures are bein0 drawn cl.oscr toe;ether. From the viewpoint of
faith this conver~ence of peoples is the activity of God creating His hllLlall fa:;iily,
and 8 c a l l to us to become coworkers with Him in His creation. It is within this
context that CONCORD is workin:~, · s eelr..ing to draw to,:r•ther the communities of faith
in mutual respect, understandin~ 1 friendship and cooperation.
CONCORD WKI.co?Des all who can support its aims to this adventure of faith and practic
tinistry of reconciliation, into which the God and Father of all ':is leadin6 us.

~ACKGROUND

1.

NOTES:

Chapeltown a-r:id -Hareh~lls ar7 about 1-l miles: mra· of. Leeds Cit7 Centre . . _ . .
Chapeltown lies on either side of Chapeltown Road (which co~tinues north as
Harro5ate Road - A61) I and Harehills is on botll 'sides -0£ 'Roundhay Road (whi6h ..
continues NE as \·lethe!'by Road - A58) . · ' .· ·:: :.__., : '.: · ·. '.·" .: --:· ·~-:. · · · ,. _
···.

2 . Chapcltown 's appearance is still affected ·by its c;;~;in;{n t "he- last decades of ·the
_19th Century, as <! ne:-1 ·resicentiaJ. "arE'.a occu~ie_d . by successful businesspeople
a!ld l!lanufacturers 1::1ov1ne to ·better housing from -.the central area: of Leeds. Even
·thou.; h subsequ&ntly it was built· up wit}; rows of .t errace ·1?,ousinc, it stll has
r..any large -.
houses (Nh.icb have passei:(. throu;h ' various sta~es of use) and
wice streets' s .ome of which are ·pleasantly tree- lined .
..;- . '
~. ·H.:.rehiils on the other h::i.nd developed in the late 19th Century a.D.d · earl.y 20th
Ce~tury as an area of hich density 1 wor.kin; class hous~ng , with narrower. streets
a."l.1 rows of back-to- back ·houses, r.::any of which have now been 'dcoolished 1 leavinr,
open arezis due for redevelopllfent .
·
·
· . ;
.

3.

With th.c expansion of Leeds both areas bi:;came part of _th~ inner c~ty , iDto which
a suc:~ssioil of non-1.:l . K. Lii.Di.grants have cooe ·to fort: a mi.>:ed 'l.1cuulation of
etr_"l:.c !~c-.:.;>s of differ~nt or.i:;:ins , cuJ.tures and reli'.".ions. '!';e- ~en~rai succession of ir.11""..i~ration has been Irisp, ~ollowed by Je:,1s, and then E~st Europeans ,
Af:::o- Caribbean peo:;ile , South Asians and East Asians , of whom VietnaLJese are the
latast c;r!:Up of inco.ce!'s • . These an:e the major gr oups, within which t_heu are
s~bdivis~ons of nationality, lan!Jllage and culture.
In e.l.l sooe 30 different
lanDl~ses arc spoken in the area.
In Leeds, as a whole , there are pe=~aps
40 9 000 p~ople of Irish descent , 16,000 Jews (the third largest cowaunity in
Eritai=.) , 15 1 000 of Caribbean ori:rin (West Indian), 10,000 ~fuslics 1 6000 Sikhs,
4,000 !lindus, 3 1 000+ East Europcans,with Poles as the largest eroup , 'perhaps
2 , 000 ·cninesc and Vietna.cese, and ~any smaller 010ups . A very good ~roportion of
these live in Cbap~ltown and Harehil.ls.
Mos_t of these came to Britci.in at least
several decades a~o and their chi ldren and z,randchi.ldren hav e been born here , so
ti:at they are well- established British peopl.e .
··
·· ·

4.

The succession of i=mii;ration has greatly affected the rel.igious composition of
Chapeltown· and Harehills. The advent of Irish, East European and West Indian
people h~s added to the ranse of Christian churches, so that all the main branches
of the Christian Ch'.lrch are now f ound in this part of. Leeds - Anslican,Methodist ,
Ur.ited Re io~ced, Eap tist , Lut~eran , Roza~ Cainolic (in~l~~ine Polish Catholic) 1
l;=..dc..Orthodox and ?entecostal. churc~cs.
!n addition, ad~erents of oost of the other major world rcli~ions live here Jews (Orthodox and Refor::i) , Muslims, Sikbs , Rindus, Buddhists - so that
sy~a~o!!\J.es 1 mosq~es , te~ples add to the ranse of places of worship in Chapeltown and Harehills . Inadditio~ t o these ther e are Qany new cultural and social centres
and a variety of 1shops bearing witness -to a multi- ethnic society.
As sone of the earlier ~"Ta.nts , in particul.ar the Jews 1 have moved north
out of Cha~altown into suburban areas , many of t heir houses , b\dl.dings and
shopc have.been bou:ht and reoccupied by later imnii~rants •
5. I.ill!:lis-rants, seekins
r:tai.ntili a real identity \ti.thin the majority host coll".mu:ii';:;:- .
naturally hold to their own ·ethnic groups and seek to maintain their own reli,-p.oz:.,
:institutions, culture and l::i.n~ages. The probleo is how to integrate with
British soci ety while r etaining their proper identity within it. This p r oblec is
felt ~ost acutely iii relation to the second and third 5enerations.
?he schools in tha area arc now mul ti-cultural and the task facin5_them is to
ensure rcal·z:ml.ti- cult ural education , In Chapeltown and Rareh.il.l.s a !;Teat deal
pf successful pioneer w9rk has been done by t eachers· in primary and middl.e
schools in this vital area and Leeds CoCl!l~ity Relations Council, . in cooperatio ~
wi ~ h so~e City councillors , is seeking to make much greater p r nctica.l. advance
i.~ meetioc the e~ucational needs of t he ethnic communiti es .

to

6.

Jr. Cl"! ;~ po ltow~ an ·.i :l=.rehi~ls - as witl-.:.in oth e r partc; of L~ eds J!"!ner City _ the
Ch\.<r chee; havo been brou.:-;bt :face - to - f a c e with I:l'1.ny new to::&i:K c.hall~n.';cs in the
evolution of a mulb.- cultur.::.l , multi- faith society . Som.? of thcGe mir;ht be ·. ·
listc-d · as follows: ..:. ·· · · --- --, ---·-,:::--· _ :.·: ~o·.• . ,.. :..
. • ·. j

(a)

·:. :. : ..

. .:·· ::' : ~ : ·.•

•.

• •

Relati onships :with 1"ell.ow C}J.ri.stiens over.
the w:;i.oe ranc;-e o~
ProtestLl.Jlt,_Catholic, Ort~~dox and Pentecostal cn~rchcs

in the c.rea.

·

. ·..

.

.>·. ..·':.: ;

·

,;'f .

..

.

, .

·

·

.

.

~

.

-

·

·(b)

Eelationships · o f black and white. -Ch.ristians in the Sal"le· .church
<ind be.yween • \·11-:?.ite • and ·1 black 1 churches~ ·- ·
·.·' :·-.-· ~_... ·. -.: ~·~. .":,· ·

( c)

Christian rclri-tionshi-os
of other worid
faitr...s .
- "'ith -neo_-o.ies
...
.
Christian .service and con t ribution 'in ··a socie"ty in which ..ibere is
'!'ec;.1. .poverty 1 hi ;: ;h ·w1er:ploy0.:?nt and raci~al discrirn.inc:ition. ..

(d)

.( e)

...

C.b.ri.stian· contribu tion to the creation of fuller co.::;:u;i1:111ity life
and ·a·· just, pe&::.ce!ul society _
·-·. · ·

are.

1::. t~i.s e.rea nearly all. ch~ches·
awar~ of these and. other challen:;es ar.d
t here is an or.::-;oi.."15 00~~&:1en-t of c:u-ist i an tnin}:in[, wo!'.i~ and s a cr:L~.l.c!:
ir. Ch:;:"Oeltown and. E<:1.rehills related to the local coo:i:m:!ity sit~ati.on.
This ::;. ~nse of c!lalleng c to the ..Christian churches is, however, only slo wly bei:.:
·:felt cv toe larc;er, ~.,ieal thier-in~resources; and .zcne.:-aliy raiddl e - class cburchec:
of t~G-suburbs beyond the in?er city.
t.:.s~~s a.!Jc

.,

~

C~tholic

1.

Polish

2.

St Martin ' s Church of En;:;land

3.

Hope

4.
5.
6.
7.
n

nal~

Church

(Pentecostal)

N~w Test n~ent

Ch. of God

(P • cost~l)

Roscoe Method.int Ch.

",

Ha.rehills Ave . Greek Orthotlox Ch .

"......""' ,/ ,._.,

14.

st.

Luk·:? '! 1:.itherac Cit.

(?i!ie tna!:ICSe
Ce:::t_r e)
St. Aidan ' S C!l. of EnGl.:>.nd

15 . - The Sikh Gur:!wara
16. The ?:\?w

The

30.

The Barehille Place Cor:wunity Centre

31 .

Roscoe West Indian F<wti.ly Counselli.nc
Service
Chapeltown Citizen& Advice Bureau
Roscoe Day Centre

~\'est

Boys • Club

Indian Centre

Browning House Hostel ! or nothers &
chil:<ren
35. · Mary Sunley House: Housi_n(! Assocn.

34.

36. MontaBue Burton Day Centre

E.:!.rehills Ave. U. R. Cb..

11. H.:i.rehills Trinity_( Ch. (!fathodist +
U. R.C . + Ch. of Christ)
12 . St. Auc~stine R.C. Ch.
1;.

a9.

33.

Wesleyan Boli!iess Ch. (Pentecostal)
liarehills Lane Baptict Clh.

~ ~·.

Chap~ltown

32.

Holy Rosary R.C. Ch.

u.

.

28.

37.

Chapeltown

38.

Student Boste1 (For:ier H~;;.zl. Jewish
F.o.::;pital)
Leeds Trades Council Club -(Forcer
J ewish Institute)
&;rrack 5ouse Day Centre ,

39 .

4o.
41.
42.

Syna5o~e

llouaj.nc M=.nnceoent Office

Re!u~ee

Action (and Vietnacicse
Gp. office)
Cht.peltown Library

Isl~nic

Centre

Earl Cowper Z.:iddle Scqool

18. Central Jaoia

~~sque

H~lton

17 . Leeds

Bil.Al Mos que_

21. Polish Social Centre
2Z. St.

Y.art~n ' s

Chlll"ch

L~stitute

Sil~~ Co~.o~~ity ~nc Sr.ort~

Ccnt=o

25. Ukraininn Assocn. of Gt . Britain
26. Latvien Welfare Social Club

:7.

Serbiail Welfare Social Club

R. C. N:i.ddle School

46 .

St.

47.

Barehills Primary School

Do~inic ' s

48. Barehills Ydddle School
El.J:lhurat Middle School

23 . Chapel.town Coci;;unity Cent re.
24.

PriD4'xy School

Leopold St. Prioary School

19. Mosque (B:in:;ladeshi f.:uslin)

2c.

Sup~ort

area5o.

51.

Chapel Allerton Hospital
N~wton Gr~en

WinG

52. Ramgharia Board Centre
53.

Bhatra Assocn.
•Jewish Tcleeraph 1

Office

Leeds Jewish Workers Coop. Socy .
This modern school - closed
July 1984 because -of fal ling
nos of chi1 dren - is to be used,
u nder City Counci1 management, for
co1DJ11unity activ i t ies and especially
for the Con cor d "Mul. t -i - falth,rrrulti cu1 tural. Resou1tce- Centr e . "

C!lapeltown

He~lth

Centre

.Le..

LEEDS RELIGIOUS E;DUCATION

RESOURCE CENTRE
"

Hon SPcrer"''Y
(Jr Perer G E Bell
19 G•edhow Park Dr•ve
Leeds LS7 4SJ
Buddbisu. Tel. (05321 629140

>:1:LTI -fAIT!I I ~lll LTJ -Cl'LTl'llAL
J'JIOJ ECT
OF

CONCORD
Leeds fcllowihip of Jews, Christiam. Muslims. Sikhs, Hindus,
aad Other Communitiu

The Leeds City Education. Committee is making awiilable space
in former school premises -Elmhurst in Harehills Lane/ Potternewton Parkwhich t~ey will continue to manage· &: prowide upkP.ep e: caretaking for .
The Local . Authority is convci.nced of the need of such a Multi-faith ,
multi-cultural centre. !-Jn~er the aus.pices of Concord.
~- Th~ ~ims and purpos ~ of ~uch a Centre are:
1. To provide a large pr.:ctical library of books, audio- visuai aido ar..:i
exhibition materials on a~l aspects of t he r eligions and culti.:..r~s of the
City for the use of schools , teachers, students, churches and othe_r .'f.aith
groups, and members of all Leeds co~~uniti~s.
2. To provide a l::.ase i::nd contex t for study. e;chibit ions anc a _rar.,..., of courses
on reli ~ions and cultures, inter-faith dialogue And multi-cul t~rr.l proble~s.
;. To ally the ;.,sources Ce:i\tr.e in strong cooperation with other :.ltli ':.= which
~~y use the preroises - ~ulti - Cultural Educat~on, Multi-Cultural Arts, etc.
~ . 7o provide a further oase in Leeds for the on-foing work of t;oncord.
ln all, the pur?ose of the H;sources Centre is to b~ an J-~~cy for
br~1~1n~ down reli;ious and cultural barriers and creating underst~1riing and
cooper3tion among the Leeds co:n!llunities.
i:. 'i'he reouire!llents for setting-up s uch a .f<esources Centre in Elmhurst are;

1. (a) Use of thre!I . lat; be rooms !or ( i) the Library; (ii) for Audio-visuals
1
~n: Exhibitions~ tSf z:udy, se~inRrs, group work.
(b) Occasional u'e of the Hall for conferences, cultural occasions, etc.
( c) All office or off:i,.ce space • . .::......,....v
2. Eookz and lllaterials 'by purchase,~;·fonation from the various fai ,J: and
cultural com~unities i~ L~eds and beyond •
.~ - Etaffing: (a) (P.·.rt-ti:.1e) Director ; (b) Librarian; (c) Sec:-etory . These
w111 be a ug1ner:. tee by voluntary help from Ill em lier~ of all the co::1r.:uni ties.
4. Or~anis~tion of thr wo~~ cf the Resources Centre wiJl ~e the t~zk of a
Concord Reso~rces Cen~re ~om~ittee which will act in cooperation with the
General 1-ianage::ieot Co::i:ri.ttee of the whole Elmhurst Centre.
C. The work and activities of

t~e

Resources Centre will include: -

1, Regular courses , seminars , conferences , exhibit~ons,covering all aspects of
religions and cultures of Leedb , for schools , students, teachers , churches
an~ faith co~munity groups , etc .
2 . In-service courses for t~achers on multi-faith, multi- cultural ctudies.
_, . Cours<.>s for other arrencics - police , hospital staff , social worl:ers, etc.
4 . Arran~ed visits and urban trails !or schools and other ~roups to places of
worship, social and co1J1::unity centres in the city.
~.• Concord inter- faith mee tia:;s and multi-cultural occasions.
~. Cooperative courses with other units in aspects of multi-cultur=l ~ducation .
7. Pr~pa ration of ~aterialo and organisa t ion of speakers for school~, etc .
D. ·rhe establ ishment of such a Resource::; Centre is strongl.y supported by:
(a) Teachers and schoo1~: (b) Leeds Metropolitan Council of Churches , Ripon
and Leeds Dioceses: (c) All the fait h' com~unities in Leeds : (d) ~he Co:n.munity
tlelati'ons Council: (e) Releva nt Departments of University aDd Pol"te-chnic.
Finaracial support is.al.ready pro111ised to initi ate the Centre in iqo~. It is
hoped th .., t the openinp; will be N09lllber 1 84.

RELIGIOUS PLURALISM IN BRITAIN AND IRELAND

Significant indication of the general approach towards religious
pluralism in ·Britain may be perceived in· ~revor Beeson's admirable
winnowing and sifting of the British
harvest
·------Council of Churches
.. -----·-of rep~rts in 'Britain Today and Tomorrow' (published under
that title by Collins, Paperbacks).
After all, there can surely be ~ew better means by which one may obtain
a viewpoint of as broad a cross-section as possible of at least the

religious establishment if not the gr~ss roots.
Yet the most remarkable thing as far as religious pluralism is concerncJ
is the glaring ommission of the wholl: subject of i.r.t~r-faith relatior.s
in a body of reports aud documents concerned with tl1e challenges of
a modern plural society.

While the wox-k does include in its scope the repon of a.n earlier

B.C.C. Working Party on "Britain as a mult:i-raci;.il Sl:c·i::!ty" ,_...::.:::_
reference is ever_ made to inter-faith complexity withb the racial
context, let alone any debate on how to :1ppronch divc•ri; i ry of rel ig1 .:ius
c..

------

adberauce in itself,

Beeson does

quote Ninian Smart's admirable plural ist

~~press1on

of

Christian faith (p.247) but he docs so only in a much bro<Jder context

of the role of religion in relation to contemporary coo1plexit.Y and
alicna.tion, and the practical implications of rclieiou~ lllllltiplicity
in our society are apparently ignored.
This very silence appears to me to say something of significance
about: the m.atter of religious p;..ur<1lisin

J

j

n Brir.ain.

\.X\<"1e. +l(
There is a pl~l'ft of inter-faith ;.icti.vic:i<~s r.hrougJ,our. tile counrry
of a very variable quantity and substance: There ~re sorn~ excellent
'
mat~rials and programmes that have b.:l.'u designed for u::<:: in scl:uoh

-

throughout Britain; and there are some outstanding not.:iolc individuals
and institutions in the field.
relationships between

religi.on~!1:_u

the opportunity

- - member:;
- - of the

freedom and growth. au suhje:cr;; ril:il
•by the majority of committed

--

;ir'.'

.

--. ··--·

~~uche:::;' religiou~;

ov0rwh1' lming'I y ignon-d even

-------------fai th and even it.;-

dot~inanc

- · -----~ - · ·

-

-----

leadership, who see the issues concerned almost exclusively in racial

-a~d thus secular terms.
I do of course accept that the racial issue in Bri caia coday is of

far greater significance and urgency, yet it itself Cdnnoc be adequately
handled without atter;tion to the qu1~,;tion u f relir.~ous pltir;.ili:;m .i.n
practice.

2.

This very 0111111ission in •1Britain Today and

To:i1orrn ..·1", t n ruy

1:ii11cl

r(•J'k~i.::;

-

British society' a lack of conduciveness tq 8<>nuin< p I un.i ism.
.~i::i ci:, t
the pressures for maximal conformity, rdi giou:;-c:~lturnJ cltverd1y is
1

seen

a~

a problCUl wliidt musl l>l! n.:Juc1!d

Lo

it s

mo::;! vbv.i.011s
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secular component, i.e. race.
Accordingly, while British law has been enlightened and advanced in
providing for the protection and interests of minorities, the atmosphere
within British society bas not lent itself to the development of an
authentic religious pluralism that encouraees different faith/cultures
to promote their own. heritages.
I believe that this is very much reflected in the present condition

of British Jewr1, the majority of whom in seeking to in tegra t e themselves
into British society have sought to minimalise their Jewishness t o as
great an extent as they find possible, a process which naturally increases
with each generation.

On the other h@nd,
the counter-reaction co such a::;:;imilation and vacuity
,.
may be seen in a marked minority trend towards increased Jewish commitment
study and practice, but rarely of a kind which seeks integration within
the spectrum of British cultura l and polit ical

li f~.

In fac e mor e often

than not the contrary is the case as t his C'lC'mr.n t tC'nds t o sc.·c: insula rity
as part and

pa~cel

of its metier.

The failure of .. an identifiable proportion of British Jewry ro emerge
committed in practice to its own religious and cultural heritage and
at the same time committed to playing the fullest possible role within
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British cultural and political society, is lin
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small pare a ref l e ctio ~

' of the country's very charac ter which has no t been conducive t o s uch a
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symbiosis.
(This may w~ll be: true:l of the: dverwhe:lmi n15
majority of Europe as opposed to the USA and othe;~~n"C:funtr.ies ·

~e-up of "~owposite

immigration.s).
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Very much in consonance with the genera l

weltan sch ~ung

reflected in

"Britain Today & Tomorrow" are the Working Party's. rccorrunendations on
education which present the more laudable side of the coin which see ks
to minimalise distinctiveness.

},

I·

"We ere critical of schools which appear to be 5ocially selective" as
"inappropriate in an era when society .il5 n 1~hok l!i involved in a
search for values that will sustain a dynamic. <mu µlural cullu.re" .
In as much as this comment is directed at the lfrj ti sh Public School
system, the criticism is well taken and t.hP. SP.nt.iments expressed appear
admirable.
However the full implications do not appear to have
been properly examined of such a reductionist conception of "plural"
as that implied by the recommendation.
The problem is highlighted by Beeson's important introducti on of t he
earlier B.C.C. Working Party report on Dritain us a rnulli- racial society
in the context of Britain Today & fo11101.Trn·1 in unlc:1· Lu (jive Lile
racial situation its due focus.

4-1-t.( Beese~ supports,

with _the aid of hierarchical endorsements , the Working
Party's
recorrmendation for "movement towards a pluriform concept of
.
'
so~ietr~'. ..ih wflich "the various racial and cultural groups should be

encouraged to maintain and develop their distinctive identities and
contribute their particular

insight~

nnJ qi ft :; lo I he 1 i fo of I.he nnl i on

as a whole."
Morcovel' it dcclnrcct thr1t. "far rrom l>eiriq
and a sccord bc:;;l, (it) would h:<1d Lu
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British life." (p. 135)
Now this more genuinely plul'alistic pe rspective »Jould Jpflcnr to

contradict ,to some . extent, the above mentioned recommendation on education.
For whereas the latter implies that schooling for the needs of one
particular section of society would be divisive; if, as the report .on
race r~lations advocates. distinctive identit ies ·~re to be promoted and
\
nurtured~ then specialist education becomes as essential tool in the
' pursuit o'r such objectives.
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Contd/ ....•..........
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The advocacy of authentic pluralism, such as t ha t expressed by
the B.C.C.'s Working Party on Britain as a !Dulti-racial society, is
likely to grow as the large coloured communities in the country
begin

t~

flex their muscle with increasing confidence, and the day

may well come when religious pluralism is a reality in which the

promotion of different identities and the provision of special
facilities for this purpose are reconciled with community integration
into the national whole.
However such a movement will have to battle hard with the forces
of . ~ecula~ uniformity in order t~ succeed rather than succumb to the heavy
pressures for maximal assimilation to the lowest common denominators.
But as far as British Jewry is concerned, a new dawning of
~
f- o 1t;...., •. ,.;..:,r:,
'n British societ ..!!_it is on the horizon, wi-1-1-p.t--Obahly ,y,....\
4Rf9ie. arriveclt. too late for rea l~e fit.

lrelan4 pres;nts a remarkable contrast to Bri tain in both negative
and

pos~tive

ways.

Despite the historic linkage of the two countries,

thi~

very

relationship was of course not an association of equals, and
aside from more intrinsic cultural differences, the identity and
ethos of Irish society has been substantially moulded by the
experience of its colonial subjugation.
In 3'1ditional contras t, despite t he existence of a State Church in
.
. 1s
. an essentially 'secular' soc iety ( a recent survey
Brita~n,
it
\
indicated that more than two-thirds of the British public does
not believe in God). In Ire land however , the religiol.s cha r acter
of the country · is tangible and some eighty per c'"nt oi t:i1e country
regularly attends mass.

'·

J--~· .. · .. ....:...
.....1............,_ii.r ...~ ~
The combination of the..e.. historical,\ and reli,gious dimeas.i.an.s has

-

·played its significant part in m~i11g _ the attitudes ~~d
.
institutions ·that make up Irish society today·. for better or worse.
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LOCATION
& FACILITIES

MEMBERSHIP

ACTIVITIES

The Center for the Study of World Religions, like other
Centers at Harvard, is not itself a teaching institution.
Its senior membership is drawn from those who are
teaching in various departments of the University. !ts
student membership is primarily made up of Ph.D. and
Th.D . candidates in comparative religion and includes
foreign students in the Certificate Program. Visiting faculty, scholars, research fellows and doctoral candidates
in fields related to the study of religion are also eligible
for membership.

Resident and non- resident members come together
both socially and academically through a regular series
of events sponsored by the Center. Films, lectures, discussions, in-house colloquia, international dinners, and
conferences on special topics are but a part of the
Center's yearly calendar of events. Throughout the year
the Center seeks to call attention to and sometimes observe major festivals of the religious traditions represented by its members. Such occasional celebrations
combi ne fellowship, deepened un derstanding and
learning, and emphasize the Center's continuing inter-

various departments of Harvard's Faculty of Arts and

Students in the Divinity School and undergraduate con-

est in the multi-dimensional aspects of human reli·

parative history of religion, Visiting Scholars and Spe-

Sciences as well as from.the Divinity School. The Center
regularly welcomes Visiting Professors and Scholars
from around the world who come here for teaching and
research respectively.

centrators in Religion as well as others connected with
the University who are interested in more active participation in Center events may request to have their
names placed on the CSWR mailing list for announcements of academic events sponsored by the Center.

giousness.

cial Students from abroad. The Director's family and the
families of Visiting Professors normally live in the Center. Each year an attempt is made to have a variety of
cultures and religious traditions represented among the
resident members of the Center.

As a residence, the Center constitutes a small international and inter-religious community of students and
scholars and their families. Here those who are studying
together complement their academic work with the experience of living in direct contact with members from
a wide variety of religious traditions.

The Center also has an Advisory Council, an international group of academic, diplomatic and business leaders interested in furthering the Center's aims and programs. Actively supporting the Center are the CSWR
Associates, a group of benefactors who make annual
contributions towards the Center's work.

OF WORLD RELIGIONS
is the focus of an academic community engaged in the
comparative study of religion. It utilizes the resources
of the University to encourage study of many of the
religious communities of the world and to further the
understanding of the living faith of their members.
The Center is administratively linked with the Divinity
School; its faculty and student members are drawn from

The Center attempts to furnish a meeting point for an
ever-growing network of scholars all over the world.
The Center's traditions are young~ those that it touches
are ancient. Each member is free to explore the past and
expand the present. It is hoped that each will also be
touched and changed by the persons and ideals encountered here.

The Center is located at 42 Francis Avenue in the Divinity School complex. The building houses administrative and faculty offices, a common room, a reading
room for members' use, and twenty apartment units.
All the apartments, ranging in size from efficiency to
three-bedroom, are furnished and have kitchen facilities. There are laundry and storage areas in the basement. The grounds include a central courtyard and a
picnic and play area in the back.
Residence is open to doctoral candidates in the com-

The Center is a ten-minute walk from the shops, banks
and public transportation facilities of Harvard Square
and is also within easy walking distance of grocery
stores and other essential services.

The Center's Studies in World Religions publishes monographs, translations and collections of essays on the
comparative study of religion, on religious traditions,
and on methodological issues. The CSWR Bulletin , a
semi- annual journal, contains feature articles, book reviews and current news on Center members around the
world.
For the past five years the Center has been engaged in
a multi-faceted project with the Graduate Theological
Union at Berkeley on values in a comparative perspec·
live. Many Center activities take place in collaboration
with other Harvard Centers and Departments which
share in CSWR's concern for interdisciplinary and
inter- religious colloquy.
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DOCTORAL DEGREE
PROGRAMS

MASTER'S DEGREE
PROGRAMS

Two doctoral programs in Comparative Religion are
offered at Harvard.

Three Master's degrees are offered through the Divinity
School in which one can do work in the area of Comparative Religion.

The Ph.Din Comparative Religion
(Option I under the Committee on the Study of Religion), is offered under the Faculty of Harvard's Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences (GSAS). This program, while
not in every case requiring previous work in religious
studies, assumes that a student will come to the program
having completed substantial study in at least one major
tradition.
The Th.D in Comparative Religion
is offered by the Divinity School and presupposes a
previous theological degree. The Th.D. program has
most of the same requirements as the Ph.D. and in
addition certain requirements in Christian languages,
as weJJ as a component emphasizing issues in the Christian understanding of non-Christian religions.
In both programs a doctoral candidate selects two traditions for special emphasis. The study of one's major
and minor traditions takes place in the context of the
broader study of human religious history. Some doctoral
seminars are shared with candidates in allied fields and
other areas of specialization such as Biblical Studies,
Church History, Ethics, and Theology. Each candidate
in the comparative study of religion is also required to
attain an advanced reading level in a principal language
of the major tradition (Sanskrit, Arabic, Chinese, etc.)
This is in addition to knowledge of German and French
as languages of scholarship in the field.
Normally a student takes general examinations at the
end of three years of courses and then begins work on
the dissertation. During the fourth or fifth year many
students spend a year abroad in a cultural area closely
related to their major religious tradition. While not required, such a year is strongly encouraged during the
doctoral program.

~
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The M.T.S. (Master of Theological Studies)
is a two-year program in which a student elects to major
in one of the three areas of study at the Divinity School,
one of which is Religions of the World.
The M.Div. (Master of Divinity)
is a three-year ministerial training program that requires some course work in world religions.
The Th.M. (Master of Theology)
is a one-year program of advanced theological studies
which presupposes a previous theological degree. History of Religion (Comparative Religion) is one of the
areas available for concentrated study toward the Th.M.
There is no separate M.A. program under the GSAS
Committee on the Study of Religion, though students
in the Ph.D. program may obtain an M.A. in the course
of their studies.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
On u Visiting Scholars, the Certificate program, CSWR Associates,
Membership, Residency, Mailing List, CSWR Studies in World Religions, contact The Administrative Assistant, Center for the Study of

World Religions, Haro11rd University,42Fr1mcisAvenue, Cambridge,
MA 02138, USA.

SPECIAL NON-DEGREE
PROGRAMS
The Visiting Scholars Program
at the Center brings to the University for one tenn or
for one academic year scholars already holding a doctorate or equivalent degr~e who are usuaJJy on leave
from a teaching position at another university. While
this program does not normally presuppose specific
course work or provide formal teaching opportunities,
applicants are expected to propose work on a project
involving a topic concerned with comparative religion.

A Certificate of Advanced Study
is offered through the Center itself for the successful
completion of a one-year program of study. Especially
designed for foreign students, this certificate is offered
under the Resident Graduate Unclassified (R.G.U.) category of Harvard Divinity School, though it is administered by the Center. The purpose of this program is
to enable graduate students or faculty at other institutions (normally not in the United States or Canada) to
develop further teaching capabilities in comparative
religion through course work supervised by the CSWR
Faculty.
Through the Visiting Scholar and the Certificate of Advanced Study programs, the Center strives to bring to
Harvard scholars from abroad, as well as from the United
States, whose active and broad participation in Center
activities enhances and strengthens both the academic
and personal aspects of the study of religion.
Limited financing for both programs is available through
the Center.

On all Divinity School degrees ::r Th. 0 ., Th.M., M.T.5., M.Div., for
information on applications, admissions and finantial aid, contact The

RegistTllr, Haro11rd Divinity School, 45 Francis Avenue, Cambridge,
MA 02138, USA.
Concerning the Ph.D. in Comparative Religion, for information on
r:r the Program of Study, contact The Chalrm11n, Committee on the

Study ofReligion, 61 Kirkland Street, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA; for
further information on.::::rapplicationsand financial aid for the Ph.D.,
contact Admissions Office, Gr11duate School ofArts and Sciences, Har11ard University, Byerly H111l Rm. 203, 8 G11rden Street, Cambridge, MA
02138, USA.
N. B. Financial assistance to eligible students is available through the
school at Harvard in w hich lhey are registered . Consult the Divinity
School orGSAS as listed above for specific conditions and information.

covBR MAP: an outline oE Richard of Waldingham' s Hereford Map
circa A.D. 1285, courtesy of the Royal Geographical Sociely, London.
PHOTO CREDITS: Dlvall Celebration by Diana L. Eck; The Center by
Sert, Jackson & Associates, Architects.
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Resident and non-resident members come together
both socially and academically th.rough a regular series
of events sponsored by the Center. Films, lectures, dis·
cussions, in-house colloquia, international dinners, and
conferences on special topics are but a part of the
Center's yearly calendar of events. Throughout the year
the Center seeks to call attention to and sometimes observe major festivals of the religious traditions represented by its members. Such occasional celebrations
combine fellowship, deepened understanding and
learning, and emphasize the Center's continuing inter- ·
est in the multi-dimensional aspects of human religiousness.
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LOCATION
& FACILITIES
The Center is located at 42 Francis Avenue in the Di·
vinity School complex. The building houses adminis·
trative and faculty offices, a common room, a reading
room for members' use, and twenty apartment units.
All the apartments, ranging in size from efficiency to
three-bedroom, are furnished and have kitchen facilities. There are laundry and storage areas in the basement. The grounds include a central courtyard and a
picnic and play area in the back.
Residence is open to doctoral candidates in the com·
parative history of religion, Visiting Scholars and Special Students from abroad. The Director's family and the
families of Visiting Professors normally live in the Cen·
ter. Each year an attempt is made to have a variety of
cultures and religious traditions represented among the
resident members of the Center.
The Center is a ten-minute walk from the shops, banks
and public transportation facilities of Harvard Square
and is also within easy walking distance of grocery
stores and other essential services.

The Center's Studies in World Religions publishes monographs, translations and collections of essays on the
comparative study of religion, on religious traditions,
and on methodological issues. The CSWR Bulletin, a
semi-annual journal, contains feature articles, book reviews and current news on Center members around the
world.
For the past five years the Center has been engaged in
a multi-faceted project with the Graduate Theological
Union at Berkeley on values in a comparative perspective. Many Center activities take place in collaboration
with other Harvard Centers and Departments which
share in CSWR's concern for interdisciplinary and
inter-religious colloquy.

FACULTY

1984-1985
ADMINISTRATION
John B. Cannan, Director

Professor of Comparative Religion and Parkman Professor of Divinity (on leave
spring term)
M. David Eckel, Assistant Director
Assistant Professor of the History of Religion
Susan Mccaslin, Administratiw Assistant
and Administrator for Program in Religion and Secondary F.duCRtion at the
Diuinity School
Helen Schul~. Staff Assistant
Robyn Thnzman, Staff Assislanl

FACULTY
Diana L. Eck, Professor of Comparative Religion and llldian Studies
William A. Graham, Settior Ltctum 011 the Comparatilk! History of Religion
T.N. Madan, Visiting Professor of Anthropology and the History of Religion
(fall term)
Muhsin S. Mahdi, James Richard Jewett Professor ofArabic, and Chairman,
Department of Near Eastern umgU11ges and Ciui/izations (on leave)
Masatoshi Nagatomi, Profeswr of Buddhist Studies
Jacob Petuchowski, Albert A. List Visiting Professor of Jewis/1 Studies

(spring ten11)
Ada Rapoport-Albert, Visiting Lecturer and Research Associate in Women's
Studies i11 lhe History of Religion
George E. Rupp, Dean of the Diuinity School and John Lord O'Brian Professor of Divinity
Lamin O. Sanneh, Assistant Profeswr of the History of Religion (on leave
fall term)
Marc E. Saperstein, Associate Professor of Jewish Studies
Annemarie Sch!Dlntel, Professor of Inda-Muslim Cu/lure (spring term)
Jane ldleman Smith, Associate Dean for Academic Affairs, The Diuinity
School, a11d Lecturer on Comparative Religion
Stanley J. Tamblah, Professor of Anthropology and Chairman, Department
of Anthropology
Wei-Ming Tu, Professor of Chinese History and Philosophy and Chairman,
Commillee on /he Sludy of Religion
Gary Tubb, Associate Profeswr of Sanskrit, and Chuinnan, Department of
Sanskrit a11d Indian Studies (on letiue spring term)

VISITING SCHOLARS
Sekandar Amanolahi, Iron
Avraham Grossman, Israel (fall term)
Raphael Israeli, Israel
Anwarul Karim, Bangladesh (spring term)
Charles Keyes, USA Cfall term)
Yehla Raef, Egypt (spring term)
Minor Rogers, USA
Michio Tukunaga, Japan (spring term)

